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My dear Friends^ ^

I KNOW not to whom I can address these Essays

with more propriety than to you; not only on ac-

count of a friendship begun in early life on your part,

though in old age on mine, and in one ofyou I may say

hereditary ; nor yet on account of that correspondence

in our literary pursuits and amusements, which has al-

ways given me so great pleasure ; but because, if these

Essays have any merit, you have a considerable share

in it, having not only encouraged me to hope that they

may be useful, but favoured me with your observations

on every part of them, both before they were sent to

press and while they were under it.

I have availed myself of your observations, so as to

correct many faults that might otherwise have escaped
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me ; and I have a very grateful sense ofyour friendship,

in giving this aid to one, who stood much in need of it

;

having no shame, but much pleasure, in being instruct-

ed by those who formerly were my pupils, as one ofyou

was.

It would be ingratitude to a man whose memory I

most highly respect, not to mention my obligations to

the late lord Kaimes for the concern he was pleased to

take in this work. Having seen a small part of it, he

urged me to carry it on ; took account of my progress

from time to time ; revised it more than once, as far as

it was carried, before his death ; and gave me his ob-

servations on it, both with respect to the matter and the

expression. On some points we differed in opinion, and

debated them keenly, both in conversation and by

many letters, without any abatement of his affection, or

of his zeal for the work's being carried on and publish-

ed : for he had too much liberality of mind not to allow

to others the same liberty in judging which he claimed

to himself.

It is difficult to say whether that worthy man was

more eminent in active life or in speculation. Very

rare, surely, have been the instances where the talents

for both were united in so eminent a degree.

His genius and industry, in many different bi'anchei

of literature, will, by his works, be known to posterity.

His private virtues, and public spirit, his assiduity,

through a long and laborious life, in many honourable

public offices with which he was intrusted, and his zeal

to encourage and promote every thing that tended to

the improvement ofhis country, in laws, literature, com-
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merce, manufactures, and agriculture, are best known

to his friends and contemporaries.

The favourable opinion which he, and jou my friends,

were pleased to express of this work, has been my
chief encouragement to lay it ];)efore the public ; and

perhaps, without that encouragement, it had never seen

the light : for I have always found, that, without social

intercourse, even a favourite speculation languishes;

and that we cannot help thinking the better of our

own opinions when they are approved by those whom

we esteem good judges.

You know that the substance of these Essays was

delivered annually, for more than twenty years, in lec-

tures to a large body of the more advanced students in

this university, and for several years before, in anoth-

er university. Those who heard me with attention,

of whom I presume there are some hundreds alive, will

recognise the doctrine which they heard, some of them

thirty years ago, delivered to them more diffusely, and

with the repetitions and illustrations proper for such

audiences.

I am afraid, indeed, that the more intelligent reader,

who is conversant in such abstract subjects, may think

that there are repetitions still left, which might be

spared. Such, I hope, will consider, that what ta one

reader is a superfluous repetition, to the greater part, less

conversant in such subjects, may be very useful. If

this apology be deemed insufScient, and be thought to be

the dictate of laziness, I claim some indulgence even fov

that laziness, at my period of life.
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You who are in the prime of life, with the vigour

which it inspires, will, I hope, make more happy ad-

vances in this, or in any other branch of science to

which your talents may be applied.

THOMAS REID.

0LAS6OW College,
June 1, 1785.



PEEFACE.

Human knowledge may be reduced to two general

heads, according as it relates to body or to mind ; to things

material, or to things intellectual.

The whole system of bodies in the universe, of which

we know but a very small part, may be called the Mat&-

rial World ; the whole system of minds, from the infinite

Creator, to the meanest creature endowed with thought,

may be called the Intellectual World. These are the

two great kingdoms of nature that fall within our notice

;

and about the one, or the other, or things pertaining to

them, every art, every science, and every human thought

is employed ; nor can the boldest flight of imagination

carry us beyond their limits.

Many things there are, indeed, regarding the nature

and the structure both of body and of mind, which our

faculties cannot reach ; many diflBculties which the ablest

philosopher cannot resolve ; but of other natures, if any

other there be, we have no knowledge, no conception

at all.

That every thing that exists must be either corporeal

or incorporeal, is evident. But it is not so evident, that

every thing that exists must either be corporeal, or en-

dowed with thought. Whether there be in the universe,

beings which gre neither extended, solid, and inert, like

VOL. ir. 2
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body, nor active and intelligent, like mind, seems to be

beyond the reach of our knowledge. There appears to

be a vast interval between body and mind, and whether

there be any intermediate nature that connects them to-

gether, we know not.
^

We have no reason to ascribe intelligence, or even sen-

sation, to plants ;
yet there appears in them an active

force and energy, which cannot be the result of any ar-

rangement or combination of inert matter. The same

thing may be said of those powers by which animals are

nourished and grow, by which matter gravitates, by which

magnetical and electrical bodies attract and repel each

other, and by which the parts of solid bodies cohere.

Some have conjectured, that the phenomena of the ma-

terial world which require active force, are produced by

the continual operation of intelligent beings : others have

conjectured, that there may be in the universe, beings

that are active wittoout intelligence, which, as a kind of

incorporeal machinery, contrived by the Supreme Wis-

dom, perform their destined task without any knowledge

or intention. But, laying aside conjecture, and all pre-

tences to determine in things beyond our reach, we must

rest in this, that body and mind are the only kinds of be-

ing of which we can have any knowledge, or can form any

conception. If there be other kinds, they are not discov-

erable by the faculties which God hath given us; and

with regard to us, are as if they were not.

As, therefore, all our knowledge is confined to body

and mind, or things belonging to them, there are two great

branches of philosophy, one relating to body, the other

to mind. The properties of body, and the laws that ob-

tain in the material system, are the objects of natural phi-
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•sophy, as that word is now used. The branch which

treats of the nature and operations of minds has by some

been called Pneumatology. And to the one or the other

of these branches, the principles of all the sciences be-

long.

What variety there may be of minds or thinking beingi

throughout this vast universe, we cannot pretend to say.

We dwell in a little corner of God's dominion, disjoined

from the rest of it. The globe which Aye inhabit is but

one of seven planets that encircle our sun. What va-

rious orders of beings may inhabit the other six, their

secondaries, and the comets belonging to our system ; and

how many other suns may be encircled with like systems,

are things altogether hid from us. Although human rea-

son and industry have discovered with great accuracy the

order and distances of the planets, and the laws of their

motion, we have no means of corresponding with them.

That they may be the habitation of animated beings is

very probable ; but of the nature, or powers of their in-

habitants, we are perfectly ignorant. Every man is con-

scious of a thinking principle or mind in himself, and we

have sufficient evidence of a like principle in other men.

The actions of brute animals shew, that they have some

thinking principle, though of a nature far inferior to the

human mind. And every thing about us may convinpe

us of the existence of a Supreme Mind, the Maker and

Governor of the universe. These are all the minds of

which reason can give us any certain knowledge.

The mind of man is the noblest work of God which rea-

son discovers to us, and therefore, on account of its dig-

nity, deserves our study. It must indeed be acknowt

the nearest to us,
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and seems the most within our reach, it is very difficult to

attend to its operations, so as to form a distinct notion of

them ; and on that account there is no branch of knowledge

in which the ingenious and speculative have fallen into so

great errors, and even absurdities. These errors and

absurdities have given rise to a general prejudice against

all inquiries of this nature ; and because ingenious men

have, for many ages, given different and contradictory

accounts of the powers of the mind, it is concluded, that

all speculations concerning them are chimerical and vis-

ionary.

But whatever effect this prejudice may have with su-

perficial thinkers, the judicious will not be apt to be car-

ried away with if. About two hundred years ago, the

opinions of men in natural philosophy were as various, and

as contradictory, as they are now concerning the powers

of the mind. Galileo, Torricelli, Kepler, Bacon,

and Newton, had the same discouragement in their at-

tempts to throw light upon the material system, as we have

with regard to the intellectual. If they had been deterred

by such prejudices, we should never have reaped the ben-

efit of their discoveries, which do honour to human nature,

and will make their names immortal. The motto which

Lord Bacon prefixed to some of his writings was worthy of

his genius, Inveniam viam autfaciam.

There is a natural order in the progress of the sciences,

and good reasons may be assigned why the philosophy of

body should be elder sister to that of mind, and of a quicker

grpwth ; but the last hath the principle of life no less than

the first, and will grow up, though slowly, to maturity.

The remains of ancient philosophy upon this subject, are

venerable ruins, (carr^'inas. i^i^t^ ai.nw. ,.„ -,^^ ,. , ,,, „
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sufficient to inflame, but not to satisfy our curiosity. In

later ages, Des Cartes was the first that pointed out the

road we ought to take in those dark regions. Male-

BRANCHE, ArNAUD, LoCKE, BERKELEY, BuFFIER,

HuTCHEsoN, Butler, Hume, Price, Lord Kaims,

have laboured to make discoveries ; nor have they labour-

ed in vain. For, however different and contrary their

conclusions are, however skeptical some of them, they have

all given new light, and cleared the way to those who shall

come after them.

We ought never to despair of human genius, but rather

to hope, that in time it may produce a system of the pow-

ers and operations of the human mind, no less certain than

those of optics or astronomy.

This is the more devoutly to be wished, that a distinct

knowledge of the powers of the mind would undoubtedly

give great light to many other branches of science. Mr.

Hume hath justly observed, that " all the sciences have a

relation to human nature ; and, however wide any of them

may seem to run from it, they still return back by one pas-

sage or another. This is the centre and capitol of the

sciences, which being once masters of, we may easily ex-

tend our conquests every where."

The faculties of our minds are the tools and engines

we must use in every disquisition j and the better we un-

derstand their nature and force, the more successfully we

shall be able to apply them. Mr. Locke gives this ac-

count of the occasion of his entering upon his Essay con-

cerning Human Understanding :
" Five or six friends, says

he, meeting at my chamber, and discoursing on a subject

very remote from this, found themselves quickly at a stand

- T--S- " ;-3 '-iitf,'? ir(o)g(8 iMii (gvery side. After we had
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for a while puzzled ourselves, without coming any nearer

to a resolution of those doubts that perplexed us, it came

into my thoughts that we took a wrong course ; and that,

before we set ourselves upon inquiries of that nature, it

was necessary to examine our own abilities, and see what

objects our understandings were fitted or not fitted to deal

with. This I proposed to the company, who all readily

assented ; and thereupon it was agreed that this should be

our first inquiry." If this be commonly the cause of per-

plexity in those disquisitions which have least relation to

the mind, it must be so much more in those that have an

immediate connection with it.

The sciences may be distinguished into two classes,

according as they pertain to the material or to the intel-

lectual world. The various parts of Natural Philosophy,

the mechanical Arts, Chemistry, Medicine, and Agricul-

ture belong to the first ; but, to the last, belong Grammar,

Logic, Rhetoric, Natural Theology; Morals, Jurispru-

dence, Law, Politics, and the fine Arts. The knowledge

of the human mind is the root from which these grow, and

draw their nourishment. Whether therefore we consider

the dignity of this subject, or its subserviency to science

in general, and to the noblest branches of science in par-

ticular, it highly deserves to be cultivated.

A very elegant writer, on the Sublime and Beautiful,

concludes his account of the passions thus : " The variety

of the passions is great, and worthy, in every branch of

that variety, of the most diligent investigation. The

more accurately we search into the human mind, the

stronger traces we every where find of His wisdom who

made it. If a discourse on the use of the parts of the
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body may be considered as a hymn to the Creator j the

use of the passions, which are the organs of the mind, can-

not be barren of praise to him, nor unproductive to our-

selves of that noble and uncommon union of science and

admiration, which a contemplation of the works of infinite

Wisdom alone can afford to a rational mind ; whilst refer-

ring to him whatever we find of right, or good, or fair, in

ourselves, discovering his strength and wisdom even in our

own weakness and imperfection, honouring them where we

discover them clearly, and adoring their profundity where

we are lost in our search, we may be inquisitive without

impertinence, and elevated without pride ; we may be ad-

mitted, if I may dare to say so, into the councils of the

Almighty, by a consideration of his works. This eleva-

tion of the mind ought to be the principal end of all our

studies, which, if they do not in some measure effect, they

are of very little service to us."





ESSAYS
ON THE

INTELLECTUAL POWERS OF MAN.

ESSAY I.

PRELIMINARY.

CHAP. I.

EXPLICATION OF WORDS.

There is no greater impediment to the advance-

ment of knowledge than the ambiguity of words. To
this chiefly it is owing that we find sects and.parties

in most branches of science; and disputes, whicli are

carried on from age to age, without being brought to

an issue.

Sophistry has been more effectually excluded from

mathematics and natural philosophy than from other

sciences. Tn mathematics it had no place from the

beginning ; mathematicians having had the wisdom to

define accurately the terms they use, and to lay down,

as axioms, the first principles on which their reasoning

is grounded. Accordingly we find no parties among

mathematicians, and hardly any disputes.

Toi. It. 3
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In natural philosophy, there was no less sophistry?

no less dispute ami uueertainfy, than in other sciences,

until abou! a cenlury and a half ago, this science began

to be built upon the foundation of clear deiinilions and

self-evident axioms. Since (bat lime, the science, as

if watered wilh the dew of heaven, hath grown apace;

disputes have ceased, truth hath prevailed, and the

science lialh received greater increase in two centuries,

than in two thousand years before.

It were lo be wished, that this method, which hath

been so successful in those branches of science, were

attempted in others: for definitions and axioms are

the foundations of all science. But that deiinitions

may not be sought, where no definition can he given,

nor logical definitions be atteujpted, v, here the subject

does not admit of ihem, if may be proper to lay down

some general principles concerning definition, for the

sake of those who are less conversant in this branch

of logic.

When one undertakes to explain any art or science,

he will have occasion to use many words that are com-

mon to all who use the same language, and some that are

peculiar to that art or science. "Words of the last kind

are called terms of Ihe art. and ought lo be distinctly

explained, that their meaning may be understood.

A definition is nothing else but an explication of the

meaning of a word, by words whose meaning is already

known. Hence it is evident, that every word cannot

be definrd ; for the deiiniiion must consist of words;

and there could be no definition, if there were not

words previously understood without definition. Com-

mon words, therefore, ought to he used in their common
acceptation ; and, when they have different accepta-

tions in common language, these, when it is necessa-

ry, ought to be distinguished. But they require no
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fkfinition. It is suflicient (o define words tliat are un-

common, or lliat are used in an uncontmon meaning.

It may farther be observed, lliat there are many

words, wliicb, lliou^h they may need explication, can-

not be logically defined. A h)g'ical detinition, that is,

a strict and proper delinilion, musl express (he kind of

the tiling defined, and the specific difference, by which

the species defined, is distinguished from every other

species belonging to that kind. It is natural to the

mind of man tu class things under various kinds, and

again to subdivide every kind into its various species.

A species may often be subdivided into subordinate

species, and then it is considered as a kind.

From what has been said of logical definition, it is

evident, that no word can be logically defined which

does not denote a species ; because such things only

can have a specific difference ; and a specific difference

is essential to a logical definition. On this account there

can be no logical definition of individual things, such as

London or Paris. Individuals are distinguished either by

proper names, or by accidental circumstances of time or

place, but they have no specific difference ; and therefore

though they may be known by proper names, or may be

described by circumstances or relations, tiiey cannot be

defined. If is no less evident, that the most general words

cannot be logically delined, because there is not a more

general term of which they are a species.

Nay, we cannot define every species of things, be-

cause it happens sometimes that we have not words to

express the specific difference. Thus a scarlet colour

is, no doubt, a species of colour; but how shall we ex-

press the specific difference by which scarlet is distin-

guished from green or blue ? The difference of them

is immediately perceived by (he eye, but we have not

words to express it. These things we are taught by

logic.
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Without having recourse to the principles of lo^c,

we may easily be satisfied that words cannot he defin-

ed, wliich signify things perfectly simple, and void of

all composition. This observation, I think, was first

made by Des Cartes, and afterward more fully illus-

trated by Locke. And however obvious it appears to

be, many instances may be given of great philosophers

who have perplexed and darkened the subjects they

have treated, by not knowing, or not attending to it.

When men attempt to define things which cannot

be defined, their definitions will always be either ob-

scure or false. It was one of the capital defects of

Aristotle's philosophy, that he pretended to define the

simplest things, which neither can be, nor need to be

defined; such as time and motion. Among modern

philosophers, I know none that has abused definition so

much as Wolfius, the famous German philosopher,

who, in a work on the human mind, called Psyehologia

Enipirica, consisting of many hundred propositions,

fortified by demonstrations, with a proportional accom-

paniment of definitions, corollaries, and scho|ia, has

,

given so many definitions of things which cannot be

defined, and so many demonstrations of things self-ev-

ident, that the greatest part of the work consists of

tautology, and ringing changes npon words.

There is no subject in which there is more frequent

occasion to use words that cannot be logically defined,

than in treating of the powers and operations of the

mind. The simplest operations of our minds must all

be expressed by words of this kind. No man can ex-

plain by a logical definition what it is to think, to ap-

prehend, to believe, to will, to desire. Every man
v/ho understands the language has some notion of the

meaning of these words : and every man, who is capa-

ble of reflection, may, by attending to the operations

of his own mind, which are signified by them, form a
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clear and distinct notion of thena, but they cannot be
logically defined.

Since therefore it is often impossible to define -words

which we must use on this subject, we must as much
as possible use common words in their common accept-

ation, pointing out their various senses where they

are ambiguous ; and when we are obliged to use words

less common, we must endeavour to explain them as

well as we can, without affecting to give logical defini-

tions, when the nature of the thing does not admit of

them.

The following observations on the meaning of cer-

tain words are intended to supply, as far as we can, the

want of definitions, by preventing ambiguity or obscu-;,

rity in the use of tliem.

1. By the mind of a man, we understand that in

him which thinks, remembers, reasons, wills. The
essence both of body and of mind is unknown to us.

We know certain properties of the first, and certain

operations of (be last, and by these only we can define

or describe them. We define body to be that which is

extended, solid, moveable, divisible. In like manner,

we define mind to be that which thinks. We are con-

scious that we think, and that we have a variety of

thoughts of different kinds; such as seeing, hearing,

remembering, deliberating, resolving, lovi^ng, hating,

and many other kinds of thought, all which we are

taught by nature to attribute to one internal principle ;

and this principle of thought wc call the mind or soul

of a man.

2. By the operations of the mind, we understand

every mode of tliinking of whicii we are conscious.

It deserves our notice, that the various modes of

thinking have always, and in all languages, as far as

we know, been called by the name of operations of the

mind, or by names of the same import. To body we
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ascribe various pi-opeHies, but not operations, properly

so called ; ir is cxtondetl, divisible, nuneuble. inert;

it continues in any state iii vvliicb it is put ; every

change of its stale is the effect of some force impressed

upon it, and is exactly proportional lo (be force im-

pressed, and in the precise dii-edion of iliat force.

Tbese are the general properties of matter, and these

are not operations : on the contrary, ihey all imply its

being a dead inactive thing, which moves only as it is

moved, and acts only by being acted upon.

But the ijiiiid is front i(s very nature a living and

active being. Eveiy thing we know of it implies life

and active energy ; and the reason why all its modes

of thinking are called its operations, is. that in all, or

in most of them, it is not merely passive, as body is,

but is really and properly active.

In all ages, and in all languages, ancient and modern,

the various modes of thinking have been expressed by

words of active signification, such as seeing, bearing,

reasoning, willing, and the like. It seems therefore to

be the natural judgment of mankind, that the mind is

active in its various ways of thinking; and for this rea-

son they are called its operations, and are expressed

by active verbs.

It may be made a question, What regard is to be

paid to this natuia! judgment ; may it not be a vulgar

error? Philosophers who think so, have, no doubt, a

right to be heard. But nntil it is proved that the

inind is not active in thinking, but merely passive, the
common language with regard lo its operations ought

to be used, and ought not to give place to a phrase-

ology invented by philosophers, which implies its be-

ing merely passive.

3. The words power anA faculty, which are often

used in speaking of the mind, need little explication.

Every operation supposes a power in the being that
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operates ; for, to sujiposc any thing to operate, which

has 110 power to operate, is tiianifeslly ubsuid. But,

on the other hand, there is no absurdiiy in supposing a

being to have power lo operate, when it does not ope-

rate. Thus, I iiiav have power to walk, when I sit;

or to speak, when 1 am silent. Everj operation there-;

fore implies power ; but the power does not imply

the operation.

TheJ'uculties of the mind, and its powers, are often

used as synonymous expressions, (iui as most synon-

ymies have some minute disiinclion that deserves no-

tice, 1 apprehend that the word_/acwUi/is most proper-

ly applied to those powers of (he mind which are orig-

i

inal and natural, and which make a part of the con- J

stitution of the mind. Tiiere are other powers which

|

are acquired by use, exercise or study, which are not

called faculties, but habits. There must be something

in the constitution of the mind necessary to our being,

able to actjuire habits, and this is commonly called,

capacity.

4. We frequently meet with a distinction, in writers

upon this subject, between things in the mind, and

things external to the mind. The powers, faculties.,

and operations of the mind, are things in the mind.

Every tliiag is ^aid to be in the mind, of which the

mind is the su&;t'ct. It is selfrcvident, that there are

some things which cannot exist without a subject to

which they belong, and of which they are attributes.

Thus, colour must be in something coloured ; figure;

in something figured ; thought can only be in some-

thing that thinks ; wisdom and virtue cannot exist but

in some being that is wise and virtuous. When4here-

fore we speak of things in the mind, we .understand

by this, things of which the mind is the subject. Ex-

cepting the mind itself, and things in the mind, all

other things are said to be external. It ought there-
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fore to be remembered, that this distinction between

things in the mind, and things external, is not meant

to signify the place of the things we speak of, but their

subject.

There is a figurative sense in which things are said

to be in the mind, which it is sufficient barely to men-

tion. We say, such a thing was not in my mind,

meaning no more than that I had not the least thought

of it. By a figure, we put the thing for the thought

of it. In this sense, external things are in the mind

as often as they are the objects of our thought.

5. Thinking is a very general word, which includes

all the operations of our minds, and is so well under-

stood as to need no definition.

To perceive, to remember, to be conscious, and to

conceive or imagine, are words common to philosophers,

and to the vulgar. They signify different operations

of the mind, which are distinguished in all languages,

and by all men that think. I shall endeavour to use

them in their most common and proper acceptation,

and I think they are hardly capable of strict deiini-

tion. But as some philosophers, in treating of the

mind, have taken the liberty to use them very im-

properly, so as to corrupt the English language, and

to confound things, which the common understanding

of mankind hath always led them to distinguish, I

shall make some observations on the meaning of them,

that may prevent ambiguity or confusion in the use

of them.

6. First, We are never said to perceive things, of the

existence of which we have not a full conviction. I

may conceive or imagine a mountain of gold, or a winged
horse; but no man says that he perceives such a crea-

ture of imagination. Thus pfirceph'on is distinguished

from conception or imagination. Secondly, Perception
is applied only to external objects, not to those that
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aPe in the mind itself. When I am pained, I do not

say tliat I perceive pain, but that 1 feel it, or that I

am conscious of it. Thus perception is distinguished

from consciousness. Thirdly, The immediate object

of perception must be something present, and not what
is past. We may remember what is past, but do

not perceive it. I may say, I perceive such a person

has bad the small'-pox; but this phrase is figura-

tive, although the figure is so familiar that it is not

observed. The meaning of it is, that I perceive the

pits in his face, which are certain signs of his hav-

ing had the small-pox. We say we perceive the thing

signified, when we only perceive the sign. But when
the word perception is used properly, and without any

figure, it is never applied to things past. And thus it

is distinguished from remembrance.

In a word, perception is most properly' applied to

the evidence which we have of external objects by our

senses. But as this is a very clear and cogent kind

of evidence, the word is often applied by analogy to

the evidence of reason or of testimony, when it is clear

and cogent. The perception of external objects by our

senses, is an operation of the mind of a peculiar nature,

and ought to have a name appropriated to it. It has

so in all languages. And, in the English, I know no

word more proper to express this act of the mind than

perception. Seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, and

touching or feeling, are words that express the opera-

tions proper to each sense ; perceiving expresses that

which is common to them all.

The observations made on this word Avould have been

unnecessary, if it had not been so much abused in phi-

losophical writings upon the mind ; for, in other writ-

ings, it has no obscurity. Although this abuse is not

chargeable on Mr. Hume only, yet I think he has car-

ried it to the highest pitch. The first sentence of his

vol.. II. 4
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Treatise of Human Nature runs thiis ; " All the per-

ceptions of the human mind resolve themselves into

two distinct heads, which I shall call impressions and

ideas." He adds a little after, that, u«der the name

of impressions, he comprehends all our sensations, pas-

sions, and emotions. Here we learn, that our passions

and emotions are perceptions. I believe, no English

writer before him ever gave the name of a perception

to any passion or emotion. When a man is angry, we

must say that he has the perception of anger. When
he is in love, that he has the perception of love. He
speaks often of the perceptions of memory, and of the

perceptions of imagination ; and he might as well

speak of the hearing of sight, or of the smelling of

touch : for, surely, hearing is not more different from

sight, or smelling from toucli, than perceiving is from

remembering or imagining.

7. Consciousness is a word used by philosophers, to

signify that immediate knowledge which we have of

our present thoughts and purposes, and, in general, of

all the present operations of our minds. Whence we
may observe, that consciousness is only of things pres-

ent. To apply consciousness to things past, which

sometimes is done in popular discourse, is to confound

consciousness with memory ; and all such confusion of

words ought to be avoided in philosophical discourse.

It is likewise to be observed, that consciousness is only

of things in the mind, and not of external things. It

is improper to say, I am conscious of the table which
is before me. I perceive it, I see it, but I do not say

lam conscious of it. As that consciousness by which

we have a knowledge of the operations of our own
minds, is a different power from that by which we per-

ceive external objects, and as these different powers
have different names in our laUguage, and, 1 believe, in

all languages, a philosopher ought carefully to pre-
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serve this distinction, and never to confound things so

different in their nature.

8. Conceiving, imagining, and ajiprehending, are com-

monly used as synonymous in our language, and sig-

nify the same thing which the logicians call simple ap-

prehension. This is an operation of the mind different

from all Ihose we have mentioned. Whatever we per-

ceive, whatever we remember, whatever we are con-

scious of, we have a full persuasion or conviction of its

existence. But we may conceive or imagine what has

no existence, and what we iirmly believe to have no

existence. What never had an existence cannot be re-

membered ; what has no existence at present cannot be

the object of perception or of consciousness; but what
never had, nor has any existence, may be conceived.

Every man knows, that it is as easy to conceive a

winged horse or a centaur, as it is to conceive a horse

or a man. Let it be observed therefore, that to con-

ceive, to imagine, to apprehend, when taken in the

proper sense, signify an act of the mind which implies

no belief or judgment at all. It is an act of the mind

by which nothing is affirmed or denied, and which

therefore can neither be true nor false.

But there is another and a very different meaning

of those words, so common and so well authorized in

language, that it cannot easily be avoided ; and on that

account we ought to be the more on our guard, that

we be not misled by the ambiguity. Politeness and

good breeding lead men, on most occasions, to express

their opinions with modesty, especially when they dif-

fer from others whom they ought to respect. There-

fore, when we would express our opinion modestly, in-

stead of saying, " This is my opinion," or, " this is my
judgment," which has the air of dogmaticalness, we
say, " I conceive it to be thus, I imagine or apprehend

it to be thus ;" which is understood as a modest declar-
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ation of our judgment. In like manner, Avhen any

thing is said which we take to be impossible, we say,

" We cannot conceive it," meaning that we cannot

believe it.

Thus we see, that the words conceive, imagine, ap-

prehend, have two meanings, and are used to express

two operations of the mind, which ought never to be

confounded. Sometimes they express simple appre-

hension, which implies no judgment at all; sometimes

they express judgment or opinion. This ambiguity

ought to be attended to, that we may not impose upon

ourselves or others in the use of them. The ambiguity

is indeed remedied in a great measure by their con-

struction. When they are used to express simple ap-

prehension, they are followed by a noun in the accusa-

tive case, which signifies the object conceived. But

when they are used to express opinion or judgment,

they are commonly followed by a verb in the injinilive

mood. " I conceive an Egyptian pyramid." This

implies no judgment. " I conceive the Egyptian pyr-

amids to be the most ancient monuments of human

art." This implies judgment. When the words are

used in the last sense, the thing conceived must be a

proposition, because judgment cannot be expressed but

by a proposition. Wlien they are used in the first

sense, the thing conceived may be no proposition, but

a simple term only, as a pyramid, an obelisk. Yet it

may be observed, that even a proposition may be sim-

ply apprehended without forming any judgment of its

truth or falsehood : for it is one thing to conceive the

meaning of a proposition j it is another thing to judge

it to be true or false.

Although the distinction between simple apprehen.

sion, and every degree of assent or judgment, be per-

fectly evident to every man who reflects attentively on

>iyhat passes in his own mind ; although it is very nec«
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essary, ia treating of the powers of the mind, to attend

carefully to this distinction ; yet, in the affairs of com-

mon life, it is seldom necessary to observe it accu-

rately. On this account, we shall find, in all common
languages, the words which express one of those ope-

rations frequently applied to the other. To think, to

suppose, to imagine, to conceive, to apprehend, are the

words we use to express simple apprehension ; but they

are all frequently used to express judgment. Their

ambiguity seldom occasions any inconvenience in the

common affairs of life, for which language is framed.

But it has perplexed philosophers, in treating of the

operations of the mind, and will always perplex them,

if they do not attend accurately to the different mean-

ings which are put upon those words on different occa-

sions.

9. Most ofthe operations ofthe mind, from their very

nature, must have objects to which they are directed,

and about which they are employed. He that per-

ceives, must perceive something ; and that which he

perceives, is called the object of his perception. To
perceive, without having any object of perception, is

impossible. The mind that perceives, the object per-

ceived, and the operation of perceiving that object, are

distinct things, and are distinguished in the structure

of all languages. In this sentence, " I see, or perceive

the moon;" I is the person or mind; the active verb

see denotes the operation of the mind ; and the moon

denotes the object. What we have said of perceiving,;

is equally applicable to most operations of the mind.

Such operations are, in all languages, expressed by act-

ive transitive verbs : and we know, that, in all lan-

guages, such verbs require a thing or person, which is

the agent, and a noun following in an oblique case,

which is the olyeet. Whence it is evident, that all

mankind, both those who have contrived language, and
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those who use it with understanding, have distinguisli-

ed these three things as diBereni ; to wit, the opera-

tions of the mind, which are expressed h^ active verbs,

the fflind itself, which is the nominative to tliose verbs,

and the object, which is, in the oblique case, governed

hy them.

It wonld have been unnecessary to explain so obvi-

ous a distinction, if some systems of philosophy had

not confounded it. Mr. Hume's system, in particular,

confounds all distinction between the operations of the

mind and their objects. When he speaks of the ideas

of memory, the ideas of imagination, and the ideas of

sense, it is often impossible, from the tenour of his dis-

course, to know whether, by those ideas, he means the

operations of the mind, or the objects about which they

are employed. And, indeed, according to bis system,

there is no distinction between the one and the other.

A philosopher is, no doubt, entitled to examine even

those distinctions that are to be found in the structure

of all languages ; and. if he is able to shew that there

is no foundation for them in the nature of the things

distinguished ; if he can point out some prejudice com-

mon to mankind which has led them to distinguish

things that are not really different ; in that ease, such

a distinction may be imputed to a vulgar error, which

ought to be corrected in philosophy. But when, in

the first setting out, he takes it for granted, without

proof, that distinctions found in the structure of all

languages, have no foundation in nature; this surely is

too fastidious a way of treating the common sense of

mankind. When we come to be instructed by philos-

ophers, we must bring the old light of common sense

along with us, and by it judge of the new light which
the philosopher communicates to us. But when we
are required to put out the old light altogethep, that

we may follow the new, we have reason to be on our
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gaard. There may be distinctions that have a real

foundation, and which may be necessary in philosophyi

which are not made in common language, because not

necessary in the common business of life. But, 1 be-

lieve, no instance will be found of a distinction made in

all languages, which' has^ not a just foundation in na-

ture.

10. The word idea occurs so frequently in modern
p1iilo!io;>hical writings upon the mind, and is so ambig-

uous in its meaning, that it is necessary to mal^e some

observations upon it. There are chiefly two meanings

of (his word in modern authors, a popular and a philo-

sophical.

Firs), in popular language, idea signifies the same

thing as conception, apprehension, notion. To have

an idea of any thing, is to conceive it. To have a dis-

tinct idea, is to conceive it distinctly. To have no

idea of it, is not to conceive it at all. It was before ob-

served, thai conceiving or apprehending has always

been considered by all men as an act or operation of

the mind, and on that account has been expressed in all

languages by an active verb. When, therefore, we use

the phrase of having ideas, in the popular sense, we

ought to attend to this, that it signifies precisely the

same thing which we commonly express by the active

Tcrbs conceiving or apprehending.

When the word idea is taken in this popular sensCf

no man can possibly doubt whether he has ideas. For

liethat doubts must think, and to think, is to have ideas.

Sometimes, in popular language, a man's ideas sig-

nify his opinions. The ideas of Aristotle, or of Epi-

curus, signify the opinions of these philosophers.

What was formerly said of the words imagine, conceive,

apprehend, that they are soinetimes used to express

judgment, is no less true of the word idea. This sig-

nification of the word seems, indeed, more common in
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the French language than in English. But it is found

in this sense in good English authors, and even in Mr.
Locke. Thus we see, that having ideas, taken in the

popular sense, has precisely the same meaning with

conceiving, imagining, apprehending, and has likewise

the same ambiguity. It may, therefore, be doubted,

whether the introduction of this word into popular dis-

course, to signify the operation of conceiving or appre-

hending, was at all necessary. For, first, we have, as

has been shown, several words which are originally

English, or have been long naturalized, that express

the same thing; why therefore should we adopt a

Greek word in place of these, any more than a French

or a German word ? Besides, the words of our own lan-

guage are less ambiguous. For the word idea has, for

many ages, been used by philosophers as a term of art;

and in the different systems of philosophers means very

different things.

Secondly, according to the philosophical meaning of

the word idea, it does not signify that act of the mind
which we call thought or conception, but some object

of thought. Ideas, according to Mr. Locke, whose
very frequent use of this word has probably been the

occasion of its being adopted into common language,

"are nothing but the immediate objects of (he mind
in thinking." But of those objects of thought called

ideas, the different sects of philosophers have given a
very different account. Bruckerus, a learned Ger-
man, wrote a whole book giving the history of ideas.

The most ancient system we have concerning ideas,

is that which is explained in several dialogues of Pla-
to, and which many ancient as well as modern writ-
ers have ascribed to Plato as the inventor. Bm it is

certain that Plato had his doctrine upon this subject
as well as the name idea, from the school of Pythag-
oras. We have still extant a tract of Timaus th«
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Locrian. a Pythagorean philosopher, coneei'ning the soul

of (he world, in which we find the substance of Pia(o's

doctrine concerning ideas. They were held to be eter-

nal, uncreated, and immutable forms or models, ac-

cording to which the Deity, of an eternal matter, made
every species of tilings that exists. Those philoso-

phers held, that there are three first principles of all

things. First, an eternal matter, of which all things

were made: secondly, eternal and immaterial forms or

ideas, according to which ihey were made: and, third-

ly, an efficient cause, the Deity who made them. The

mind of man. in order to its being fitted for the con-

templation of these eternal ideas, must undergo a cer-

tain purification, and be weaned from sensible things.

The eternal ideas are the only object of science ; but

the objects of sense, being in a perpetual flux, there can

be no real knowledge with regard (o iheni.

The philosophers of (he Alexandrian school, com-

monly called the latter Plntonists, made some change

upon the system of the ancient Plalonists with respect

to the eternal ideas. They held them not to be a prin-

ciple distinct from the Deity, but to be the conceptions

of things in the divine understanding, the natures and

essenses of all things being perfectly known to him

from eternity.

It ought to be observed, that the Pythagoreans, and

the Platonists whether elder or latter, made the eter-

nal ideas to be objects of science only, and of abstracts

contemplation, not the objects of sense. And in this'

the ancient system of eternal ideas differs from the

modern one of father Malebranche. He held, in com-^

mon with other modern philosophers, that no external

thing is perceived by us immediately, but only by ideas:

but he thought, that the ideas, by which we perceive

an external world, are the ideas of the Deity himself,

in whose mind the ideas of all things, past, present, and

veil. II.
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future, must have been from eternity ; for the Deity

being intimately present to our minds at all times, may

discover to us as much of his ideas as he sees proper,

according to certain established laws of nature : and in

his ideas, as in a mirror, we perceive whatever we do

perceive of the external world.

Thus we have three syslems, which maintain, that

the ideas, which are the immediate objects of human

knowledge, are eternal and immutable, and existed be-

fore the things which they represent. There are other

systems, according to which, the ideas, which are the

immediate objects of all our thoughts, are posterior to

the things which they represent, and derived from

them. We shall give some account of these : but as

they have gradually sprung out of the ancient Peripa-

tetic system, it is necessary to begin with some account

of it.

Aristotle taught, that all the objects of our thought

enter at first by (he senses; and, since the sense can-

not receive external material objects themselves, it re-

ceives their species ; that is, their images or forms,

without the matter; as wax receives the form of the

seal without any of the matter of it. These images op

forms, impressed upon the senses, are called sensible

species, and are the objects only of the sensitive part of

the mind : but. by various internal powers, they are

retained, refined, and spiritualized, so as to become ob-

jects of memoi-y and imagination, and, at last, of pure

intellection. When they are objects of memory and

ofimagination, they get the name ofphantasms. When,
by farther refinement, and being stripped of their par-

ticularities, they become objects of science ; they are

called intelligible species : so that every immediate ob-

ject, whether of sense, of memory, of imagination, or

of reasoning, must be some phantasm or species in the

mind itself.
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The followers of Aristotle, especially the school-

men, made great additions to this theory, which the

author himself mentions very hriefly, and with an ap-

pearance of reserve. They entered into large disqui-
;

sitions with regard to the sensible species, what kind

of things they are; how they are sent forth by the ob-

ject, and enter by the organs of the senses; how they

are preserved and refined by various agents, called in-

ternal senses ; concerning the number and offices of

which they had many controversies. But we shall not

enter into a detail of these matters.

The reason of giving this brief account of the theo-

ry of the Peripatetics, with regard to the immediate

objects of our thoughts, is, because the doctrine of

modern philosophers concerning ideas is built upon it.

Mr. Locke, who uses this word so very frequently, tells

us, that he means the same thing by it, as is common-
ly meant by species or phantasm. Gassendi, from whom
Locke borrowed more than from any other author,

says the same. The words species and phantasm, are

terms of art in the Peripatetic system, and the mean-

ing of them is to be learned from it.

The theory of Democritus and Epicurus, on this

subject, was not very unlike to that of the Peripatet-

ics. They held, that all bodies continually send

forth slender films or spectres from their surface, of

such extreme subtilty, that they easily penetrate our

gross bodies, or enter by the organs of sense, and

stamp their image upon the mind. The sensible spe-

cies of Aristotle was mere forms without matter. The

spectres of Epicurus were composed of a very subtile

matter.

Modern philosophers, as well as the Peripatetics and

Epicureans of old, have conceived, that external ob-

jects cannot be the immediate objects of our thought

;

that there must be some image of them iu the mind
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itself, in which, as in a mirror, they are seen. And

the name idea, in the philosophical sense of it, is given

to those interna! and immediate objects ofour tlioughts.

The external thing is the remote or mediate object;

but the idea, or image of that object in the mind, is the

immediate object, without which we could have no per-

ception, no remembrance, no conception of the mediate

object.

When, therefore, in common language, we speak of

having an idea of any thing, we mean no more by that

expression but thinking of it. The vulgar allow, that

this expression implies a mind that thinks ; an act of

that mind which we call thinking, and an object about

which we think. But. besides these three, the philos-

opher conceives that there is a fourth, to wit, theidm,

which is the immediate object. The idea is in the

mind itself, and can have no existence but in a mind

that thinks; but the remote, or mediate object may be

something external, as the sun or moon ; it may be

something past or future; it may be something which

never existed. This is the philosophical meaning of

the word idea ; and we may observe, that this meaning

of that word is built upon a philosophical opinion: for

if philosophers had not believed that there are such

immediate objects of all our thoughts in the mind, they

would never have used the word idea to express them.

I shall only add on this article, that although I may
have occasion to use the word idea in this philosophical

sense in explaining the opinions of others, I shall have

no occasion to use it in expressing my own, because I be-

lieve ideas, taken in this sense, to be a mere fiction of

philosophers. And in the popular meaning of the word,

there is the less occasion to use it, because the English

words, thought, notion, wpprehension, answer the pur-

pose as well as the Greek word idea; with this advan-

tage, that they are less ambiguous. There is indeed a
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meaning of the word idea, which I think most agree-

ahle to its use in ancient philosophy, and which I would

willingly adopt, if use, the arbiter of language, did per-

mit. But this will come to be explained afterward.

H. The word impression is used by Mr. Hume, in

speaking of the operations of the mind, almost as often

as the word idea is by Mr. Locke. What the latter

calls ideas, the former divides into two classes ; one of

which he calls impressions, the other ideas. I shall

make some observations upon Mr. Hume's explication

of that word, and (hen consider the proper meaning of

it in the English language.

" We may divide, says Mr. Hume, Essays, vol. ii.

page 18. all the perceptions of the human mind into

two classes or species, which are distinguished by their

different degrees of force and vivacity. "Tlie less

lively and forcible, are commonly denominated thoughts

or ideas. The other species want a name in our lan-

guage, and in most others ; let us therefore use a little

freedom, and call them impressions. By this term im-

pressions, then, I mean all our more lively perceptions,

when we hear, or see, or feel, or love, or hate, or desire,

or will. Ideas are the less lively perceptions, of which

we are conscious, when we reflect on any of those sen-

sations or movements above mentioned."

This is the explication Mr. Hume hath given in his

Essays of the term impressions, when applied to the

mind ; and his explication of it, in his Treatise of Hu-

man Nature, is to the same purpose.

Disputes about words belong rather to grammarians

than to philosophers; but philosophers ought not to

escape censure when they corrupt a language, by using

words in a way which the purity of the language will

not admit. I find fault with Mr. Hume's phraseology

in the word's I have quoted,
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First, Because he gives the name of perceptions to

everj operation of the mind. Love is a perception,

hatred a perception. Desire is a perception, will is a

perception ; and, by I he same rule, a doubt, a question,

a command, is a perception. This is an intolerable

abuse of language, which no philosopher has authority

to introduce.

Secondly, When Mr. Hume says, that we may divide

all the 'pereeplions of the human mind into two classes

or species, which are distinguished by their degrees of

force and vivacity, the manner of expression is loose

and unphilosophical. To difl^er in species is one thing;

to differ in degree is another. I'hings which differ in

degree only must be of the same species. It is a max-

im of common sense, admitted by all men, that greater

and less do not make a change of species. The same

man niay differ in the degree of his force and vivacity

in ihe morning and at night ; in health and in sickness:

but this is so far from making him a different spe-

cies, that it does not so much as make him a different

individual. To say, therefore, (hat two different classes,

or species of perceptions, are distinguished by the de-

grees of their force and vivacity, is to confound a dif-

ference of degree with a difference of species, which

every man of understanding knows how to distinguish.

Thirdly, We may observe that this author, having
given the general name of perception to all the opera-

tions of the mind, and distinguished them into two
classes or species, which differ only in degree of force

and vivacity, tells us, that he gives the name of impres-

sions to all our more lively perceptions ; to wit, when
we hear, or see, or feel, or love, or hate, or desire, or

•will. There is great confusion in this account of the

meaning of the word impression. When I see, this is

an impression. But why has not the author told us.
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whether he gives the name of impression to the ohject

seen, or (o that act of my mind by which I see it?

When I see the full moon, the full moon is one thing«

my perceiving it is another thing. Which of these two
tilings does he call an impression ? We are left to guess

this
J nor does all that this autlior writes about impres-

sions clear this point. Every thing he says tends to

darken it, and to lead us to think, that the full moon
which I see, and my seeing it are not two things, but

one and the same thing.

The same o|>servation may be applied to every other

instance the author gives to illustrate the meaning of

the word impression. '• When we hear, when we feel,

when we love, when we hate, when we desire, when
we will." In all these aets of the mind there must

be an object, which is heard, or felt, or loved, or

hated, or desired, or wilh-d. Thus, for instance, I

love my country. This, says Mr. Hume, is an ira-

presmon. But what is the impressi&n ? is it my coun-

try, or is it the affection I bear to it ? I ask the phi-

losopher this question ; but 1 find no answer to it.

i^ud when I read all that he has written on this sub-

ject, I find this word impression sometimes used to sig-

nify an operation of the mind, sometimes the object of

the operation ; but, for the most part, it is a vague and

indetermined word that signifies both.

I know not whether it maybe considered as are apol-

ogy for such abuse of words, in an author who under-

stood the language so well, and used it with sa great

propriety in writing on other subjects, that Mr. Huihe's

system, with regard t^ the mind, required a language

of a different structure from the common; or, if ex-

pressed in plain English, would have been too shocking

to the common sense of mankind. To give an instance

or two of this. If a man receives a present on which

he puts a high >talue| if he see and handle it, and
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put it in his pocket, this, says Mr. Hume, is an impres-

sion. If (he man only dream that he received such a

present, this is an idea. Wherein lies the difierence

between this impression and this idea; between the

dream and the reality ? Thej' are different classes or

species, says Mr. Hume : so far all men will agree with

him. But he adds, that they are distinguished only

by diiierent degrees of force and vivacity. Here he in-

sinuates a tenet of his own, in contradiction to the com-

mon sense of mankind. Common sense convinces every

man, that a lively dream is no nearer to a reality than

a faint one; and that if a man should dream that he

had all the wealth of Croesus, it would not put one

farthing in his pocket. It is impos>ible to fabricate

arguments against such undeniable principles, without

confounding the meaning of words.

In like manner, if a man would persuade me, that

the moon which I see. and my seeing it, are not two

things, but one and the same thing, he will answer his

purpose less by arguing this point in plain English, than

by confounding (he two under one name, such as that

of an impression : for such is the power of words, that

jf we can be brought to the habit of calling two things

that are connected hy the same name, we are the more
easily led to believe them one and the same thing.

Let us next consider the proper meaning of the word
impression in English, that we may see how far it is fit

to express either the operations of the mind, or their

objects.

"When a figure is stamped upon a body by pressure,

that figure is called an impression, as the impression of
a seal on wax, of printing (.>pes. or of a copperplate, on
paper. This seems now (o be (he literal sense of (he

word; the efiect borrowing its name from ( he cause. But
by metaphor or analogy, like mosto(herwords,i(s mean-
ing is extended, so as to signify any change produce*
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in a body by the operation of some external cause. A
blow of the hand makes no impression on a stone wall |

but a battery of cannon may. The moon raises a tide

in the ocean, but makes no impression on rivers and

lakes.

When we speak of making an impression on the

mind, the word is carried still farther from its literal

meaning ; use, however, which is the arbiter of lan-

guage, authorizes this application of it. As when we
say, that admonition and reproof make little impression

on those who are confirmed in bad habits. The same
discourse delivered in one way, makes a strong impres-

sion on the hearers ; delivered in another way, it makes

no impression at all.

It may be observed, that in such examples, an im-

pression made on the mind always implies some change

of purpose or will ; some new habit produced, or some
former habit weakened ; some passion raised or allay-

ed. When such changes are produced by persuasion,

exanvple, or any external cause, we say that such causes

make an impression upon the mind. But when things

are seen, or heard, or apprehended, without producing

any passion or emotion, we say that they make no im-

pression.

In the most extensive sense, an impression is a

change produced in some passive subject by the opera-

tion of an external cause. Jf we suppose an active be-

ing to produce any change in itself by its own active

power, this is never called an impression. It is the

act or operation of the being itself, not an impression

upon it. From this it appears, that to give the name
of an impression to any effect produced in the mind, is

to suppose that the mind does not act at all in the pro-

duction of that effect. If seeing, hearing, (fesiring, will-

ing, be operations of the mind, they cannot be impres-

sions. If they be impressions, they cannot be opera-

voj.. II. S
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tions of (he mind. In the structure of all languages

ihey are considered as acts or operations of the mind

itself, and the names given rhem impl^ this. To call

them impressions, therefore, is to trespass against the

structure, not of a particular language only, but of all

languages.

If the word impression be an improper word to sig-

nify the operations of the mind, it is at least as im-

proper to signify their objects; for would any man be

thought to speak with propriety, who should say that

the sun is an impression, that the earth aud the sea

are impressions ?

It is commonly believed, and taken for granted, that

every language, if jt be sufficienlly copious in words,

is equally fit to express all opinions, whether they be

true or false. I apprehend, however, that there is an

exception to this general rule, which deserves our no-

tice. There are certain common opinions of mankind^

upon which the structure and grammar of all lan-

guages are founded. While these opinions are com-

mon to all men, there will be a great similarity in all

languages that are to be found on the face of (he earth.

Such a similarity there really is | for we find in all lan-

guages the same parts of. speech, the distinction of

nouns and verbs, the distinction of nouns into adjec-

tive and substantive, of verbs into active and passive.

In verbs we find like tenses, moods, persons, and num-

bers. There are general rules of grammar, the same

in all languages. This similarity of structure in all

languages shews an uniformity among men in those

opinions upon which the structure of language is found-

ed.

If, for instance, we should suppose that there was a
nation who believed that the things which we call at-

tributes might exist without a subject, there would be

in their language no distinction between adjectives aud
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substantives, nor would it he a rule wilh them that an

adjective has no meaning, unless when joined to a sub-

staniive. If there was any nation who did not distin-

guish between acting and being acted upon, (here

would in Iheir language be no distinction between active

and passive verbs, nor would it be a rule that the active

verb must have an agent in the nomitiative case: but

that, in the passive verb, the agent must be in an ob-

lique case.

The structure of all languages is grounded upon com-

mon notions, which Mr. Hume's philosophy opposes,

and endeavours to overturn. This no doubt led him to

warp the common language into a conformity with his

principles; but we ought not to imitate him in this,

until we are satisfied that bis principles are built on a

solid foundation.

±2. Sensation is a name given by philosophers to an

act of mind, which may be distinguished from all oth-

ers by this, that it hath no object distinct from the act

itself. Pain of every kind is an uneasy sensation.

When I am pained, I cannot say that the pain I feel

is one thing, and that my feeling it is another thing.

They are one and the same thing, and cannot be dis-

joined, even in imagination. Pain, when it is not felt,

has no existence. It can be neither greater nor less

in degree or duration, nor any thing else in kind, thaa

it is felt to he. It cannot exist by itself, nor in any

subject, hut in a sentient being. No quality of an in-

animate insentient being can have the least resem-

blance to it.

What we have said of pain may be applied to every

other sensation. Some of them are agreeable, others

uneasy, in various degrees. These being objects of de-

sire or aversion, have some attention given to them;

but many are indifferent, and so little attended tOj that

they have no name in any language.
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Most operations of the mind, that have names in com-
mon language, are complex in their nature, and made
up of various ingredients, ofrmore simple acts; which,

though conjoined in our constitution, must be dis-

joined by abstraction, in order to our having a dis-

tinct and scientific notion of the complex operation.

In such operations, sensation for the most part makes

an ingredient. Those who do not attend to the com-

plex nature of such operations, are apt to resolve them

into some one of the simple acts of which they are

compounded, overlooking the others : and from this

cause many disputes have been raised, and many errors

have been occasioned with regard to the nature of such

operations.

The perception of external objects is accompanied

with some sensation corresponding to the object per-

ceived, and such sensations have, in many cases, in all

languages, the same name with the external object

which they always accompany. The difficulty of dis-

joining by abstraction, things thus constantly conjoin-

ed in the course of nature, and things, which have one

and the same name in all languages, has likewise been

frequently an occasion of errors in the philosophy of

the mind. To avoid such errors, nothing is of more

importance than to have a distinct notion of that sim-

ple act of the mind, which we call sensation, and

which we have endeavoured to describe. By this

means we shall find it more easy to distinguish il from
every external object that it accompanies, and from
every other act of the mind that may be conjoined

with it. For this purpose it is likewise of importance,

that the name of sensation should, in philosophical

writings, be appropriated to signify this simple act of

the mind, without including any thing more in its sig-

nification, or being applied to other purposes.
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1 shall add an observation conceniing the \rovifeel-

ing. This word has tlK meanings. First, it signifies'

the perceptions we have of external objects, by the sense

of touch. When we speak of feeling a body to be hard;

or soft, rough or smooth, hot or cold, to feel these

things, is to perceive them by touch. Tliey are exter-

nal things, and that act of the mind by which we feel

them, is easily distinguished from the objects felt: sec-

ondly, the word^eeJinifis used (o signify the same thing

as sensation, which we have just now explained ; and, ;

in this sense, it has no object ; the feeling and the thing
;

felt are one and the same.

Perhaps betwixt feeling, taken in this last sense, and

sensation, there may be this small difference, that sen-

sation is most commonly used to signify those feelings

which we have by our external senses and bodily appe-

tites, and all our bodily pains and pleasures. But there

arcfeelings of a nobler nature accompanying our affec-

tiuiis. our moral judgments, and our determinations in

matters of taste, to which the word sensation is less

properly applied.

I have premised these observations on the meaning

of certain words that frequently occur in treating of

this subject, for two reasons ; first, that I may be the

better understood when I use them ; and, secondly,

that those who would make any progress in this branch

of science, may accustom themselves to attend very

carefully to the meaning of words that are used in it.

They may be assured of this, that the ambiguity of

words, and the vague and improper application of them,

have thrown more darkness upon this subject, than the

subtilty and intricacy of things.

When we use common words, we ought to use them

in the sense in which they are most commonly u%ed by

the best and purest writers in the language ; and, when

we have occasion to enlarge or restrict the meaning of
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a common word, or to give it more precision than it

has in common language, the reader ought to have

warning of this, otherwise we shall impose upon our-

selves and upon him.

A very respectable writer has given us a good ex-

ample of this kind, by explaining, in an appendix to his

Elements of Criticism, the terms he has occasion to

use. In that Appendix, most of the words are explain-

ed on which I have been making observations. And

the explication I have given, I think, agrees, for the

most part, with his.

Other words that need explication shall be explain-

ed as they occur.

CHAP. II.

PKINCIPIES TAKEN FOE GRANTED.

As there are words common to philosophers and to

the vulgar, which need no explication ; so there are

principles common to both, which need no proof, and

which do not admit of direct proof.

One who applies to any branch of science must be

come to years of understanding, and consequently must

have exercised his reason, and the other powers of his

mind, in various ways. He must have formed various

opinions and principles, by which he conducts himself

in the affairs of life. Of those principles, some are

common to all men, being evident in themselves, and

so necessary in the conduct of life, that a man cannot

live and act according to the rules of common prudence

without them.

All men that have common understanding agree in

such principles^ laad consider a man as lunatic, or des-
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titute of common sense, who denies or calls them in

question. Thus, if any man were found of so strange

a (urn as not to believe his own eyes; to put no trust

in his senses, nor baVe the least regard to their testi-

mony ; would any man think it worth while to reason

gravely with such a person, and, by argument, to con-

vince him of his error? Surely no wise man would.

For before men can reason together, they must agree:

in first principles ; arid it is impossible to reason with;

a man who has no principles in common with you.

There are, therefore, common principles, which are

the foundation of all reasoning, and of all science. Such

common principles seldom admit of direct proof; nor

do they need it. Men need not to be taught them; for

they are such as all men of common understanding

know ; or such, at least, as they give a ready assent to,

as soon as they are proposed and understood.

Such principles, when we have occasion to use tfaem

in science, are called axioms. And, although it be not

absolutely necessary, yet it may be of great use, to

point out the principles or axioms on which a science

is grounded.

Thus, mathematicians, before they prove any of the

propositions of mathematics, lay down certain axioms,

or common principles, upon which they build their

reasonings. And although those axioms be truths

which every man knew before ; such as, that the whole

is greater than a part, that equal quantities added to

equal quantities make equal sums; yet when we see

nothing assumed in the proof of mathematical propo-

sitions, but such self-evident axioms, the propositions

appear more certain, and leave no room for doubt op

dispute.

In all other sciences, as well as in mathematics, i^

will be found, that there are a few common principles,

upon which all the reasonings in that science are
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grounded, and info which they may be resolved. If

these were poinled out and considered, we should be

belter able to judge what stress may be kid upon the

conclusions in that science. If the principles be cer-

tain, the conclusions justly drawn from them must be

certain. If the principles be only probable, the con-

clusions can only be probable. If the principles be

false, dubious, or obscure, the superstructure that is

buill upon them must partake of the weakness of the

foundation.

Sir Isaac Newton, the greatest of natural philoso-

phers, has given an example well worthy of imitation,

by laying down the common principles or axioms, on

which the reasonings in natural philosophy are built.

Before this was done, the reasonings of philosophers,

in that science, were as vague and uncertain as (hey

are in most others. Nothing was fixed ; all was dis-

pute and controversy : but. by this happy expedient,

a solid foundation is laid in that science, and a noble

superstructure is raised upon it, about which there is

now no more dispute or controversy among men of

knowledge, than there is about the conclusions of

mathematics^

It may, however, be observed, that the first princi-

ples of natural philosophy are of a quite different na-

ture from matheniatical axioms. They have not the

same kind of evidence, nor are they necessary truths,

as mathematical axioms are. They are such as these :

that similar effects proceed from the same or similar

causes : that we ought to admit of no other causes of

natural effects, but such as are true, and sufficient to

account for the effects. These are principles, which,

though they have not the same kind of evidence that

mathematical axioms have, yet have such evidence, that

every man of common understanding readily assents

to them, and finds it absolutely necessary to conduct
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Ilis actions and opinions by tlicni, in the ordinary af-

fairs of life.

Though it has not been usual, yet 1 conceive it

may be useful, to point out some of those things which
I shall lake for granted, as first principles in treating

of the inind and its faculties. There is the more oeca*

sion for this ; because very ingenious men, such as Des
Cartes, Malebranehe, Arnaud, Locke, and many oth-

'

ers, have lost much labour, by not distinguishing things

which require proof, from things which, though they •

may admit of illustration, yet being self-evident, do not

admit of proof. When men attempt to deduce such;

self-evident principles from .others more evident, they

always fall into inconclusive reasoning: and the con-

sequence of this has been, that others, such as Berke-

ley and Hume, finding the arguments brought to prove

such first principles to be weak and inconclusive, have

been tempted first to doubt of them, and afterward to

deny them.

It is so irksome to reason with those who deny first

principles, that wise men commonly decline it. Yet

it is not impossible, that what is only a vulgar preju-

dice may be mistaken for a first principle. Nor is it

impossible, that what is really a first principle, may, by

the enchantment of words, have such a mist thrown

about it, as to hide its evidence, and to make a man of

candour doubt of it. Such cases happen more fre-

quently perhaps in this science than in any other j but

they are not altogether without remedy. There are

ways.by which the evidence of first principles may be

made more apparent when they are brought into dis- ']

pute ; but they require to be handled in a way peculiar

to themselves. Their evidence is not demonstrative, •

but intuitive. They require not proof, but to be placed

in a proper point of view. This will be shown more

fully in its proper place, and applied to those very
vox. II. 7
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principles which we now assume. In the mean time,

Avhen (hey are proposed as first principles, the reader

is put on his guard, and warned to consider whether

they have a just claim to that character.

1. First, then. I shall take it for granted, that I think,

that I rememher, that I reason, and, in general, that I

really perform all those operations of mind of which I

am conscious.

The operations of our minds are attended with con-

sciousness; and this consciousness is the evidence, the

only evidence, which we have or can have of their

existence. If a man should take it into his head to

think or to say that his consciousness may deceive

him, and to require proof that it cannot, I know of no

proof that can be given him; he must be left to him-

self, as a man that denies first principles, without which

there can be no reasoning. Every man finds himself

under a necessity of believing what consciousness tes-

tifies, and every thing that hath this testimony is to be

taken as a first principle.

2. As by consciousness we know certainly the exist-

ence of our present thoughts and passions ; so we

know the past by remembrance. And when they are

recent, and the remembrance of them fresh, the knowl-

edge of them, from sMch distinct remembrance, is, in

its certainty and evidence, next to that of conscious-

ness.

3. But it is to be observed, that we are conscious of

many things to which we give little or no attention.

We can hardly attend to several things at the same

time ; and our attention is commonly employed about

that which is the object of our thought, and rarely

ahout the thouglit itself. Thus, when a man is angry,

his attention is turned to the injury done him, or the

injurious person ; and he gives very little attention to

the passion of anger, although he is conscious of it. It
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is ia our power, however, when we come lo the years

of understanding, to give attention to our own thoughts

and passions, and the various operations of our minds.

And when we make these the objects of our attention,

either while they are present, or when they are recent

and fresh in our memory, this act of the mind is called

reflection.

We take it for granted, therefore, that, by attentive

reflection, a man may have a clear and certain knowl-

edge of the operations of his own mind; a knowledge,

no less clear and certain, than that which he has of an

external object when it is set before his eyes.

This reflection is a kind of intuition ; it gives a like

conviction with regard to internal objects, or things in

the mind, as the faculty of seeing gives with regard lo

objects of sight. A man must, therefore, be convinced

beyond^possibility of doubt of every tiling with re-

gard to the operations of his own mind, which he

clearly and distinctly discerns by attentive reflection.

4. I take it for granted, that all the thoughts I am
conscious of, or remember, are the thoughts of one and

the same thinking principle, which I call myself or my
mind. Every man has an immediate and irresistible

conviction, not only of his present existence but of his

continued existence and identity, as far back as he can

remember. If any man should think tit to demand a

proof that the thoughts he is successively conscious of,

belong to one and the same thinking principle ; if he

should demand a proof that be is the same person to-

day as he was yesterday, or a year ago, I know no

proof that can be given him : he must be left to him-

self} either as a man that is lunatic, or as one who
denies first principles, and is not to be reasoned with.

Every man of a sound mind finds himself under a

necessity of believing bis own identity, and continued

existence. The conviction of this is immediate and
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irresistible ; and if he should lose this conviction, it

would be a certain proof of insanity, which is not to be

remedied by reasoning.

5. I take it for granted, that there are some things

wiiieh cannot exist by themselves, but must be in some-

thing else to which ihay belong, as qualities, or attri-

butes.

Thus, motion cannot exist but in something that: is

moved. And to suppose that there can be motion

while every thing is at rest, is a gross and palpable ab-

surdity. In like manner, hardness and softness, sweet-

ness and bitterness, are things which cannot exist by

themselves ; they are qualities of something which is

hard or soft, sweet or bitter. That thing, whatever it

be, of which they are qualities, is called their subject,

and such qualities necessarily suppose a subject.

Tilings which may exist by themselves, and do not

necessarily suppose the existence of any thing else, are

called substances ; and with relation to the qualities or

attributes that belong to them, they are called the sub-

jects of such qualities or attributes.

All the things which we immediately perceive by

our senses, and all the things we are conscious of, are

things which must be in something else as their sub-

ject. Thus by my senses, I perceive figure, colour,

hardness, softness, motion, resistance, and such like

things. But these are qualities, and must necessarily

be in something that is figured, coloured, hard or soft,

that moves, oriesists. It is not to these qualities, but

to that which is the subject of them, that we give the

name of body. If any man should think fit to deny

that these things are qualities, or that they require

any subject, I leave him to enjoy his opinion, as a man
who denies first principles, and is not fit to be reason-

ed with. If he has common understanding, he will

find that he cannot converse half an hour without say-
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ing things which iniplj the contrary of what he pro-

fesses to helieve.

In like manner, the things I am conscious of, such

as thought, reasoning, desire, necessarily suppose some-

thing that thinks, that reasons, that desires. We do

not give the name of mind to thought, reason, or de-

sire J but to that being which thinks, which reasons,

and which desires.

That every act or operation, therefore, supposes an

agent, that every quality supposes a subject, are things

which I do not attempt to prove, but take for granted.

Every man of common understanding discerns this im-

mediately, and cannot entertain the least doubt of it.

In all languages, we find certain words, which, by gram-

marians, are called adjectives. Such words denote at-

tributes, and every adjective must have a substantive

to which it belongs ; that is, every attribute must have

a subject. In all languages, we find active verbs, which

denote some action or operation j and it is a fundamental

rule in the grammar of all languages, that such a verb

supposes a person ; that is, in other words, that every

action must have an agent. We take it, therefore, as a

first principle, that goodness, wisdom, and virti;e, can

only be in some being that is good, wise, and virtuous ;

that thinking supposes a being that thinks ; and that

every operation we are conscious of supposes an agent

that operates, which we call mind.

6. 1 take it for granted, that in moat operations of

the mind, there must be an object distinct from the op-

eration itself. I cannot see, without seeing something.

To see, without having any object of sight, is, absurd.

I cannot remember, without remembering something.

The tiling remembered is past, while the remembrance

of it is present ; and therefore the operation and the ob-

ject of it must be distinct things. The operations of our

minds are denoted, in all languages, by active transitive

verbs, which, from their construction in grammar, re-
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quire not only a person or agent, but likewise an object

of the operation. Thus the verbfenow. denotes anopera-

tion of mind. From the general structure of language,

this verb requires a person ; I know, you know, or he

knows : but it requires no less a noun in tlie accusative

case, denoting the thing known ; for he that knows,

must know something ; and to know, without having

any object of knowledge, is an absurdity too gross to

admit of reasoning.

7. We ought likewise to take for granted, as first

principles, things wherein we find an universal agree-

ment, among the learned and unlearned, in the diflerent

nations and ages of the world. A consent of ages and

nations, of the learned and vulgar, ought, at least, to

have great authority, unless we can show some preju-

dice, as universal as that consent is. which might be

the cause of it. Truth is one, but error is infinite.

There are many truths so obvious to the human facul-

ties, that it may be expected that men should univer-

sally agree in them. And this is actually found to be

the ease with regard to many truths, against which we
find no dissent, unless perhaps that of a few skeptical

philosophers, who may justly be suspected, in such

cases, to difier from the rest of mankind, through pride,

obstinacy, or some favourite passion. Where there is

such universal consent in things not deep nor intricate,

but which lie, as it were, on the surface, there is the

greatest presumption that can be. that it is the natural

result of the human faculties; and it must have great

authority with every sober mind that loves truth. Ma-
jor enim pars eo fere deferri solet quo a natura dedu-

citur. Cic. de off. 1. 41.

Perhaps it may be thought that it is impossible to col-

lect the opinions of all men upon any point whatsoever,

and, therefore, that this maxim can be of no use. But
there are many cases wherein it is otherwise. Who
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ean doubt, for iniitance, whether mankind have, in all

ages, believed the existence of a material world, and

that those things which they see and handle are real,

and not mere illusions and apparitions ? Who can doubt,

whether mankind have universally believed, that every

thing that begins to exist, and every change that hap-

pens in nature, must have a cause? Who can doubt,

whether mankind have been universally persuaded that

there is a right and a wrong in human conduct ? Some
things which, in certain circumstances, they ought to

do, and other things which they ought not to do ? The
universality of these opinions, and of many such that

might be named, is sufficiently evident, from the whole

tenor of men's conduct, as far as our acquaintance

reaches, and from the records of history, in all ages

and nations, that are transmitted to us.

There are other opinions that appear to be universal,

from what is common in the structure of all languages,

ancient and modern, polished and barbarous. Lan-

guage is the express image and picture of human
thoughts ; and from the picture, we may draw very

certain conclusions with regard to the original. We
find, in all languages, the same parts of speech, nouns

substantive and adjective, verbs active and passive, va-

ried according to the tenses of past, present and fu-

ture ; we find adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions.

There are general rules of syntax, common to all lan-

guages. This uniformity in the structure oflanguage,

shows a cp'tain degree of uniformity in those notions

upon which the structure of language is grounded.

We find, in the structure of all languages, the dis-

tinction of acting, and being acted upon, the distinc-

tion of action and agent, of quality and subject, and

many others of the like kind ; which shews, that these

distinctions are founded in the universal sense of man-
kind. We shall have frequent occasion to argue from

the sense of mankind expresedin the structure of Ian-
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guage ; and therefore it was proper here to take no-

tice of the force of argument drawn from this topic.

8. I need hardly say, that I shall also take for grant-

ed such facts as are attested to the conviction of all

sober and reasonable men, either by onr senses, by

memory, or by human testimony. Although some

writers on this subject have disputed the authority of

the senses, of memory, and of every human faculty ; yet

we find, that such persons, in the conduct of life, in

pursuing their ends, or in avoiding dangers, pay the

same regard to the authority of their senses, and other

faculties, as the rest of mankind. By this they give

us just ground to doubt of their candour in their pro-

fessions of skepticism.

This, indeed, has always been the fate of the few

that have professed skepticism, that, when they have

done what they can to discredit their senses, they

find themselves, after all. under a necessity of trusting

to them. Mr. Hume has been so candid as to acknowl-

edge this ; and it is no less true of those who have not

' shewn the same candour. For I never heard that any

' ' skeptic run his head against a post, or stepped into a

kennel, because he did not believe his eyes.

Upon the whole, I acknowledge, that we ought to be

cautions, that we do not adopt opinions as first princi-

ples, which are not entitled to that character. But

there is surely the least danger ofmen's being imposed

upon in this way, when such principles openly lay claim

to the character, and are thereby fairly exposed to the

examination of those who may dispute their authority.

We do not pretend, that those things that are laid down

as first principles may not be examined, and that we

ought not to have our ears open to what may be plead-

ed against their being admitted as such. Let us deal

•with them, as an upright judge does with a witness who

has a fair character. He pays a regard to the testi-
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mony of such a witness, while his character is unim-

peached. Bui if it can be slicwn that he was suborn-

ed, or that he is inliuenced b,v malice or partial favour,

his testimony loses all its credit, and is justly rejected.

CHAP. III.

OF HTPOTHESKS.

EvEHT branch of human knowledge hath its proper

principles, its proper foundalion and method of reason-

ing ; and, if we endeavour to build it upon any other

foundation, it will never stand firm and stable. Thus
the historian builds upon testimony, and rarely indulges

conjecture. The antiquarian mixes conjecture with

testimony : and the former often makes the larger in-

gredient. The mathematician pays not the least re-

gard either to testimony or conjecture, but deduces

every thing, by demonstrative reasoning, from his defi-

nitions and axioms. Indeed, whatever is built upon

conjecture, is improperly called science ; for conjecture

may beget opinion, but cannot produce knowledge.

Natural philosophy must be built upon the phenomena

of the material system, discovered by observation and

experiment.

When men first began to philosophize, that is, to

carry their thoughts beyond the objects of sense, and

to inquire into the causes of things, and the secret op-

erations of nature, it was very natural for them to in-

dulge conjecture! nor was it to be expected, that, in

many ages, they should discover the proper and scien-

tific way of proceeding in philosophical disquisitions.

Accordingly we find, that the most ancient systems in

every branch of philosophy were nothing but the con-

voi. II. 8
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jeetuves of men famous for their wisdom, whose fame

gave authority to their opinions. Thus, in early ages,

wise men conjectured, that this earth is a vast plain,

surrounded on all hands by a boundless ocean. That

from this ocean, the sun, moon, and stars, emerge at

their rising, and plunge into it again at their setting.

With regard to the mind, men in their rudest state

are apt to conjecture, that the principle of life in a man

is his breath ; because the most obvious distinction be-

tween a living and a dead man is, that the one breathes,

and the other does not. To this it is owing, that, in

ancient languages, the word which denotes the soul, is

that which properly signifies breath or air.

As men advance in knowledge, their first conjec-

tures appear silly and childish, and give place to oth-

ers, which tally better with later observations and dis-

coveries. Thus, one system of philosophy succeeds an-

other, without any claim to superior merit, but this,

that it is a more ingenious system of conjectures, and

accounts better for common appearances.

To omit many ancient systems of this kind, Des
Cartes, about the middle of the last century, dissatis-

fied with the maleria prima, the suhstantialforms, and

the occult qualities of the Peripatetics, conjectured

boldly, that the heavenly bodies of our system are car-

ried round by a vortex or whirlpool of subtile matter,

just as straws and chaff are carried round in a tub of

water. He conjectured, that the soul is seated in a

small gland in the brain, called the pineal gland : that

there, as in her chamber of presence, she receives in-

telligence of every thing that affects the senses, by

means of a subtile fluid contained in the nerves, called

the animal spirits ; and that she despatches these ani-

mal spirits, as her messengers, to put in motion the

several muscles of the body, as there is occasion. By
such conjectures as these, Des Cartes could account
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for every phenomenon in nature, in such a plausible

manner, as gave satisfaction to a great part of the learn-

ed world for more than half a century.

Such conjectures in philosophical matters have com-

monly got the name of hypotheses or theories. And
tlie invention of a hypothesis, founded on some slight

probabilities, which accounts for many appearances of

nature, has been considered as the highest attainment

of a philosopher. If the hypothesis hangs well togeth-

er, is embellished by a lively imagination, and serves

to account for common appearances ; it is considered

by many as having all the qualities that should recom-

mend it to our belief; and all that ought to be requir-

ed in a philosophical system.

There is such proneness in men of genius to invent

hypotheses, and in others to acquiesce in them as the

utmost which the human faculties can attain in philos-

ophy, that it is of the last consequence to the progress

of real knowledge, that men should have a clear and

distinct understanding of the nature of hypotheses in

philosophy, and of the regard that is due to them.

• Although some conjectures may have a considerable

degree of probability, yet it is evidently in the nature

of conjecture to be uncertain. In every case, the as-

sent ought to be proportioned to the evidence ; for to

believe firmly, what has but a small degree of proba-

bility, is a manifest abuse of our understanding. Now,

though we may, in many cases, form very probable con-

jectures concerning the works of men, every conjec-

ture we can form with regard to the works of God, has

as little probability as the conjectures of a child with

regard to the works of a man.

The wisdom of God exceeds that of the wisest man,

more than that of the wisest man exceeds the wisdom

of a child. If a child were to conjecture how an army
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is to be formed in the day of battle ; bow a city is to

be fortified, or a stale governed ; what chance has be

to guess right? As little chance has tlie wisest man
when he pretends to conjecture how the planets move

in their courses, how the sea ebbs and flows, and how
our minds act upon our bodies.

If a thousand of the greatest wits that ever the world

produced, were, without any previous knowledge in

anatomy, to sit down and contrive how, and by what

internal organs the various functions of the human body

arc carried on ; how the blood is made to circulate,

and the limbs to move, they would not in a thousand

years hit upon any thing like the truth.

Of all the discoveries that have been made concern-

ing the inward structure of the human body, never one

was made by conjecture. Accurate observations of

anatomists have brought to light innumerable artifices

of nature in the contrivance of this machine of the hu-

man body, which we cannot but admire as excellently

adapted to their several purposes. But the most saga-

cious physiologist never dreamed of them till they were

discovered. On the other hand, innumerable conjec-

tures, formed in difierenf ages, with regard to the struc-

ture of the body, have been confuted by observation,

and none ever confirmed.

"What we have said of the internal structure of the

human body, may be said, with justice, of every other

part of the works of God, wherein any real discovery

has been made. Such discoveries have always been
made by patient observation, by accurate experiments,

or by conclusions drawn by strict reasoning from ob-

servations and experiments, and such discoveries have
always tended to refute, but not to confirm, the theo-

ries and hypotheses which ingenious men had in-

vented.
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As this is a fact confirmed by the history of philos-

ophy in all past ages, it ought to have taught men, long

ago, to treat with just contempt hypotheses in every

branch of philosophy, and to despair of ever advancing

real knowledge in that way. The Indian philosopher,

being at a loss to know how the earth was supported,

invented the hypothesis of a huge elephant ; and this

elephant he supposed to stand upon the back of a huge

tortoise. This hypothesis, however ridiculous it ap-

pears to us, might seem very reasonable to other In-

dians, who lifnew no more than the inventor of it ; and

the same will be the fate of all hypotheses invented

by men to account for the works of God : they may
have a decent and plausible appearance to those who

are not more knowing than the inventor j but, when

men come to be more enlightened, they will always

appear ridiculous and childish.

This has been the case with regard to hypotheses

that have been revered by the most enlightened part

of mankind for hundreds of years; and it will always

be the case to the end of the world. For until the

wisdom of men bear some proportion to the wisdom

of God, their attempts to find out the structure of his

works by the force of their wit and genius, will be

vain.

The finest productions of human art are immensely

short of the meanest works of nature. The nicest art-

ist cannot make a feather, or the leaf of a tree. Hu-
man workmanship will never bear a comparison with

divine. Conjectures and hypotheses are the invention

and the workmanship of men, and must bear propor-

tion to the capacity and skill of the inventor ; and

therefore will always be very unlike to the works of

God, which it is the business of philosophy to discover.

The world has been so long befooled by hypotheses

iu all parts of philosophy, that it is of the utmost eon-
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sequence to every maa, who would make any progress

in real knowledge, to treat tliem witli just contempt

as tiie reveries of vain and fanciful men, whose pride

makes them conceive themselves able to unfold the

mysteries of nature by the force of their genius.

A learned man, in an epistle to Des Cartes, has the

following observation, which very much deserved the

attention of that philosopher, and of all that come af-

ter him. " When men, sitting in their closet, and

consulting only their books, attempt disquisitions into

nature, they may indeed tell how they would have

made the world, if God Iiad given them that in com-

mission ; that is, they may describe chimeras, which

correspond with the imbecility of their own minds, no

less than the admirable beauty of the universe corres-

ponds with the infinite perfection of its Creator J but

without an understanding truly divine, they can never

form such an idea to themselves as the Deity had in

creating things."

Let us, therefore, lay down this as a fundamental

principle in our inquiries into the structure lof the

mind, and its operations, that no regard is due to the

conjectures or hypotheses of philosophers, however

ancient, however generally received. Let us accustom

ourselves to try every opinion by the touchstone of

fact and experience. What can fairly be deduced

from facts duly observed, or sufficiently attested, is

genuine and pure ; it is the voice of God, and no fiction

of human imagination.

The first rule of philosophizing laid down by the

great Newton is this : Causas rerum naturalium, non
plures admitti debere, quam quce et verw sint, et earum
•phcenomenis explicandis sujffldant. " No more causes,

nor any other causes of natural efieets ought to be

admitted, but such as are both true, and are sufficient

for explaining their appearances." This is a golden
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rule ; it is the true and proper test, by which what is

sound and solid in philosophy may be distinguished

from what is hollow and vain.

If a philosopher, therefore, pretend to shew us the

cause of any natural effect, whether relating to matted

or to mind ; let us first consider whether there be suf-|

ficient evidence that the cause he assigns does really;

exist. If there be not, reject it with disdain as a fic-i

tion which ought to have no place in genuine philoso- \

ophy. If the cause assigned really exist, consider in
\

the next place, whether the effect it is brought to ex-

plain necessarily follow from it. Unless it have these

two conditions, it is good for nothing.

"When Newton had shewn the admirable effects of

gravitation in our planetary system, he must have

felt a strong desire to know its cause. He could have

invented a hypothesis for this purpose, as many had

done before him. But his philosophy was of another

complexion. Let us hear what he says. Mationem

harum gravitatis yroprietatiim ex phcenomenis non potui

deducere, et hypotheses non Jingo. Cluicquid enim ex

phcenomenis non deducitur, hypothesis vocanda est. Et

hypotheses, sen metaphysicce, seuphysicce, sen qualitatum

occultarum, sen mechanicce, in pMlosophia experimentali

locum non hdbent.
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CHAP. IV.

OF ANALOGY.

It is natural to men to judge of things less knowa

by some similitude they observe, or think they ob-

serve, between them and things more familiar or bet-

ter known. In many eases, we have no better way of

judging. And where the things compared have really

a great similitude in their nature, when there is reason
]

to think that they are subject to the same laws, there

may be a considerable degree of probability in conclu-

sions drawn from analogy.

Thus, we may observe a very great similitude be-

tween this earth which we inhabit, and the other

planets, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury.

They all revolve round the sun, as the earth does,

although at difierent distances, and in different periods.

They borrow all their light from the sun, as the earth

does. Several of them are known to revolve round

their axis like the earth, and, by that means, must

have a like succession of day and night. Some of

them have moons, that serve to give them light in the

absence of the sun, as our moon does to us. They are

all, in their motions, subject to the same law of gravita-

tion, as the earth is. From all this similitude, it is

not unreasonable to think, that those planets may, like

our earth, be the habitation of various orders ofliving

creatures. There is some probability in this conclu-

sion from analogy.

In medicine, physicians must, for the most part, be

directed in their prescriptions by analogy. The con-

stitution of one human body is so like to that of anoth-

er, that it is reasonable to think, that what is the
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cause of health or sickness to one, inaj have the same

efiect upon another. And this generally is found true,

though not without some exceptions.

la politics, we reason, for the most part, from anal-

ogy. The eonstitution of human nature is so similar

in difierent societies or commonwealths, that the causes

of peace and war, of tranquillity and sedition, of riches

and poverty, of improvement and degeneracy, are much
the same in all.

Analogical reasoning, therefore, is not, in all cases,

to be rejected. It may afford a greater or a less de-

gree of probability, according as the things compared

'

are more or less similar in that nature. But it ought

to be observed, that, as this kind of reasoning can af-

ford only probable evidence at best, so, unless great

caution be used, we are apt to be led into error by it.

For men are naturally disposed to conceive a greater

similitude in things than there really is.

To give an instance of this : anatomists, in ancient

ages, seldom dissected human bodies ; but very often

the bodies of those quadrupeds, whose internal struc-

ture was thought to approach nearest to that of the

human body. Modern anatomists have discovered

many mistakes the ancients were led into, by their

conceiving a greater similitude between the structure

of men and of some beasts than there is in reality. By
this, and many other instances that might be given, it

appears, that conclusions built on analogy stand on a

slippery foundation ; and that we ought never to rest

upon evidence of this kind, when we can have more

direct evidence.

I know no author who has made a more just and a

more happy use of this mode of reasoning, than bishop

Butler, in his Analogy of Religion, Natural and Re-

vealed, to the Constitution and Course of Nature. In

that excellent work, the author does not ground any

TOIi. II. 9
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of the truths of religion upon analogy, as their proper

evidence. He only makes use of analogy to answer

objections against them. When objections are made
against the truths of religion, which may be made with

equal strength against what we know to be true in the

course of nature, such objections can have no weight.

Analogical reasoning, therefore, may be of excellent

use in answering objections against truths which have

other evidence. It may likewise give a greater or a

less degree of probability in cases where we can find

no other evidence. Bat all arguments, drawn from

analogy, are still the weaker, the greater disparity

there is between the things compared ; and therefore

must be weakest of all when we compare body with

mind, because there are no two things in nature more

unlike.

There is no subject in which men have always been

so prone to form their notions by analogies of this

kind, as in what relates to the mind. We form an

early acquaintance with material things by means of

our senses, and are bred up in a constant familiarity

with them. Hence we are apt to measure all things

by them ; and to ascribe to things most remote from

matter, the qualities that belong to material things. It

is fur this reason, that mankind have, in all ages, been

so prone to conceive the mind itself to be some subtile

kind of matter : that they have been disposed to as-

cribe human figure, and human organs, not only to

angels, but even to the Deity. Thougb we are con-

scious of the operations of our own miuds when they

are exerted, and are capable of attending to them, so

as to form a distinct notion of them ; this is so difiicult

a work to men, whose attention is constantly solicited

by external objects, that we give them names from

things that are familiar, and which are conceived to

have some similitude to them; and the notions we
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form of them are no less analogical than the names we

give them. Almost all the words, by which we ex-

press the operations of the mind, are borrowed from

material objects. To understand, to conceive, to imag-

ine,, to comprehend, to deliberate, to infer, and many
others, are words of this kind ; so that the very lan-

guage of mankind, wilh regard to the operation of our

minds, is analogical. Because bodies are effected only

by contact and pressure, we are apt to conceive, that

what is an immediate object of thought, and affects

the mind, must be in contact with it, and make some

impression upon it. When we imagine any thing, the

very word leads us to think, that there must be some
image in the mind, of the thing conceived. It is evi-

dent, that these notions are drawn from some simili-

tude conceived between body and mind, and between

the properties of body and the operations of mind.

To illustrate more fully that analogical reasoning

from a supposed similitude of mind to body, which I

conceive to be the most fruitful source of error with

regard to the operations of our minds, I shall give an

instance of it.

When a man is urged by contrary motives, those on

one hand inciting him to do tome action, those on the
,

other to forbear it ; he deliberates about it, and at last

resolves to do it, or not to do it. The contrary mo-

tives are here compared to the weights in the opposite

scales of a balance ; and there is not perhaps any in-

stance that can be named of a more striking analogy

between body and mind. Hence the phrases of weigh-

ing motives, of deliberating upon actions, are common

to all languages.

From this analogy, some philosophers draw very

important conclusions. They say, that, as the balance

cannot incline to one side more than the other, when

the opposite weights are equal j so a man cannot pes-
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sibly determine himself,* if the motives on both hands

are equal : and, as the balance must necessarily turn

to that side which lias most weight ; so tiie man must

necessarily be determined to that hand where the mo-

tive is strongest. And on this foundation, some of

the schoolmen maintained, that, if a hungry ass were

placed between two bundles of hay equally inviting, the

beast must stand still and starve to death, being unable to

turn to either, because there are equal motives to both.

This is an instance of that analogical reasoning, which

I conceive ought never to be trusted : for, the analogy

between a balance and a man deliberating, though one

of the strongest that can be found between matter and

mind, is too weak to support any argument. A piece

of dead inactive matter, and an active intelligent be-

ing, are things very unlike j and because the one would

* Dr. Reid's cautions against analogical reasoning are just and im-

poi-tant; but we demand of the philosophers whom he opposes, that

tiiey should prove it to be a fact that the mind actually conceives, at the

same instant, equal reasons forjudging the same proposition to be true

and false ; or equally feels motives in all respects equal for resolving and
not resolving, choosing and not choosing, determining and not determin-

ing, in the same mental operation. They must show, that in the same
act of the mind in which man perceives a thing to be black, he perceives

it to be white ; and that he chooses without a choice. Until this is done
we shall affirm that the equilibrium of motives, which some suppose to

exist, is nothing but hypothesis. So soon as one mental operation can
succeed another, we may liave different perceptions and motives, and
may come to different determinations ; but that we should judge and not
judge, will and not will, at the same time, is absurd.

These philosophers should also inform the world what is meant by a
man's determining himself. To determine, is to decide, to resolve, to

bring to an end any controversy, or to set bounds. Does man then de-
cide himself, resolve himself, or in other words determine himself?

Man determines, decides, resolves, judges, and chooses. All this is in-

telligible. He determines to walk. "Would you say, he determines
himself to walk? You would then makehim the determiner and the ob-
ject of the determination j while every one perceives that to walk is the
object of the determination. If you say thut a man himself determines,

you make the expression needlessly emphatical ; but if you speak of a
imm's delermining himself in any action, you talk nonsense.
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remain at rest in a certain case, it does not follow that

the other would be inactive in a case somewhat simi-

lar. The argument is no better than this, that, because

a dead animal moves only as it is pushed, and if pushed

with equal force in contrary directions, must remain

at rest ; therefore the same thing must happen to a

living animal ; for surely the similitude between a dead

animal and a living, is as great as that between a bal-

ance and a man.

The conclusion I would draw from all that has been

said on analogy, is, that, in our inquiries concerning

the mind, and its operations, we ought never to trust

to reasonings, drawn from some supposed similitude of
|

body to mind ; and that we ought to be very much upon

our guard, that we be not imposed upon by those ana-

logical terms and phrases, by which the operations of

the mind are expressed in all languages.
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CHAP. V.

OF THE PEOPEE MEANS OF KNOWING THE OPEKATIONS

OF THE MIND,

Since Ave ought to pay no regard to hypotheses, and

to be very suspicious of analogical reasoning, it may

be asked, from what source must the knowledge of the

miod, and its faculties be drawn ?

I answer, The chief and proper source of this branch

of knowledge is accurate reflection upon the operations

of our own minds. Of this source we shall speak more

fully, after making some remarks upon two others that

may be subservient to it. The first of them is, atten-

tion to the structure of language.

The language of mankind is expressive of their

thoughts, and of the various operations of their minds.

The various operations of the understanding, will,

and passions, which are common to mankind, have va-

rious forms of speech corresponding to them in all lan-

guages, which are the signs of them, and by which

they are expressed : and a due attention to the signs

may, in many cases, give considerable light to the things

signified by them.

There are, in all languages, modes of speech, by

which men signify their judgment, or give their testi-

mony ; by which they accept or refuse ; by which they

ask information or advice ; by which they command,
or threaten, or supplicate; by which they plight their

faith in promises and contracts. If such operations

were not common to mankind, we should not find in

all languages forms of speech, by which they are ex-

pressed.

All languages, indeed, have their imperfections ; they

can never be adequate to all the varieties of human
thought j and therefore things may be really distinct
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in their nature, and capable of being distinguished by
the human mind, which are not distinguished in com-
mon language. We can only expect, in the structure

of languages, those distinctions which all mankind in

the common business of life have occasion to make.
There may be peculiarities in a particular language,

of the causes of which we are ignorant, and from which,

therefore, we can draw no conclusion. But whatever

we find common to all languages, must have a common
cause; must be owing to some common notion or sen-

timent of the human mind.

"We gave some examples of this before, and shall here

add another. All languages have a plural number in

many of their nouns; from which we may infer, that

all men h^ve notions, not of individual things only, but

of attributes, or things which are common to many in-

dividuals ; for no individual can have a plural number.

Another source of information in this subject, is a

due attention to the course of human actions and con-

duet. The actions of men are effects : their sentiments,

their passions, and their affections, are the causes of

those effects ; and we may, in many eases, form a judg-

ment of the cause from the effect.

The behaviour of parents toward their children, gives

sufficient evidence, even to those who never had chil-

dren, that the parental affection is common to man-

kind. It is easy to see, from the general conduct of

men, what are the natural objects of their esteem, their

admiration, their love, their approbation, their resent-

ment, and of all their other original dispositions. It

is obvious, from the conduct of men in all agesi that

man is by his nature a social animal ; that he delights

to associate with his species ; to converse, and to ex-

change good offices with them.

Not only the actions, but even the opinions of men

may sometimes give light into the frame of the human
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mii](]. The opinions of men may be considered as the

effects of their intellectual powers, as their actions are

the effects of their active principles. Even the preju-

dices and errors of mankind, when they are general,

must have some cause no less general ; the discovery

of which will throw some light upon the frame of the

human understanding.

I conceive this to be the principal use of the history

of philosophy. When we trace the history of the va-

rious philosophical opinions that have sprung up among
thinking men, we are led into a labyrinth of fanciful

opinions, contradictions, and absurdities, intermixed

with sonic truths ; yet we may sometimes find a clue

to lead us through the several windings of this laby-

rinth : we may find that point of view which present-

ed things to the author of the system, in the light in

which they appeared to him. This will often give a

consistency to things seemingly contradictory, and

some degree of probability to those that appeared most

fanciful.

The history of philosophy, considered as a map of

the intellectual operations of men of genius, must al-

ways be entertaining, and may sometimes gives us

views of the human understanding, which could not

easily be had any other way.

I return to what I mentioned as the main source of

information on this subject j attentive reflection upon

the operations of our own miad.

All the notions we have of mind, and of its opera-

tions, are, by Mr. Locke, called ideas of rejkction. A
man may have as distinct notions of remembrance, of

judgment, of will, of desire, as he has of any object

whatever. Such notions, as Mr. Locke justly observes,

are got by the power of reflection. But what is this

power of reflection? Itis, says the same author, "that
power by which the mind turns its view inward, and
observes its own actions and operations." He observes
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elsewhere, " That theunderstandiDg, like the eye, whilst

it makes us see and perceive all other things, takes no no-

tice of itself ; and that it requires art and pains to set

it at a distance, and make it its own object." Cicero has

expressed this sentiment most beautifully, Tusc. i. 28.

This power of the understanding to make its own
operations its object, to attend to them, and examine

them on all sides, is the power of reflection, by which

alone we can have any distinct notion of the powers of

our own, or of other minds.

This reflection ought to be distinguished from con-

sciousness, with which it is too often confounded, even

by Mr. Locke. All men are conscious of the opera-

tions of their own minds, at all times, while they are

awake 5 but there are few who reflect upon them, or

make them objects of thought.

From infancy, till we come to the years of under-

standing, we are employed solely about external ob-

jects. And, although the mind is conscious of its ope-

rations, it does not attend to them | its attention is turn-

ed solely to the external objects, about which those

operations are employed. Thus, when a man is angry,

he is conscious of his passion ; but his attention is turn-

ed to the person who offended him, and the circum-

stances of the offence, while the passion of anger is not

in the least the object of his attention.

I conceive, this is suflicient to show the difference

between consciousness of the operations of our minds,

and reflection upon them; and to show that we may
have the former without any degree of the latter. The

difference between consciousness and reflection, is like

to the difference between a superficial view of an object

which presents itself to the eye, while we are engaged

about something else, and that attentive examination

which we give to an object when we are wholly employ-

ed in surveying it. Attention is a voluntary act ; it

TOl. II. 10
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requires an active exertion to begin and to continue it j

and it may be continued as long as we will; but con-

sciousness is involuntary and of no continuance, chang-

ing witii every thought.

The power of reflection upon the operations of their

own minds does not appear at all in children. Men
must be come to some ripeness ofunderstanding before

they are capable of it. Of all the powers of the human

mind, it seems to be the last that unfolds itself. Most

men seem incapable of acquiring it in any considerable

degree. Like all our other powers, it is greatly im-

proved by exercise j and until a man has got the habit

of attending to the operations of his own mind, he can

never have clear and distinct notions of them, nor form

any steadyjudgment concerningthem. His opinions must

be borrowed from others, his notions confused and indis-

tinct, and he may easily be led to swallow very gross ab-

surdities. To acquire this habit, is a work of time and

labour, even in those who begin it early, and whose natu-

ral talents are tolerably fitted for it ; but the difficulty

will be daily diminishing, and the advantage of it is

great. They will thereby be enabled to think with

precision and accuracy on every subject, especially on

those subjects that are more abstract. They will be

able to judge for themselves in many important points,

wherein others must blindly follow a leader.
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CHAP. VI.

or TUB DIFFICTJITT OF ATTEIVDIKG TO THE OrEBA-

TIONS OF OUR OWN MINDS.

The difficulty of aUending to our mental operations

ought to be well understood, and justly estimated, by

those who would make any progress in this science

;

that they may neither on tlie one hand, expect success

without pains and application of thought, nor, on the

other, be discouraged, by conceiving that the obstacles

that lie in the way are insuperable, and that there is

no certainty to be attained in it. I shall, therefore, en-

deavour to point out the causes of this difficulty, and

the effects that have arisen from it, that we may be

able to form a truejudgment of both.

1st, The number and quick succession of the opera-',

fions of the mind make it difficult to give due attention
,

to them. It is well known, that if a great number of

objects be presented in quick succession, even to the eye,

they are confounded in the memory and imagination.

"We retain a confused notion of the whole, and a more

confused one of the several parts, especially if they are

objects to which we have never before given particular

attention. No succession can be more quick than that

of thought. The mind is busy while we are awake,

continually passing from one thought, and one opera-

tion, to another. The scene is constantly shifting.

Every man will be sensible of this, who tries but for

one minute to keep the same thought in his imagina-

tion, without addition or variation. He will find it im-

possible to keep the scene of his imagination fixed.

Other objects will intrude without being called, and all

he can do is to reject these intruders as quickly as pos-

sible, and return to his principal object.
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2<]Iy, In this exercise, we go contrary to habits which

have been early acquii-ed, and confirmed by long, un-

varied practice. From infancy, we are accustomed to

attend to objects of sense, and to them only ; and, whea
sensible objects have got such strong hold of the atten-

tion by confirmed habit, it is not easy to dispossess them.

"When we grow up, a variety of external objects solicits

our attention, excites our curiosity, engages our affec-

tions, or touches our passions; and the constant round

of employment, about external objects, draws off the

mind from attending to itself; so that nothing is more
just than the observationof Mr. Loclie before mention-

ed, '» That the understanding, like the eye, while it

surveys all the objects around it, commonly takes no

notice of itself."

Sdly, The operations of the mind, from their very

nature, lead the mind to give its attention to some other

object. Our sensations, as will be shown afterward,

are natural signs, and turn our attention to the things

signified by them ; so much, that most of them, and

those the most frequent and familiar, have no name in

any language. In perception, memory, judgment, im-

agination, and reasoning, there is an object distinct

from the operation itself; and, while we are led by a
strong impulse to attend to the object, the operation

escapes our notice. Our passions, affections, and all

our active powers, have, in like manner, their objects

which engross our attention, and divert it from the

passion itself.

ithly, To this we may add a just observation made
by Mr. Hume, That, " when the mind is agitated by any
passion, as soon as we turn our attention from the ob-
ject to the passion itself, the passion subsides or van-
ishes, and by that means escapes our inquiry. This,
indeed, is common to almost every operation of the
pnind : when it is exerted, we arc conscious of it; but
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then we do not attend to the operation, but to its object.

When the mind is drawn offfrom the object to attend

to its own operation, that operation ceases, and escapes
our notice.

Sthly, As it is not sufficient to the discovery of mathe-
matical truths, that a man be able to attend to mathe-
matical figures ; as it is necessary that he should have
the ability to distinguish accurately things that differ,

and to discern clearly the various relations of the quan-

tities he compares ; an ability, which, though much
greater in those who have the force of genius than in

others, yet even in them requires exercise and habit to

bring it to maturity ; so, in order to discover the truth

in what relates to the operations of the mind, it is not

enough that a man be able to give attention to them;
he must have the ability to distinguish accurately their

minute differences ; to resolve and analyze complex
operations into their simple ingredients j to unfold the

ambiguity of words, which in this science is greater

than in any other, and to give them the same accuracy

and precision that mathematical terms have. For, in-

deed, the same precision in the use of words ; the same
cool attention to the minute differences of things ; the

same talent for abstraction and analyzing, which fits a

man for the study of mathematics, is no less necessary

in this. But there is this great difference between the

two sciences, that the objects of mathematics being

things external to the mind, it is much more easy to at-

tend to them, and fix them steadily in the imagination.

The difficulty attending our inquiries into the pow-

ers of the mind, serves to account for some events re-

specting this branch of philosophy, which deserve to be

mentioned.

While most branches of science have, either in an-

cient or in modern times, been highly cultivated, and

brought to a considerable degree of perfection, this re-

mains, to this day, in a very low state, and as it were

in its infancy.
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Every science invented by men must have its begin-

ning and its progress; and, from various causes, it

may happen tliat one science shall be brought to a great

degree of maturity, while another is yet in its infancy.

The maturity of a science may be judged of by this :

when it contains a system of principles, and conclusions

drawn from them, which are so ijrmly established, thai,

among thinking and intelligent men, there remains

no doubt or dispute about them ; so that those who
come after may raise the superstructure higher, but

shall never be able to overturn what is already built,

in order to begin on a new foundation.

Geometry seems to have been in its infancy about

the time of Thales and Pythagoras ; because many of

the elementary propositions, on which the whole science

is built, are ascribed to them as the inventors. Eu-

clid's Elements, which were written some ages after

Pythagoras, exhibit a system of geometry which de-

serves the name of a science; and though .great addi-

tions have been made by ApoUonius, Archimedes,

Pappus, and others among the ancients, and still great-

er by the moderns ; yet what was laid down in Eu-

clid's Elements was never set aside. It remains as the

firm foundation of all future superstructures in that

science.

Natural philosophy remained in its infant state near

two thousand years after geometry had attained to its

manly form : for natural philosophy seems not to have

been built on a stable foundation, nor carried to any

degree of maturity, till the last century. The system

of Des Cartes, which was all hypothesis, prevailed in

the most enlightened part of Europe till toward the

end of last century. Sir Isaac Newton has the merit

of giving the form of a science to this branch of philos-

ophy ; and it need not appear surprising, if the philos-

ophy of the human mind should be a century or two

later in being brought to maturity.
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It has received great accessions from the labours of

several modern authors ; and perhaps wants little more
to entitle it to the name of a science, but to be purged
of certain hypotheses, which have imposed on some of

the most acute writers on this subject, and led them
into downright skepticism.

What the ancients have delivered to us concerning

the mind, and its operations, is almost entirely drawn,

not from accurate reflection, but from some conceived

analogy between body and mind. And although the

modern authors I formerly named have given more at-

tention to the operations of their own minds, and by that

means have made important discoveries ; yet, by retain-

ing some of the ancient analogical notions, their dis-

coveries have been less useful than they might have

been, and have led to skepticism.

It may happen in science, as in building, that an

error in the foundation shall weaken the whole ; and

the further the building is carried on, this weakness

shall become the more apparent and the more threat-

ening. Something of this kind seems to have happen-

ed in our systems concerning the mind. The accessioa

the^ have received by modem disooverieSy though very

important in itself, has thrown darkness and obscurity

npon the whole, and has led men rather to skeptieism

than to knowledge. This must be owing to some fun-

damental errors that have not been observed ; and

when these are corrected, it is to be hoped, that the

improvements that have been made will have their due

effect.

The last effect I observe of the difficulty of inquiries

into the powers of the mind, is, that there is no other

part of human knowledge, in which ingenious authors

have been so apt to run into strange paradoxes, and

even into gross absurdities.
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When we find philosophers maintaining, that there

is no heat in the fire, nor coh)iir in the rainbow : when

we find the gravest philosophers, from Des Cartes

down to bishop Berkeley, mustering up arguments to

prove the existence of a material world, and unable to

find any that will bear examination : when we find

bishop Berkeley and Mr. Hume, the acutest metaphy-

sicians of the age, maintaining that there is no such

thing as matter in the universe ; that sun, moon, and

stars, the earth which we inhabit, our own bodies, and

those of our friends, are only ideas in our minds, and

have no existence but in thought : when we find the last

maintaining, that there is neither body nor mind ; noth-

ing in nature but ideas and impressions, without any

substance on which they are impressed : that there is

no certainty nor indeed probability, even in mathemat-

ical axioms : I say, when we consider such extrava-

gances of many of the most acute writers on this subject,

we may be apt to think the whole to be only a dream of

fanciful men, who have entangled themselves in cob-

webs spun out of their own brain. But we ought to

consider, that the more closely and ingeniously men
reason from false principles, the more absurdities they

will be led into ; and when such absurdities help to

bring to light the false principles from which they are

drawn; they may be the more easily forgiven.
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CHAP. VII.

DIVISION OF THE POWERS OF THE MIND.

The powers of the mind are so many, so Various,

and so connected and complicated in most of their opera-

tions, that there never has been any division of them
proposed which is not liable to considerable objections.

We shall therefore take that general division which is

the most common, into the powers ofunderstanding and

those of tvilL Under the will we comprehend our

active powers, and all that lead to action, or influence

the mind to act; such as appetites, passions, affec-

tions. The understanding comprehends our contem-

plative powers; by which Ave perceive objects; by

which we conceive or remember them ; by which we
analyze or compound them ; and by which we judge

and reason concerning them.

Although this general division may be of use in or-

der to our proceeding more methodically in our subject,

we are not to understand it as if, in those operations

which are ascribed to the understanding, there were

DO exertion of will or activity, or as if the understand-

ing were not employed in the operations ascribed

to the will ; for I conceive there is no operation of

the understanding wherein the mind is not active in

some degree. We have some command over our

thoughts, and can attend to this or to that, of many
objects which present themselves to our senses, to our

memory, or to our imagination. We can survey an ob-

ject on this side or that, superficially or accurately,

for a longer or a shorter time ; so that our contempla-

tive powers are under the guidance and direction of the
VOL. II. 11
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active ; and the former never pursue their ohject,

without being led and directed, urged or restrained by

the latter ; and because the understanding is always

more or less directed by the will, mankind have ascribed

some degree of activity to the mind in its intellectual

operations, as well as iu those which belong to the

will, and have expressed them by active verbs, such as

seeing, hearing, judging, reasoning, and the like.

And as the mind exerts some degree of activity even

in the operations of understanding, so it is certain, that

there can be no act of will which is not accompanied

with some act of understanding. The will must have

an object, and that object must be apprehended or con-

ceived in the understanding. It is therefore to be re-

membered, that in most, if not all operations of the

mind, both faculties concur ; and we range the opera-

tion under that faculty which has the largest share

in it.

The intellectual powers are commonly divided into

simple apprehension, judgment, and reasoning. As

this division has in its favour the authority of antiqui-

ty, and of a very general reception, it would be improp-

er to set it aside without giving any reason ; I shall

therefore explain it briefly, and give the reasons why I

ehoose to follow another.

It may be observed, that, without apprehension of

the objects concerning which we judge, there can be no

judgment ; as little can there be reasoning without both

apprehension and judgment : these three operations,

therefore, are not independent of each other. The
second includes the first, and the third includes both the

iirst and second ; but the first may be exercised without

either of the other two. It is on that account called

simple nj)prehension ; that is, apprehehsion unaccom-

panied with any judgment about the object apprehend-
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ed. This simple apprehension of an object is, in com-

mon language, called having a notion, or having a con-

ception of the object, and by late authors is called hav-

ing an idea of it. In speaking, it is expressed by a word,

or by a part of a proposition, without that composition

and structure which makes a complete sentence | as a

man, a man of fortune. Such words, taken by them-

selves, signify simple apprehensions. They neither af-

firm nor deny ; they imply no judgment or opinion of

the thing signified by them, and therefore cannot be

said to be either true or false.

The second operation in this division is judgment f

in which, say the philosophers, there must be two ob-

jects of thought compared, and some agreement or disa-

greement, or, in general, some relation discerned be-

tween them ; in consequence of which, there is an opin-

ion or belief of that relation which we discern. This

operation is expressed in speech by a proposition, in

which some relation between the things compared is af-

firmed or denied ; as when we say, Ml men arefallible.

Truth and falsehood are qualities which belong to

judgment only 5 or to propositions by which Judgment

is expressed. Every judgment, every opinion, and every

proposition, is either true or false. But words which

neither affirm nor deny any thing, can have neither of

those qualities ; and the same may be said of simple ap-

prehensions, which are signified by such words.

The third operation is reasoning ; in which, from two

or more judgments, we draw a conclusion.

This division of our intellectual powers corresponds

perfectly with the account commonly given by philoso-

phers, of the successive steps by which the mind pro-

ceeds in the acquisition of its knowledge ', which are

these three : 1st, by the senses, or by other means, it

is furnished with Tarious simple apprehensions, notions
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or ideas. These are the materials which nature gives

it to work upon ; and froni the simple ideas it is furnish-

ed with h^ nature> it forms various others more com-

plex. 2dly, By comparing its ideas, and hy perceiv-

ing their agreements ^nd disagreements, it forms its

judgments. And, lastly, from two or inore judgments,

it deduces conclusions of reasoning.

Now, if all our knowledge is got by a procedure of

this kind, certainly the threefold division of the pow-

ers of iipdprstanding, into simple apprehension, judg-

ment and reasoning, is the most natural, and the most

proper, that can be devised. This theory and that di-

vision are so closely connected, that it is difficult to

judge which of them has given rise to the other ; and

they must stand or fall together. But if all our knowl.

edge is not got by a process of this kind ; if there are

pther avenues of knowledge besides the comparing our

ideas, and perceiving their agreements and disagree-

ments, it is probabljs that there may be operations of

the understanding which cannot be properly reduced

under any of the three that have been explained.

Let us consider some of the mp^t familiar opera-

tions of our minds, and see to which of the three they

belong. I begin with conseiousness, J know that I

think, and tViis of ail knpwledge is the most eertain. Is

th^t operation of my mind, which gives me this certain

knowledge, to be called simple apprehension ? No, sure-

ly. Simple apprehension neither affirms nor denies.

It will not be said that it is by reasoning that I know
that I think. It remains, therefore, that it must be by-

judgment, that is, according to the account given of
judgment, hy comparing two ideas, and perceiving the

agreement between them. But what are the ideas com-
pared ? They must be the idea of myself, and the idea

?if thought, for they are the terms of the proposition J
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think. According to this account then, first, I have the

idea of myself, and the idea of thought ; then, by com*

paring these two ideas, I perceive that I think.

Let any man who is capable of reflection judge for

himself, whether it is by an operation of this kind that

he comes to be convinced that he thinks ? To me it ap-

pears evident, that the conviction I have that I think,

is not got in this way ; and therefore I conclude, either

that consciousness is not judgment, or that judgment is

not rightly defined to be the perception of some agree-

ment or disagreement between two ideas.

The perception of an object by my senses, is another

operation of the understanding. I would know wheth-

er it be simple apprehension, or judgment, or reason-

ing. It is not simple apprehension, because I am per-

suaded of the existence of the object as much as I could

be by demonstration. It is not judgment, if byjudgment

be meant the comparing ideas, and perceiving their

agreements or disagreements. It is not reasoning, be-

cause those who cannot reason can perceive.

I find the same difficulty in classing memoi-y under

any of the operations mentioned.

There is not a more fruitful source of error in this

branch of philosophy, than divisions- of things which are

taken to be complete when they are not really so. To
make a perfect division of any class of things, a man
ought to have the whole under his view at once. But
the greatest capacity very often is not sufiicient for this.

Some thing is left out which did not come under the phi-

losopher's view when he made his division : and to suit

this to the division, it must be made what nature never

made it. This has been so common a fault of philoso-

phers, that one who would avoid error ought to be sus-

picious of divisions, though long received, and of great

authority, especially when they are grounded on a
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theory that may be called in question. In a subject im-

perfectly known, we ought not to pretend to perfect di-

visions, but to leave room for such additions or altera-

tions as a more perfect view of the subject may after-

ward suggest.

' I shall not, therefore, attempt a complete enumera-

tion of the powers of the human understanding. I

shall only mention those which I propose fo explain,

and they are the following :

1st, The powers we have by means of our external

senses. 2dly, Memory. Sdly, Conception. 4thly, The
powers of resolving and analyzing complex objects, and

eompounding those that are more simple. 5tfaly, Judg-

ing. 6thly, Reasoning. 7thly, Taste. Sthly, Moral Per-

ception. And; last of all, Consciousness.
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CHAP. VIII.

OF SOCIAL OPERATIONS OF MIND.

There is another division of the powers of the mind,

which, though it has been, ought not to be overlooked

by writers on this subject, because it has a real founda-

tion in nature. Some operations ofour minds, from their

very nature, are social, others are solitary.

By the first, I understand such operations as necessa-

rily suppose an intercourse with some other intelligent

being. A man may understand and will ; he may ap-

prehend, and judge, and reason, though he should know
of no intelligent being in the universe besides himself.

But. when he asks information, or receives it ; when

he bears testimony, or receives the testimony of anoth-

er ; when he asks a favour, or accepts one ; when he

gives a command to his servant, or receives one from a

superior ; when he plights his faith in a promise or con-

tract ; these are acts of social intercourse between in-

telligent beings, and can have no place in solitude.^

They suppose understanding and will ; but they sup-

pose something more, which is neither understanding

nor will ; that is, society with other intelligent beings.!

They may be called intellectual, because they can only

be in intellectual beings : but they are neither simple^

apprehension, nor j udgment, nor reasoning, nor are they

any combination of these operations.

To ask a question is as simple an operation as to

judge or to reason ; yet it is neither judgment, nor rea-

soning, nor simple apprehension, nor is it any compo-

sition ofthese. Testimony is neither simple apprehen-

sion, nor judgment, nor reasoning. The same may be

said of a promise, or of a contract. These acts of mind
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are perfectly understood by every man of common un-

derstanding ; but, when philosophers attempt to bring

them within the pale of their divisions, by analyzing

them, they find inexplicable mysteries, and even con-

tradictions, in them. One may see an instance of this,

of many that might be mentioned, in Mr. Hume's In-

quiry concerning the Principles of Morals, sect. 3.

part 2. note, near the end.

The attempts of philosophers to reduce the social op-

erations under the common philosophical divisions, re-

semble very much the attempts of some philosophers to

reduce all our social affections to certain modifications

of self love. The Author of our being intended us to

be social beings, and has, for that end, given us social

intellectual powers, as well as social affections. Both

are original parts of our constitution, and the exertions

of both no less natural than the exertions of those pow-

ers that are solitary and selfish.

Our social intellectual operations, as well as our so-

cial affections, appear very early in life, before we are

capable of reasoning ; yet both suppose a conviction of

the existence of other intelligent beings. "When a child

asks a question ofhis nurse, this act ofhis mind supposes^

not only a desire to know what he asks ; it supposes

likewise a conviction that the nurse is an intelligent

being, to whom he can communicate his thoughts*

and who can communicate her thoughts to him. How
he came by this conviction so early, is a question

of some importance in the knowledge of the human
mind, and therefore worthy of the consideration of

philosophers. But they seem to have given no at-

tention either to this early conviction, or to those op-

erations of mind which suppose it. Of this we shall

have occasion to treat afterward.
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All languages are fitted to express the social as well

as the solitary operations of the mind. It may indeed

be affirmed, that, to express the former, is the primary

and direct intention of language. A man, who bad no

intercourse with any other intelligent being, would

never (hink of language. He would be as mute as the

beasts of the field ; even more so, because they have

some degree of social intercourse with one another, and

some of them with man. When language is once learn-

ed, it may be useful even in our solitary meditations ;

and, by clothing our thoughts with words, we may have

a firmer hold of them. But this was not its first inten-

tion ; and the structure of every language shows that

it is not intended solely for this purpose.

In every language, a question, a command, a promise,

which are social acts, can be expressed as easily and

as properly as judgment, which is a solitary act. The
expression of the last has been honoured with a partic-

ular name ; it is called a proposition ; it has been an

object of great attention to philosophers ; it has been

analyzed into its very elements, of subject, predicate,

and copula. All the various modifications of these, and

of propositions which are compounded of them, have

been anxiously examined in many voluminous tracts.

The expression of a question, of a command, or of a

promise, is as capable of being analyzed as a proposi-

tion is ', but we do not find that this has been attempt-

ed ; we have not so much as given them a name differ-

ent from the operations which they express.

Why have speculative men laboured so anxiously to

analyze our solitary operations, and given so little atten-

tion to the social P I know no other reason but this,

that, in the divisions that have been made of the mind's =

operations, the social have been omitted, and thereby

thrown behind the curtain,

vol, II. 12
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In all languages, the second person of verbs, the pro-

noun ofthe second person, and the vocative case in nouns,

are appropriated to the expression of social operations

of mind, and could never have had place in language

but for this purpose : nor is it a good argument against

this observation, that, by a rhetorical figure, we some-

times address persons that are absent, or even inanimat-

ed beings, in the second person. For it ought to be re-

membered, that all figurative ways of using words or

phrases, suppose a natural and literal meaning of them.
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OF THE POWERS WE HAVE BY MEANS OF OUR EXTER-
NAL SENSES.

CHAP. I.

OF THE ORGANS OF SENSE.

Of all the operations of our uiiods, the perception

of external objects is the most familiar. The senses

come to maturity even in infancy, when other powers

have not yet sprung up. They are common to us with

brute animals, and furnish us with the objects about

which our other powers are the most frequently em-

ployed. We find it easy to attend to their operations

;

and because they are familiar, the names which prop-

erly belong to them are applied to other powers, which

are thought to resemble them ; for these reasons they

claim to be first considered.

The perception of external objects is one main link

of that mysterious chain, which connects the material

world with the intellectual. We shall find many things

in this operation unaccountable ; sufficient to convince

us, that we know but little of our own frame ; and that

a perfect comprehension of our mental powers, and of

the manner of their operation, is beyond the reach of

our understanding.

In perception there are impressions upon the organs

of sense, the nerves; and brain, which, by the laws of
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our nature, are followed by certain operations of mind.

These two tilings are apt to l)e confounded ; but ought

most carefully to be distinguished. Some philosophers,

without good reason, have concluded, that the ioapres-

sions made on the body are the proper efficient cause

of perception. Others, with as little reason, have con-

cluded, that impressions are made on the mind similar

to those made on the body. From these mistakes

many others have arisen. The wrong notions men

have rashly taken up with regard to the senses, have

led to wrong notions with regard toother powers which

are conceived to resemble them. Many important

powers of mind have, especially of late, been called in-

ternal senses, from a supposed resemblance to the ex-

ternal ; such as, the sense of beauty, the sense of har-

mony, the moral sense. And it is to be apprehended,

that errors, with regard to the external, have, from

analogy, led to similar errors with regard to the inter-

nal; it is therefore of some consequence, even with re-

gard to other branches of our subject, to have just no-

tions concerning the external senses.

In order to this, we shall begin with some observa-

tions on the organs of sense, and on the impressions

which in perception are made upon them, and upon the

nerves and brain.

We perceive no external object, but by means of cer-

tain bodily organs which God has given us for that

purpose. The Supreme Being who made us, and placed

us in this world, has given us such powers of mind as

he saw to be suited to our state and rank in his crea-

tion. He has given us the power of perceiving many
objects around us, the sim, moon, and stars, the earth

and sea, and a variety of animals, vegetables, and inan-

1 imate bodies. But our power of perceiving these ob-

; jeets is limited in various ways, and particularly in this

;
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that without the organs of the several senses, we per-

ceive no external object. We cannot see without eyes,';

nor hear without ears : it is not only necessary that we
should, have these organs, but that they should be in a

sound and natural state. There are many disorders of

the eye that cause total blindness ; others that impaii;

the powers of vision, without destroying it altogether

;

and the same may be said of the organs ofall the other

senses.

All this is so well known from experience, that it

needs no proofs but it ought to be observed, that we
know it from experience only. We can give no reason

for it, but that such is the will of our Maker. No man
can show it to be impossible to the Supreme Being to

have given us the power of perceiving external objects

without such organs. We have reason to believe, that

when we put off these bodies, and all the organs belong-

ing' to them, our perceptive powers shall rather be im-

proved than destroyed or impaired. We have reason to

believe, that the Supreme Being perceives every thing in

a much more perfect manner than we do, without bodily

organs. We have reason to believe, that there are other

created beings endowed with powers of perception more

perfect and more extensive than ours, without any such

organs as we ^nd necessary.

We ought not. therefore, to conclude, that such bod-

ily organs are, in their own nature, necessary to per- ^

ceptipn ; but rather, that, by the will of God, our pow-

er of perceiving external objects is limited and circum-

scribed by our organs of sense ; so that we perceive

olyects in a certain manner, and in certain circum-

stances, and in no other.

If a man was shut up in a dark room, so that he

could see nothing but through one small hole in the

shutter of a window* would he conclude, that the hole
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Was the cause of his seeing, and that it is impossible

to see any olher way ? Perhaps, if he had never in

bis life seen but in this way, he might be apt to think

so; but the conclusion is rash and groundless. He
sees, because God has given him the power of seeing;

and he sees only through this small hole, because his

power of seeing is circumscribed by impediments on all

other hands.

Another necessary caution in this matter is, that we
ought not to confound the organs of perception with

the being that perceives. Perception must be the act

of some being that perceives. The eye is not that which
sees ; it is only the organ by which we see. The ear is

not that which hears 5 but the organ by which we hear;
and so of the rest.

A man cannot see the satellites of Jupiter but by a
telescope. Does he conclude from this, that it is the

telescope that sees those stars ? By no means ; such a

conclusion would be absurd. It is no less absurd to

conclude, that it is the eye that sees, or the ear that

hears. The telescope is an artificial organ of sight,

but it sees not. The eye is a natural organ of sight,

by which we see ; but the natural organ sees as little as

the artificial.

The eye is a machine most admirably contrived for

refracting the rays of light, and forming a distinct pic-

ture of objects upon the retina ; but it sees neither the

object nor the picture. It can form the picture after it

is taken out of the head ; but no vision ensues. Even
when it is in its proper place, and perfectly sound, it is

well known that an obstruction in the optic nerve takes

away vision, though the eye has performed all that be-

longs to it.

If any thing more were necessary to be said on a

point so evident, we might observe, that ifthe faculty of
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seeiDg were in the eye, that of hearing in the ear, and so

of the other senses, the necessary consequence of this

would be, that the thinking principle, which I call my-

self, is not one, but many. But this is contrary to the i

irresistible conviction of eyery man.

When I say, I see, I hear, I feel, I remember, this

implies that it is one and the same self that performs

all these operations ; and as it would be absurd to say,

that my memoi'y, another man's imagination, and a

third man's reason, may make one individual intelligent

being, it would be equally absurd to say, that one piece

of matter seeing, another hearing, and a third feeling*

may make one and the same percipient being.

These sentiments are not new ; they have occurred

to thinking men from early ages. Cicero, in bis Tus-

cnlan Questions, lib. i. chap. 20. has expressed them

Tery distinctly. Those who choose, may consult the

passage.
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CHAP. II.

or THE IMPKESSIONS ON THE OBGANS, NEETES, ANB

BBAIN.

A SECONB law of our nature regarding perception is,

that we perceive no object, unless some impression is

made upon the organ of sense, either by the immediate

application of the object, or by some medium which

passes between the object and the organ.

, In two of our senses, to wit, touch and taste, there

must be an immediate application of the object to the

organ. In the other three, the object is perceived at a

distance, but still by means of a medium, by which

some impression is made upon the organ.

The effluvia of bodies drawn into the nostrils with

the breath, are the medium of smell ; the undulations

of the air, are the medium of hearing ; and the rays of

light passing from visible objects to the eye, are the

medium of sight. We see no object, unless rays of

light come from it to the eye. We hear not the sound

of any body, unless the vibrations of some elastic me-
dium, occasioned by the tremulous motion of the sound-

ing body, reach our ear. We perceive no smell, un-

less the effluvia of the smelling body enter into the

nostrils. We perceive no taste, unless the sapid body

be applied to the tongue, or some part of the organ of

taste. Nor do we perceive any tangible quality of a

body, unless it touch the hands, or some part of our

body.

These are facts known from experience to hold uni-

versally and invariably, both in men and brutes. By
this law of our nature, our powers of perceiving exter-

nal objects are further limited and circumscribed. Nor
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can we give any other reason for this, than that it is the

will of our Maker, who knows best what powers, and

what degrees of them, are suited to our state. We
were once in a state, I mean in tlie womb, wherein our

powers of perception were more limited than in (he

present, and, in a future state, they may be more en-

larged.

It is likewise a law of our nature, that, in order to

our perceiving objects, the impressions made upon the

organs of sense must be communicated to the nerves,

and by them to the brain. This is perfectly known

to those who know any thing of anatomy.

The nerves are fine cords, which pass from the brain,

or from the spinal marrow, which is a production of the

brain, to all parts of the body, dividing into smaller

branches as they proceed, until at last they escape our

eyesight : and it is found by experience, that all the vol-

untary and involuntary motions of the body are perform-

ed by their means. When the nerves that serve any

limb, are cut, or tied hard, we have then no more power

to move that limb, than if it was no part of the body.

As there are nerves that serve the muscular motions,

80 there are others that serve the several senses ; and,

as without the former, we cannot move a limb, so with-

out the latter, we can have no perception.

This train of machinery the wisdom of God has

made necessary to our perceiving objects. Various

parts of the body concur to it, and each has its own

function. 1st, The object either immediately, or by

some medium, must make an impression on the organ.

The organ serves only as a medium, by which an im-

pression is made on the nerve ; and the nerve serves as

a medium to make an impression upon the brain. Hers

the material part ends ; at least we can trace it no fur-

ther ; the reat is all intellectual,

vol,. II. ±9
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The proof or these impressions upon the nerves and

brain in perception is this, that, from many observa-

tions and experiments, it is found, that when the organ

of any sense is perfectly sound, and has the impression

made upon it by the object ever so strongly, yet, if the

nerve which serves that organ be cut or tied hard,

there is no perception : and it is well known, that dis-

orders in the brain deprive us of the power of percep-

tion, when both the organ and its nerve are sound.

There is, therefore, sufSeient reason to conclude,

tliat, in perception, the object produces some change

in the organ ; that the organ produces some change^

upon the nerve ; and that the nerve produces some

change in the brain. And we give the name of an im-

pression to those changes, because we have not a name
more proper to express, in a general manner, any

change produced in a body, by an external cause, with-

out specifying the nature of that change. Whether it

be pressure, or attraction, or repulsion, or vibration, or

something unknown, for which we have no name, still

it may be called an impression. But with regard to

the particular kind of this change or impression, phi-

losophers have never been able to discover any thing

at all.

But, whatever he the nature of those impressions up-

on the organs, nerves, and brain, we perceive nothing

without them. Experience informs that it is so ; but

we cannot give a reason why it is so. In the constitu-

tion of man, perception, by fixed laws of nature, is con-

nected with those impressions ; but we can discover no

necessary connection. The Supreme Being has seen

fit to limit our power of perception j so that we per-

ceive not without such impressions ; and this is all we
know of (he matter.

This, however, we have reason to conclude in gen-

eral, that as the impressions on the organs^ nerves, and
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brain, correspond exactly to the nature and conditions

of the objects by which they are made ; so our percep-

tions and sensations correspond to those impressions,

and vary in kind, and in degree, as they vary. With-

out this exact correspondence, the information we re-

ceive by our senses would not only be imperfect, as it

undoubtedly is, but would be fallacious, which we have

no reason to think it is.
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CHAP. III.

HYPOTHESES CONCBEMNG THE NERVES AND BRAIN.

We are informed by anatomists, tjiat although the

two coats which enclose a nerve, and which it derives

from the coats of the brain, are tough and elastic ; yet

the nerve itself has a very small degree of consistence,

being almost like marrow. It has, however, a fibrous

texture, and may be divided and subdivided, till its

fibres escape our senses : and as we know so very little

about the texture of the nerves, there is great room left

for those who choose to indulge themselves in conjec-

ture.

The ancients conjectured, that the nervous fibres are

fine tubes, filled with a very subtile spirit, or vapour,

^vhich they called animal spirits ; that the brain is a

gland, by which the animal spirits are secreted from

the finer part of the blood, and their continual waste

repaired ; and that it is by these animal spirits that

the nerves perform their functions. Des Cartes has

shown how, by these animal spirits going and return-

ing in the nerves, muscular motion, perception, memory,

and imagination, are efiected. All this he has described

as distinctly as if he had been an eye wiinessof all those

operations. But it happens, that the tubular structure

of the nerves was never perceived by the human eye,

nor Shown by the nicest injections ; and all that has been
said about animal spirits through more than fifteen cen-

turies, is mere conjecture.

Dr. Briggs, who was sir Isaac Newton's master in

anatomy, was the first, as far as I know, who advanced a
new system concerning the nerves. He conceived them
to be solid filaments of prodigious tenuity ; and this

opinion, as it accords better with observation, seems
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to have been more generally received since his time. As
to the manner of performing their office, Dr. Briggs

thought, that, like musical chords, they have vibrations

differing according to their length and tension. They
seem, however, very unfit for this purpose, on account

of their want of tenacity, their moisture, and being

through their whole length in contact with moist sub-

stances : So that, although Dr. Briggs wrote a book

upon this system, called Nova Yisionis Theoria, it

seems not to have been much followed.

Sir Isaac Newton, in all his philosophical writings,

took great care to distinguish his doctrines, which he

pretended to prove by just induction, from his conjec-

tures, which were to stand or fall, according as future

experiments and observations should establish or re-

fute them. His conjectures he has put in the form of

queries, that they might not be received as truths, but

be inquired into, and determined according to the evi-

dence to be found for or against them. Those who
mistake his queries for a part of his doctrine, do him

great injustice, and degrade him to the rank of the

common herd of philosophers, who have in all ages

adulterated philosophy, by mixing conjecture with

truth, and their own fancies with the oracles of nature.

Among other queries, this truly great philosopher pro-

posed this. Whether there may not be an elastic me-

dium, or ether, immensely more rare than air, which

pervades all bodies, and which is the cause of gravita-

tion ; of the refraction and reflection of the rays of

light; of the transmission of heat, through spaces voici

of air ; and of many other phenomena ? In the 23d

query subjoined to his Optics, he puts this question

with regard to the impressions made on the nerves and

brain in perception. Whether vision is effected chiefly

by the vibrations of this medium, excited in the bottom

of the eye by the rays of light, and propagated along
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the solid, pellucid, and uniform capillaments of the optie

nerve? And whether hearing is effected by the vibra-

tions of this or some other medium, excited hy the tre-

mor of the air in the auditory nerves, and propagated

along the solid, pellucid, and uniform capillaments of

those nerves ? And so with regard to the other senses.

What Newton only proposed as a matter to be in-

quired into, Dr. Hartley conceived to have such evi-

dence, that, in his Observations on Man, he has deduced,

in a mathematical form, a very ample system concern-

ing the faculties of the mind, from the doctrine of vibra-

tions, joined with that of association.

His notion of the vibrations, excited in the nerves, is

expressed in propositions ii and 5. of the flrst part of

his Observations on Man. " Proposition 4. External ob-

jects impressed on the senses, occasion first in the nerves,

on which they are impressed, and then in the brain, vi-

brations of the small, and, as one may say, infinitesimal

medullary particles. Prop. 5. The vibrations mention-

ed in the last proposition are excited, propagated, and

kept up, partly by the ether, that is, by a very subtile

elastic fluid ; partly by the uniformity, continuity, soft-

ness, and active powers of the medullary substance of

the brain, spinal marrow, and nerves."

The modesty and diffidence with which Dr. Hartley

offers his system to the world, by desiring his reader " to

expect nothing but hints and conjectures in difficult and

obscure matters, and a short detail of the principal rea-

sons and evidences in those that are clear | by acknowl-

edging, that he shall not be able to execute, with any

accuracy, the proper method of philosophizing, recom-

mended and followed by sir Isaac Newton ; and that

he will attempt a sketch only for the benefit of future

inquirers," seem to forbid any criticism upon it. One
cannot, without reluctance, criticise what is proposed

in such a manner, and with so good intention ; yet, as
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the tendency of this system of vibrations is to make all

the operations of the mind mere mechanism, dependent
on the laws of matter and motion ; and as it has been
held forth by its votaries, as in amanner demonstratedf
I shall make some remarks on that part of the system
which relates to the impressions made on the nerves
and brain in perception.

It may be observed in general, that Dr. Hartley's

work consists of a chain of propositions, with their

proofs and corollaries, digested in good order, and in a
scientific form. A great part of them, however, are,

as he candidly acknowledges, conjectures and hints only

;

yet these are mixed with the propositions legitimately

proved, without any distinction. Corollaries are drawn
from them, and other propositions grounded upon them,
which, all taken together, make up a system. A system

of this kind resembles a chain, of which some links are

abundantly strong, others very weak. The strength of

the chain is determined by that of the weakest links |

for if they give way, the whole falls to pieces, and the

weight, supported by it. falls to the ground.

Philosophy has been in all ages adulterated by hy*

potheses ; that is, by systems built partly on facts, and

much upon conjecture. It is pity that a man of Dr.

Hartley's knowledge and candour should have followed

the multitude in this fallacious tract, after expressing

his approbation of the proper method of philosophizing,

pointed out by Bacon and Newton. The last consider-

ed it as a reproach, when his system was called his hy-

pothesis ; and says, with disdain of such imputation,

hypotheses nonJingo. And it is very strange, that Dr.

Hartley should not only follow such a method ofphiloso-

phizing himself, but that he should direct others in their

inquiries to follow it. So he does in Proposition 87.

part 1 . where he deduces rules for the ascertainment of
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truth, from the rule of false, in arithmetic, and from the

art of decyphering ; and in other places.

As to the vibrations and vibratiuneles, whether of an

elastic ether, or of the infinitesimal particles of the

brain and nerves, there may be such things for wliat we

know ; and men may rationally inquire whether they

can find any evidence of their existence ; but while we

have no proof of their existence, to apply them to the so-

lution of phenomena, and to build a system upon them,

is what I conceive, we call, building a castle in the air.

"When men pretend to account for any of the opera-

tions of nature, the causes assigned by them ought, as

sir Isaac Newton has taught us, to have two conditions,

otherwise they are good for nothing. 1st, They ought

to be true, to have a real existence, and not to be bare-

ly conjectured to exist without proof. 3dly, They ought

to be sufficient to produce the efiect.

As to the existence of vibratory motions in the me-

dullary substance of the nerves and brain, the evidence

produced is this : 1st, It is observed, that the sensa-

tions of seeing and hearing, and some sensations of

touch, have some short duration and continuance. 2dly,

Thongh there be no direct evidence that the sensations

of taste and smell, and the greater pact of these of

touch, have the like continuance ; yet, says the author,

analogy would incline one to believe that they must re-

semble the sensations of sight and hearing in this par-

ticular. 3dly, The continuance of all our sensations

being thus established, it follows, that external objects

impress vibratory motions on the medullary substance

of the nerves and brain ; because no motion, besides

a vibratory one, can reside in any part fop a moment of

time.

This is the chain of proof ; in which the first link is

strong, being confirmed by experience j the second is
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very weak j and the thip,d still weaker. For other

kinds of motion, besides that of vibration, may have

some continuance, such as rotation, bending or unbend-

ing of a spring, and perhaps others which we arc un-

acquainted with ,- nor do we know whether it is motion

that is produced in the nerves ; it may be pressure, at-

traction, repulsion, or something we do not know. This,

indeed, is the common refuge of all hypotheses, that we

know no other way in which the phenomena maybe pro-

duced, and therefore they must be produced in this way.

There is therefore no proof of vibrations in the infini-

tesimal particles of the brain and nerves.

It may be thought that the existence of an elastic vi-

brating ether stands on a firmer foundation, having the

authority of sir Isaac Newton. But it ought to be ob-

served, that although this great man had formed con-

jectures about this ether near fifty years before he

died, and had it in his eye during that long space as a

subject of inquiry ; yet it does not appear that he ever

found any convincing proof of its existence, but consid-

ered it to the last as a question whether there be such

an ether or not. In the premonition to the reader, pre-

fixed to the second edition of his Optics, anno 1717, he

expresses himself thus with regard to it :
<' Lest any

one should think that I place gravity among the essen-

tial properties of bodies, I have sul^joined one question

concerning its cause ; a question, I say, for I do not

hold it as a thing established." If, therefore, we regard

the authority of sir Isaac Newton, we ought to hold the

existence of such an ether as a matter not established

by proof, but to be examined into by experiments ; and

I have never heard that, since his time, any new evi-

dence has been found of its existence.

vol. II. 14
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But, says Dr. Hartley, " supposing the existence of

the ether, and of its properties, to be destitute of all

direct evidence, still, if it serves to account for a gi*cat

varieiy ofphenomena, it will have an indirect evidence

in its favour by this means." There never was an hy-

pothesis invented by an ingenious man which has not

this evidence in its favour. The vortices of Des Cartes,

the sylphs and gnomes of Mr. Pope, serve to account for

a great variety of phenomena.

When a man has, with labour and ingenuity, wrought

up an hypothesis into a system, be contracts a fondness

for it, which is apt to warp the bestjudgment. This,

I humbly think, appears remarkably in Dr. Hartley.

In his preface, he declares his approbation of the meth-

od of philosophizing recommended and followed by sir

Isaac Newton ; but having first deviated from this

method in his practice, he is brought at last to justify

this deviation in theory, and to bring arguments in de-

fence of a method diametrically opposite to it. " We
admit, says he, the key of a cypher to be a true one,

when it explains the eypher completely." I answer.

To find the key requires an understanding equal or

superior to that which made the cypher. This instance,

therefore, will then be in point, when he who attempts

to decypher the works of nature by an hypothesis, has

an understanding equal or superior to that which

made them. The votaries of hypotheses have often

been challenged to show one useful discovery in the

works of nature that was ever made in that way. If

instances of this kind could be produced, we ought to

conclude that lord Bacon and sir Isaac Newton have

done great disservice to philosophy, by what they have

said against hypotheses. But if no such instance can
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be produced, we must conclude, with those great men,

that every system which pretends to account for the

phenomena of nature by hypotheses or conjecture, is

spurious and illegitimate, and serves only to flatter the

pride of man with a vain conceit of linowledge which

he has not attained.

The author tells us, « that any hypothesis that has

so much plausibility as to explain a considerable num-

ber of facts, helps us to digest these facts in proper

order, to bring new ones to light, and to make expcri-

menta crueis for the sake of future inquirers."

Let hypotheses be put to any of these uses as far as

they can serve: let them suggest experiments, or direct

our inquiries | but let just induction alone govern our

belief.

"The rule of false affords an obvious and strong in-

stance of the possibility of being led, with precision

and certainty, to a true conclusion from a false posi-

tion. And it is of the very essence of algebra, to pro-

ceed in the way of supposition."

This is true ; but, when brought to justify the ac-

counting for natural phenomena by hypotheses, is for-

eign to the purpose. When an unknown number, or

any unknown quantity is sought, which must have cer-

tain conditions, it may be found in a scientific manner

by the rule of false, or by an algebraical analysis ; and,

when found, may be synthetically demonstrated to be

the number or the quantity sought, by its answering

all the conditions required. But it is one thing to find

a quantity which shall have certain conditions ; it is a

very different thing to find out the laws by which it

pleases God to govern the world and produce the phe-

nomena which fall under our observation. And we can
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tlien only allow some weight to this argument in favour

of hypotheses, when it can be shown that the cause of

any one plicnomenon in nature has been or can be

found, as an unknown quantity is, by the rule of false,

Of by algebraical analysis. This, I apprehend, will

never be, till the era arrives, which Dr. Hartley seems

to foretell, « when future generations shall put all

kinds of evidences and inquiries into mathematical

forms, and, as it were, reduce Aristotle's ten Catego-

ries, and bishop Wilkin's forty Summa Genera, to the

head of quantity alone, so as to make mathematics,

and logic, natural history, and civil history, natural

philosophy, and philosophy of all other kinds, coincide

omni ex parte."

Since sir Isaac Newton laid down the rules ofphilos-

ophizing in our inquiries into the works of nature,

many philosophers have deviated from them in prac-

tice; perhaps few have paid that regard to them
Avhich they deserve. But they have met with very

general approbation, as being founded in reason, and

pointing out the only path to the knowledge of nature's

works. Dr. Hartley is the only author 1 have met

with who reasons against them, and has taken pains to

find out arguments in defence of the exploded method

of hypotheses.

Another condition which sir Isaac Newton requires

in the causes of natural things assigned by philoso-

phers, is, that they be sufficient to account for the

phenomena. Vibrations and vibratiundes of the me-
dullary substance of the nerves and brain, are assign-

ed by Dr. Hartley to account for all our sensations and

id6as, and, in a word, for all the operations of our

minds. Let us consider very briefly Low far they are

sufficient for that purpose.
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It would be injustice to this author to conceive him

a materialist. He proposes his sentiments with great

candour, and they ought not to be carried beyond what

tis words express. He thinks it a consequence of his

theory, that matter, if it can be endued with the most

simple kinds of sensation, might arrive at all that in-

telligence of which the human mind is possessed. He
thinks that his theory overturns all the arguments that

are usually brought for the immateriality of the soul,

from the subtilty of the internal senses, and of the ra-

tional faculty ; but he does not take upon him to deter-

mine whether matter can be endued with sensation or

not. He even acknowledges, that matter and motion,

however subtilely divided and reasoned upon, yield

nothing more than matter and motion still ; and there-

fore he would not be any way interpreted so as to op-

pose the immateriality of the soul.

It would, therefore, be unreasonable to require that

his theorj- of vibraitions should, in the proper sense,

account for our sensations. It would, indeed, be ridic-

ulous in any man to pretend that thought of any kind

must necessarily result from motion, or that vibrations

in the nerves must necessarily produce thought, any

more than the vibrations of a pendulum. Dr. Hartley

disclaims this way of thinking, and therefore it ought

not to be imputed to him. All that he pretends is,

that, in the human constitution, tkere is a certain con-

nection between vibrations in the medullary substance

of the nerves and brain, and the thoughts of the mind;

so that the last depend entirely upon the first, and ev^
;

ery kind of thought in the mind arises in consequence

of a corresponding vibration, or vibratiuncle in the

nerves and brain. Our sensations arise from vibrations,

and our ideas from yibratiuncles, or miniature vibra-
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tions ,• and he comprehends, under these two words of

sensations and ideas, all the operations of the mind.

But how can we expect any proof of the connection

between vibrations and thought, when the existence of

such vibrations was never proved ? The proof of theic

connection cannot be stronger than the proof of their

existence : for as the author acknowledges that we

cannot infer the existence of the thoughts from the

existence of the vibrations, it is no less evident, that we

cannot infer the existence of vibrations from the exist-

ence of our thoughts. The existence of both must be

known before we can know their connection. As to the

existence of our thoughts, we have the evidence of con-

sciousness; a kind of evidence that never was called in

question. But as to the existence of vibrations in the

medullary substance of the nerves and brain, no proof

has yet been brought.

All therefore we have to expect from this hypothe-

sis, is, that in vibrations considered abstractly, there

should be a variety in kind and degree, which tallies

so exactly with the varieties of the thoughts they are

to account for, as may lead us to suspect some con-

nection between the one and the other. If the divi-

sions and subdivisions of thought be found to run paral-

lel with the divisions and subdivisions of vibrations,

this would give that kind of plausibility to the hypoth-

esis of their connection, which we commonly expect

even in a mere hypothesis ; but we do not find even this.

For, to omit all those thoughts and operations which

the author comprehends under the name of ideas, and

which he thinks are connected with vibratiuncles 5 to

omit the perception of external objects, which he com-

prehends under the name of sensations; to omit the

sensations, properly so called, which accompany our
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passions and affections, and to confine ourselves to the

sensations which we have by means of our external

senses, we can perceive no correspondence between the

variety we find in their kinds and degrees, and that

which may be supposed in vibrations.

We have five senses, whose sensations differ totally

in kind. By each of these, excepting perhaps that of

hearing, we have a variety of sensations, which differ

specifically, and not in degree only. How many tastes

and smells are there which are specifically different,

each of them capable of all degrees of strength and

weakness? Heat and cold, roughness and smoothness,

hardness and softness, pain and pleasure, are sensa-

tions of touch that differ in kind, and each bas an end-

less variety of degrees. Sounds have the qualities of

acute and grave, loud and low, with all different de-

grees of each. The varieties of colour are many
more than we have names to express. How shall we
find varieties in vibrations corresponding to all this

variety of sensations which we have by our five senses

only ?

I know two qualities of vibrations in an uniform elas-

tic medium, and I know no more. They may be quick;

or slow in various degrees, and they may be strong or

weak in various degrees ; but I cannot find any divi-'

sion of our sensations that will make them tally with

those divisions of vibrations. If we had no other sen-

sations but those of hearing, the theory would answer

well } for sounds are either acute or grave, which may
answer to quick or slow vibrations j or they are loud or

low, which answer to strong or weak vibrations. But

then we have no variety of vibrations corresponding to

the immense variety of sensations which we have by

sight, smell, taste, and touch.
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Dr. Hartley has endeavoured to find out other two

qualities of vibrations ,* to wit, that they may primari-

ly affect one part of the brain or another, and that

they may vary in their direction, according as they

enter by different external nerves ; but these seem to

be added to make a number: for, as far as we know,

vibrations in an uniform elastic substance, spread over

the whole, and in all directions. However, that we may
be liberal, we shall grant him four different kinds of

vibrations, each of them having as many degrees as he

pleases. Can he or any man reduce all our sensations

to four kinds ? We have five senses, and by each of

them a variety of sensations, more than sufiicient to

exhaust all the varieties we are able to conceive in vi-

brations.

Dr. Hartley, indeed, was sensible of the difficulty of

finding vibrations to suit all the variety of our sensa-

tions. His extensive knowledge of physiology and pa-

thology could yield him but a feeble aid j and there-

fore he is often reduced to the necessity of heap-

ing supposition upon supposition, conjecture upon con-

jecture, to give some credibility to his hypothesis; and

in seeking out vibrations which may correspond with

the sensations of one sense, he seems to forget that

those must be omitted which have been appropriated to

another.

Philosophers have accounted in some degree for our

various sensations of sound by the vibrations of elastic

air. But it is to be observed, 1st, That we know that

such vibrations do really exist ; and, 2dly, that they

tally exactly with the most remarkable phenomena of

sound. We cannot, indeed, show how any vibration

should produce the sensation of sound. This must be

resolved into the will of God, or into some cause
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altogether unknown. But we know, that as the vibra-

tion is strong or weak, the sound is loud or low. We
know, that as the vibration is quick or slow, the sound

is acnte or grave. We can point out that relation of

synchronous vibrations which produces harmony or

discord, and that relation of successive vibrations

which produces melody : and all this is not conjectured,

but proved by a sufficient induction. This account of

sounds, therefore, is philosophical ; although, perhaps,

there may be many things relating to sound that

we cannot account for, and of wiiich the causes

remain latent. The connections described in this

branch of philosophy are the work of God, and not the

fancy of men.

If any thing similar to this could he shown in ac'

counting for all oilr sensations by vibrations in the

medullary substance of the nerves and brain, it would

deserve a place in sound philosophy. But, when we
are told of vibrations in a substance, which no man
could ever prove to have vibrations, or to be capable of

them ; when such imaginary vibrations are brought to

account for all our sensations, though we can perceive

no correspondence in their variety of kind and degree,

to the variety of sensations ; the connections described

in such a system, are the creatures of human imagina-

tion, not the work of God,

The rays of light make an impression upon the op-

tie nerves ; but they make none upon the auditory or

olfactory. The vibrations of the air make an impres-

sion upon the auditory nerves ; but none upon the op-

tie or the olfactory. The effluvFa of bodies make an

impression upon the olfactory nerves ; but make none

upon the optic or auditory. No man has been able to

give a shadow of reason for this. While this is the

vox. II. 15
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case, is it not better to confess our ignorance of the

nature of those impressions made npon the nerves and

brain in perception, than to flatter our pride with the

conceit of knowledge which we have not, and to

adulterate philosophy with the- spurious brood of

hypotheses i
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CHAP. IV.

FALSE CONCIUSIONS DKAWMT FROM THE IMPKE9SION8

BEFORE MENTIONEB.

Some philosophers among the ancients, as well as

among the moderns, imagined that man is nothing but

a piece of matter so curiously organized, that the im-

pressions of external objects produce in it sensation,

perception, remembrance, and all the other operations

we are conscious of. This foolish opinion could only

take its rise from observing the constant connection

Avhich the Author of nature has established between

certain impressions made upon our senses, and our per-

ception of the objects by which the impression is made

;

from which they weakly inferred, that those impres-

sions were the proper efficient causes of the corres-

ponding perception.

But no reasoning is more fallacious than this, that

because two things are always conjoined, therefore one

must be the cause of the other. Day and night have

been joined in a constant succession since the beginning

of the world ; but who is so foolish as to conclude from

this, that day is the cause of night, or night the cause

of the following day ? There is indeed nothing more

ridiculous than to imagine that any motion or modifi-

cation of matter should produce thought.

If one should tell of a telescope so exactly made as

to have the power of seeing ; of a whispering gallery

that had the power of hearing ; of a cabinet so nicely

framed as to have the power of memory; or of a ma-

chine so delicate as to feel pain when it was touched ;

such absurdities are so shocking to common sense that
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they would not Gad belief even among savages ;
yet it

is the same absurdity to think, that the impressions of

external objects upon the machine of ouf bodies, can

be the real efficient cause of thought and perception."

Passing this therefore as a notion too absurd to ad-

mit of reasoning; another conclusion very generally

made by philosophers, is, that in perception an impres-

sion is made upon the mind as well as upon the organ,

nerves, and brain. Aristotle, as was before observed,

thought that the form or image of the object perceiv-

ed, enters by the organ of sense, and strikes upon the

mind. Mr. Hume gives the name of impressions to all

our perceptions, to all our sensations, and even to the

objects which we perceive. Mr. Locke affirms very

positively, that the ideas of external objects are pro-

duced in our rtiinds by impulse, " that being the only

way we can conceive bodies to operate in." It ought,

however, to bte observed, in justice to Mr. Locke, that

he retracted tliis notion in his first letter to the bishop

of Worcester, and promised, in the next edition of his

essay to have that passage rectified ; but either from

forgetfulness in the author, or negligence in the

printer, the passage remains in all the subsequent

editions I have seen.

There is no prejudice more natural to man, than to

conceive of the mind as having some similitude to body

in its operations. Hence, men have been prone to

imagine, that as bodies ai'e put in motion by some im-

pulse or impression made upon them by contiguous

bodies ; so the mind is made to think and to perbeive

by some impression made upon it, or some impulse

given to it by contiguous objects. If we have such a

notion of the mind as Homer bad of his gods, who
might be bruised or wounded with swords and spears.
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we may then understand what is meant by impressions

made upon it by a body : but if we conceive the mind

to be immaterial, of which I think we have very strong

proofs, we shall find it difficult to affix a meaning to

impressions made upon it.

There is a figurative meaning of impressions on the

mind which is well authorized, and of which we took

notice in the observations made on that word ; but this

meaning applies only to objects that are interesting.

To say that an object which I see with perfect indifier-

ence makes an impression upon my mind, is not, as I

apprehend, good English. If philosophers mean n»

more but that I see the object, why should they invent

an improper phrase to express what every man knows

how to express in plain English ?

But it is evident, from the manner in which this

phrase is used by modern philosophers, that they mean

not barely to express by it my perceiving an object,

but to explain the manner of perception^ They think

that tlie object perceived acts upon the mind, in some

way similar to that in which one body acts upon an-

other, by making an impression upon it. The impres-^

sion upon the mind is conceived to be something where-

in the mind is altogether passive, and has some effect

produced in it by the object. But this is an hyporthesis

which contradicts the common sense of mankind, and'

which ought not to be admitted without proof.

When I look upon the wall of my room, the wall

does not act at all, nor is capable of acting ; the per-

cei^ng it is an act or operation in me. That this is

the common apprehension of mankind with regard t&

perception, is evident from the manner of expressing it

in all languages.

The vulgar give themselves no trouble how they per-

ceive objects, they express what they are conscious of,,
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and they express it with propriety ; but philosophers

have an avidity to know how we perceive objects ; and

conceiving some similitude between a body that is put

in motion, and a mind that is made to perceive, they

are led to think, that as the body must receive some

impulse to make it move, so the mind must receive

some impulse or impression to make it perceive. This

analogy seems to be confirmed, by observing that we

perceive objects only when they make some impression

upon the organs of sense, and upon the nerves and

brain ; but it ought to be observed, that such is the na-

ture ofbody that it cannot change its state, but by some

force impressed upon it. This is not the nature of

miud. All that vie know about it shows it to be in its

nature living and active, and to have the power of per-

ception in its constitution, but still within those limits

to which it is confined by the laws of nature.

It appears, therefore, that this phrase of the mind's

having impressions made upon it by corporeal objects

in perception, is either a phrase without any distinct

meaning, and contrary to the propriety of the En-
glish language, or it is grounded upon an hypothesis

which is destitute of proof. On that account, though

we grant that in perception there is an. impression

made upon the organ of sense, and upon the nerves and

brain, we do not admit that the object makes any im-

pression upon the mind.

There is another conclusion drawn from the impres-

sions made upon the brain in perception, which I con-

ceive to have no solid foundation, though it has been

adopted very generally by philosophers. It is, that by

the impressions made on the brain, images are formed

of the object perceived ; and that the mind, being seat-

ed in the brain as its chamber of presence, immediate-

ly perceives those images only, and has no perception
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of the external object but by them. This notion of our

perceiving external objects, not immediately, but in cer-

tain images or species of them conveyed by the senses,

seems to be the most ancient philosophical hypothesis

we have on the subject of perception, and to have, with

small variations, retained its authority to this day.

Aristotle, as was before observed, maintained, that

the species, images, or forms of external objects, com-

ing from the object, are impressed on the mind. The
followers of Democritus and Epicurus held the same

thing, with regard to slender films of subtile mattes

coming from the object, that Aristotle did with regard

to his immaterial species or forms.

Aristotle thought, that every object of human under-

standing enters at first by the senses ; and that the no-

tions got by them are by the powers of the mind refin-

ed and spiritualized, sio'as at last to become objects of

the most sublime and abstracted sciences. Plato, on

the other hand, had a very mean opinion of all the

knowledge we get hy the senses. He thought it did

not deserve the name of knowledge, and could not

be the foundation of science ; because the objects of

sense are individuals only, and are in a constant fluc-

tuation. All science, according to him, must be em-

ployed about those eternal and immutable ideas, which

existed before the objects of sense, and are not lia-

ble to any change. In this there was an essential

difference between the systems of these two philos-

ophers. The notion of eternal and immutable ideas,

which Plato borrowed from the Pythagorean school,

was totally rejected by Aristotle, who held it as a max-

im, that there is nothing in the intellect, which was

not at first in the senses.
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But, notwithstanding this great difference ia those

two ancient systems, they might both agree as to the

manner in which we perceive objects by our senses

;

and that they did so, I think, is probable ; because

Aristotle, as far as I know, neither takes notice of any

difference between himself and his master upon this

point, nor lays claim to his theory of the manner of our

perceiving objects as his own invention. It is still

more probable from the hints which Plato gives in the

seventh book of his Republic, concerning the manner

in which we perceive the objects of sense ; which he

compares to persons in a deep and dai'k cave, who see

not external objects themselves, but only their shad-

ows, by a light let into the cave through a small open-

ing.

It seems, therefore, probable, that the Pythagoreans

and Platonists agreed with the Peripatetics in this gen-

eral theory of perception ; to wit, that the objects of

sense are perceived only by certain images, or shad-

ows of them, let into the mind, as into a camera db-

scura.

The notions of the ancients were very various with

regard to the seat of the soul. Since it has been dis-

covered, by the improvements in anatomy, that the

nerves are the instruments of perception, and of the

sensations accompanying it, and that the nerves ulti-

mately terminate in the brain, it has been the general

opinion of philosophers that the brain is the seat of the

soul ; and that she perceives the images that are

brought there, and external things only by means of

them.

Des Cartes, observing that the pineal gland is the

only part of the brain that is single, all the other parts

being double, and thinking that the soul must have one
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seat, was determined by this to make that gland the

soul's habitation, to which, by means of tlie animal
spirits, intelligence is brought of all objects that affect

the senses.

Others have not thought proper to confine the habi-

tation of (he soul to the pineal gland, but to the brain

in general, or to some part of it, which they call the

sensorium. Even the great Newton favoured this opin-

ion, though he proposes it only as a query, with that

modesty which distinguished him no less than his great

genius, "Is not, says he, the sensorium of animals

the place where the sentient substance is present, and
to which the sensible species of things are brought

through the nerves and brain, that there they may bei

percteivtid by the mind present in that place ? And is

there not an incorporeal, living, intelligent, and omni-

present Being, who, in infinite space, as if it were in

his sensorium, intimately perceives things themselves,

and comprehends them perfectly, as being present to

them ; of which things, that principle in us which per-

ceives and thinks, discerns only, in its little sensorium,

the images brought to it through the organs of the

senses?"

His friend, Dr. Samuel Clarke, adopted the same
sentiments with more confidence. In his papers to Leib-

nitz, we find the following passages: "Without being

present to theimages ofthe thingsperceived, it(the soul)

could not possibly perceive them. A living substance

can only there perceive where it is present, either to the

things themselves, as the omnipresent God is to the

whole universe, or to the images of things, as the soul

of man is in its proper sensory. Nothing can any more
act, or be acted upon, where it is not present, than it

can be where it is uot. We »re sure the soul eaoHot
vol. II. 16
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perceive what it is not present to, because nothing can

act, or be acted upon, where it is not."

Mr. Locke expresses himself so upon this point, that

for the most part, one would imagine, that he thought

that the ideas, ot images of things, which he believed

to be the immediate objects of perception, are impres-

sions upon the mind itself; yet, in some passages, he

rather places them in the brain, and makes them to be

perceived by the mind there present. "There are

some ideas, says he, which have admittance only

through one sense ; and if the organs or the nerves,

which are the conduits to convey them from without to

their audience in the brain, the mind's presence room,

if I may so call it, are so disordered as not to perform

their function, they have no postern to be admitted by.

" There seems to be a constant decay of all our ideas,

even of those that are struck deepest. The pictures

drawn in our minds are laid in fading colours. Wheth-
er the temper of the brain makes this difierence, that

in some it retains the characters drawn on it like mar-

ble, in others like freestone, and in others little better

than sand, I shall not inquire."

From these passages of Mr. Locke, and others of a

like natnre, it is plain, that he thought that there are

images of external objects conveyed to the brain. But

whether he thought with Des Cartes and Newton, that

the images in the brain are perceived by the mind there

present, or that they are imprinted on the mind itself,

is not so evident.

Now, with regard to this hypothesis, there are three

things that deserve to be considered, because the

hypothesis leans upon them ; and, if any one of them
fail, it must fall to the ground. The first is, that

the soul has its seat, or, as Mr. Locke calls it, its pres-

ence room, in the brain. The second, that there arc
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images formed in the brain of all the objects of sense.

The third, that the mind or soul perceives these im-

ages in tlie brain ; and that it perceives not external

objects immediately, but only by means of their

images.

As to the Jirst point, that the soul has its seat in

the brain, this, surely, is not so well established, as

that we can safely build other principles upon it.

There have been various opinions and much disputa-

tion about the place of spirits; whether they have a

place ? and if they have, how they occupy that place ?

After men had fought in the dark about those points

for ages, the wiser part seem to have left off disputing

about them, as matters beyond the reach of the human

faculties.

As to the second point, that images of all the ob-

jects of sense are formed in the brain, we may venture

to affirm, that there is no proof nor probability of this,

with regard to any of the objects of sense ; and that

with regard to the greater part of them, it is words

without any meaning.

We have not the least evidence, that the image of any

external object is formed in the brain. The brain has

been dissected times innumerable by the nicest anato-

mists; every part of it examined by the naked eye, and

with the help of microscopes; but no vestige of an im-

age of any external object was ever found. The brain

seems to be the most improper substance that can be

imagined for receiving or retaining images, being a

soft moist medullary substance.

But how are these images formed ? or whence do

they come ? Says Mr. Locke, the organs of sense and

nerves convey them from without. This is just the

Aristotelian hypothesis of sensible species, which

modern philosophers have been at great pains to refute,
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and which must be acknowledged to be one of the most

unintelligible parts of* the Peripatetic system. Those

who consider species of colour, figure, sound, and smell,

coming\from (he object, and entering by the organs of

sense, as a part of the scholastic jargon, long ago dis-

carded from sound philosophy, ought to have discarded

images in the brain along with them. There never

was a shadow of argument brought by any author, to

show that an image of any external object ever enter-

ed by any of the organs of sense.

That external objects make some impression on the

organs of sense, and by them on the nerves and brain^

is granted ; but that those impressions resemble the

objects they arc made by, so as that they may be call-

ed images of the objects, is most improbable. Every

hypothesis that has been contrived shows that there

can be no such resemblance; for neither the motions

of animal spirits, nor the vibrations of elastic chords,

or of elastic ether, or of the infinitesimal particles of

the nerves, can be supposed to resemble the objects by

which they are excited.

We know, that, in vision, an image of the visible

object is formed in the bottom of the eye by the rays of

light. But we know also, that- this image cannot be

conveyed to the brain, because the optic nerve, and all

the parts that surround it, are opaque and impervious

to the rays of light ; and there is no other organ of

sense in which any image of the object is formed.

It is further to be observed, that, with regard to

some objects of sense, we may understand what is

meant by an image of them imprinted on the brain ;

but, with regard to most objects of sense, the phrase

is absolutely unintelligible, and conveys no mean-

ing at all. As to objects of sight, I understand what
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is meant by an image of their figure in the brain

:

but how shall we conceive an image of their colour

where there is absolute darkness ? And as to all other

objects ofsense, except figure and colour, I am unable to

conceive what is meant by an image of them. Let any

man say, what he means by an image of heat and cold,

an image of hardness or softness, an image of sound,

of smell, or taste. The word image, when applied to

these objects of sense, has absolutely no meaning.

Upon what a weak foundation, then, does this hypoth-

esis stand, when it supposes, that images of all the ob-

jects of sense are imprinted on the brain, being cou<

veyed thither by the conduits of the organs and nerves

!

The third point in this hypothesis, is, that the

mind perceives the images in the brain, and external

objects only by means of them. This is as improbable,

as that there are such images to be perceived. If our

powers of perception be not altogether fallacious, the

objects we perceive are not in our brain, but without us.

We are so far from perceiving images in the brain,

that we do not perceive our brain at all ; nor would

any man ever have known that he had a brain, if anat-

omy had not discovered, by dissection, that the brain is

a constituent part of the human body.

To sum up what has been said with regard to the

organs of perception, and the impressions made upon

our nerves and brain. It is a law of our nature, es-

tablished by the will of the Supreme Being, that we

perceive no external object but by means of the organs

given us for that purpose- But these organs do not

perceive. The eye is the organ of sight, but it sees

not. A telescope is an artificial orgali of sight. The

eye is a natural organ of sight, but it sees as litjtle as

the telescope. We know-how the eye forms a picture
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of the visible object upon the retina ; but how this pic-

ture makes us sec the object we know not ; and if ex-

perience had not informed us that such a picture is

necessary to vision, we should never have known U.

We can give no reason why the picture on the retina

should be followed by vision, while a like picture on any

other part of the body produces nothing like vision.

It is likewise a law of our nature, that we perceive

not external objects, unless certain impressions be

made by the object upon the organ, and by means of

the organ upon the nerves and brain. But of the na-

ture of those impressions we are perfectly ignorant

;

and though they are conjoined with perception by the

will of our Maker, yet it does not appear that they

have any necessary connection with it in their own
nature, far less that they can be the proper efficient

cause of it. We perceive, because God has given us

the power of perceiving, and not because we have im-

pressions from objects. We perceive nothing without

those impressions, because our Maker has limited and

circumscribed our powers of perception, by such laws

of nature as to his wisdom seemed meet, and such as

suited our rank in his creation.
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CHAP. V.

OF PEECEPTION.

In speaking of the impressions made on our organs

in perception, we build upon facts borrowed from anat-

omy and physiology, for which we have the testimony

of our senses. But being now to speak of perception
itself, which is solely an act of the mind, we must
appeal to another authority. The operations of our

minds are known not by sense, but by consciousness,

the authority of which is as certain and as irresistible

as that of sense.

In order, however, to our having a distinct notion of

any of the operations ofour own minds, it is not enough
that we be conscious of them, for all men have this

consciousness : it is further necessary that we attend

to them while they are exerted, and reflect upon them
with care, while they are recent and fresh in our mem-
ory. It is necessary that, by employing ourselves fre-

quently in this way, we get the habit of this attention

and reflection ; and therefore, for the proof of facts

which I shall have occasion to mention upon this sub-

ject, I can only appeal to the reader's own thoughts,

whether such facts are not agreeable to what he is con-

scious of in his own mind.

If, therefore, we attend to that act ofour mind which

;

we call the perception ofan external object of sense, we
shall find in it these three things. First, Some con-

ception or notion of the object perceived. Secondly

t

A strong and irresistible conviction and belief of its

present existence. And, thirdly, That this convictioB
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and belief are immediate, and not the effect of reason-

ing.

1st, It is impossible to perceive an object without hav-

ing some notion or conception of that which we per-

ceive. We may indeed conceive an object which we

do not perceive ; but when we perceive the object, we

must have some conception of it at the same time ; and

we have commonly a more clear and steady notion of

the object while we perceive it, than we have from

memory or imagination when it is not perceived. Yet,

even in perception, the notion which our senses give of

the object may be more or less clear, more or less dis-

tinct, in all possible degrees.

Thus we see more distinctly an object at a small than

at a great distance. An object at a great distance is

seen more distinctly in a clear than in a foggy day. An
object seen indistinctly with the naked eye, on account

of its smallness. may be seen distinctly with a micro-

scope. The objects in this room will be seen by a per-

son in the room less and less distinctly as the light of

the day fails ; they pass through all the various degrees

of distinctness according to the degrees of the light,

and at last, in total darkness, they are not seen at all.

What has been said of the objects of sight is so easily

applied to the objects of the other senses, that the ap-

plication may be left to the reader.

In a matter so obvious to every person capable ofre-

flection, it is necessary only further to observe, that the

notion which we get of an object, merely by our exter-

nal sense, ought not to be confounded with that more sci-

entific notion which a man. come to the years of under-

standing, may have of the same object, by attending to

its various attributes, or to its various parts, and their

relation to each other, and to the whole. Thus the
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ai9tion which a child has of a jack for roasting meat,

will be acknowledged to be very different from that of

a man who understands its construction, and perceives

the relation of the parts to one another, and to the

whole. The child sees the jack and every part of it as

well as the man. The child, therefore, has all the no-

tion of it which sight gives ; whatever there is more
in the notion which the man forms of it, must be de-

rived from other powers of the mind, which may after-

ward be explained. This observation is made here

only, that we may not confound the operations of dif-

ferent powers of the mind, \vhieh,by being always con-

joined after we grow up to understanding,, are apt to

pass for one and the same.

2dly, In perception we not only have a notion more
or less distinct of the object perceived, but also an ir-

resistible conviction and belief of its existence. This
is always the case when we are certain that we per-

ceive it. There may be a perception so faint and in-

distinct, as to leave us in doubt whether we perceive

the object or not. Thus, when a star begins to twin-

kle as the light of the sun withdraws, one may, for a

short time, think he sees it, without being certain, until

the perception acquires some strength and steadiness.

When a ship just begins to appear in the utmost verge

of the horizon, we may at first be dubious whether we
perceive it or not : but when the perception is in any

degree clear and steady, there remains no doubt of its

reality ; and when the reality of the perception is as-

certained, the existence of the object perceived can no

longer be doubled.

By the laws of all nations, in the most solemn judi-

cial trials wherein men's fortunes and lives are at stake,

the sentence passes according to the testimony of eye

or ear witnesses of good credit. An upright judge will

voi. II. 17
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give a fair hearing to every objection that can be made

to the integrity of a witness, and allow it to be possible

that lie may be corrupted ; but no judge will ever

suppose, that witnesses may be imposed upon by trust-

ing to their eyes and ears : and if a skeptical counsel

should plead against the testimony of the witnesses,

that they had no other evidence for what they declar-

ed, but the testimony of their eyes and ears, and that

we ought not to put so much faith in our senses, as to

deprive men of life or fortune upon their testimony ;

surely no upright judge would admit a plea of this

kind. I believe no counsel, however skeptical, ever

dared to offer such an argument; and if it was offered,

it would be rejected with disdain.

Can any stronger proof be given, that it is the uni-

versal judgment of mankind that the evidence of sense

is a kind of evidence which we may securely rest

upon in the most momentous concerns of mankind ;

that it is a kind of evidence against which we ought not

to admit any reasoning ; and therefore, that to rea-

son either for or against it, is an insult to common
sense ?

The whole conduct of mankind, in the daily occur-

rences of life, as well as the solemn procedure ofjudi-

catories in the trial of causes, civil and criminal, de-

monstrates this. I know only of two exceptions that

may be offered against this being the universal belief of

mankind.

The first exception is that of some lunatics, who
have been persuaded of things that seem to contradict

the clear testimony of their senses. It is said there

have been lunatics and hypochondriacal persons, who
seriously believed themselves to be made of glass ; and,

in consequence of this, lived in continual terror of hav-
ing their brittle frame shivered into pieces.
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AH I have to say to this is, that our minds, in our

present state, are, as well as our bodies, liable to strong

disorders ; and as we do not judge of the natural con-

stitution of tlie body, from the disorders or diseases to

which it is subject from accidents, so neither ought we
to judge of tlie natural powers of the mind from its

disorders, but from its sound state. It is natural to

man, and common to the species, to have two hands,

and two feet ; yet I have seen a man, and a very inge-

nious one, who was born without either hands or feet.

It is natural to man to have faculties superior to those

of brutes; yet we see some individuals, whose faculties

are not equal to those of many brutes ; and the wisest

man may, by various accidents, be reduced to this state.

General rules that regard those whose intellects are

sound, are not overthrown by instances of men whose

intellects are hurt by any constitutional or accidental

disorder.

Tlie other exception that may be made to the prin-

ciple we have laid down, is that of some philosophers

who have maintained, that the testimony of sense is

fallacious, and therefore ought never to be trusted.

Perhaps it might be a sufficient answer to this to say,

that tiiere is notliing so absurd which some philoso-

phers have not maintained. It is one thing to profess a

doctrine of this kind, another seriously to believe

it, and to be governed by it in the conduct of life. It is

evident, that a man who did not believe his senses,

could not keep out of harm's way an hour of his life j

yet, in all the history of philosophy, we never read of

any skeptic t^at ever stepped into fire or water because

he did not believe his senses, or that showed, in the con-

duct of life, less trust in his senses than other men have.

This gives us just ground to apprehend, that philoso-

phy was never able to conquer that natural belief which
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men haVc in (heir senses ; and that all theii* subtile

reasonings against this belief were never able to per-

suade themselves.

It appears, therefore, that the clear and distinct tes-

timony of our senses carries irresistible conviction along

with it, to every man in his right judgment.

I observed, 3dly, That this conviction is not only ir-

resistible, but it is immediate ; that is, it is not by a

train of reasoning and argumentation that we come to

be convinced of the existence of what we perceive ; we
ask no argument for the existence of the object, but

that we perceive it ; perception commands our belief

upon its own authority, and disdains to rest its author-

ity upon any reasoning whatsoever.

The conviction of a truth may be irresistible, and yet

not immediate. Thus, my conviction that the three

angles of every plain triangle, are equal to two right

angles, is irresistible, but it is not immediate : I am
convinced of it by demonstrative reasoning. There are

other truths in mathematics of which we have not only

an irresistible, but an immediate conviction . Such are

the axioms. Our belief of the axioms in mathematics

is not grounded upon argument. Arguments are ground-

ed upon them, but their evidence is discerned immedi.

ately by (he human understanding.

It is, no doubt, one thing to have an immediate con-

viction of a self evident axiom ; it is another thing to

have an immediate conviction of the existence of what

we see : but the conviction is equally immediate and

equally irresistible in both cases. No man thinks of

seeking a reason to believe what he sees ; and, before

we are capable of reasoning, we put no less confidence

in our senses than after. The rudest savage is as fully

convinced of what he sees, and hears, and feels, as the

most expert logician. The constitution of our under-
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standing determines us to hold the truth of a mathemat-

ical axiom as a first principle, from which other truths

may be deduced, but it is deduced from none ; and the

constitution of our power of perception determines us

to hold the existence of what w« distinctly perceive as

a first principle, from which other truths may be de-

duced, but it is deduced from none. What has been

said of the irresistible and immediate belief of the ex-

istence of objects distinctly perceived, I mean only to

affirm with regard to persons so far advanced in under-

standing, as to distinguish objects of mere imagination

from things which have a real existence. Every man
knows that he may have a notion of Don Quixote, or

of Garagantua, without any belief that such persons

ever existed ; and that of Julius Cesar and of Oliver

Cromwell, he has not only a notion, but a belief that

they did really exist. But whether children, from the

time that they begin to use their sen.ses, make a dis-

tinction between things which are only conceived or

imagined, and things which really exist, may be doubt-

ed. Until we are able to make this distinction, we can-

not properly be said to believe or to disbelieve the ex-

istence of any thing. The belief of the existence of

any thing seems to suppose a notion of existence ; a

notion too abstract, perhaps, to enter into the mind of

an infant. I speak of the power of perception in those

that are adult, and of a sound mind, who believe that

there are some things which do really exist ; and

that there are many things conceived by themselves,

and by others, which have no existence. That such

persons do invariably ascribe existence to every thing

which they distinctly perceive, without seeking reasons

or arguments for doing so, is perfectly evident from the

whole tenor of human life.

The account I hate given of our perception of ex-

ternal objects, is intended as a faithful delineation of
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what every man, come to years of understanding, and

capable'of giving attention to what passes in his own

mind, may feel in himself. In what manner the notion

of external objects, and the immediate belief of their

existence, is produced by means of our senses, I am not

able to show, and I do not pretend to show. If the

power of perceiving external objects in certain circum-

stances, be a part of the original constitution of the

human mind, all attempts to account for it will he vain.

No other account can be given of the constitution of

things, but the will of Him that made them. As we

can give no reason why matter is extended and inert,

why the mind thinks, and is conscious of its thoughts,

but the will of Him Avho made both ; so I suspect we

can give no other reason why, in certain circumstances,

we perceive external objects, and in others do not.

The Supreme Being intended, that we should have

such knowledge of the material objects that surround

us, as is necessary in order to our supplying the wants

of nature, and avoiding the dangers to which we are

constantly exposed ; and he has admirably fitted our

powers of perception to this purpose. If the intelli-

gence we have of external objects were to be got by

reasoning only, the greatest part of men would be des-

titute of it ; for the greatest part of men hardly ever

learn to reason ; and in infancy and childhood no maD
can reason. Therefore, as this intelligence of the ob-

jects that surround us, and from which we may receive

so much benefit or harm, is equally necessary to chil-

dren and to men, to the ignorant and to the learned,

God in his wisdom conveys it to us in a way that puts

all upon a level. The information of the senses is as

perfect, and gives as full conviction to the most ignorant,

as to the most learned.
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CHAP. yi.

WHAT IT IS TO ACCOUSTT BOB A PHENOMENON IN

NATURE.

An object placed at a proper distance, and in a

good light, while the eyes are shut, is not perceived at

all ; but no sooner do we open our eyes upon it, tban

we have, as it were by inspiration, a certain knowledge

of its existence, of its colour, figure, and distance.

This is a fact which every one know s. The vulgar

are satisfied with knowing the fact, and give themselves

no trouble about the cause of it : but a philosopher is

impatient to know bow this event is produced, to ac-

count for it, or assign its cause.

Tbis avidity to know the causes of things is tbe pa-

rent of all philosophy true and false. Men of specu-

lation place a great part of tbeir happiness in sucb

knowledge. Felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere causas,

has always been a sentiment of human nature. But

as, in the pursuit of other kinds of happiness^ men oft-

en mistake tbe road, so in none have they more fre-

quently done it, than in the philosophical pursuit of the

causes of things.

It is a dictate of common sense, that the causes we

assign of appearances ought to be real, and not fictions

of human imagination. It is likewise self evident,

that such causes ought to be adeqjiate to the effects

that are conceived to be produced by them.

That those who are less accustomed to inquiries in-

to the causes of natural appearances, may the better

understand what it is to show tbe cause of «ucb ap-

pearances, or to account for them ; I shall borrow a

plain instance of a phenomenon or appearance, ofwhich
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a full and satisfactory account has been given. The

phenomenon is this: that a stone, op any heavy body,

falling from a height, continually increases its veloci-

ty as it descends ; so that if it acquire a certain veloci-

ty in one second of time, it will have twice that veloci-

ty at the end of two seconds, thrice at the end of three

seconds, and so on in proportion to the time. This ac-

celerated velocity in a stone falling must have been ob-

served from the beginning of the world ; but the first

person, as far as we know, who accounted for it in a

proper and philosophical manner, was the famous Gal-

ileo ; after innumerable false and fictitious accounts

Lad been given of it.

He observed, that bodies once put in motion, contin-

ue that motion with the same velocity, and in the same

direction, until they be stopped or retarded, or have

the direction of their motion altered, by some force

impressed upon them. This property of bodies is call-

ed their inertia, or inactivity ; for it implies no more

than that bodies cannot of themselves change their

state from rest to motion, or from motion to rest. He
observed also, that gravity acts constantly and equally

upon a body, and therefore will give equal degrees of

velocity to a body in equal times. From these princi-

ples, which are known from experience to be fixed

laws of nature. Galileo showed, that heavy bodies

must descend with a velocity uniformly accelerated, as

by experience they are found to do.

For if the body by its gravitation acquire a certain

velocity at the end of one second, it would, though its

gravitation should cease that moment, continue to go

on with that velocity ; but its gravitation continues,

and will in another second give it an additional veloci-

ty, equal to that which it gave in the first ; so that the

whole velocity at the end of two seconds will be twice
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as great as at the end of one. In like manner, this ve-

locity being continued through the third second, and

having the same addition by gravitation as in any of

she preceding, the whole velocity at the end of the

third second will be thrice as great as at the end of the

first, and so on continually-

We may here observe, that the causes assigned of

this phenomenon are two : 1st, That bodies once put

in motion, retain their velocity and their direction, un-

til it is changed by some force impressed upon them.

2dly, That the weight or gravitation of a body is

always the same. These are laws of nature, con-

firmed by universal experience, and therefore are

not feigned, but true causes ; then, they are precisely

adequate to the effect ascribed to them ; they must

necessarily produce that very motion in descending

bodies which we find to take place ; and neither more

nor less. The account therefore given of this phenom-

enon is just and phiJosepIiical ; no other will ever be

required or admitted by those who understand this.

It ought likewise to be observed, that the causes as-

signed of this phenomenon are things of which we can

assign no cause. Why bodies once put in motion con-

tinue to move ; why bodies constantly gravitate tow-

ard the earth with the same force, no man has been

able to show. These are facts confirmed by universal

experience, and they must no doubt have a cause j

but their cause is unknown, and we call them laws of

nature, because we know no cause of them but (he

will of the'Supreme Being.

But may we not attempt to find the cause of gravi-

tation, and of other phenomena which we call laws of

nature ? No doubt we n(iay. We know not the limit

which has been set to human knowledge, and our knowl-

edge of the works of God can never be carried too far

:

but, supposing gravitation to be accounted for, by an

vol, II. 18
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etherial elastic medium for instance, this can only be

done, 1st, by proving the existence and the elasticity

of this medium j and, 2dly, by showing, that this me-

dium must necessarily produce that gravitation which

bodies are known to have. Until this be done, gravita-

tion is not accounted for, nor is its cause known ; and

when this is done, the elasticity of this medium will

be considered as a law of nature, whose cause is un-

known. The chain of natural causes has, not unfitly,

been compared to a chain hanging down from heaven

:

a link that is discovered supports the links below it,

but it must itself be supported ; and that which sup-

ports it must be supported, until we come to the first

link, which is supported by the throne of the Almighty.

Every natural cause must have a cause, until we ascend

to the first cause, which is uncaused, and operates not

by necessity, but by will.

By what has been said in this chapter, those who
are but little acquainted with philosophical inquiries

may see what is meant by accounting for a phenome-

non, or showing its cause, which ought to be well un-

derstood, in order to judge of the theories by which

philosophers have attempted to account for our percep-

tion of external objects by the senses.
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CHAP. VII.

SENTIMENTS OF PHILOSOPHERS ABOUT THE PERCEPTION
OF EXTERNAL OBJECTS ; ANB, FIRST,

OF THE THEORY OP FATHER MALEBEANCHE.

How the correspondence is carried on between tlie

thinking principle within us, and the material world

without us, has always been found a very difficult prob-

lem to those philosophers who think themselves obliged

to account for everj phenomenon in nature. Many phi-

losophers, ancient and modern, have employed their in-

vention to discover how we are made to perceive ex-

ternal objects by our senses : and there appears to be

a very great uniformity in their sentiments in the main,

notwithstanding their variations in particular points.

Plato illustrates our manner ofperceiving the objects

ofsense, in this manner : he supposes a dark subterra-

neous cave, in which men lie bound in such a manner,

that they can direct their eyes only to one part of the

cave. Far behind, there is a light, some rays of which

come over a wall to that part of the cave which is be-

fore the eyes of our prisoners. A number of persons,

variously employed, pass between them and the light,

whose shadows are seen by the prisoners, but not the

persons themselves.

In this manner, that philosopher conceived, that, by

our senses, we perceive the shadows of things only,

and not things themselves. He seems to have borrow-

ed his notions on this subject from the Pythagoreans,

and they very probably from Pythagoras himself. If

we make allowance for Plato's allegorical genius, his

sentiments on this subject correspond very well with
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those of his scholar Aristotle, and of the Peripatetics.

The shadows of Plato may very well represent the spe-

cies and phantasms of the Peripatetic school, and the

ideas and impressions of modern philosophers.

Two thousand years after Plato, Mr. Locke, who

studied the operations of the human mind so much,

and with so great success, represents our manner of

perceiving external objects, by a similitude very much

resembling that ofthe cave, f Methinks, says he, the

understanding is not much unlike a closet wholly shut

from light, with only some little opening left, to let irr

external visible resemblances,or ideas ofthings without.

Would the pictures coming into such a dark room but

slay there, and lie so orderly as to be found upon occa-

sion, it would very much resemble the understanding

of a man, in reference to all objects of sight, and the

ideas ofthem."

Plato's subterranean cave, and Mr. Locke's dark

closet, may be applied with ease to all the systems of

perception that have been invented; for they all sup-

pose that we perceive not external objects immediately,

and that the immediate objects of perception are only

certain shadovys of the external objects. Those shad-

ows or images, which we immediately perceive, were

bythe ancients called species, forms, phantasms. Since

the timeofDes Cartes, they have commonly been called

' ideas, and by Mr. Hume impressions. But all philos-

ophers, from Plato to Mr. Hume, agree in this. That

we do not perceive external objects immediately, and

that the immediate object of perception must be some

image present to the mind. So far there appears an

imanimity, rarely to be found among philosophers on

such abstruse points.

If it should be asked, Whether, according to the

opinion of philosophers, we perceive the images or ideas

only, and infer the existence and qualities of the ex-
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ternal object from what we perceive in the Image ? or,

whether we really perceive the external object as

well as its image ? The answer to this qaestion is not

quite obvious.

On the one hand, philosophers, if we except Berke-
ley and Hume, believe the existence of external objects

of sense, and call them objects of perception, though
not immediate objects. But what they mean by a me-
diate object of perception, I do not find clearly explain-

ed
; whether they suit their language to popular opin-

ion, and mean that we perceive external objects in that

figurative sense, in which we say that we perceive an
absent friend when we look on his picture ; or whether
they mean, that really, and without a figure, we per-
ceive both the external object and its idea in the mind.
If the last be their meaning, it would follow, that, in

every instance of perception, there is a double object

perceived : that I perceive, for instance, oue sun in

the heavens, and anotherin my own mind. But I do not

find that they affirm this ; and, as it contradicts the ex-

perience of all mankind. I will not impute it to them.
It seems, therefore, that their opinion is, that we do

not really perceive the external object, but the inter-

nal only; and that when they speak of perceiving ex-

ternal objects, they mean it only in a popular or in a

figurative sense, as above explained. Several reasons

lead me to think this to be the opinion of philosophers,

besides what is mentioned above. 1st, If we do really

perceive the external object itself, there seems to be
no necessity, no use, for an image of it. 2dly, Since

the time of Des Cartes, philosophers have very gen-

erally thought that the existence of external objects

of sense requires proof, and can only be proved from
the existence of their ideas. 3dly, The way in which
philosophers speak of ideas, seems to imply that they

are the only objects of perception.
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Having endeavoured to explain what is common to

philosophers in accounting for our perception of ex-

ternal objects, we shall give some detail of their dif-

ferences.

The ideas by which we perceive external objects,

are said by some to be the ideas of the Deity ; but it

has been more generally thought, that every man's

ideas are proper to himself, and are either in his mind,

or in his sensorium, where the mind is immediately

present. The Jirst is the theory of Malebtanche ;

the second we shall call the common theory.

With regard to that of Malebranche, it seems to

have some affinity with the Platonic notion of ideas,

but is not the same. Plato believed that there are

three eternal first principles, from which all things

have their origin ; matter, ideas, and an efficient cause.

Matter is that of which all things are made, which,

by all the ancient philosophers, was conceived to be

eternal. Ideas are forms without matter of every

kind of things which can exist ; which forms were al-

so conceived by Plato to be eternal and immutable, and

to be the models or patterns by which the efficient

cause, that is the Deity, formed every part of this uni-

verse. These ideas were conceived to be the sole ob-

jects of science, and indeed of all true knowledge.

"While we are imprisoned in the body, we are prone to

give attention to the objects of sense only ; but these

being individual things, and in a constant fluctuation,

being indeed shadows rather than realities, cannot be

the object of real knowledge. All science is employ-

ed, not about individual things, but about things uni-

versal and abstract from matter- Truth is eternal and

immutable, and therefore must have for its object

eternal and immutable ideas ; these we are capable of

contemplating in some degree even in our present state,

but not without a certain purification of mind, and ab-

straction from the objects of sense. Such, as far as I
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am able to comprehend, were the sublime notions of

PJatOt and probably of Pythagoras.

The philosophers of the Alexandrian school, comr

monly called the latter Platonists, seem to have adopt-

ed the same system ; but with this difference, that

they made the eternal ideas not to be a principle dis-

;

tinct from the Deity, but to be in the Divine intellect,

;

as the objects of those conceptions which the Divine

mind must from all eternity have had, not only of every

thing which he has made, but of every possible exist-

ence, and of all the relations of things. By a proper

purification and abstraction from the objects of sense,

we maybe in some measure united to the Deity, and in

the eternal light be enabled to discern the most sub-

lime intellectual truths.

These Platonic notions, grafted upon Christianity,

probably gave rise to the sect called Mystics, which,

though in its spirit and principles extremely opposite

to the Peripatetic, yet was never extinguished, but

subsists to this day.

Many of the fathers of the Christian church have a

tincture of the tenets of the Alexandrian school;

among others St. Augustin. But it does not appear,

as far as I know, that either Plato, or the latter Pla-

tonists, or St. Augustin, or the Mystics, thought that

we perceive the objects of sense in the Divine ideas.

They had too mean a notion of our perception of sensi-

ble objects to ascribe to it so high an origin. This

theory, therefore, of our perceiving the objects of

sense in the ideas of the Deity, I take to be the inven-

tion of father Malebranche himself He indeed brings

many passages of St. Augustin to countenance it, and

seems very desirous to have that father of his party.

But in those passages, though the father speaks in a

very high strain of God's being the light of our minds,

of our being illuminated immediately by the eternal
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light, and uses other similar expressions; yet he seems

to apply those expressions only to our illumination in

moral and divine things, and not to the perception of

objects by the senses. Mr. Bayle imagines that some

traces of this opinion of Malebranche ai'e to be found

in Amelius the PJatonist, and even in Democritusj

but his authorities seem to be strained.

Malebranche, with a very penetrating genius, enter-

ed into a more minute examination of the powers of tJie

human mind than any one before him. He had the

advantage of the discoveries made by Des Cartes, whom
he followed without slavish attachment.

He lays it down as a principle admitted by all phi-

losophers, and which could not be called in question,

that we do not perceive external objects immediately,

but by means of images or ideas of them present to

the mind. " I suppose, says he, that every one will

grant that we perceive not the objects that are without

us immediately, and of themselves. We see the sun,

the stars, and an infinity of objects without us ; and

it is not at all likely that the soul sallies out of the

body, and, as it were, takes a walk through the heav-

ens to contemplate all those objects- She sees them

not, therefore, by themselves ; and the immediate

object of the mind, when it sees the sun, for example,

is not the sun, but something which is intimately

united to the soul ,* and it is that which I call an idea

:

so that by the word idea, I understand nothing else

here but that which is the immediate object, or near-

est to the mind, when we perceive any object. It ought

to be carefully observed, that, in order to the mind's

perceiving any object, it is absolutely necessary that

the idea of that object be actually present to it. Of
this it is not possible to doubt. The things which the

soul perceives are of two kinds. They are either in the

soul, or they are without the soul. Those that are in
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the soul are its own thoughts, that is to say, all its (lif-

erent modifications. The soul has no need of ideas

for perceiving these things. But with regard to things

without the soul, we cannot perceive them but by means

of ideas."

Having laid this foundation, as a principle which

was common to all philosophers, and which admitted

of no doubt, he proceeds to enumerate all the possible

ways by which the ideas of sensible objects may be

presented to the mind. Either, Ist, they come from

the bodies which we perteeive ; or, 2dly, the soul has

the power of producing them in itself j or, 3dly, they

are produced by the Deity, either in our creation, or

occasionally as there is use for Ihein ; or, 4thly, the

soiil has in itself virtually and eminerttly, as the schools

speak, all the perfections which it perceives in bodies

;

or, Sthly, the soiil is united with a Being possessed of

all perfection, who has in himself the ideas of all cre-

ated things.

This he takes to be a complete enumeration of all

th« possible ways in which the ideas of external ob-

jects may be presented to our minds. He employs

a whole chapter upon each ; refuting the four first,

and eonfirming the last by various arguments. The
Deity, being always present to our minds in a morfe

intimate manner than any other being, may, upon oc-

casion of the impressions made on our bodies, discover

to us, as far as he thinks proper, and according to fix-

ed laws, his own ideas of the object ; and thus we see

all things in God, or in the Divine ideas.

However visionary this system may appear on a su-

perficial view, yet when we consider, that he agreed

with the whole tribe of philosophers in conceiving

ideas to be the immediate objects of perception, and

that he found insuperable difficulties, and even absurdi-

ties in every other hypothesis concerning them, it wili

vol. II. 19
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not appear so wonderful^that a man of very great ge-

nius should fall into this ; and probably it pleased so

devout a man the more, that it sets in the most striking

light our dependence upon God, and his continual

presence with us.

He distinguished more accurately than any philoso-

pher had done before, the objects which we perceive

from the sensations in our own minds, which by the

laws of nature always accompany the perception of

the object. As in many things, so particularly in

this he has great merit: for this, I apprehend, is^

a key that opens the way to a right understanding

both of our external senses, and of other powers of

the mind. The vulgar confound sensation with other

powers of the mind, and with their objects, because

the purposes of life do not make a distinction neces-

sary. The confounding of these in common lan-

guage has led philosophers, in one period, to make
those things external which really are sensations

in our own minds ; and in another period, running, as

is usual, into the contrary extreme, to make almost

every thing to be a sensation or feeling in our minds.

It is obvious that the system of Malebranche leaves

no evidence of the existence of a material world, from

what we perceive by our senses ; for the Divine ideas,

which are the objects immediately perceived, were

the same before the world was created. Malebranche

was too acute not to discern this consequence of his

system, and too candid not to acknowledge it. He
fairly owns it, and endeavours to make, advantage of it,,

resting the complete evidence we have of the existence

of matter upon the authority of revelation. He shows

that the arguments brought by Des Cartes to prove

the existence of a material world, though as good as

any that reason could furnish, are not perfectly con-

elusive ; and though he acknowledges with Des Cartes,
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that we feel a strong propensity to believe the exist-

ence of a material world, yet he thinks this is not suf-

ficient ; and that to yield to such propensities without

evidence, is to expose ourselves to perpetual delusion.

He thinks, therefore, that tlie only convincing evidence

we have of llie existence of a material world is, that

'

we are assured by revelation that God created the

heavens and the earth, and that the Word was made
flesh. He is sensible of the ridicule to which so strange

an opinion may expose him among those who are guided;

by prejudice ; but, for the sake of truth, he is willing

to bear it. But no author, not even bishop Berkeley,

has shown more clearly, that either upon bid own

system, or upon the common principles of philoso-

phers with regard to ideas, we have no evidence

left, either from reason or from our senses, of the

existence of a material world. It is no more than

justice to father Malebranche to acknowledge, that

bishop Berkeley's arguments are to be found in him
,

in their whole force.

Mr. Norris, an English divine, espoused the system

of Malebranche, in his Essay toward the Theory of

the Ideal or Intellectual World, published in two vol-

umes 8vo. A.D. 1701. This author has made a feeble i

effort to supply a defect which is to be found not in I

Malebranche only, but in almost all the authors who
have treated of ideas ; I mean, to prove their existence.

He has employed a whole chapter to prove, that mate-

rial things cannot be an immediate object of perception.

His arguments are these : 1st, They are without the

mind, and therefore there can be no union between the

object and the percipient. 2dly, They are dispropor-

tioned to the mind, and removed from it by the whole <

diameter of being. 3dly, Because, if material objects

were immediate objects of perception, there could be

no physical science ; things necessary and immutable
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being the only objects of science. 4thly, If material

things were perceived by themselves, they would be a

true light to our minds, as being the intelligible form

of our understandings, and consequently perfective of

them, and indeed superior to them.

Malebranche's "system was adopted by many devout

people in France of both sexes ; but it seems to have

had no great currency in other countries. Mr. Locke

wrote a small tract against it, which is found among

his posthumous works : but whether it was written

in haste, or after the vigour of his anderstanding

was impaired by age, there is less of strength and so-

lidity in it, than in most of his writings. The most

formidable antagonist Malebranche met with was in

his own country ; Antony Arnauld, doetor of the Sor-

bonne, and one of the acutest writers the Jansenists

have to boast of, though that sect has produced many.*

Those who choose to see this system attacked on the

one hand, and defended on tlie other, with subtilty of

argument, and elegance of expression, and on the part

of Arnauld with much wit and humour, may find satis-

faction by reading Malebranche's Inquiry after Truth ;

Arnauld's book ofTrue and False Ideas ; Malebranche's

Defence ; and some subsequent replies and defences.

In controversies of this kind, the assailant commonly

has the advantage, if they are not unequally matched

;

for it is easier to overturn all the theories of philoso-

phers upon this subject, than to defend any one of

them. Mr. Bayle makes a very just remark upon this

controversy, that the arguments ofMr. Arnauld ^g^inst

the system of Malebranche were often unanswerable,

but they were capable of being retorted against his

own system : and his ingenious antagonist knew well

how to use this defence.

* Malebranche was a Jesuit, and the antipathy between the Jesuits

and Jansenists left hin) no room to expect quarter from his learned

antagonist.
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CHAP. VIII.

Of THE COMMON THEORY OF TERCEPTION, AND OF THE
SENTIMENTS OF THE TERIPATETICS, AND

OF DES CARTES.

This theory in general is, that we perceive external

objects only by certain images which are in our minds,

or in the sensoriura to which the mind is immediately

present. Philosophers, in different ages, have differed

both in the names they have given to those images, and

in their notions concerning them. It would be a labo-

rious task to enumerate all their variations, and per-

haps would not requite the labour. I shall only give

a sketch of the principal differences with regard to

their names and their nature.

By Aristotle and the Peripatetics, the images pre-

sented to our senses were called sensible species or

forms ; those presented to the memory or imagination

were called phantasms; and those presented to the

intellect were called intelligible species ; and they

thought, that there can be no perception, no imagina-

tion, no intellection, without species or phantasms.

What the ancient philosophers called species, sensible

and intelligible, and phantasms, in later times, and es-

pecially since the time of Des Cartes, came to be call-

ed by the common name of ideas. The Cartesians di-

vided our ideas into three classes, those o(sensation, of

imagination, and of pure intellection. Of the objects

of sensation and. imagination, they thought the images

are in the brain, but of objects that are incorporeal,

the images are in the understanding, or pure intellect.

Mr. Locke, taking the word idea in the same sense

as Des Cartes had done before him, to signify whatever

is meant by pharitasm^ notion, or species, divides ideas
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into those of sensation, and those of rejleclion ; mean-

ing by the first, the ideas of all corporeal objects, whetli-

er perceived, remembered, or imagined ; by the second,

the ideas of the powers and operations of our minds.

What Mr. Locke calls ideas, Mr. Hume divides into

two distinct kinds, impressions and ideas. The differ-

ence between these, he says, consists in the degrees of

force and liveliness with which they strike upon the

mind. Under impressions he comprehends all our sen-

sations, passions and emotions, as they make their first

appearance in the soul. By ideas he means the faint

images of these in thinking and reasoning.

Dr. Hartley gives the same meaning to ideas as Mr.

Hume does, and what Mr. Hume calls impressions, he

calls sensations ; conceiving our sensations to be occa-

siofied by vibrations of the infinitesimal particles of

the brain, and ideas by miniature vibrations, or vibra-

tiuncles. Such differences we find among philosophers,

with regard to the name ofthose internal images of ob-

jects of sense, which they hold to be the immediate ob-

jects ofperception.

We shall next give a short detail of the sentiments

ofthe Peripatetics and Cartesians, ofLocke, Berkeley,

and Hume, concerning them.

Aristotle seems to have thought that the soul con-

sists of two parts, or, rather, that we have two souls,

the animal and the rational ; or, as he calls them, the

soul and the intellect. Tothe^rst belong the senses,

memory, and imagination,* to the Jast, judgment opin-

ion, belief, and reasoning. The first we have in com-

mon with brute animals ; the last is peculiar to man.

The animal soul he held to be a certain form of the

body, which is inseparable from it, and perishes at

death. To this soul the senses belong : and he defines

a sense to be that which is capable of receiving the sen-

sible forms, or species of objects, without any of the
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matter of them ; as wax receives the form of the seal

without any of the matter of it. The forms of sound,

of colour, of taste, and of other sensible qualities, are

in like manner received by the senses.

It seems to be a necessary consequence of Aristotle's

doctrine, that bodies are constantly sending forth, in all

directions, as many different kinds of forms without

matter as they have different sensible qualities ; for

the forms ofcolour must enter by the eye, the forms of

sound by the ear, and so of the other senses. This ac-

cordingly was maintained by the followers of Aristotle,

though not, as far as I know, expressly mentioned by

himself. They disputed concerning the nature of

those forms, or species, whether they were real beings

or non-entities; and some held them to be of an inter-

mediate nature between the two. The whole doctrine

of the Peripatetics and schoolmen concerning forms,

substantial and accidental, and concerning the trans-

mission of sensible species from objects of sense to the

mind, if it be at all intelligible, is so far above my com-

prehension, that I should perhaps do it injustice, by en-

tering into it more minutely. Malebranche, in his

Heeherche de la Verite, has employed a chapter to

show, that material objects do not send forth sensible

species oftheir several sensible qualities.

The great revolution which Des Cartes produced in

philosophy, was the effect of a superiority of genius, aid-

ed by the circumstances of the times. Men had, for

more than a thousand years, looked up to Aristotle as

an oracle in philosophy. His authority was the test

of truth. The small remains of the Platonic system

were confined to a few Mystics, whosp principles and

manner of life drew little attention. The feeble at-

tempts of Ramus, and of some others, to make improve-

ments in the system, had little effect. The Peripatetic

doctrines were so interwoven with the whole system of
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scholastic theology, that to dissent from Aristotle waS

to alarm the church. The most useful and intelligi-

ble parts, even of Aristotle's writings, were neglected^

and philosophy was become an art of speaking learned-

ly, and disputing subtilely, without producing any in-

vention of use in human life. It was fruitful of words,

but barren of works, and admirably contrived for draw-

ing a veil over human ignorance, and putting a stop to

the progress of knowledge, by filling men with a con-

ceit that they knew every thing. It was very fruitful

also in controversies j but for the most part they were

controversies about words, or about things of no mo-

ment, or things above the reach of the human faculties

:

and the issue of them was what might be expected, that

the contending parties fought, without gaining or losing

an inch of ground, till they were weary of the dispute,

or their attention was called off to some other subject.

Such was the philosophy of the schools of Europe,

during many ages of darkness and barbarism that suc-

ceeded the decline of the Roman empire ; so thait

there was great need of a reformation in philosophy as

well as in religion. The light began to dawn at last

;

a spirit of inquiry sprang up, and men got the courage

to doubt of the dogmas of Aristotle, as well as of the

decrees of popes. The most important step in the

reformation of religion was to destroy the claim of in-

fallibility, which hindered men from using their judg-

ment in matters of religion : and the most impoi^ant

step in the reformation of philosophy was to destroy

the authority, of which Aristotle had so long had

peaceable possession. The last bad been attempted by

lord Bacon and others, with no less zeal than the first

by Luther and Calvin.

Des Cartes knew well the defects of the prevailing

system, which had begun to lose its authority. His

genius enabled him, and his spirit prompted him, to
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attempt a new one. He had applied much to the math-

ematical sciences, and had made considerable improve-

ment in them. He wished to introduce that perspicui-

ty and evidence into other branches ofphilosophy which
he found in them.

Being sensible how apt we are to be led astray by
prejudices of education, he thought the only way to

avoid error, was, to resolve to doubt of every thing, and
hold every thing to be uncertain ; even those things

which he had been taught to hold as most certain, until

he had such clear and cogent evidence as compelled

his assent.

In this state of universal doubt, that which first ap-

peared to him to be clear and certain, was his own ex-

istence. Of this he was certain, because he was con-

scious that he thought, that he reasoned, and that he

doubted. He used this argument, therefore, to prove

his own existence, Cogito, ergo sum. This lie conceived

to be the first of all truths, the foundation stone upon

which the whole fabric of human knowledge is built,

and on which it must rest. And as Archimedes thought*

that if he had one fixed point to rest his engines upon,

he could move the earth; so Des Cartes, charmed

with the discovery of one certain principle, by which

he emerged from the state of universal doubt, believed

that this principle alone would be a sufficient foimda-

tion on which he might build the whole system of

science. He seems therefore to have taken no great

trouble to examine whether there might not be other :

first principles, which, on account of their own light and
j

evidence, ought to be admitted by every man of sound

judgment. The love of simplicity, so natural to the

mind of man, led him to apply the whole force of his

mind to raise the fabric of knowledge upon this one

principle, rather than seek a broader foundation.

Accordingly, he does not admit the evidence of sense

to be a first principle, as he docs that of consciousness.

vox. II. 20
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Tlie argunieuts of the ancient skeptics here occurred

to him j that our senses often deceive us, and llierefore

oughtii»ver to be trusted on theirown authority ; that,

in sleep, we often seem to see and hear things, which

we are convinced to have had no existence. But that

which chiefly. led Des Cartes to think that he ought

not to-4rust to his senses without proof of their veracity,

was, that \te took it for granted^ as all philosophers

had done before him, that he did not perceive external

objects themselves, but certain images of fhem in his

own mind, called ideas. He was certainrby conscious-

ness, that he had the ideas of sun and moon, earth and

sea^ but how could he be assured that there really

existed external objects like to these ideas?

Hitherto be was uncertain of every thing but of his

own existence, and the existence of the operations and

ideas of his own mind. Some of his disciples, it is said,

remained at this stage of his system, and got the name

of Egoists. They could not find evidence in the subse-

quent stages of his progress. But Dfcs Cartes resolved

not to stop here ; he endeavoured to prove, by a new

argument, drawn from his idea of a Deity, the exist-

ence of an infinitely perfect Being, who made him, and

all his faculties. From the perfection of this Being,

he inferred that he could be no deceiver ; and therefore

concluded, that his senses, and the other faculties he

found in himself, are not fallacious, but may be trusted,

when a proper use is made of them-

The system of Des Cartes is, with great perspicuity

and acuteness, explained by himself in his writings,

which ought to be consulted by those who would under-

stand it.

The merit of Des Cartes cannot be easily conceived

1^ those who have not some notion of the Peripatetic

system, in which he was educated. To throw off the

prejudices of education, and to create a system of na-
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ture, totally different from that which had subdued

the understanding of mankind, and kept it in subjec-

tion for so many centuries, required an oncomihonforee

of mind.

The world whioh Des Cartes exhibits to our view?

is not only in its structure very different from that tft'

the Peripatetics, but is, as we may say, composed of dif-

ferent materials.

In the old system, every thing was, by a kind of

metaphysical sublimation, resolved into principles so

mysterious, that it may be a question, whether they

were words without meaning, or were notions too re^

fined for human understanding.

All that we observe in nature, is, according to Aris-

totle, a constant succession of the operations of genera-

tion and corruption. The principles of generation are

matter and form ; the principle of corruption is priva-

tion. All natural things are produced or generated

by the union of matter and form ; matter being, as it

were, the mother, and form the father. As to matter,

or the first matter, as it is called, it is neither substance

nor accident ; it has no quality nop property ; it is noth-

ing actually, but every thing potentially. It has so"

strong an appetite for form, that it is no sooner divest-

ed of one form, than it is clothed with another, and is

equally susceptible of all forms successively. It has

no nature, but only the capacity of having any one.

This is the account which the Peripatetics give of

the first matter. The other principle of generation is

form, act, 'perfection ; for these three words signify the

same thing. But we "must not conceive form to consist

in the figure, size, arrangement, or motion, of the

parts of matter. These, indeed, are accidental forms,

by which things artificial are formed : but every pro-

duction of nature has a substantial form, which, joined

to matter, makes it to be what it is. The substantial

form is a kind of informing soul, which gives the thing
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iU specjdc nature, and all its qualities, powers, and ac-

tivity. Thus the substantial form of heavy bodies, is

that which makes them descend ; of light bodies, that

witich makes them ascend. The substantial form of

gold, is that which grves it its ductility, its fusibility, its

weight, its colour, and all its qualities j and the same

is to be understood of every natural production. A
change in the accidental form of any body, is altera-

tion only J but a change in the substantial form, is gen-

eration and corruption : it is corruption, with respect to

the substantial farm of which the body is deprived : it

is generation, with respect to the substantial form that

succeeds. Thus, when a horse dies, and turns to

dust, the philosophical account of the phenomenon is

this : a certain portion of the materia prima, which

was joined to the substantial form of a horse, is

deprived of it by privation, and in the same in-

stant, is invested with the substantial form of earth.

As every substance must have a substantial form,

there are some of those forms inanimate, some vege-

tative, some animal, and some rational. The three

foriciei' kinds can only subsist in matter ; but the last,

according to the schoolmen, is immediately created by
God, and infused Into the body, making one substance

wiih it, while they are united ; yet capable of being

disjoined froin the body, and of subsisting by itself.

Sufih are the principles of natural things in the Peri-

patetic system. It retains so much of the ancient Py-

thagorean doctrine, that we cannot ascribe the inven-

tion of it solely to Aristotle ; although he, no doubt,

made considerable alterations in it. The first matter

was probably the same in both systems, and was in both

held to be eternal. They differed more about form.

The Pythagoreans and Platonists held forms, or id«as,

as they called them, to be eternal, immutable, and self

existent. Aristotle maintained, that they were not
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eternal, nor self existent. On the other hand, he did

not allow them to be produced, but educed from mat-

ter ; yet he held them not to be actually in the matter

from which they are educed., but potentially only.

But these two systems difiered less from one another^

than that of Des Cartes did from both.

In the world of Des Cartes, we meet with two kinds

of beings only, to wit, body and mind ; the first, the

object of our senses, the other of consciousness ; both

ofthem things ofwhich we hare a distinct apprehension,

if the human mind be capable of distinct apprehension

at all. To the first, no qualities are ascribed but

extension, figure, and motion ; to the last, nothing but

thought, and its various modifications, of which we
are conscious. He could observe no common attribute,

no resembling feature in the attributes of body and

mind, and therefore concluded them to be distinct sub-

stances, and totally of a different nature ; and that

body, from its very nature, is inanimate and inert, in-

capable of any kind of thought or sensation, or of pro-

ducing any change or alteration in itself.

Des Cartes must be allowed the honour of being the

first who drew a distinct line between the material and

intellectual world, which, in all the old systems, were

so blended together, that it was impossible to say

where the one ends, and the other begins. How much

this distinction has contributed to the improvements

of modern times, in the philosophy both of body and

of mind, is not easy to say.

One obvious consequence of this distinction, was,

that accurate reflection on the operations of our own

mind, is the only way to make any progress in the

knowledge of it. Malebranche, Locke, Berkeley, and

Hume, were taught this lesson by Des Cartes ; and to

it we owe their most valuable discoveries in this branch

of philosophy. The analogical way of reasoning con-
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cerning the powers of the miod from tiie properties of

ho6y, which is the source of almost all the errors on

this subject, and which is so natural to the bulk of

mankind, was as contrary to the principles of Des

Cartes, as it was agreeable to the principles of the

old philosophy. We may, therefore, truly say, that in

that part of philosophy which relates to the mind, Des

Cartes laid the foundation, and put us into that track,

which all wise men now acknowledge to be the only

one in which we can expect success.

With regard to physics, or the philosophy of body,

if Des Cartes had not the merit of leading men into

the right track, we must allow him that of bringing

them out of a wrong one. The Peripatetics, by as-

signing to every species of body a particular substan-

tial form, which produces, in an unknown manner, all

the effects we observe in it, put a stop to all improve-

ment in this branch of philosophy. Gravity and levi-

ty, fluidity and hardness, heat and cold, were qualities

arising from the substantial form of the bodies to

whieh they belonged. Generation and corruption,

substantial forms, and occult qualities, were always

at hand, to resolve every phenomenon. This philoso-

phy, therefore, instead of accounting for any of the

phenomena of nature, contrived only to give learned

names to their unknown causes, and fed men with the

husks of barbarous terms, instead of the fruit of real

knowledge.

By the spreading of the Cartesian system, maferia

prima, substantial forms, and occult qualities, with all

the jargon of the Aristotelian physics, fell into utter

disgrace, and were never mentioned by the followers of

the new system, but as a subject of ridicule. Men be-

came sensible that their understanding had been hood-

funked by those hard terms. They were now accus-

tomed to explain the pbeaomena of nature, by the
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iigure, size, and motion of the particles of matter,

things perfectly level to human understanding, and

could relish nothing in philosophy that was dark and

unintelligible. Aristotle, after a reign of more than

? thousand years, was now exposed as an object of de-

rision even tothe vulgar, arrayed in the mock majesty of

his substantial forms and occult qualities. The ladies

became fond of a philosophy which was easily learned,

and required no words too harsh for their delicate or-

gans. Queens and princesses, the most distinguished

personages of'fhe age, courted the conversation of Des
Cartes, and became adepts in his philosophy. Witness
Christina, Queen of Sweden, and Elisabeth, daughter

ofFrederick, king of Bohemia, and sister to Sophia,

the mother of our royal family. The last, though

very young, wlien Des Cartes wrote his Principia, he

declares to be the only person he knew, who perfectly

understood, not only all his philosophical writings, but

the most abstruse of his mathematical works.

That men should rush with violence from one ex-

treme, without going more or less into the contrary

extreme, is not to be expected from the weakness of

human nature. Des Cartes and his followers were

not exempted from this weakness ; they thought that

extension, figure, and motion, were sufficient to resolve

all the phenomena of the material system. To admit

other qualities, whose cause is unknown, was to return

to Egypt, from which they had been so happily deliv-

ered.

When sir Isaac Newton's doctrine of gravitation

was published, the great objection to it, which hin-

dered its general reception in Europe for half a century,

was, that gravitation seemed to be an occult quality, as

it could not be accounted for by extension, figure, and

motion, the known attributes of body. They who de-

fended him, found it difficult to answer this objection, to
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the satisfaction of those who had been initiated in the

principles of the Cartesian system. But, by degrees,

men came to be sensible, that, in revolting from Aris-

totle, the Cartesians had gone into the opposite ex-

treme ; experience convinced them, that there are

qualities in the material world, whose existence is cer-

tain, though their cause be occult. To acknowledge

this,]S only acandid confession ofhuman ignorance, tiian

which there is nothing more becoming a philosopher.

As all that we can know of the mind must be derived

from a careful observation ofits operations in ourselves

;

so all that we can know of the material system must

be derived from what can be discovered by our senses.

Des Cartes was not ignorant of this; nor was his sys-

tem so unfriendly to observation and experiment as the

old system was. He made many experiments, and

called earnestly upon all lovers of truth to aid him in

this way. But, believing that all the phenomena of

the material world are the result of extension, figure,

and motion, and that the Deity always combines these,

80 as to produce the phenomena in the simplest manner
possible, he thonght, that, from a few experiments, he

might be able to discover the simplest way, in which

the obvious phenomena of nature can be produced, by

matter and motion only ; and that this must be the

way in which they are actually produced. His con-

jectures were ingenious, upon the principles he had

adopted: but they are found to be so far from the

truth, that they ought for ever to discourage philoso-

phers from trusting to conjecture in the operations of

nature.

The vortices or whirlpools of subtile matter, by

which Des Cartes endeavoured to account for the phe-

nomena of the material world, are now found to be fic-

tions, no less than the sensible species of Aristotle.
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It was reserved for sir Isaac Newton to point out

clearly the road to the knowledge of nature's works.

Taught by lord Bacon to despise hypotheses as the fic-

tions of human fancy, he laid it down as a rule of phi-

losophizing, that no causes of natural things ought to be

assigned but such as can be proved to have a real exist-

ence. He saw, that all the length men can go in ac-

counting for phenomena, is to discover the laws of

nature, according to which they are produced; and

therefore, that the true method of philosophizing is

this : from real facts ascertained by observation and

experiment, to collect byjust induction the laws of na-

ture, and to apply the laws so discovered, to account

for the phenomena of nature.

Thus the natural philosopher has the rules of his

art fixed with no less precision than the mathematician,

and may be no less certain when he keeps within them

and when he deviates from them : and though the evi-

dence of a law of nature from induction is not demon-

strative, it is the only kind of evidence on which all

the most important afiairs ofhuman life must rest.

Pursuing this road without deviation, Newton discov-

ered the laws of our planetary system, and of the rays

oflight ; and gave the first and the noblest examples

of that chaste induction, which lord Bacon could only

delineate in theory.

How strange is it, that the human mind should have

wandered for so many ages, without falling into this

traek ! How much more strange, that after it has been

clearly discovered, and a happy progress made in it,

many choose rather to' wander in the fairy regions of

hypothesis

!

To return to Pes Cartes's notions ofthe manner of i

oar perceiving external objects, from which a concern

to do justice to the merits of that great reformer in

philosophy has led me to digress, he took it for grant-

\ou II. SI
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ed,. as the old philosophers had done, that what we im-

mediately perceive must be either in the mind itself, of

in the hrain, to which the mind is immediately present.

Tiie impressions made upon our organs, nerves, and

brain, could be nothing, according to his philosophy^

but various modifieations of extension, figure, and mo-

tion. Tlrere could be nothing in the brain like sound

or colour, taste or smell, heat or cold ; these are sensa-

tions ill the mind, which, by the laws of the union of

soul and body, are raised on occasion of certain traces

in the brain; and although he gives the name of ideas

to those traces in the brain, he does not think it nec-

essary that they should be perfectly like to the things

which they represent, any more than that words or

signs should resemble the things they signify. But,

says he, that we may follow the received opinion as far

as is possible, we may allow a slight resemblance.

Thus we know, that a print in a book may represent

houses, temples, and groves f and so far is it from be-

ing necessary that the print should be perfectly like

the thing it represents, that its perfection often re-

quires the contrary : for a circle must often be repre-

sented by an ellipse, a square by a rhombus, and so of

other things.

The perceptions of sense, he thought, are to be re-

ferred solely to the union of. soul and body. They
commonly exhibit to us only what may hurt op profit

our bodies ; and rarely, and by accident only, exhibit

things as they are in themselves.- It is by observing

this, that we must learn to throw ofi'the prejudices^ of

sense, and to attend with our intellect to the ideas

which are by nature implanted in it. By this means
we shall understand, that the nature of matter does

'

not consist in those things that afiect our senses, sueh
as colour, or smell, or taste; but only in this, that it ia

something extended in length, breadth, and depth.
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The writings of Des Cartes have in general a remark-

able degree of perspicuity ; and he undoubtedly intend-

ed that, in this particular, his pfeUbsophy should be a
perfect contrast to that of Aristotle

';
yet, in what he

has said in different parts of his writings, of our per-

ception of external objects, there seems to be some ob-

scurity, and even inconsistency ; whether owing to his

having had difierent opinions on the subject at different

times, or to tlie difficulty he found in it, I will not pre-

tend to say.

There are two points in particular, wherein I cannot

reconcile him to himself: the first, regarding the

place of the ideas or images of external objects, which

are the immediate objects of perception ; the second,

with regard to the veracity of our external senses.

As to the^r«t, he sometimes plaees the ideas of ma-

terial objects in the brain, not only when they are per-

ceived, but when they are remembered or imagined^

and this has always been held to be the Cartesian doc-

trine ;
yet he sometimes says, that we are Viot to con-

ceive the images or traces in the brain to be perceived

as if there were eyes in the brain ; these traces are

only occasions on which, by the laws of the union of

soul and body, ideas are excited in the mind ; and there-

fore it is not necessary that there should be an exact

resemblance between the traces and the things repre-

sented by them, any more than that words or signs

should be exactly like the things signified by them.

These two opinions, I think, cannot be reconciled.

For if the images or traces in the brain are perceived,

they must be the objects of perception, and not the

occasions of it only. On the other hand, if they are

only the occasions of our perceiving, they are not per-

ceived at all. Dcf Cartes seems to have hesitated be-

tween the two opinions, or to have passed from the one

to the other. Mr. Locke seems, in like manner, to
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have wavered between the two ; sometimeg represent-

ing the ideas of material things as being in the brain,

but more frequentlji as in the mind itself. Neither

Des Cartes nor Mr. Locke " could, consistently with

themselves, attribute any other qualities to images in

the brain, but extension, figure, and motion ; for as to

those qualities which Mr. Locke distinguished by the

name ofsecondary qualities, both philosophers believed

them not to belong to body at all, and therefore could

not ascribe them to images in the brain.

Sir Isaac Newton and Dr. Samuel Clarke, uniformly

speak of the speeies or images of material things as

being in that part of the brain called the sensorium,

and perceived by the mind there present ; but the for-

mer speaks of this point only incidentally, and with his

usual modesty, in the form of a query. Malebranche

is perfectly clear and unambiguous in this matter.

According to his system, the images or traces in the

brain are not perceived at all ; they are only occasions

upon which, by the laws of nature, certain sensations

are felt by us, and certain of the Divine ideas discover-

ed to our minds.

The second point on which Des Cartes seems to

ivaver, is with regard to the credit that is due to the

testimony of our senses.

Sometimes, from the perfection of the Deity, and his

being no deceiver, he infers, that our senses and our

other faculties cannot be fallacious : and since we seem
clearly to perceive, that the idea of matter comes to

us from things external, which it perfectly resembles,

therefore, we must conclude, that there really exists

something extended in length, breadth, and depth, hav-

ing all the properties which we clearly perceive to be-

long to an extended thing.

At other times, we find Des Cartes and his followers

making frequent complaints, as all the ancient philoso-
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phers did, of the fallacies of sense. He warns us to

throw off its prejudices, and to attend only, with our

intellect, to the ideas implanted there. By this means

we may perceive, that the nature of matter does not

consist in hardness, colour, weight, or any of those

things that affect our senses, but in this only, that it is

something extended In length, breadth, and depth.

The senses, he says, are only relative to our present

state ; they exhibit things only, as they tend to profit

or to hurt us, and rarely, and by accident only, as they

are in themselves.

It was probably owing to an aversion to admit any

thing into philosophy, ofwhich we have not a clear and

distinct conception, that Des Cartes was led to deny,

that there is any substance of matter, distinct from

those qualities ofit which we perceive. We say, that

matter is something extended, figured, moveable. Ex-
tension, figure, mobility, therefore, are not matter, but

qualities, belonging to this something, which we call

matter. Des Cartes could not relish this obscure

something, which is supposed to be the subject or sub-

gtratum of those qualities ; and therefore maintained

that extension is the very essence of matter. But, as

we must ascribe extension to space as well as to mat-

ter, he found himself under a necessity of holding, that

space and matter are the same thing, and differ only in

our way of conceiving them; so that, wherever there is

space there is matter, and no void left in the universe.

The necessary consequence ofthis is, that the material

world has no bounds nor limits. He did not, however,

choose to call it infinite, but indefinite-

It was probably owing to the same cause that Des
Cartes made the essence ofthe soul to consist in thought.

He would not allow it to be an unknown something

that has the power ofthinking ; it cannot therefore ' be

without thought : and as he conceived there can be no
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thought without ideas, the soul must have had ideas

in its first formation, which, of consequence, are in-

nate.

The sentiments of those who come after Des Cartes,

with regard to the nature of hod^ and mind, have been

various. Many have maintained, that body is only a

collection of qualities to which we give one name ; and

that the notion of a subject of inhesion, to which those

qualities belong, is only a fiction of the mind. Some

have even maintained, that the soul is only a succession

of related ideas, without any subject of inhesion. It

appears, by what has been said, how far these notions

are allied to the Cartesian system.

The triumph of the Cartesian system over that of

Aristotle, is one of the most remarkable revolutions in

the history of philosophy, and has led me to dwell long-

er upon it than the present subject perhaps required.

The autl^ority of Aristotle was now no more. That
reverence for bard words and dark notions, by which

Unen's understanding had been strangled in early years,

was turned into contempt, and every thing suspected

which was not clearly and distinctly understood. This

is the spirit of the Cartesian philosophy, and is a more
Important acquisition to mankind than any of its par-

ticular tenets ; and for exerting this spirit so zealously,

aud spreading it so successfully, Des Cartes deserves

immortal honour.

It is to be observed, however, that Des Cartes reject-

ed a part only of the ancient theory, concerning the per-

ception of external objects by the senses, and that he
adopted the other part. That theory may be divided

into two parts : theJirsU that images, species, or forms

of external objects, come from the object, and enter by
the avenues of the senses to the mind ; the second part

is, that the external object itselfis not pereeived, but

oqly the species or image of it in the mind. The fir^t
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part Des Cartes and his followers rejected, and refuted

by solid argnments; but the second part neither he

nor his followers have thought of calling in question ;

being persuaded that it is only a representative image,

in the mind, of the external object that we perceive,

and not the object itself. And this image, which the

Peripatetics called a species, he calls an idea, changing

the name only, while he admits the thing.

It seems strange, that the great pains which this

philosopher took to throw off the prejudices of educa-

tion, to dismiss all his former opinions, and to assent

to nothing, till he found evidence that compelled his

assent, should not have led him to doubt of this opinion

ofthe ancient philosophy. It is evidently a philosophical

opinion ; for the vulgar undoubtedly believe that it is

the external object which we immediately perceive, and

not a representative image of it only. It is for this

reason that they look upen it as a perfect lunacy to

call in question the existence of external objects.

It seems to be admitted as a first principle by the

learned and the unlearned, that what is really perceiv-

ed must exist, and that to perceive what does not exist

is impossible. So far the unlearned man and the philos-

opher agree. The unlearned man says, I perceive the

external object, and I perceive it to exist. Nothing

can be more absurd than to doubt of it. The Peripa-

tetic says. What I. perceive is the very identical form

of the object, which came immediately from the object,

and makes an impression upon my mind, as a seal doesi

upon wax ; and therefore I can have no doubt of the

existence of an object whose form I perceive. But

what says the Cartesian? I perceive ndt, says he, this

external object itself. So far he agrees with the Peri-

patetic, and diffars from the unlearned man. But I per-

ceive an image, or form, or idea, in my own mind, or

in nay brain. I am certain of the existence ofthe idea,

because I immediately perceive it. Bat how this idea
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is formed, or what it represents, is not self evident;

and therefore I must find arguments, hy which, from

the existence of the idea which I perceive, I can infer

the existence of an external object which it represents.

As I take this to be a just view of the principles of

the unlearned man, of the Peripatetic, and of the Car-

tesian, so I think they all reason consequently from

their several principles ; that the Cartesian has strong

grounds to doubt of the existence of external objects

;

the Peripatetic very little ground of doubt ; and the

unlearned man none at all : and that the difierence of

their situation arises from this, that the unlearned

man has no hypothesis ; the Peripatetic leans upon an

hypothesis ; and the Cartesian upon one half of that

hypothesis.

Des Cartes, according to the spirit of his own phi-

losophy, ought to have doubted of both parts of the

Peripatetic hypothesis, or to have given his reasons

why he adopted one part, as well as why he rejected

the other part j especially since the unlearned, who
have the faculty of perceiving objects by their senses

in noless perfection than philosophers, and should there-

fore know as well as they what it is they perceive,

have been unanimous in this, that the objects they per-

ceive are not ideas in their own minds, but things ex-

ternal. It might have been expected, that a philoso-

pher who was so cautious as not to take bis own exist-

ence for granted without proof, would not have taken
it for granted, without proof, that every thing he per-

ceived was only ideas in his own mind.

But ifDes Cartes made a rash step in this» as I ap-

prehend he did, he ought not to bear the blame alone.

His successors have still continued in the same track,

and, after his example, have adopted one part of the
ancient theory, to wit, that the objects we immediately
perceive are ideas only. All their systems are built

on this foundatioD.
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CHAP. IX.

OB THE SENTIMENTS OF MR. I.OCKB.

The reputation which Locke's Essay on Human
Undei'standiDg had at home from the beginning, and

which it has gradually acquired abroad, is a sufficient

testimony of its merit. There is perhaps no book

of the metaphysical kind that has been so generally

read by those who understand the language, or that

is more adapted to teach men to think with preci-

sion, and to inspire them with that candour and love of

truth, which is the genuine spirit of philosophy. He
gave, I believe, the first example in the English lan-

guage of writing on such abstract subjects, with a re-

markable degree of simplicity and perspicuity ; and ia

this he has been happily imitated by others that came
after him. No author has more successfully pointed

out the danger ofambiguous words, and the importance

ofhaving distinctand determinate notionsinjudging and

reasoning. His observations on the various powers of

the human understanding, on the use and abuse of

words, and on the extent and limits of human knowl-

edge, are drawn from attentive reflection on the opera-

tions of his own mind, the true source of all real knowl-

edge on these subjects ; and show an uncommon de-

gree of penetration and judgment : but he needs no

panegyric of mine ; and* I mention these things, only

that when I have occasion to differ from him, I may

.

not be thought insensible of the merit of an author

whom I highly respect, and to whom I owe my first

lights in those studies, as well as my attachment to

them.

He sets out in his Essay with a full conviction, com-

mon to him with other philosophers, that ideas in the

rax.. II. 22
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mind are the objects of all our thoughts in every ope-

ration of the understanding. This leads him to use

the word idea so very frequently, beyond what was usual

in the English language, that he thought it necessary

in his introduction to make this apology : "It being

that term, says he, which, I think, serves best to stand

for whatsoever is the object of understanding, when a

man thinks ; I have used it to express whatever is

meant by phantasm, notion, species, or whatever it is

which the mind can be employed about in thinking; and

I could not avoid frequently using it. I presume it

will be granted me, that there are such ideas in men's

minds ; every man is conscious of them iu himself; and

men's words and actions will satisfy him that they are

in others ."

Speaking of the reality of our knowledge, he says,

*' It is evident the mind knows not things immediately,

but only by the intervention of the ideas it has ofthem.

Oup knowledge therefore is real, only so far a« there

is a conformity between our ideas and the reality of

things. But what shall be here the criterion ? How
shall the mind, when it perceives nothing but its own
ideas, know that they agree with things themselves ?

This, though it seems not to want difficulty, yet I

think there are two sorts of ideas that we may be assur-

ed agree with things." ;~v^ ,' I

We see that Mr. Locke was aware no less than Des
Cartes, that the doctrine of ideas made it necessary,

and at the same time difficult, to prove the existence

of a material world without us ; because the mind, ac-

cording to that doctrine, perceives nothing but a world

of ideas in itself. Not only Des Cartes, but Male-

branche, Arnauld, and Norris, had perceived this dif-

ficulty, and attempted to remove it with little success.

Mr. Locke attempts the same thing ; but his argu-

ments are feeble. He even seems to be conscious of
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this : for he concludes his reasoning with this observa-

tion, " That we have evidence sufficient to direct us in

attaining the good and avoiding the evil, caused by ex-

ternal objects, and that this is the important concern

we have in being made acquainted with them." This

indeed is saying no more than will be granted by those

who deny the existence of a material world.

As there is no material difference between Locke and

Des Cartes with regard to the perception of objects by

the senses, there is the less occasion, in this place, to

take notice of all their differences in other points.

They differed about the origin of our ideas. Des Car-

tes thought siomeof them were innate : the other main,

tained, that there are no innate ideas, and that they are

all derived from two sources, to wit, sensation and re-

jUction ; meaning by sensation, the operations of out

external senses ; and by reflection, that attention

which we are capable of giving to the operations of our

own minds.

They differed with regard to the essence both of

matter and of mind. The British philosopher holding

that the real essence of both is beyond the reach ofhu-

man knowledge ; the other conceiving, that the very

essence of mind consists in thought ; and that of mat-

ter in extension ; by which he made matter and space

not to differ in reality, and no part of space to be void

of matter.

Mr. Locke explained more distinctly than had been

done before, the operations of the mind in classing the

various objects of thought, and reducing them to^en-

era and species. He was the first, I think, who distin-

guished in substances what he calls the nominal essence,

which is only the notion we form of a genus or species,

and which we express by a definition, from the real es-

sence or internal constitution of the thing, which makes

it to be what it is. liVithout this distinctioD^ the sub-
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tile disputes which tortured the schoolmen for so many

ages, in the controversy between the nominalists and

realists, could never be brought to an issue. He shows

distinctly how we form abstract and general notions,

and the use and necessity of them in reasoning. And

as, according to the received principles of philosophers,

every notion of our mind must have for its object an

idea in the mind itself; he thinks that we form ab-

stract ideas by leaving out of the idea of an individ-

ual every thing wherein it differs from other individu-

als of the same species or genus j and that this power

of forming abstract ideas is that which chiefly distin-

guishes us from brute animals, in whom he could see no

evidence of any abstract ideas.

Since the time of Des Cartes, philosophers have dif-

fered much with regard to the share they ascribe to

(he mind itself, in the fabrication of those representa-

tive beings called ideas, and the manner in which this

work is carried on.

Of the authors I have met with, Dr. Robert Hook

is the most explicit. He was one of the most inge-

niousand active members ofthe Royal Society ofLondon

at its first institution ; and frequently read lectures

to the Society, which were published among his post-

humous works. In his lectures upon Light, sect. 7. he

makes ideas to be material substances, and thinks that

the brain is furnished with a proper kind of matter for

fabricating the ideas ofeach sense. The ideas of sight,

he thinks, are formed of a kind of matter resembling

the Bononiaa stone, or some kind of phosphorus ; that

the ideas of sound are formed of some matter resem-

bling the chords or glasses which take a sound from the

vibrations of the air ; and so of the rest.

The soul, he thinks, may fabricate some hundreds

of those ideas in a day ; and that as they are formed

they are pushed further off from the centre of the
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brain where the soul resides. By this means they make

a continued chain of ideas, coiled up in the brain, the

first end of which is furthest removed from the centre

or seat of the soal| and the other end is always at the

centre, being the last idea formed, which is always pres-

ent the moment when considered ; and therefore, ac-

cording as there is a greater number of ideas between

the present sensation or thought in the centre and any

other, the soul is apprehensive of a larger portion of

time interposed.

Mr. Locke has not entered into so minute a detail of

this manufacture of ideas j but he ascribes to the mind

a very considerable hand in forming its own ideas.

With regard to our sensations, the mind is {Passive,

«< they being produced in us, only by different degrees

and modes of motion in our animal spirits, variously ag-

itated by external objects." These, however, cease to

be, as soon as they cease to be perceived ; " but, by the

faculties of memory and imagination, the mind has an

ability, when it wills, to revive them again, and, as it

were, to paint them anew upon itself, though some -with

more, some with less difficulty."

As to the ideas of reflection, he ascribes them to no

other cause but to that attention which the mind is ca-

pable of giving to its own operations. These, tliere-

fore, are formed by the mind itself. He ascribes like-

wise to the mind the power of compounding its simple

ideas into complex ones of various forms ; of repeating

them, and adding the repetitions together ; of dividing

and classing them ; of comparing them, and, from that

comparison, of forming the ideas of their relation ;

nay, of forming a general idea of a species or genus, by

taking from the idea of an individual every thing by

which it is distinguished from other individuals of the

kind, tUl at last if becomes an abstract general idea,

common to all the individuals of the kind.
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These, I think, are the powers which Mr. Locke as-

cribes to the mind itself in the fabrication of its ideas.

Bishop Berkeley, as we shall see afterward, abridged

them considerably, and Mr. Hume much more.

The ideas we have of the various qualities of bodies

are not all, as Mr. Locke , thinks, of the same kind.

Some of them are images or resemblances of what is

really in the body ; others are not. There are certain

qualities inseparable from matter ; such as exten-

sion, solidity, figure, mobility. Our ideas of these are

real resemblances of the qualities in the body ; and

these he calls primary qualities ; but colour, sound,

taste, smell, heat and cold, he calls secondary quali-

ties, and thinks that they are only powers in bodies of

producing certain sensations in us ; which sensations

have nothing resembling them, though they are com*

monly thought to be exact resemblances of something

in the body. "Thus, says he, the idea of heat or light,

which we receive by our eye or touch from the sun, are

commonly thought real qualities existing in the sun, and

something more than mere powers in it."

The names ofprimary and secondary qualities, were,

I believe, first used by Mr. Locke ; but the distinction,

which they express, was well understood by Des Car-

tes, and is explained by him in his Principia, part 1.

sect. 69, 70, 71.

Although no author has more merit than Mr. Locke

in pointing out the ambiguity of words, and resolving

by that means many knotty questions, which bad tor-

tured the wits of the schoolmen ; yet, I apprehend he

has been sometimes misled by the ambiguity of the

word idea, which he uses so often almost in every page

of his Eesay.

In the explication given of this word, we took no-

tice of two meanings given to it ; a popular and a phil-

osophical. In the popular meaning, to have an idea of

any thing, signifies nothing more than to think of it.
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Although the operations of the mind are most prop-

erly and naturally, and indeed most commonly in all

vulgar languages, expressed by active verbs, there is

another way of expressing them" less common, but

equally well understood. To think of a thing, and to

have a thought of it ; to believe a thing, and to have a
belief of it ; to see a thing, and have a sight of it ; to

conceive a thing, and to have a conception, notion, or

idea of it, are phrases perfectly synonymous. In these

phrases the thought means nothing but the act ofthink-

ing
J the belief, the act of believing ; and the con«ep-

tion, notion, or idea, the act of conceiving. To have

a clear and distinct idea, is, in this sense, nothing else

but to conceive the thing clearly and distinctly. When
the word idea is taken in this popular sense, there can

be no doubt of our having ideas in our minds. To
think without ideas would be to think without thought,

which is a manifest contradiction.

But there is another meaning of the word idea pecu-

liar to philosophers, and grounded upon a philosophical

theory, which the vulgar never think of. Philosophers,

ancient and modern, have maintained, that the opera-

tions of the mind, like the tools of an artificer, can only

be employed upon objects that are present in the mind,

or in the brain, where the mind is supposed to reside^

T;herefore, objects that are distant^ in time or place,

must have a representative in the mind, or in the brain

;

some image or picture ofthem, which is.the object that

the mind contemplates. This representative image

was, in the old philosophy, called a species ovphanfasm.

Since the time of Des Cartes, it has more commonly

been called an idea ; and every thought is conceived to

have an idea for its object. As this has been a common
opinion among philosophers, as far back as we can trace

philosophy, it is the less to be wondered at, that they

should be apt to copfouad the operation of the mind in
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thinking, with the idea or olgect of tho«ght,-5rfuoli is

supposed to he its inseparable eoncomitP/iit.

If we pay any regard to the common sense of man-

kind, thought and the object of thought are difiereat

things, and ought to be distinguished. It is true,

thought cannot be without an object, for every man who

thinks must think of something; but the object he

thinks of is one thing, his thought of that object is an-

other thing. They are distinguished in all languages

even by the vulgar ; and many things may be affirmed of

thought, that is, of the operation ofthe mind in thinking,

which cannot without error, and even absurdity, be

affirmed of the object ofthat operation.

From this, I think it is evident, that if the word idea

in a work where it occurs in every paragraph, be used

without any intimation of the ambiguity of the word,

sometimes to signify thought, or the operation of the

mind in thinking, sometimes to signify those internal

objects ofthoughtwhich philosophers suppose, this must

occasion confusion in the thoughts both of the author

and of the readers. I take this to be the greatest blem*

ish in the Essay on Human Understanding, I appre-

hend this is the true source of several paradoxical opin-

ions in that excellent work, which I shall have occasion

to take notice of.

Here it is very natural to ask, Whethep it was Mr.
Locke's opinion, that ideas are the only objects of

thought ? or. Whether it is not possible for men to think

of things which are not ideas in the mind ? «

To this question it is not easy to give a direct an-

swer. On the one hand, he says often, in distinct and
studied expressions, that the term idea stands for what-
ever is the object of the understanding when a man
thinks, or whatever it is which the mind can be employ-
ed about in thinking : that the mind perceives nothing

but its own ^deas: that all knowledge consists io
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the perception of the agreement or disagreement of

oar ideas : that we can have no knowledge further

than we have ideas. These, and many other expres-

sions of the like import, evidently imply, that every

object of thought must be an idea, and can be nothing

else.

On the other hand, I am persuaded that Mr. Locke

would have acknowledged, that we may think of Alex-

ander the Great, or of the planet Jupiter, and of num-
berless things, which he would have owned are not ideas

in the mind, but objects whieh exist independent ofthe

mind that thinks of them.

How shall we reconcile the two parts of this appa-

rent contradiction ? All I am able to say upon Mr.

Locke's principles to reconcile them.' is this, That we
cannot think of Alexander, or of the planet Jupiter, un-

less we have in our minds an idea, that is, an imagle or

picture of those objects. The idea of Alexander is an

image, or picture, or representation of that hero in my
mind ; and this idea is the immediate object of my
thought when I think of Alexander. That this was

Locke's opinion, and that it has been generally the

opinion of philosophers, there can be no doubt.

But, instead of giving light to the question proposed,

it seems to involve it in greater darkness.

When I think of Alexander, I am told there is an im-

age or idea of Alexander in my mind, which is the im-

mediate object of this thought. The necessary conse-

quence of this seems to be, that there are two objects

of this thought ; the idea, which is in the mind, and

the person represented by that idea ; the first, the im-

mediate object of the thought, the last, the object of

the same thought, but not the immediate object.

This is a hard saying ; for it makes every thought of

things external to have a double object. Every man

is conscious of his thoughts, and yet, upon attentive

vol. II. 3S
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reflection, he perceives no such duplicity in the object Ive

thinks about. Sometimes men see objects double, but

they always know when they do so : and I know of no

phiiosophei' who has expressly owned this duplicity in

the object of thought^ though it follows necessarily

from maintaining, that, in the same thought, there is

one object that is immediate and in the mind itself

;

and another object, which is not immediate, and which

is not in the mind.

Besides this, it seems very hard, or rather impossi-

ble, to understand what ismeant by an object ofthought,

that is not an immediate object of thought. A body

in motion may move another that was at rest, by the

medium of a third body that is interposed. This is

easily understood ; but we are unable to conceive any

medium interposed between a mind and the thought of

that mind ; and, to think of any object by a medium,

seems to be words without any meaning. There is a

sense in which a thing may be said to be perceived by a

medium. Thus, any kind ofsign may be said to be the

medium by which I perceive or understand the thing

signified. The sign by custom, or compact, or perhaps

by nature, introduces the thought of the thing signi-

fied. But here the thing signified, when it is intro-

duced to the thought, is an object of thought no less

immediate than the sign was before : and there are

liere two objects of thought, one succeeding another,

which we have shown is not the case with respect to an

idea, and the objeet it represents.

I apprehend, therefore, that if philosophers will

maintain, that ideas in the mind are the only immedi-

ate objects of thought, they will be forced to grant that

they are the sole objects of thought, and that it is im-

possible for men to think of any thing else. Yet, surely

Mr. Locke believed that we can think of many things

that arc not ideas in the mind ; but he seems not to have
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i)erceivcil, (bat tl»e maintaining that ideas in the mind
are the on]y immediate objects of thought, must neces-

sarily draw this consequence along with it.

The consequence, however, was seen by bishop
Berkeley and Mr. Hume, who rather chose to admit the

consequence than to give up tlie principle from which
it follows.

Perhaps it was unfortunate for Mr. liOeke, that he
used the word idea so very frequently, as to mak-e it

very diiBcult to give the attention necessary to put it

always to the same meaning. And it appears evident,

that, in many places, he means nothing more by it

but the notion or conception we have of any object

ef thought ; that is, the act of the mind, in conceiving

it, and not the object conceived.

In explaining this word, he says, that he uses it for

whatever is meant by phantasm, notion, species. Here
are three synonymes to the word idea. The first and

last are very proper to express the philosophical mean-

ing of the word, being terms of art in the Peripatetic

philosophy, and signifying images of external things in

the mind, which, according to that philosophy, are ob-

jects of thought. But the word notion is a word in

common language, whose meaning agrees exactly with

the popular meaning of the word idea, but not with the

philosophical.

"When these two different meanings ofthe word idea

are confounded in a studied explication of it, there is

little reason to expect that they should be carefully

distinguished in the frequent use of it. There are

many passages in the Essay, in which, to make them

intelligible, the word idea must be taken in one ofthose

senses, and many others, in which it must be taken in

the other. It seems probable, that the author, not at-

tending to this ambiguity of the word, used it in the one

sense or the other, as the subject matter required j and
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the far greater part of his readers have done the

same.

There is a third sense, in which he uses the word

not unfrequently, to signify objects of thought that are

not in tlie mind, but external. Of this he seems to be

sensible, and somewhere makes an apology for it.

When he affirms, as he does in innumerable places, that

all human knowledge consists in the perception of the

agreement or disagreement of our ideas, it is impossi-

ble to put a meaning upon this, consistent with his prin-

ciples, unless he means by ideas every object of humaa
thought, whether mediate or immediate ; every thing,

in a word, that can be signified by the subject, or by

the predicate of a proposition.

Thus we see, that the word idea has three different

meanings in the Essay ; and the author seems to have

used it sometimes in one, sometimes in another, without

being aware ofany change in the meaning. The reader

slides easily into the same fallacy, that meaning occur-

ring most readily to his mind which gives the best sense

to what he reads. I have met with persons professing

no slight acquaintance Avith the Essay on Human Under-

standing, wbomainlained, that the word idea, wherever

it occurs, means nothing more than thought ; and that

where he speaks of ideas as images in the mind, and as

objects of thought, he is not to be understood as speak-

ing properly, but figuratively or analogically : and in-

deed I apprehend, that it would be no small advantage

to many passages in the book, if they could admit of

this interpretation.

It is not the fault of this philosopher alone to have

given too liltic attention to the distinction between the

operations of the mind and the objects of those opera-

tions. Although this distinction be familiar to the vul-

gar, and found in the structure of all languages, phi-

losophers, when they speak of ideas, often confound the
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two together ; and their theory concerning ideas has

led them to do so : for ideas being supposed to be a
shadowy kind of beings, intermediate between the

thought, and the object of thought, sometimes seem to

coalesce with the thought, sometimes with the object

of thought, and sometimes lo have a distinct existence

of their own.

The same philosophical theory of ideas has led phi-

losophers to confound the different operations of the un-

derstanding, and to call them ail by the name of per-

ception. Mr. Locke, though not free from this fault,

is not so often chargeable with it, as some who came
after him. The vulgar give the name of perception to

that immediate knowledge of external objects which

we have by our external senses. This is its proper

meaning in our language, though sometimes it may be

applied to other things metaphorically, or analogical-

ly. When I think of any thing that does not exist, as

ofthe republic of Oceana, I do not perceive it ; I only

conceive, or imagine it. When I think of what hap-

pened to me yesterday, I do not perceive, but remem-

ber it. When I am pained with the gout, it is not prop-

er to say, I perceive the pain ; I feel it, or am con-

scious of it: it is not an object of perception, but of

sensation, and of consciousness. So far the vulgar dis-

tinguish very properly the different operations of the

raind, and never confound the names of things so diflfer-

ent in their nature : but the theory of ideas leads phi-

losophers to conceive all those operations to be of one

nature, and to give them one name. They are all, ac-

cording to that theory, the perception of ideas in the

Blind. Perceiving, renumbering, imagining, being con-

scious, are all perceiving ideas in the mind, and are

called perceptions. Hence it is that philosophers speak

of the perceptions of memory, and the perceptions of

imagination. They make sensation to be a perception

;
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and everything we perceive l»y our senses to be an idea

of sensation. Sometimes they say, that they are con-

scious of the ideas in their own minds, sometimes

that they perceive them.

However improbable it may appear, that philosophers,

who have taken pains to study the operations of their

own minds, should express them less properly, and less

distinctly than the vulgar, it seems really to be the case ;

and the only account that can be given of this strange

pheuomenon, I take to be this : that the vulgar seek

no theory to account for the operations of their minds;

they know that they see, and hear, and remember, and

imagine ; and those who think distinctly, will express

these operations distinctly, as their consciousness repre-

sents them to the mind : but philosophers think they

ought to know, not only that there are such operations,

but how they are performed ; how they see, and hear,

and remember, and imagine ; and, having invented a

theory to explain these operations, by ideas or image£

in the mind, they suit their expressions to their theory ;

and as a false comment throws a cloud upon the text,

so a false theory darkens the phenomena which it at-

tempts to explain.

We shall examine this theory afterward. Here I

would only observe, that if it is not true, it may be ex-

pected that it should lead ingenious men who adopt it to

confound the operations ofthe mind with their objects,

and with one another, even where the common lan-

guage of the unlearned clearly distinguishes them. One
that trusts to a false guide, is in greater danger of

being led astray than he who trusts his own eyes,

though he should be but indiiferently acquainted with

the road.
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CHAP. X.

OF THE SENTIMENTS OF BISHOP BEEKEIBY.

George Behkelet, afterward bishop of Cloyne,

published bis new Theory of Vision in 1709 ; his trea-

tise on the principles of human knowledge, in 1710 ; and
his dialogues between Hylas and Phylonous, in 1713

;

being then a Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. He is

acknowledged universally to have great merit as an
excellent writer, and a very acute and clear reasoner
on the most abstract subjects, not to speak of his vir-

tues as a man, which were very conspicuous. Yet the

doctrine chiefly held forth in the treatises above men-
tioned, especially in the two last, has generally been

thought so very absurd, that few can be brought to

think that he either believed it himself, or that he se-

riously meant to persuade others of its truth.

He maintains, and thinks he has demonstrated, by
a variety of arguments, grounded on principles of phi-

losophy universally received, that there is no such thing

as matter in the universe ; that sun and moon, earth and

sea, our own bodies, and those ofour friends, are noth-

ing but ideas in the minds of those who think of them,

and that they have no existence when they are not the

objects ofthought ; that all that is in the universe may

be reduced to two categories, to wit, minds, and ideas

in the mind.

But, however absurd this doctrine might appear to

the unlearned, who consider the existence of the objects

of sense as the most evident of all truths, and what no

man in his senses can doubt ; the philosophers, \vho had

been accustomed to consider ideas as the immediate ob-

jects of all thought, had no title to view this doctriae of

Berkeley in so unfavourable a light. '
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They were taught by Des Cartes, and by all that

oanriG after him, that the existence ofthe objects ofsense

is not self evident, but requires to be proved by argu-

ments ; and although Des Cartes, and many others, had

laboured to find arguments for this purpose, there did

not appear to be that force and clearness in them which

might have been expected in a matter of such import-

ance. Mr. Norris had declared, that after all the ar-

guments that had been offered, the existence of an ex-

ternal world is only probable, but by no means certain.

Malebranche thought it rested upon the authority of

revelation, and that the arguments drawn from reason

were not perfectly conclusive. Others thought, that

the argument from revelation was a mere sophism, be-

cause revelation comes to us by our senses, and must

rest upon their authority.

Thus we see, that the new pbilosophy had been mak-

ing gradual approaches toward Berkeley's opinion

;

and, whatever others might do, the philosophers had no

title to look upon it as absurd, or unworthy of a fair

examination. Several authors attempted to answer his

arguments, but witb little success, and others acknowl-

edged that they eould neither answer them nor assent

to them. It is probable the bishop made but few con-

verts to his doctrine ; but it is certain he made some ;

and that he himself continued, to the end of his life,

firmly persuaded, not only of its truth, but of its great

importance for the improvement ofhuman knowledge,

and especially for the defence of religion. Dial. Pref.

" If the principles which I here endeavour to propagate

are admitted for true, the consequences which I think

evidently flow from thence are, that atheism and skep-

ticism will be utterly destroyed, many intricate points

made plain, great difficulties solved, several useless parts

of science retrenched, speculation referred to practiee,

and men reduced from paradoxes to common sense.'^
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In the Theory of Yision, he goes no further than to

assert, that the objects of sight are nothing but ideas in

the mind, granting, or at least not denying, that there

is a tangible world, which is really external, and which

exists whether we perceive it or not. Whether the

reason of this was, that his system had not, at that

time; wholly opened to his own mind, or whether he

thought it prudent to let it enter into the minds of his

readers by degl-ees, I cannot say. I think he insinuates

the last as the reason in the Principles of Human
Knowledge.

The Theory of Vision, however, taken by itself, and

without relation to the main branch of his system, eon-

tains very important discoveries, and marks of great

genius. He distinguishes more accurately than any

that went before him, between the immediate objects

of sight, and those of the other senses which are early

associated with them. He shows, that distance, of it-

self, and immediately, is not seen ; but that we learn to

judge of it by certain sensations and perceptions which

are connected with it. This is a very important obser-

vation ; and, I believe, was first made by this author.

It gives much new light to the operations of our senses,

and serves to account for many phenomena in optics, of

irhich the greatest adepts in that science had always

either given a false account, or acknowledged that they

toixlA give none at all.

We may observe, by the way, that the ingenious au-

thor seems not to have attended to a distinction, by

which his general assertion ought to have been limited.

It is true, that the distance of an object from the eye

id not immediately seen ; but there is a certain kind of

distance of one object from another, which we see im-

mediately. The author acknowledges, that tliere is a

visible extension, and visible figures, which are proper

objects of sight j there must therefore be a visible dis-
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tance. Astronomers call it angular distance ; and al-

though they measure it by the angle, which is made

by t\vo lines drawn from the eye to tlie two distant ob-

jects, yet -it is immediately perceived by sight, even by

those who never thought of that angle.

He led the way in showing how we learn to perceive

the distance of an object from the eye, though this

speculation was carried further by others who came
after him. He made the distinction between that ex-

tension and figure whicli we perceive by sight only, and

that which we perceive by touch ; calling the first, vis-

ible, the last, tangible extension and figure. He show-

ed likewise, that tangible extension, and not visible, is

the object of geometry, although mathematicians com-

monly use visible diagrams in their demonstrations.

The notion of extension and figure which we get

from sight only, and that which we get from touch,

have been so constantly conjoined from our infancy in

all the judgments we form of the objects of sense, that

it required great abilities to distinguish them accurate-

ly, and to assign to each sense what truly belongs to

it; <' so difficult a thing it is," as Berkeley justly ob-

serves, "to dissolve an union so early begun, and con-

firmed by so long a habit." This point he has labour-

ed, through the whole ofthe Essay on Yision, with that

uncommon penetration and judgment which he possess-

ed, and with as great success as could be expected in

a first attempt upon so abstruse a subject.

He concludes this Essay, by shoeing, in no less than

seven sections, the notions which an intelligeitt being,

endowed with sight, without the sense of touch, might

form of the objects of sense. This speculation, to

shallow thinkers, may appear to be egregious trifling^.

To bishop Berkeley it ai^eared in another light, and
will do so to those who are capable of entering into it>

and who know the importance of it| in solving many of
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the phenomena of vision. He seems, indeed, to have
exerted more force of genius in this than in the main
branch of his system.

In the new philosophy, the pillars by which the ex-

istence of a material world was supported were so fee-

ble, that it did not require the force of a Samson to

bring them down ; and in this we have not so much
reason to admire the strength of Berkeley's genius, as

his boldness in publishing to the world an opinionf,

•which the unlearned would be apt to interpret as the

sign ofa crazy intellect. Aman who was firmly persuad-

ed of the doctrine universally received bv philosophers

concerning ideas, if he could but take courage to call in

question the existence of a material world, would easily

find unanswerable arguments in that doctrine. " Some
truths there are, says Berkeley, so near and obvious to

the mind, that a man need only open his eyes to see

them. Such," he adds, " I take this important one to be,

that ail the choir ofheaven, and furniture of the earth

;

in a word, all those bodies which compose the mighty

frame of the world, have not any subsistence without a

mind." Princ. § 6.

The principle from which this important conclusion

is obviously deduced, is laid down in the first sentence

of his Principles of Knowledge as evident ; and indeed

it bad always been acknowledged by philosophers. " It

is evident," says he, " to any one who takes a survey

of the objects of human knowledge, that they are either

ideas actually imprinted on the senses, or else such as

are perceived, by attending to the passions and opera-

tions of the mind ; or, lastly, ideas formed by help of

memory and imagination, either compounding, dividing,

or barely representing those originally perceived in the

foresaid ways." Pn,^, :j 1.

This is the foundation on which the whole system

rests. If this be true, then, indeed, the existence of a
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material world must be a dream that has imposed upoM

all mankind from the beginnlDg of the world.

The fcrundation on which sutjh a fabric rests ought to

be very solid, and well established ; yet Berkeley says

nothing more for it than that it is evident. Ifhe means

that it is self evident, this indeed might he a good rea-

son for not offering any direct argument in proof of it.

But I apprehend this cannot justly be said. Self evi-

dent propositions are those which appear evident to ev-

ery man of sound understanding who apprehends the

meaning of them distinctly, and attends to them with-

out prejudice. Can this be said of this proposition,

that all the objects of our knowledge are ideas in our

own minds ? I believe, that, to any man uninstructed in

philosophy, this proposition will appear very improba-

ble, if not absurd. However scanty his knowledge may
be, he considers the sun and moon, the earth and sea,

as objects of it : and it will be difficult to persuade

him, that those objects of his knowledge are ideas iii hie

own mind, and have no existence when he does not

think of them. If I may presume to speak my own
sentiments, I once believed this doctrine of ideas sq

firmly, as to embrace the whole of Berkeley's system

in consequence of it ,* till, finding other consequences

to follow from it, which gave me more uneasiness than

the want of a material world, it came into my mind

more than forty years ago, to put the question. What
evidence have I for this doctrine, that all the objects

of my knowledge are ideas in my own mind ? From
that time.to the present I have been candidly and im-

partially, as I think, seeking for the evidence of this

principle, but can find none, excepting the authority of

philosophers.

We shall have occasion to examine its evidence af-

terward. I would at present only observe, that all the

arguments brought by Berkeley against the exist-
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ence of a material world are grounded upon it ; and

that he has not attempted to give any evidence for it,

but takes it for granted, as other philosophers had done

before him.

But supposing this principle to be true, Berkeley's

system is impregnable. No demonstration can be more
evident than his reasoning from it. Whatever is per-

ceived is an idea, and an idea can only exist in a mind.

It has no existence when it is not perceived ; nor can

there be any thing like an idea, but an idea.

So sensible he was, that it requiredno laborious reason^

ing to deduce his system from the principle laid down,

that he was afraid of being thought needlessly prolix

in handling the subject, and makes an apology for it.

Princ. § -22." To what purpose is it," says he, " to di-

late upon that which may be demonstrated with the ut-

most evidence, in a line or two, to any one who is capa-

ble of the least reflection." But though his demon-

stration might have been comprehended in a line or two,

he very prudently thought,, that an opinion, which the

world would be apt to look upon as a monster ofabsurd-

ity, would not be able to make its way at once, even by

the force ofa naked demonstration. He observes justly,

Dial. 2. " That though a demonstration be never so

well grounded, and fairly proposed, yet, if there is,

withal, a strain of prejudice, or a wrong bias on the

understanding, can it be expected to perceive clearly,

and adhere firmly to the truth ? No ; there is need of

time and pains ; the attention must be awakened and

detained by a frequent repetition of the same thing,

placed often in the same, often in different lights." It

was therefore ueeessary to dwell upon it, and turn it

on all sides till it became familiar ,* to consider all its

consequences, and to obviate every prejudice and pre-

possession that might hinder its admittance. It was

even a natter of some difficulty to fit it to common Ian><
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guage, so far as to enable men to speak and reasou

about it intelligibly. Those who have entered seri-

ouslj into Berkeley's system have found, after all the

assistance which his writings give, that time and prac-

tice are necessary to acquire the habit of speaking and

thinking distinctly upon it.

Berkeley foresaw the opposition that would be made

to his system, from two diiferent quarters ; firsts from

the philosophers ; and, second/i/, from the vulgar, who
are led by the plain dictates of nature. The first he had

the courage to oppose openly and avowedly ; the sec-

ond he dreaded much more, and therefore takes a great

deal of pains, and, I think, uses some art to court into

his party. This is particularly observable in his Dia-

logues. He sets out with a declaration. Dial. 1. " That
of late he bad quitted several of the sublime notions

he had got in the schools of the philosophers for vulgar

opinions," and assures Hylas, his fellow dialogist,

** That, since this revoltfrom metaphysical notionsto the

plain dictates ofnature, and common sense, be found his

understanding strangely enlightened ; so that he could

now easily comprehend a great many things, which be-

fore were all mystery and riddle." Pref. to Dial. « If

his principles are admitted for true, men will be reduced

from paradoxes to common sense." At the same time

he acknowledges, <' That they carry with them a great

opposition to the prejudices ofphilosophers, which have

so far prevailed against the common sense and natural

notions of mankind.''

When Hylas objects to him. Dial. 3. " You can never

persuade me Philonous, that the denying of matter or

corporeal substance is not repugnant to the universal

sense of mankind ;" he answers, " I wish both our opin-

ions were fairly stated, and submitted to thejudgment

of men who had plain common sense, without the prej-

udices of a learned education. Let me be represented
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as one who trusts his senses, who thinks he knows the

things he sees and feels, and entertains no doubt of

their existence. Ifby material substance is meant only

sensible body, that which is seen and felt, and the un-

philosophical partofthe world, I dare say, mean no more,

then I am more certain of matter's existence than you

or any other philosopher pretend to be. If there be

any thing which makes the generality ofmankind averse

from the notions I espouse^ it is a misapprehension that

I deny the reality of sensible things : but as it is you

who are guilty of that, and not I, it follows, that in

truth their aversion is against your notions, and not

mine. I am content to appeal to the common sense

of the world for the truth of my notion. I am of a

vulgar east, simple enough to believe my senses, and to

leave things as I find them. I cannot, for my life, help

thinking that snow is white, and fire hot."

When Hylasisat last entirely converted, he observes

to Philonous, *' After all, the controversy about mat-

ter, in the strict acceptation of it, lies altogether be-

tween you and the philosophers, whose principles, I ac-

knowledge, are not near so natural, or so agreeable to

the common sense of mankind, and Holy Scripture, as

yours.'* Philonous observes in the end, "That he

does not pretend to be a setter up of new notions ; his

endeavours tend only to unite, and to place in a clearer

light, that truth which was before shared between the

vulgar and the philosophers ; the former being of opin-

ion, that those things they immediately perceive are

the real things ; and the latter, that the things imme-

diately perceived are ideas which exist only in the

mind ; which two things put together do, in effect, con-

stitute the substance of what he advances :" and he

eoncludes by observing, " That those principles, which

at first view lead to skepticism, pursued to a certaiif

point) bring men back to common sense.''
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These passages show sufficiently the author's con-

cern to reconcile Ids system to the plain dictates ofna-

ture and common sense, while he expresses no concern

to reconcile it to the I'eceived doctrines of philosophers.

He is fond to take part with the vulgar against the

philosophers, and to vindicate common sense against

their innovations. What pity is it that he did not car-

ry this suspicion of the doctrine of philosophers so far

as to doubt of that philosophical tenet on which his

whole system is built, to wit, that the things immedi-

ately perceived by the senses are ideas which exist only

in the mind !

After all, it seems no easy matter to make the vul-

gar opinion and that of Berkeley to meet. And to ac-

complish this, he seems to me to draw each out of its

line toward the other, not without some straining.

The vulgar opinion be reduces to this, that the very

things which we perceive by our senses do really exist.

This he grants : for these things, says he, are ideas in

our minds, or complexions of ideas, to which we give

one uame, and consider as one thing; these are the

immediate objects of sense, and these do really exist.

As to the notion, that those things have an absolute ex-

ternal existence, independent of being perceived by any

mind, he thinks, that this is no notion of the vulgar, but

a refinement ofphilosophers ; and that the notion of ma-
terial substance, as a substratum, or support of that

collection of sensible qualities to which we give the

name of an apple or a melon, is likewise an invention

of philosophers, and is not found with the vulgar till

they are instructed by philosophers. The substance

not being an object of sense, the Vulgar never think of
it ; or, if they are taught the use of the word, they

mean no more by it but that collection of sensible quali-

ties which they, from finding them conjoined in nature,

have been accustomed to call by one name, and to con-

sider as one thing.
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Thus be draws the vulgar opinion near to his own j

and, that he may meet it half way, he acknowledges,
that material things have a real existence out of the
mind of this or that person ; but the question, say« he,

between the materialist and me, is. Whether they have
an absolute existence distinct from their being perceiv-

ed by God, and exterior to all minds ? This, indeed, he
says, some heathens and philosophers have affirmed;

but whoever entertains notions of the Deity, suitable to

the Holy Scriptut-e, will be of another opinion.

But here an objection occurs, which it required all

his ingenuity to answer. It is this : the ideas in my
mind cannot be the same with the ideas of any other

mind; therefore, if the objects I perceive be only ideas,

it is impossible that the objects I perceive can exist any

where, when I do not perceive them ; and it is impos-

sible that two or more minds can perceive the same
object.

To this Berkeley answers, that this objection presses

no less the opinion of the materialist philosopher than

his I but the difficulty is, to make his opinion coincide'

with the notions of the vulgar, who are firmly persuad-

ed, that the very identical objects which they perceive,

continue to exist when they do not perceive them ; and

who are no less firmly persuaded, that when ten men
look at the sun or the moon, they all see the same indi-

vidual object.

To reconcile this repugnancy, he observes, Dial. 3.

^' That if the term same be taken in the vulgar accepta-

tion, it is certain, and not at all repugnant to the prin-

ciples he maintains, that difierent persons may per-

ceive the same thing ; or the same thing or idea exist

in difibrent minds. Words are of arbitrary imposition ;

and since men are used to apply the word .same where

no distinction or variety is perceived, and he does not

pretend to alter their perceptions, it follows, that as

vol. IT. 35

'
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men have said before, several saw the same thing ; so

they may, upon like occasions, still continue to use the

same phrase without any deviation, either from pro-

priety of language or the truth of things ; but if the

term same be used in the at;ceptation of philosophers,

who pretend to an abstracted notion of identity, then,

according to their sundry definitions of this term, for

it is not yet agreed wherein that philosophic identity

consists, it may or may not be possible for divers per-

sons to perceive the same thing ; but whether philoso-

phers shall think fit to call a thing the same or no, is,

I conceive, of small importance. Men may dispute

about identity and diversity, without any real differ-

ence in their thoughts and opinions, abstracted from

names."

Upon the whole, I apprehend that Berkeley "has car-

ried this (ittcmpt to reconcile his system to the vulgar

opinion further than reason supports him ; and he was

DO doubt tempted to do so, from a just apprehension

that, in a controversy of this kind, the common sense

of mankind is the most formidable antagonist.

Berkeley has employed much pains and ingenuity to

show that his system, if received and believed, would

not be attended with those bad consequences in the

eonduet of life which superficial thinkers may be apt to

impute to it. His system does not take away or make
any alteration upon our pleasures or our pains. Our
sensations, whether agreeable or disagreeable, are the

same upon his system as upon any other. These ar&

real things, and the only things that interest us. They
are produced in us according to certain laws of nature,

by which our conduct will be directed in attaining the

one, and avoiding the other : and it is of no moment to

us, whether they are produced immediately by the

operation of some powerful intelligent being upon our
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minds, or by the mediation of some inanimate being
which we call matter.

The evidence of an all governing Mind, so far from
being weakened, seems te appear even in a more strik-

ing light upon his hypothesis, than upon the common
one. The powers which inanimate matter is supposed
to possess, have always been the strong hold of atheists,

to which they had recourse in defence of their system.

This fortress of atheism must be most effectually over-

turned, if there is no such thing as matter in the uni-

verse- In all this the bishop reasons justly and acute-

ly. But there is one uncomfortable consequence of
bis system, which he seems not to have attended to,

and from which it will be found diflScult, if at all pos-

sible, to guard it.

Tlie consequence I mean, is this, that, although it

leaves us sufficient evidence of a supreme^ intelligent

Mind, it seems to take away all the evidence we have

of ether intelligent beings like ourselves. What I call

a father, a brother, or a friend, is only a parcel of

ideas in my own mind ; and being ideas in my mind, they

cannot possibly have that relation to another mind which

they have to mine, any more than the pain felt by me
can be the individual pain felt by another. I can find no

principle in Berkeley's system, which aifords me even

probable ground to conclude, that there are other in-

telligent beings like myself, in the relations of father,

brother, friend, or fellow citizen. I am left alone, as

the only creature ofGod in the universe, in that forlorn

state ofEgoism, into which, it is said, some of the disci-

ples of Des Cartes were brought by his philosophy.

Of all the opinions that have ever been advanced by

philosophers, this of bishop Berkeley, that there is no

material world, seems the strangest, and the most apt

to bring philosophy into ridicule with plain men, who

are guided by the dictates of nature and common sense.
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And it will not, I apprehend, be improper to trace this

progeny of the doctrine of ideas from its origin, and to

observe its gradual progress, till it acquired such

strength, that a pious and learned bishop had ihe.bold-

ness to usher it into the world, as demonstrable from

the principles of philosophy unirersally received, and

as an admirable expedient for the advancement of

knowledge, and for the defence of religion.

During the reign of the Peripatetic philosophy, men
were little disposed to doubt, and much to dogmatize.

The existence pf the objects of sense was held as a first

principle ; and the received doctrine was, that the sen-

sible species or idea is the very form of the external

object, just separated fromthe matter of it, and sent

into the mind that perceives it ; so that we find no ap-

pearance of skepticism about the existence of matter

under that philosophy.

Des Cartes taught men to doubt even of those things

that had been taken for first principles. He rejected

the doctrine of species or ideas coming from objects ;

but still maintained, that what we immediately per-

ceive is not the external object, but an idea or image

of it in our mind. This led some of his disciples into

Egoism, and to disbelieve the existence of every

creature in the universe but themselves and their own
ideas.

But Des Cartes himself, either from dread of the

censure of the church, which he took great care not

to provoke, or to shun the ridicule of the world, which

might have crushed his system at once, as it did that

of the Egoists ; or, perhaps, from inward conviction,

was resolved to support the existence of matter. To
do this consistently with his principles, he found him-

self obliged to have recourse to arguments that are far-

fetched, and not very cogent. Sometimes he argues,

that our senses are given us by God, who is no deceir-
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er ; and therefore we ought to believe their testimony.

But this argument is weak ; because, according to his

principles, our senses testify no more but that we have

certain ideas : and if we draw conclusions from this

testimony, which the premises will not support, we de-

ceive ourselves. To give more force to this we^k ar-

gument, he sometimes adds, that we have by nature a
strong propensity to believe that there is an external

world corresponding to our ideas.

Malebranche thought, that this strong propensity is

not a sufficient reason for believing the existence of

matter ; and that it is to be received as an article of

&ith, not certainly discoverable by reason. He is

aware that faith comes by hearing ; and that it may be

said that prophets^ apostles, and miracles, are only

ideas in our minds. But to this he answers. That
though these things are only ideas, yet faith turns

them into realities ; and this answer, he hopes, will

satisfy those who are not too morose.

It may perhaps seem strange, that Locke, who wrote

so much about ideas, should not see those consequences

which Berkeley thought so obviously deducible from

that doctrine. Mr. Locke surely was not willing that

the doctrine of ideas should be thought to be loaded

with such consequences. He acknowledges, that the

existence of a material world is not to be received as

a first principle ; nor is it demonstrable ; but he offers

the best arguments for it he can ; and supplies the

weakness ofhis arguments by this observation, that we

have such evidence as is sufficient to direct us in pursu-

ing the good, and avoiding the ill we may receive from

external things, beyond which we have no concern.

There is, indeed, a single passage in Locke's Essay,

which may lead one to conjecture, tiiathehad a glimpse

of that system which Berkeley afterward advanced,

but thought proper to suppress it within his own breast.
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The passage is in book 4. chap. TO. where, having

proved the existence of an eternal intelligent Mind, he

comes to answer those who conceive that matter also

must be eternal j because we cannot conceive how it

could be made out of nothing; and having observed

that the creation of minds requires no less power than

the creation of matter, he adds what follows: "Nay,

possibly, if we could emancipate ourselves from vulgar

notions, and raise our tttoughts, as far as they would

reach, to a closer contemplation of things, we might

be able to aim at some dim and seeming conception,

how matter might at first be made, and begin to exist

by the power of that eternal first Being; but to give

beginning and being to a spirit, would be found a more

inconceivable effect of Omnipotent power. But this

being what would perhaps lead us too far from the no-

tions on whieh the philosophy now in the world is built,

it would not be pardonable to deviate so far from them,

or to inquire, so far as grammar itself would authorize,

if the common settled opinion opposes it ; especially in

this place, where the received doctrine serves well

enough to our present purpose."

It appears from this passage, 1st, That Mr, Locke

had some system in his mind, perhaps not fully digest-'

ed, to which we might be led, by raising our thoughts

to a closer contemplation of things, and emancipating

them from vulgar notions, 2dly, That this system

would lead so far from the notions on which the |riii-

losophy now in the world is built, that he thought

proper to keep it within his own breast. 3dly, That

it might be doubted whether this system differed so far

from the common settled opinion in reality, as it seem-

ed to do in words. 4th]y, By this system, we might

possibly be enabled to aim at some dim and seeming

conception how matter might at first be made and begin

to exist ; but it would give no aid in conceiving how a
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spirit might be made. These are the characteristics

of that system which Mr. Locke had in his mind, and

thought it prudent to suppress. May they not lead to

a probable conjecture, that it was the same, or some-

thing similar to that of bishop Berkeley 7 According

to Berkeley's system, God's creating the material world

at such a time, means no more but that he decreed

from that time, to produce ideas in the minds of finite

spirits, in that order, and according t« those rules,

which we call the laws of nature. This, indeed, re-

moves all difficulty, in conceiving how matter was cre-

ated ; and Berkeley does not fail to take notice of the

advantage of his system on that account. But his sys-

tem gives no aid in conceiving how a spii'it may be

made. It appears, therefore, that every particular

Mr. Locke has hinted, with regard to that system

which he had in bis mind, but thought it prudent to

suppress, tallies exactly with the system of Berkeley.

If we add to this, that Berkeley's system follows from

Mr. Locke's, by very obvious consequence, it seems

reasonable to conjecture, from the passage now quoted,

that he was not unaware of that consequence, but left

it to those who should come after him to carry his

principles their full length, when they should by time be

better established, and able to bear the shock of their

opposition to vulgar notions. Mr. Norris, in his Es-

say toward the theory of the ideal or intelligible world,

published in 1701, observes, that the material world

is not an object of sense j because sensation is within us,

and has no object. Its existence, therefore, he says,

is a collection of reason, and not a very evident one.

From this detail we may learn, that the doctrine of

ideas, as it was new modelled by Des Cartes, looked

with an unfriendly aspect upon the material world j

and although philosophers were very unwilling to give

up either, they found it a very difficult task to recoti-
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eile tbem to each other. In this state of things Berke-

ley, I think, is reputed the first who had the daring

resolution to give up the material world altogether, as

a sacrifice to the received philosophy of ideas.

But vre ^ught not in this historical sketch to omit

an author of far inferior name, Arthur Collier, rector

of Langford Magna, near Saruni. He published a book

in 1713, which he calls Clavis Universalis ; or, a new

Inquiry after Truth ; being a demonstration of the

non-existence, or impossibility of an external world.

His arguments are the same in substance with Berke-

ley's ; and he appears to understand the whole strength

of his cause. Though he is not deficient in metaphys-

ical acuteness, his style is disagreeable, being full of

conceits, of new coined words, scholastic terms, and

perplexed sentences. He appears to be well acquaint-

ed with Des Cartes, Malebranche, and Norris, as well

as with Aristotle and the schoolmen : but, what is

very strange, it does not appear that he had ever heard

ofLocke's Essay, which had been published twenty-four

years, or of Berkeley's Principles of Enowledge» which

had been published three years.

He says, he had been ten years firmly convinced of

the non-existence of an external world, before he ven-

tured to publish his book. He is far from thinking as

Berkeley does, that the vulgar are of his opinion. If

his book should make any converts to his system, of

vhieh he expresses little hope, though he has sup-

ported it by nine demonstrations, he takes pains to

show that his disciples, notwithstanding their opinion^

may, with the unenlightened, speak of material things

in the common style. He himself had scruples of eon-

science about this for some time ; and if he had not got

over them, he must have shut his lips for ever : but he

considered, that God himself has used this style in

speaking to men in the Holy Scripture, and has thereby
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sanctified it to all the faithful: and that to the pure

all things are pure. He thinks his opinion may be of

great use, especially in religion ; and applies it in par-

ticular, to put an end to the controversy about Christ's

presence in the sacrament.

I have taken the liberty to give this short account of

Collier's book, because I believe it is rare, and little

known. I have only seen one copy of it, which is in the

university library of Glasgow-

voii, II. 26
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CHAP. XI.

msuop bkrkeiet's sentiments of the natcee of

IDEAS.

1 PASS over the sentiments of bishop Berkeley, with

respect to abstract ideas, and with respect to space

and time, as things which may more properly be con-

sidered in another place. But I must take notice ofone

part of his system, wherein he seems to have deviated

from the common opinion about ideas.

Though he sets out in his Principles of Knowledge

by telling us, that it is evident the objects of human
knowledge are ideas, and builds his whole system upon

this principle ; yet, in the progress of it, he finds that

there are certain objects of human knowledge that are

not ideas, but things which have a permanent exist-

ence. The objects ofknowledge, of which we have no

ideas, are our own minds, and their various operations,

other finite minds, and the Supreme mind. The rea-

son why there can be no ideas of spirits and their ope-

rations, the author informs us, is this, That ideas are

passive, inert, unthinking beings ; they cannot therefore

be the image or likeness of things that have thought,

and will, and active power ; we have notions of minds

and of their operations, but not ideas : we know what
we mean by thinking, willing, and perceiving ; we can

reason about beings endowed with those powers, but

we have no ideas of them. A spirit, or mind, is the

only substance or support wherein the unthinking be-

ings or ideas can exist ; but that this substance which

supports or perceives ideas, should itself be an idea, or

like an idea, is evidently absurd.

He observes fur'ther,. Princip. sect. 142. that " of

relations including an act of the mind, we cannot prop-
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eriybe said to have an idea, but rather a notion of (he

relations or habitudes between things. But if, in the

modern way, the word idea is extended to spirits, and

relations, and acts, this is, after all, an affair of verbal

concern
; yet it conduces to clearness and propriety,

that we distinguish things very different by different

names."

This is an important part of Berkeley's system, and

deserves attention. We are led by it to divide Ihc ob-

jects ofhuman knowledge into two kinds. The first is

ideas, which we have by our five senses ; they liave no

existence when they are not perceived,and exist only

in the minds of those who perceive them. The second

kind of objects comprehends spirits, their acts, and the

relations and habitudes of things. Of these we have /

notions, but no ideas. No idea can represent them, or

have any similitude to them : yet we understand what

they mean, and we can speak with undecstanding, and

reason about them, without ideas.

This account of ideas is very different from that

which Locke has given. In bis system, we have no

knowledge where we have no ideas. Every thought

must have an idea for its immediate object. In Berke-

ley's, the most important objects are known without

ideas. In Locke's system, there are two sources of

our ideas, sensation and reflection. In Berkeley's, sen-

sation is the only source, because of the objects of re-

flection there can be no ideas. We know them with-

out ideas. Locke divides our ideas into those of sub-

stances, mbaies, and relations. In Berkeley's system,

there are no ideas of substances, or of relations, but no-

tions only. And even in the class of modes, the opera-

tions of our own minds are things of which we have dis-

tiqct notions ; but no ideas.

We ought to do the justice to Malebranche to ac-

knowledge, that in this point, as well as in many others,
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his sjstera eames nearer to Berkeley's than the lattef

seems willing to own. That author tells us, that there

are four different ways in which we come to the knowl-

edge of things. To know things by their ideas, is only

one of the four. He affirms, that we have no idea of

our own mind, or any of its modifications ; that we
know these things by consciousness, without ideas.

Whether these two acute philosophers foresaw the con-

sequences that may be drawn from the system of ideas,

taken in its full extent, and which were afterward

drawn by Mr. Hume, I cannot pretend to say. If they

did, their regard to religion was too great to permit

them to admit those consequences, or the principles

with which they were necessarily connected.

However this may be, if there be so many things that

maybe apprehended and known without ideas, this very

naturally suggests a scruple with regard to those that

are left : for it may be said, If we can apprehend and

reason about the world of spirits, without ideas, is it

not possible that we may apprehend and reason about a

material world, without ideas ? If cdhsciousness and

reflection furnish us with notions of spirits, and of their

attributes, without ideas, may not our senses furnish

us with notions of bodies and their attributes, without

ideas ?

Berkeley foresaw this objection to his system, and

puts it in tlie mouth of HyTas, in the followitig words.

Dial. 3. Hylas. " If you can conceive the mind of God,

without having an idea of it, why may not I be allowed

to conceive th« existence of matter, notwithstanding

that I have no idea of it ?" The answer of Philonous

is, " You neither perceive matter objectively, as yoil

do an inactive being or idea, nor know it, as you do

yourself, by a reflex act, neither do you immediately

apprehend it by similitude of the one or the other, nor

yet collect it by reasoning from that which you know
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immediately. All which makes the ease of matter
widely different from that of the Deity."
Though Hylas declares himself satisfied with this an-

swer, I confess I am not : because, if I may trust the

faculties that God l>as given me, I do perceive matter

objectively, that is, something which is extended and
solid, which may be measured and weighed, is the im-
mediate object of my touch and sight. And this object

I take to be matter, and not an idea. And tliough I

have been taught by philosophers, that what I imme-
diately touch is an idea, and not matter ; yet I have

never been able to discover this by the most accurate

attention to my own perceptions.

It were to be wished, that this ingenious author had

explained what he means by ideas, as distinguished

from notions. The word notiorii being a word in com-

mon language, is well understood. All men mean by

it, the conception, the apprehension, or thought which

we have ofany object ofthought. A notion, therefore,

is an act of the mind conceiving or thinking of some

object. The object of thought may be either some-

thing that is in the mind, or something that is not in

the mind. It may be something that has no existence,

or something that did, or does, or shall exist. But the

notion which I have of that object, is an act of my
mind which really exists while I think of the object 5

but has no existence when I do not think of it. The
word idea, in popular language, has precisely the same

meaning as the word notion. But philosophers have

anothes meaning to the word idea; and what that mean-

ing is, I think, is very difficult to say.

The whole of bishop Berkeley's system depends up-

on the distinction between notions and ideas ; and there-

fore it is worth while to find, ifwe are able, what those

things are which he calls ideas, as distinguished from

notions.
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For this purpose, we may observe, that he takes no-

tice of two kinds of ideas, the ideas of sense, and the

ideas of imagination. " The ideas imprinted on the

senses by the author of nature, he says, are called real

things; and those exdted in the imagination, being

less regular, vivid, and constant, are more properly

termed ideas, or images of things, which they copy and

represent. But then our sensations, be they never so

vivid and distinct, are nevertheless ideas j that is, they

exist in the mind, or are perceived by it as truly as the

ideas of its own framing. The ideas of sense are al-

lowed to have more reality in them ; that is, to be more

strong, orderly, and coherent, than the creatures of the

mind. They are also less dependent on the spirit,

or thinking substance which perceives them, in that

they are excited by the will of another and more pow-

erful spirit ; yet still they are ideas ; and certainly no

idea, whether faint or strong, can exist, otherwise than

in a mind perceiving it." Frincip. sect. 33.

' From this passage we see, that, by the ideas of sense,

the author means sensations : and this indeed is evi«

dent from many other passages, of which I shall men-

tion a few, Frincip. sect. 5. " Light and colours, heat

and cold, extension and figure, in a -word, the things

we see and feel, what are they but so many sensations,

notions, ideas, or impressions on the sense ; and is it

possible to separate, even in thought, any of these from

perception ? For my part, I might as easily divide a

thing from itself." Sect. 18. « As for our senses, by

them we have the knowledge only of our sensations,

ideas, or those things that are immediately perceived

by sense ; call them what you will. But they do not

inform us that things exist without the mind, or un-

perceived. like to those which are perceived/' Sect.

2B. " All our ideas, sensations, or the things which

we perceive^ by whatever names they may be distin-
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guished, are .visibly inactive ; tbere is nothing of po\Y>

er or agency included in them."

This therefore appears certain, that by the ideas of

sense, the author meant the sensations we have by
means of our senses. I have endeavoured to explain

the meaning of the word sensation. Essay 1. chap. 1

.

and refer to the explication there given of it, which

appears to me to be perfectly agreeable to the sense ia

which bishop Berkeley uses it.

As there can be no notion or thought but in a think-

ing being ; so there can be no sensation but in a sen-

tient being. It is the act, or feeling ofa sentient being

;

its very essence consists in its being felt. Nothing can

resemble a sensation, but a similar sensation in the same,

or in some other mind. To think that any quality in a

thing that is inanimate can resemble a sensation, is a
great absurdity. In all this, I cannot but agree per-

fectly with bishop Berkeley ; and I think his notions of

sensation much more distinct and accurate than Locke's,

who thought that the primary qualities of body are re-

semblances of our sensations, but that the secondary

- are not.

That we have many sensations by means of our ex-

ternal senses, there can be no doubt ; and ifhe is pleas-

ed to call thoto ideas, there ought to be no dispute

about the meaning of a word. But, says bishop Berke-

ley, by our senses, we have the knowledge only of our

sensations or ideas, call them which you will. I allow

him to call them which he will ; but I would have the

word only in this sentence to be well weighed, because

a great deal depends upon it.

For if it be true, that, by our senses, we have the

knowledge ofour sensations only, then his system must

be admitted, and the existence ofa material world must

be given up as a dream. No demonstration can be

more invincible than this. If we have any knowledge
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of a material world, it must be by the seases ; but, by

the senses, we have no knowledge but of our sensations

only ; and our sensations have no resemblance of any

thing that can be in a material world. The only prop-

osition in this demonstration which admits of doubt is,

that, by our senses, we have the knowledge of our sen-

sations only, and of nothing else. If there are objects

of the senses whieh are not sensations, his arguments

do not touch them ; they may be things which do not

exist in the mind, as all sensations do ; they may be

things, of which, by our senses, we have notions,

though no ideas ; just as, by consciousness and reflec-

tion, we have notions of spirits, and of theip operations,

without ideas or sensations. rJ / f
( .

y:'' "
-

Shall we say then, that, by our senses, we hav^ the

knowledge of our sensations only ; and that they give

us no notion of any thing but of our sensations ? Per-

haps this has been the doctrine of philosophers, and not

of bishop Berkeley alone, otherwise he would have sup-

ported it by arguments. Mr. Locke calls all the notions

we have by our senses, ideas of sensation ; and in this

has been. very generally followed. Hence it seems a

very natural inference, that ideas of sensation are sen-

sations. But philosophers may err. Jt<Bt us hear the

dictates of common sense upon this poiiU:.

Suppose I am pricked with a pin ; I ask, is the pain

I fiBcl, a sensation ? undoubtedly it is. There can be

nothing that resembles pain in any inanimate being.

But 1 ask again, is the pin a sensation ? To this ques-

tion I find myself under a necessity of answering, that

the pin is not a sensation, nor can have the least re-

semblance to any sensation. The pjn has length and
thickness, and figure, and weight. A sensation can

have none of those qualities. I am not more certain

that the pain I feel is a sensation, than that the pin is

not a sensation; yet the pin is an object of set^e; and
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I &in as certain that I perceive its figure and hardness

by my senses, as that I feel pain when pricked by it.

Having said so much of the ideas of sense in Berke*

ley's system, we are next to consider the account he

gives ofthe ideas ofimagination. Ofthese he says, Prin-

cip. sect. 28. " I find I can excite ideas in my mind at

pleasure, and vary and shift the scene as often as I think

fit. It is no more than vrilling ; and straightway this

or that idea arises in my fancy ; and by the same pow-

er it is obliterated, and makes wa,y for another. This

making and unmaking of ideas, doth very proper/y de-

nominate the mind active. This much is certain, and

grounded on experienee. Our sensations, lie says, are

called real things ; the ideas of imagination are more

properly termed ideas, or images of things;" that is,

as I apprehend, they are the images of our sensations.

It might surely be expected, that we should be well ac-

quainted with the ideas of imagination, as they are of

our making ; yet, after all the bishop has said about

them, I am at a loss to know what they are.

I would observe in theJirst place, with regard to these

ideas of imagination, that they are not sensations ; for

surely sensation is the work of the senses, and not of

imagination; and though pain be a sensation, the

thought of pain, when I am not pained, is no sensation^

I observe, in the second place, that I can find no dis^

tinction between ideas of imagination, and notions,

which the author says are not ideas. I can easily dis-

tinguish between a notion and a sensation. It is one

thing to say, I have the sensation of pain. It is anoth-

er thing to say, I have a notion ofpain- The last ex-

pression signifies no more than that I understand what

is meant by the word pain. The first signifies, that I

really feel pain. But I can find no distinction between

the notion of pain, and the imagination of it, or indeed

between the notion of any thing else, and the imagi-

nation of it. I can therefore give no account of the

vol. II. 27
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distinction which Berkeley makes between ideas of

imagination, and notions, which he says are not ideas.

They seem to me perfectly to coincide.

He seems indeed to say, that the ideas of imagination

differ not in kind from those of the senses, but only in

the degree of their regularity, vivacity, and constancy.

"They are," says he, " less regular, vivid, and constant."

This doctrine was afterward greedily embraced by Mr.

Hume, and makes a main pillar of his system; but it

cannot be reconciled to common sense, to which bishop

Berkeley professes a great regard. For, according to

this docti-tne, if we compare the state of a man racked

with the gont, with his state, when being at perfect

ease, he relates what he has suffered ; the difference of

these two states is only this, that, in the ]a«t, the pain

is less regular, vivid, and constant, than hi the first.

We cannot possibly assent to this. Every man knows

tbat he can relate the pain he suffered, not enly with-

out pain, but with pleasure; and that to sufierpain,

and to think of it, are things which totally differ ib kiad^

and not in degree only.

We see, therefore, upon the whole, that, according to

this system, of the most important objects of knowl-

edge, that is, of spirits, of their operations, and of the

relations of things, we have no ideas at all : we have

notions of them, but not ideas : the ideas we have are

those of sense, and those of imagination. The first are

the sensations we have by means of our senses, whose

existence no man can deny, because he is conscious of

them ; and whose nature has been explained by this

author with great accuracy. As to the ideas of imag-

ination, he has left us much in the dark. He makes
them images of our sensations, though, according to

his own doctrine, nothing can resemble a sensa-

tion, but a sensation. He seems to think, that they

differ from sensations only in the degree of their reg-

ularity, vivacity, and constancy : but this cannot be
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reconciled to the experience of mankind ; and besides

this mark, which cannot be admitted, he has given us

no other mark by which they may be distingubhed from

notions. Nay, it may be observed, that the very rea-

son he gives why we can have no ideas of the acts ofthe

mind about its ideas, nor of the relations of things, is

applicable to what he calls ideas of imagination. Prin-

cip. sect. 142. " We may not, I think, strictly be said

to have an idea of an active being, or of an action, al-

though we may be said to have a notion of them. I

have some knowledge or notion of my mind, and its acts

about ideas, in as much as I know or understand what

>9 meant by these words. It is also to be remarked,

that all relations, including an act of the mind, we can-

not so properly be said to have an idea, but rather a

notion of the relations and habitudes between things."

From this it follows, that our imaginations are not

properly ideas, but notions, because they include an act

of the mind. Far he tells us, in a passage already

quoted, that they are creatures of the mind, of its own
framing, and that it makes and unmakes them as it

thinks fit, and from this is properly denominated active.

If it be a good reason why we have not ideas, but no-

tions only of relations, because tjiey include an act of

the mind ; the same reason must lead us to conclude,

that our imaginations are notions, and not ideas, since

they are made and unmade by the mind as it thinks fit,

and from this it is properly denominated active.

When so much has been written, ^nd so many dis-

putes raised, about ideas, it were desirable that we

knew what they are, and to what category or class of

beings they belong. In this we might expect satisfac-

tion in the writings of bishop Berkeley, if any where,

considering his known accuracy and precision in the use

of words ; and it is for this reason that I have taken so

mueb pains to find out what he took them to be.
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After all, if I understand what he calls the ideas of

sense, they are the sensations which we have by means

of our five senses ; but they are, he says, less properly

termed ideas.

I understand likewise what he calls notions, but they,

^ says he, are very different from ideas, though, in the

modern way, often called by that name.

The ideas of imagination remain, which are most

properly termed ideas, as he says ; and, with regard to

these, I am still very much in the dark. When 1

imagine a lioq^ or an elephant, the lion or elephant

.

is the object imagined. The act of the mind, in con-

ceiving that object, is the notion, the conception;

or imagination of the object. If, besides the object,

and the act of the mind about it, there be something

called the idea of the object, I know not what it is.

Ifwe consult other authors who have treated of ideasy

we shall find as little satisfaction with regard to the mean-

ing of this philosophical term. The vulgar have adopt-

ed it ; but they only mean by it the notion or concep-

tion we have of any object, especially our more abstract

or general notions. When it is thus put to signify the

operation of the mind about objects, whether in con-

ceiving, remembering, or perceiving, it is well under-

stood. But philosophers will hav e ideas to be the ob-

jects of the mind's operations, and not the operations

themselves. -There is, indeed, great variety of objects

of thought. We can think of minds, and of their op-

erations, of bodies, and of their qualities and rdations.

Ifideasare notcomprehended under any ofthese classes,

I am at a loss to comprehend what they are.

In ancient pbilosopby, ideas were said to be imma-
terial forms, which, according to one system, existed

from all eternity, and, according to another, are sent

forth from the objeets» whose form they are. In mod-

ern philosophy, they are things in the mind, which are

the immediate objects ef all our thoughts^iand which
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have no existence wLen we do not think pf them.

They are called the images, the resemblances, the rep-

resentatives of external objects of sense: yet they

have neither colour, nor smell, nor figure, nor motion,

nor any sensible quality. I revere the authority of phi-

losophers, especially where they are so unanimous;

but until I can comprehend what they mean by ideas, I

must think and speak with the vulgar.

In sensation, properly so called, I can distinguish

two things, the mind, or sentient being, and the sensa-

tion. Whether the last is to be called a feeling o^ an

operation, I dispute not ; but it has no object" distinct

from the sensation itself. If in sensation there be a

third thing, called an idea, I know not what it is.

In perception, in remembrance, and in conception,

or imagination, I distinguish three things, the mind

that operates, the operation of the mind, and the ob-

ject of that operation. That the object perceived is

one thing, and the perception of that object another,

I am as cert^iin as I can be ofany thing. The same
may be said of conception, of remembrance, oflove and

hatred, of desire and aversion. In all these the act of

the mind about its object is one thing, the object is

another thing. There most be an object, real or imag-

inary, distinct from the operations of ihe mind about it.

Now, if in these operations the idea be a fourth thing

different from the three I have mentioned, I know not

what it is, nor have been able to learn from all that has

been written about ideas. And if the doctrine of phi-

losophers about ideas confounds any two of these things

which I have mentioned as distinct ; if, for example,

it confonnds the olrject perceived with the perception

of that object, and represents them as one and the same

thing, such doctrine is altogether repugnant to all that

I am able to discover ofthe operations ofmy own mind

;

and it is repugnant to the common sense of mankind,

expressed ia the structure of all languages.
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CHAP. XII.

OF THE SENTIMENTS OF MK. HUME.

Two volumes of the Treatise ofHuman Nature were

published in 1739, and the third in 1740. The doc-

trine contained in this Treatise was published anew in

a more popular form in Mr. Hume's Philosophical

Essays, of which there have been various editions.

What other authors, from the time of Des Cartes, had

called ideas, this author distinguished into two kinds,

to wit, impressions and ideas ; comprehending under

the first, all our sensations, passions, and emotions ; and

under the last, the faint images of these, when we re-

member or imagine them.

He sets out with this, as a principle that needed no

proof, and ofwhich therefore he offers none. That all

the perceptions of the human mind resolve themselves

into these two kinds, impressions and ideas.

As this proposition is the foundation upon which the

whole of Mr. Hume's system rests, and from which it

is raised with great acuteoess indeed, and ingenuity, it

were to be wished that he had told us upon what au-

thority this fundamental proposition rests. But we

are left to guess, whether it is held forth as a first

principle, which has its evidence in itselfj or whether

it is to be received upon the authority of philosophers.

Mr. Locke had taught us, that all the immediate ob-

jects ofhuman knowledge are ideas in the mind. Bishop

Berkeley, proceeding upon this foundation, demonstrat-

ed very easily, that there is no material world. And
be thought, that, for the purposes both of philosophy

and religion, we should find no loss, but great benefit in

the want of it. But the bishop, as became his order.
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Xfaa unwilling to give up ttte world of spirits. He saw

verj well, that ideas are as ilnfit to represent spirits as

they are to represent bodies. Perhaps he saw, that if

we perceive only the ideas of spirits, we shall find the

same di£Sculty in inferring their real existence from

the existence of their ideas, as we find in inferring the

existence of matter from the idea of it ; and therefore,

while he gives up the material world in favour of the

system of ideas, he gives up one half of that system in

favour of the world of spirits ; and maintains, that we

can without ideas, think, and speak, and reason, intelli-

gibly about spirits, and what belongs to them.

Mr. Hume shows no such partiality in favour of the

world of spirits. He adopts the theory of ideas in its

full extent ; and, in consequence, shows that there is

neither matter nor mind in the universe ; nothing but

impressions and ideas. What we call a body, is only a

bundle of sensations ; and what we call the mindf is

only a bundle of thoughts, passions, and emotions, with-

out any subject.

Some ages hence it will perhaps be looked upon as a

curious anecdote, that two philosophers of the 18th

century, of very distinguished rank, were led by a phil-

osophical hypothesis ; one to disbelieve the existence

of matter, and the other to disbelieve the existence

both of matter and of mind. Such an anecdote may
not be uninstructive, if it prove a warning to philos-

ophers to beware of hypotheses, especially when they

lead to conclusions which contradict the principles

upon which all men of common sense must act in com-

mon life.

The Egoists, whom we mentioned before, were left

far behind by Mr. Hume ; for they believed their own

existence, and perhaps also the existence of a Deity. /

But Mr. Hume's system does not even leave him a self

to claim the property of bis impressioiis and ideas.
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A system of consequences, however absurd, acutely

and justly drawn from a few principles, in very abstract

matters, is of real utility in science, and may be made

subservient to real knowledge. This merit Mr. Hume's

metaphysical writings have in a great degree.

We had occasion before to observe, that, since the

time of Des Cartes, .philosophers, in treating of the

powers ofthe mind, have in many instances confounded

things, which the common sense of mankind has al-

ways led them to distinguish, and which have different

names in all languages. Thus, in the perception of an

external object, all languages distinguish three things,

the mind that perceives, the operation of that mindf

which is called perception, and the object perceived.

Nothing appears more evident to a mind untutored

by philosophy, than that these three are distinct

things, which, though related, ought never to be con-

fbunded. The structure of all languages supposes

this distinction, and is built upon it. Philosophers have

introduced a fourth thing in this process, which they

call the idea of the object, which is supposed to be an

image, or representative of the object, and is said to be

the immediate object. The vulgar know nothing about

this idea ; it is a creature of philosophy, introduced to

account for, and explain, the manner of our perceiving

external objects.

It is pleasant to observe, that while philosophers, tor

more than a century, have been labouring, by means of

ideas, to explain perception, and the other operations

of the mind, those ideas have by degrees usurped the

place of perception, object, and even of the mind itself,

and have supplanted those very things they were brought

to explain. Des Cartes reduced all the operations of

the understanding to perception ; and what can be more
natural to those who believe that they are only different

modes of perceiving ideas in our own minds. Locke
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confounds ideas, sometimes with the perception of an

external object, sometimes with the external object it'^

self. In Berkeley's system, the idea is the only object,

and yet is often confounded with the perception of it.

But in Hume's, the idea or the impression, which is

only a more lively idea, is mind, perception, and ob'

ject, all in one : so (hat, by the term perception in Mr.

Hume's system, we must understand the mind itself, all

its operations, both of understanding and will, and all

the objects of these operations. Perception, taken in

this sense, he divides into our more lively perceptions,

which he calls impressions, and the less lively, which

he calls ideas. To prevent repetition, I must here re-

fer the reader to some remarks made upon this divi-

sion, Essay 1. chap. 1. in the explication there given of

the words perceive, object, impression.

Philosophers have differed very much with regard to

the origin ofour ideas, or the sources whence they are

derived. The Peripatetics held, that all knowledge is

derived originally from the senses ; and this ancient

doctrine seems to be revived by some late French phi-

losophers, and by Dr. Hartley and Dr. Priestley among

the British. Des Cartes maintained, that maiiy ofour

ideas are innate. Locke opposed the doctrine of in-

nate ideas with much zeal, and employs the whole first

book of his Essay against it. But he admits two dif-

ferent sources of ideas ; the operations of our external

senses, which he calls sensation, by which we get all

our ideas of body, and its attributes ; and reflection up-

on the operations of our minds, by which we get the

ideas of every thing belonging to the mind. The main

design of the second book of Locke's Essay, is to show,

that all our simple ideas, without exception, are derir>-

ed from the one or the other, or both of these sources,

In doing this, the author is led into some paradox-

es, although^ in general, h« is pot fond of par^tdo^^s s

TOI. W, 38
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and had he foreseen all the consequences that may be

drawn from his account of the origin of our ideas, he

wouki probably have examined it more carefully.

Mr. Hume adopts Locke's account of the oi4giil of

otir ideas, and from that principle infers, that we have

no idea of substance, corporeal or spiritual, no idea of

power, no other idea of a cause, but that it is some-

thing antecedent, and constantly conjoined to that

whicli we call its effects ; and, in a word, that we can

have no idea of any thing but our sensations, and the

operations of mind we are conscious of.

This author leaves no power to the mind in framing

its ideas and impressions; and no wonder, since he

holds that we have no idea of power ; and the mind is

nothing but that succession of impressions and ideas of

which we are intimately conscious.

He thinks, therefore, that our impressions arise from

unknown causes, and that the impressions are the

causes of their corresponding ideas. By this he means

no more but that they always go before the ideas ; for

this is all that is necessary to constitute the relation of

cause and effect.

As to the order and succession of our ideas, he holds

it to be determined by three laws of attraction or asso-

ciation, which he takes to be original properties of the

ideas, by which they attract, as it were, or associate

themselves with other ideas which either resemble

them, or which have been contiguous to them in time

and place, or to which they have the relations of cause

and effect.

We may here observe by the way, that the last of
these three laws seems to be included in the second,

since causation, according to hitn, implies no more than

contiguity in time and place.

It is not my design at present to show how Mr. Hume,

upon the principles he has borrowed from Locke and
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Berkeley, has with great aeuteness reared a system of

absolute skepticism, which leaves no rational ground to

believe any one proposition, rather than its contrary

:

my intention in this place being only to give a detail of

the sentiments of philosophers concerning ideas since

they became an olyect of speculation, and concerning

the manner of our perceiving external objects by their

means.
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CHAP. XIII.

or THE SENTIMENTS OF ANTONY AKNAUID.

In this sketch of the opinions of philosophers con-

cerning ideas, we must not omit Antony Arnauld, doc-

tor of the Sorbonne, who, in the year 1683, published

his book of True and False Ideas, in opposition to the

system of Malebranche, before mentioned. It is only

about ten years since I could find this book, and I be-

lieve it is rare.

Though Arnauld wrote before Locke, Berkeley, and

Hume, I have reserved to the last place some account

of his sentiments, because it seems difficult to deter-

mine whether he adopted the common theory of ideag,

or whether he is singular in rejecting it altogether as a

fiction of philosophers.

The controversy between Malebranche and Arnauld

necessarily led them to consider what kind of things

ideas are, a point upon which other philosophers bad

very generally been silent. Both of them professed the

doctrine universally received, that we perceive not ma-
terial things immediately, that it is their ideas that

are the immediate objects of our thought, and that

ii is in the idea of every thing that wo perceive its prop-

erties.

It is necessary to premise, that both these authors

use the word perception, as Des Cartes had done before

them, to signify every operation of the understanding.

''To think, to know, to perceive, are the same thing,"

says Mr. Arnauld, chap. 5. def. 2. It is likewise to be

observed, that the various operations of the mind are

by both called modifications of the mind. Perhaps

they were led into this phrase by the Cartesian doctrine,
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that the essence of the mind consists in thinking, as

that of bodj consists in extension. I apprehend, there-

fore, that when they make sensation, perception,mem'
ory, and imagination, to be various modifications of the

mind, they mean no'more, but that these are things

which can only exist in the mind as their subject. We
express the same thing,' by calling them various modes

of thinking, or various operations of the miud.

The things which the mind perceives, says Male-

branche, are of two kinds. They are either in the

mind itself, or they are external to it. The things ia

the mind, are all its different modifications, its sensa-

tions, its imaginations, its pure intellections, its passions

and affections. These are immediately perceived ; we

are conscious of them, and have no need of ideas to rep-

resent them to us.

Things external to the mind, are either corporeal or

spiritual. With regard to the last, he thinks it possi-

ble, that, in another state, spirits may be an immediate

object of our understandings, and so be perceived with-

out ideas ; that there may be such an union of spirits

as that they may immediately perceive each other, and

communicate their thoughts mutually, without signs,

and without ideas.

But leaving this as a problematical point, he holds it

to be undeniable, that material things cannot be per-

ceived immediately, but only by the mediation of ideas.

He thought it likewise undeniable, thaj the idea must

be immediately present to the mind, that it must touch

the soul, as it were, and modify its perception ofthe ob-

ject.

From these principles we must necessarily conclude,

either that the idea is some modification of the human
mind, or that it must be an idea in the Divine Mind,

which is always intimately present with our minds.

The matter being brought to this alternative, Male-
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braoche considers first> all the possible wajs such a

modification may be produced in our mind as that we
call an idea of a material object, taking it for granted

always, that it must be an object perceived, and some-

thing dificrent from the act of the mind in perceiving

it. Qe finds insuperable objections against every fay^

pothesis of such ideas being produced in our minds, and

therefore concludes, that the immediate objects of per-

ception are the ideas of the Divine Mind.

Against this system Arnauld wrote his book of True

and False Ideas. He does not object to the alteri-.a-

tjye mentioned by Malebranche ; but he maintains, that

ideas are modifications of our minds. And finding np

other modification of the human mind which can be

called the idea of an exteraal object, be says it is only

another word for perception. Chap- 5- def. 3. "I
take the idea of an object, and the perception of an ob-

ject, to be the same thing. I do not say whether there

may be other things to which the name of idea may be

given. But it is certain that there are ideas taken io

this sense, and that these ideas are either attributes or

modifications of our minds."

This, I think indeed, was to attack the system of

Malebranche upon its weak side, ami where, at tbe

same time, an attack was least expected. Philosophers

had been so unanimous in maintaining that we do not

^pereeife external objects immediately, but by certain

representative images of them called ideas, that Male-

branche might well think bis system secure upon that

quarter, and that the only question to be determined

was, in what subject those ideas are placed, whether in

the human or in the Divine Mind ?

But, says Mr. Arnauld, those ideas are mere ^bi-

meras, fictionsojfphilosophers ; there are no such beings

in nature ; and therefore it is to no purpose to inquire

whether they are in the Divine or in the human mind,.
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The only true and realideas are our perceptions, whick

are acknowledged hj all philosophers, and by Male-

branehe himself, to be acts or modifications ofour own
minds. He does not say that the fictitious ideas were

a fiction of Malebranehe. He acknowledges, that they

had been very generally maintained by the scholastic phi-

losophers, and points out, veryjudiciou^y, the prejudices

that had led them into the belief of such ideas.

Of all the powers of our mind, the external senses

are thought to be the best understood, and their objects

are the most familiar. Hence we measure other pow-

ers by them, and transfer to other powers the language

which properly belongs to them. The objects of sense

most be present to the sense, or within its sphere, in or-

der to their being perceived. Hence, by analogy, we
are led to say of every thing when we think of it, that

it is {>reaent to the mind, or in the mind. But this

presence is metaphorical, or analogical only ; and Ai*-

nauld calls it objective presence, to distinguish it froih

that local presence which is required in objects that

are pei'ceived by sense. But both being called by the

same name, they are confounded together, and those

things that belong only to real or local presence, are

attributed to the metaphorical.

We are likewise accustomed to see objects by their

images in a mirror, or in water ; and hence are led, by

analogy, to think that objects may be presented to the

memory or imagination, in some similar manner, by im-

ages, which philosophers have called ideas.

By such prejudices and analogies, Arnatlld conceives,

men have been led to believe, that the objects of mem-
ory and imagination must be presented to the mind by

images or ideas | and the philosophers have been more

carried away by these prejudices than even the vulgar,

because the use made of this theory was to explain and

acconnt for the various operations of the mind, a mat-

top in which the vulgar take no c«ncern.
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He thinks, however, that Des Cartes had got the

better of these prejudices, and that, he uses the word

idea as signifying the same thing with perceptiofl, and

is therefore surprised that a disciple ofDes Cartes, and

one who was so great an admirer ofhim as Malehranche

was, siiould be carried away by them. It is strange,

indeed, that the two most eminent disciples of Des

Cartes, and his contemporaries, should differ so essen-

tially with regard to his doctrine concerning ideas.

I sliall not attempt to give the reader an account of

the continuation of this controversy between those two

acute philosophers, in the subsequent defences and re*

plies ; because I have not access to see them> After

much reasoning, and some animosity, each continued

in his own opinion, and left his antagonist where he

£()und him. Malebranche's opinion of our seeing all

things in God, soon died away of itself j and Arnauld's,

notion of ideas seems to have been less regarded than

it deserved, by the philosopliers that came after him ;

perhaps for this reason, among others, that it seemed

to be in some sort given up by hiibself, in his attempt-

ing to reconcile it to the common doctrine concerning

ideas.

From the account I have given, one would be apt to

conclude, that Arnauld totally denied the existence of

ideas, in the philosophical sense of that word, and that

he adopted the notion of the vulgar, who acknowledge

no object of perception but the external object. But he
seems very unwilling to deviate so far from the com-

mon track, and what he had given up with one hand he
takes back with the other.

For, 1st. Having defined ideas to be the same thing

with perceptions, he adds this qualification to his defii-

nition :
" I do not here consider whether there are

other things that may be called ideas; but it is certain

ther^ are ideas taken in this sense," I believe, indeed;
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there is no pbilosopher wlio does not, on some occa-

sions, use the word idea in this popular sense.

2dly, He supports this popular sense of the wowl
by the authority of Des Cartes, who, in his demonstra-

tion of the existence of God from the idea of him in our

minds, defines an idea thus : " B^ the word idea, I un-

derstand that form of any thought, by the immediate

^perception of which I am conscious of that thought ; so

that I can express nothing by words, with understand-

ing, without being certain that there is in my mind the

idea of that which is expressed by the words." This

definition seems, indeed, to be of the same import with

that which is given by Arnauld. But Des Cartes adds

a qualification. to, it, which Arnauld, in quoting it,

omits; and which shows, that Des Cartes meant to

limit his definition to the idea then treated of, that is,

to the idea of the Deity ; and that there are other

ideas to which this definition does not apply. For he

ad4s ; " And thus I give the name of idea, not solely to

the images painted in the phantasy. Nay, in this place,

I do not at all give the name of ideas to those images,

in so far as they are painted in the corporeal phanta-

sy, that is in some part of the brain, but only in so far

as they inform the mind, turning its attention to that

part of the brain."

Sdly, Arnauld has employed the whole of his sixth

chapter, to show that these ways ofspeaking, common
among philosophers, to wit, that we perceive not things

immediately ; that it is their ideas that are the immedi-

ate oljeets of our thoughts ; that it is in the idea of

every thing that we perceive its properties, are not to be

rejected, but are true when rightly understood. He
labours to reconcile these expressions to his own defi-

nition of ideas, by observing, that every perception,

and every thought is necessarily conscious of itself, and

reflects upon itself; and that, by this eonsciousness

vol. II. 29



and reflection, it is its own immediate object. Whence
he infers, that the idea, that is, the perception, is the

immediate object of perception.

This looks like a weak attempt to reconcile two incon-

sistent doctrines, by one who wishes to hold both. It

is true, that conscibusness always goes along with per-

ception ; but they are different operations of the mind,

and they have their different objects. Consciousness is

not perception, nor is the object of consciousness the ob-

ject of perception. The same may be said of every op-

eration of mind that has an object. Thus, injury is

the object of resentment. When I resent an injury, I

am conscious of my resentment ; that is, my resent-

ment is the immediate, and the only object of my con-

sciousness ; but it would be absurd to infer from this,

that my resentment is the immediate object ofmy re>

sentment.

Upon the whole, if Arnauld, in consequence of his

doctrine, that ideas, taken for representative images of

external objects, are a mere fiction of the philosophers,

had rejected boldly the doctrine of Des Cartes, as well

as of the other philosophers, concerning those fictitious

beings, and all the ways of speaking that imply their

existence, I should have thought him more consistent

with himself, and, his doctrine concerning ideas, more

rational and more intelligible than that ofany other au-

thor ofmy acquaintance who has treated of the subject.
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CHAP. XIV.

REBXBCTIONS ON THE COMMON THEORY OE ISE4S.

Aftee SO long a detail of the sentiments of phlloso-

phers, ancient and modern, concerning ideas, it may

eeem presumptuous to call in question their existence.

But no philosophical opinion, however ancient, howev-

er generally received, ought to rest upon authority.

There is no presumption in requiring evidence for it,

or in regulating our beliefby the evidence we can find.

To prevent mistakes, the reader must again be re*

minded, that if by ideas are meant only tlie acts or op^

erations of our minds in perceiving, remembering, or

imagining objects, I am far from calling in question

the existence of those acts ; we are conscious of them
every day, and every hour of life ; and I believe no man
of a sound mind ever doubted of the real existence of

the operations of mind, of which he is conscious. Noi?

is it to be doubted, that by the faculties which God has

given us, we can conceive things that are absent, as well

as perceive those that are within the reach ofour sen-

ses ; and that such conceptions may be more or less dis>

tinct, and more or less lively and strong. We have rea<

son to ascribe to the all knowing and all perfect Being,

distinct conceptions of all things existent and possible,

and of all their relations ; and if these conceptions are

called bis eternal ideas, there ought to be no dispute

among philosophers about a word. The ideas, of whose

existence I require the proof, are not the operations of

any mind, but supposed objects of those operations.

Tbey are not perception, remembrance, or conception;

but things that are said to be perceived; or remero^

b6red> or imagined.
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Nor do I dispute the existence of what the vulgar

call the objects of perception. These, b;^ all who ac-

knowledge their existence, are called real things, not

ideas. But philosophei's maintain, that, besides these,

there are immediate objects of perception in the mind

itself: that, for instance, We do not see the sun imme-

diately, but an idea,' or, as Mr. Hume calls it, an im>

pression in our own minds. Thi's idea is said to be the

image, the resemblance, the representative of the suit,

if there be a sun. It is fiom the existence of the idea

that we must infer the existence of the sun. But the

idea being immediately perceived, there can be ua

doubt, as philosophers think, of its existence.

In like manner, when I remember, or when I imag-

ine any thing, all men acknowledge that there must be

something that is remembered, or that is imagined

;

that is, same object of those operations. The object

remembered must be something that did exist in time

past. The object imagined, may be something that nev-

er existed. But, say the philosophers,' besides these

objects which all men acknowledge, there is a more
immediate object which, really exists in the mind at the

same time we remember or imagine. This object is an

idea, op image of the thing remembered or imagined.

Thefirst reflection- 1 would make on this philosophi-

cal opinion is, th^ it is dii-ectly contrary to the univer-

sal sense of men who have not been instructed in phi-

losophy. When we see the sun or moon, we have no

doubt that the very objects which we immediat&Iy see,

are very far distant from us, and from one another.

We have not the least doubt, that this is the sun and
moon which God created some thousands of years ago,

and which Jrave continued to perform their revolutions

in the heavens ever sinee. But how are we astonished

when the philosopher informs us, that we are mistaken

in all this ; that the sun and mooa which we see, are
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not, as we imagine, many miles distant from us, and

from each other, but that they are in our own mind 5

that they had no existence before we saw them, and
will have none when we cease to perceive and to think

ofthem ; because the objects we perceive are only ideas

in oup own minds, which can have no existence a mo-
ment longer than we think of them.

• If a plain man, uninstructed in philosophy, has faith

to. receive these mysteries, how great must be his as-

tonishment. He is brought into a new world, wbei'e

every thing he sees, tastes, or touches, is an idea ; a

fleeting kind of being which he can conjure into exist-

ence, or can annihilate in the twinkling ofan eye.

After his mind is somewhat composed, it will be nat-

ural for him to ask his philosophical instructor, pray,

sir, are there then no substantial and permanent beings

called the sun and moon, which contiuue to exist wheth-

er we think of them or not ?

Here the philosophers differ. Mr. Locke, and those

that were before him, will answer to this question, that

it is very true, there are substantial and permanent be-

ings called the sun and moon ; but they never appear

to us in their own person, but by their representa-

tives, the ideas in our own minds, and we know nothing,

of them but what we can gather from those ideas.

Bishop Berkeley and Mr. Hume, would give a differ-

ent answer to the question proposed. They would assure

the querist, that it is a vulgar error, a mere prejudice

of the ignorant and unlearned, to think that there are

any permanent and substantial beings called the sun and

moon ; that the heavenly bodies, our own bodies, and
' all bodies whatsoever, are nothihg but ideas in our

minds ; and that there can be nothing like the ideas of

one mind, but the ideas ofanother mind; There is noth-

ing in nature but minds and ideas, says the bishop : nay,

says Mr. Hume, there is nothing in nature but ideas
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only 5 for what we call a mind, is nothing but a train

of ideas connected by certain relations between them-

selves.

In this representation of the theory ofideas, there is

nothing exaggerated or misrepresented, as far as I am
able tojudge ; and surely nothing further is necessary

to show, that, to the uninstruoted in philosophy, it must

appear extravagant and visionary, and most contrary

to the dictates of common understanding.

There is the less need of any further proof of this,

that it is very amply acknowledged by Mr. Hume in his

Cssay on the Academical or Skeptical Philosophy. " It

seems evident, says he, that men are carried by a natu-

ral instinct, or prepossession, to repose faith in their

senses ; and that without any reasoning, or even al-

most before the use of reason, we always suppose an

external universe, which depends not on our perception,

but would exist though we and every sensible creature

were absent or annihilated- Even the animal creation

are governed by a like opinion, and preserve this belief

of external objects in all their thoughts, designs, and

actions.

<• It seems also evident, that when men follow this

blind and powerful instinct of nature, they always sup'

pose the very images presented by the senses to be the

external objects, and never entertain any suspicion, that

the one are nothing but representations of the other.

This very table which we see white, and feel hard, is

believed to exist independent of our perception, and to

be something external to the mind which perceives it

;

our presence bestows not being upon it ; our absence

annihilates it not : it preserves its existence uniform

and entire, independent of the situation of intelligent

beings who perceive or contemplate it.
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" But this universal and primary notion of all men is

soon destroyed by the slightest philosophy, which

teaches us, that nothing can ever be present to the

mind, but in image or perception ; and that the senses

are only the inlets through which these images are re-

eeired, without being ever able to produce any immedi*

ate intercourse between the mind and the object."

It is therefore acknowledged by this philosopher, io

be a natural instinct or prepossession, an universal and

primary opinion of all men, a primary instinct of na-

ture, that the objects which we immediately perceive

by our senses, are not images in our minds, but exter-

nal objects, and that their existence is independent of

us, and our perception.

In this acknowledgiiient, Mr. Hume, indeed, seems

to me more generous, and even more ingenuous than

bishop Berkeley, who would persuade us, that bis opin-

ion does uot oppose the vulgar opinion, but only that

of the philosophers; and that the external existence of

a material world is a philosophical hypothesis, and not

the natural dictate of our perceptive powers. The
bishop shows a timidity ofengaging such an adversary,

as a primary and universal opinion of all men. He is

rather fond to court its patronage. But the philoso-

pher intrepidly gives a defiance to this antagonist, and

seems to glory in a conflict that was worthy of his arm.

Optat aprum autfulvum descendere monte leonem. Af-

ter all, I suspect that a philosopher, who wages war

with this adversary, will find himself in the same con-

dition as a mathematician who should undertake to

demonstrate, that there is no truth in the axioms of

mathematics.

A second reflection upon this subject is, that the au-

thors who have treated of ideas, have generally taken
,

their existence for granted, as a thing that could not

foe called in question } and such arguments as they have
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mentioned incidentally, in order to prove it, seem too

weak to support the conclusion.

Mr. Locke, in the introduction to his Essay, tells us,

that he uses the word idea to signify whatever is the

immediate object of thought j and then adds, "I pi-e-

sume it will be easily granted me that there are such

ideas in men's minds ; every one is conscious of them in

himself, and men's words and actions will satisfy him

that they are in others." I am indeed conscious of per-

ceiving, remembering, imagining ; but that the objects

of these operations are images in my mind I am not

conscious. I am satisfied by men's words and actions,

,

that they often perceive the same objects which I per-

ceive, which could not be, if those objects were ideas in

their own minds.

Mr. Norris is the only author I have met with, who
professedly puts the question. Whether material things

can be perceived by us immediately ? He has offered

four arguments to show that they cannot. 1st, " Ma-
terial objects are without the mind, and therefore there

can be no union between the object and the percipi-

ent." Answer, This argument is lame, until it is shown

to be necessarythat in perception there should be a union

between the object and the percipient. 2dly, " Mate-

rial objects are disproportioned to the mind, and remov-

ed from it by the whole dianieter of Being." This ar-

gument I cannot answer, because I do not understand

it. 3dly, " Because if material objects were immediate

objects of perception, there could be no physical sci-

ence ; things necessary and immutable being the only

object of science." Answer, Although things necessa-

ry and immutable be not the immediate objects of per-

ception, they may be immediate objects ofother powers

of the mind. 4th]y, " If material things were perceived

by themselves, they would be a true light to our minds,

as being the intelligible form of our understandings,
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and consequently perfective of them, and indeed su-

perior to them," If I comprehend any thing of this

mysterious argument, it follows from it, that the Deity

perceives nothing at all, because nothing can be supie-

rior to his understanding, or perfective of it.

There is an argument which is hinted at by Male-

branehe, and by several other authors, which deserves

to be more seriously considered. As I And it most

clearly expressed, and most fully urged by Dr. Samuel

Clarke, I shall give it io his words, in his second reply

to Leibnitz, sect. i. "The soul, without being pres-

ent to the images of the things perceived, could not

possibly perceive them. A living substance can only

there perceive, where it is present, either to the things

themselves, as the omnipresent God is to the whole uni-

verse, or to the images of things, as the soul is in its

proper sensorium."

Sir Isaac Newton expresses the same sentiment, but

with his usual reserve, in a query only.

The ingenious Dr. Porterfield, in his Sssay concern-

ing the motions of our eyes, adopts this opinion with

more confidence. His words ar^ : " How body acts

upon mind, or mind upon body, I know not ; but this I

am very certain of, that nothing can act, or be acted

upon, where it is not; and therefore, our mind can

never perceive any thiiig but its own proper modifica*

tions, and the various states of the sensorium, to which

it is present: so that it is not the external sun and

moon which are in the heavens, which our mind per-

ceives, but only their image or representation impress-

ed upon the sensorium. How the soul of a seeing man
sees these images, or how it receives those ideas, from

such agitations in the sensorium, I know not ; but I am
sure it can never perceive the external bodies them-

selves, to which it is not present."

Toil. II. .«so
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These, indeed, are great authorities ; but, in matters

of philosophj, we must not be guided by authority, but

by reason. Dr. Clarke, in the place cited, mentions

slightly, as the reason of his opinion, that ''nothing

can any more act, or be acted upon, when it is not pres-

ent, than it can be where it is not." And again, in his

third reply to Leibnitz, sect. 11. " We are sure tlie soul

cannot perceive what it is not present to, because

nothing can act, or be acted upon, where it is not."

The same reason we see is ut-ged by Dr. Porter-

field.

That nothing can act immediately where it is not, I

think, must be admitted ; for I agree with sir Isaac

Newton, that power without substance is inconceiv-

able. It is a consequence of this, that nothing can

be acted upon immediately where the agent is not

present. Let tliis therefore be granted. To make

the reasoning conclusive, it is further necessary that,

when we perceive objects, either they aet upon us, or

we act upon them. This Joes not appear self evident,

nor have I ever met with any proof of it. I shall

briefly offer the reasons why I think it ought not to he

admitted.

When we say that one being acts lipori another, we

mean that some power or force is exerted by the agent,

which produces, or has a tendency to produce, a change

in the thing acted upon. If this be the meaning of the

phrase, as I conceive it is, there appears no reason

for asserting, that, in perception, either the object acts

upon the mind, or the mind upon the object.

An object, in being perceived, does not act at all. I

perceive the walls of the room where I sit; but they

are perfectly inactive, and therefore act not upon the

mind. To be perceived, is what logicians call an ex-

ternal denomination, which implies neither action nor

quality in the object pereeive<I. Nor could men ever

have gone into this notion, that perception is owing to
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some action of the object upon the mind, were it not,

that we are so prone to form our notions of the mind

from some similitude we conceive between it and body.

Thought in the mind is conceived to liave some analo-

gy to motion in a body : and as a body is put in motion,

by being acted upon by some other body ; so we are apt

to think the mind is made to perceive, by some impulse

It receives from the object. But reasonings, drawn

from such analogies, ought never to be trusted. They

are, indeed, the cause of most of our errors with re-

gard to the mind. And we might as well conclude,

that minds may be measured by feet and inches, op

weighed by ounces and drachms, because bodies have

those properties.

I see as little reason, in the second place, to believe,

that in perception the mind acts upon the object. To v

perceive an object is one thing, to act upon it is anoth-

er; nor is the last at all included in the first. To
say, that I act upon the wall, by looking at it, is an

abuse of language, and has no meaning. Logicians

distinguish two kinds of operations of mind ; the first

kind produces no effect without the mind ; the last

does. The first they call immanent acls ; the second

transitive. All intellectual operations belong to the

first class ; they produce no effect upon any external

object. But without having recourse to logical dis-

tinctions, every man of common sense knows, that to

think of an ohject, and to act upon it, are very differ-

ent things.

As we have therefore no evidence, that, in perception,

the mind acts upon the object, or the object upon the.
;

mind, but strong reasons to the contrary ; Dr. Clarke's
;

argument against our perceiving external objects im-

mediately falls to the ground. This notion, that, in

perception, the object must be contiguous to the per-

cipient, seems, with many other prejudices, to be bor-
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rowed from analogy. In all the external senses, there

must, as has been before observed, be some impression

made upon the organ of sense bjthe object, or bj some-

thing coming from the object. An impression sup-

poses contiguity. Hence we are led by analogy to con-

ceive something similar in the operations of the mind.

Many philosophers resolve almost every operation of

mind into impressions and feelings, words manifestly

borrowed from the sense of touch. And it is very nat-

ural to conceive contiguity necessary between that

which makes the impression, and that which receives

it J between that which. feels, and that which is felt.

And though no philosopher will now pretend to justify

such analogical reasoning as this, yet it has a powerful

influence upon the judgment, while we contemplate the

operations ofour minds, only as they appear through the

deceitful medium of such analogical notions and ex-

pressions.

When we lay aside those analogies, and reflect atten-

tively, upon our perception of the objects of sense, we
must acknowledge, that, though we are conscious of

perceiving objects, we are altogether ignorant how it is

lirought about : and know as little how we perceive ob-

jects as bow we were made. And if we should admit

an image in the mind, or contiguous to it, we know as

little how p^rc.eption may be produced by this image as

by the most distant object. Why therefore should we
be led, by a theory which is neither grounded on evi-

dence, nor, if admitted, can explain any one phenom-

enon of perception, to reject the natural and immedi-

ate dictates of those perceptive powers, to which, in

the conduct of life, we find a necessity of yielding im-

plicit submission 1

There renaains oidy one other argument that I have

been a]^le to find urged against our perceiving external

objects immediately. It is proposed by Mr. Hume> who.
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in (he Essay already quoted, after aoknowledging that

it is an universal and primary opinion of all meto, that

we perceire external objects immediately, snlgoins

what follows

:

" But this universal and primary opinion of all men is

soon destroyed by the slightest philosophy, whieh

teaches us, that nothing can ever be present to the mind

but an image or perception ; and that the senses are

only the inlets through vrhich these images are receiv-

ed, without being ever able to produce any immediate

intercourse between the mind and the object. The
table, which we see, seems to diminish as we remove

further from it ; but the real table, which exists in-

dependent of us, suffers no alteration. It was there-

fore nothing but its image which was present to the

mind. These are the obvious dictates of reason ; and

no man who reflects, ever doubted that the existences

which we consider, when we say, this, house^ and that

tree, are nothing but perceptions in the mind, and fleet-

ing copies and representations of other existences^

which remain uniform, and independent. So £y then,

we are necessitated, by reasoning, to depart fi-om the

primary instincts ofnature, and to embrace a new sys-

tem, with regard to the evidence of our senses."

°We have here a. remarkable conflict between two

contradictory opinions, wherein all mankind are m-
gagedi On the one side, stand all th& vulgar, who are

unppactised^inphilosophicalfvesearchest ^d guided by

the UBoerrupted pdmacy instincts* of nature. On the

other side, stand all the philosopfaer& ancient and mod-

ern ; every man without exception who reflects^ In

this division, to my great humil«UioH» I And myself

elapsed with the vulgart

The passage now. quoted is all I have found in Mr.

jSume's writings upon this point; and indeed there js
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more reasoning in it than I have found in any other au-

thor; I shall therefore examine it minutely.

First, He tells us, That " this universal and primary

opinion of all njen is soon destroyed by the slightest

philosophy, which teaches us, that nothing can ever be

present to the mind but an image or perception."

The phrase of being present to the mind has some

obscurity ; but I conceive he means being an imme-

diate object of thought ; an immediate object, for in-

stance, of perception, of memory, or of imagination. If

this be the meaning, and it is the only pertinent one I

can think of, there is no more in this passage but an

assertion of the proposition to be proved, and an asser-

tion that philosophy teaches it. If this be so, I beg

leave to dissent from philosophy till she gives me rea»

son for what she teaches. For though common sense

and my external senses demand my assent to their dic-

tates upon their own authority, yet philosophy is not en-

titled to this privilege. But that I may not dissent

irom so grave a personage without giving a reason, I

give this as the reason of my dissent. I see the sun

when he shines; I remember the battle of CuUoden;

and neither of these objects is an image or perception.

He tells us in the next place, " That the senses are

only the inlets through which these images are receiv-

ed."

I know that Aristotle and the schoolmen taught, that

images or species flow from objects, and are let in by

the senses, and strike upon the mind ; but this has

been so effectually refuted by Des Cartes, by Male-

branche, and many others, that nobody now pretends to

defend it. Reasonable men consider it as one of the

most unintelligible and unmeaning parts of the ancient

system. To what cause is it owing that modern phi-

losophers are so prone to fall back into this hypothesis,

as if they really believed it ? For of this proneness I
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could give maHy instances besides this of Mr. Hume ;

and I take the cause to be, that images in the mind,
and images let in hy the senses, are so nearly allied,

and so strictly connected, that they must stand or fall

together. The old system consistently maintained
both : but the new system has rejected the doctrine of
images let in by the senses, holding, nevertheless, that
there are images in the mind; and, having made this

Unnatural divorce oftwo doctrines which ought not to be
put asunder, that which they have retained often

leads them back involuntarily to that which <hey have
rejected*

Mr. Hume surely did not seriously believe that an
image of sound is let in by the ear, an image of smell

fcy the nose, an image of hardness and softness, of so-

lidity and resistance, by the touch. For, besides the

absurdily of the thing, which has often been shown,
Mr. Hume, and all modern philosophers maintain, that

the images which are the immediate objects of percep-

tion, have no existence when they are not perceived ;

whereas, if they were let in by the senses, they must be,

before they are perceived, and have a separate existence.

He tells us further, that philosophy teaches, that the

senses are unable to produce any immediate intercourse

between the mind and the ol\ject. Here I still require the

reasons that philosophy gives for this ; for. to my appre-

hension, limmediately perceive external objec' s, and this

I conceive is the immediate intercourse here meant.

Hitherto I see nothing that can be called an argu-

ment. Perhaps it was intended only for illustration.

The argument, the only argument follows

:

The table, which we see, seems to diminish as we re-

move further from it ; but the real table, which exists ^

independent of us, suffers no alteration. It was there-

fore nothing but its image which was presented to the

mind. These are the obvious dictates of reason-
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To judge of the strength of this argument, it is nec-

essary to attend to a distinction which is familiar to

those who are conversant in the mathematical g^iences,

I mean the distinction between real and apparent mag-

nitude. The real magnitude of a line is measured by

some known measure of length, as inches, feet, or

miles. The real magnitude of a surface or solid, by

known measures of surface or of capacity. This mag-

nitude is an object of touch only, and not of sight ; nor

eould we even have had any conception *f it, without

the sense of touch ; and bishop Berkel^, on that ac-

count, calls it tangible magnitude.

Apparent magnitude is measured by the angle which

an object subtends at the eye. Supposing two right

lines drawn from the eye to the extremities of the ob-

ject, making an angle, of which the object is the sub-

tense, the apparent magnitude is measured by this an-

gle. This apparent magnitude is an object of sight,

and not of touch. Bishop Berkeley calls it visible

magnitude.

If it be asked. What is the apparent magnitude of the

'sun's diameter ? the answer is. That it is about thirty-

one minutes of a degree. But if it be asked. What is

the real magnitude of the sun's diameter? The an-

swer must be, So many thousand miles, or so many di-

ameters of the earth. From which it is evident, that

veal magnitude, and apparent magnitude, are things of

a different nature, though the name of magnitude is

given to both. The first has three dimensions, the last

only two. The first is measured by a line, the last by

an angle.

From what has been said, it is evident that the real

magnitude of a body must continue unchanged, while

the body is unchanged. This we grant. But is it like-

wise evident, that the apparent magnitude must con-

tinue the same while the body is unchanged ? So tat
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otherwise, that every man who knows any thing of

mathematics can easily demonstrate, that the same in-

dividual object, remaining in the same place, and un-

ohanged, must necessarily vary in its apparent magni-

tude, according as the point from which it is seen is

more or iess distant ; and that its apparent length or

breadth will be nearly in a reciprocal proportion to the

distance of the spectator. This is as certain as the

principles of geometry.

We must likewise attend to tins, that though the real

magnitude of a body is not originally an object ofsight,

but of touch, yet we learn by experience to judge of

the real magnitude in many cases by sight. We learn

by experience to judge of the distance of a body from

the eye within certain limits ; and from its distance

and apparent magnitude taken together, we Jearu to

judge of its real magnitude.

And this kind ofjudgment, by being repeated every

hour, and almost every minute of our lives, becomes,

when we are grown up, so ready and so habitual, thai

it very much resembles the original perceptions of our

senses, and may not improperly be called acquired per-

ception.

Whether we call it judgment or acquired perception

is a verbal difference. But it is evident, that, by means

©rit, we often discover by one sense things which are

properly and naturally the objects of another. Thus I

can say without impropriety, I hear a drum, I hear a

great bell, or I hear a small bell ; though it is certain

that the figure or size of the sounding body is not orig-

inally an object of hearing. In like manner, we learn

by experience how a body of such a real magnitude^

and at such a distance, appears to the eye : but nei-

ther its real magnitude, nor its distance from the eye,

are properly objects of sight; any more than the form

voz. II. 31
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of a drum, or the size of a bell, are properly olijects of

hearing.

If these things be considered, it will appear, that Mr.

Hume's argument has no force to support his contlu'

sion, nay, that it leads to a contrary conclusion. The

argument is this. The table we see, seems to dimin-

ish as we remove further from it j that is, its ap^rent

magnitude is diminished ; but the real table suffers no

alteration, to wit, in its real magnitude ; therefore it is

not the real table we see. I admit both the premises

in this syllogism, but I deny the conelusion. The syl-

logism has what the logicians call two middle terms.

Apparent magnitude is the middle term in the first

premise; real magnitude in the second. Therefore^

according to the rules of logic, the conclusion is not

justly drawn from the premises ; but, laying aside the

rules of logic, let us examine it by the light ofcommon
sense.

Let us suppose, for a moment, that it is the real ta-

ble we see. Must not this real table seem to diminish

as we remove further from it ? It is demonstrable that

it must. How then can this apparent diminution be an

argument that it is not the real table? When that

which must happen to the real taUe, as we remove

further from it, does actually happen to. tlie table we
see, it is absurd to conclude from this, that it is not the

teal table we see. It is evident, therefore, that this

ingenious author has imposed upon himself, by cou<-

founding real magnitude with apparent magnitude^ and

ihat his argument is a mere sophism.

I observed that Mr. Hume's argument, not only has

BO strength, to support his conclusion, but that it leads

to the contrary conclusion^ to wit, that it is the real

table we see ',. for this plain reason, that the table we
see has^ precisely that apparent magnitude whieh it is
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demonstrable the real table must have when placed at

that distance.

The argument is made much stronger by consider-

ing, that the real table may be placed successively at a

thousand difierent distances, and in every distance, in a

thousand difierent positions ; and it can be determined

demonstratively, by the rules of geometry and per-

spective, what must be its apparent magnitude, and ap-

parent figure, in each of those distances and positions.

Let the table be placed successively in as many of

these difierent distances, and difierent positions, as you

will, or in them all ; open your eyes, and you shall see

a table precisely of that apparent magnitude, and that

apparent figure, which the real table must have in that

distance, and in that position. Is not this a strong ar-

gument that it is the real table you see ?

In a word, the appearanee of a visible object is infin-

itely diversified, according to its distance and position.

The visible appearances are innumerable, when we
eonfine ourselves to one object, and they are multiplied

according to the variety of objects. Those appearan-

ces have been matter of speculation to ingenious men,

at least sioce the time of Euclid. They have account-

ed for all this variety, on the supposition, that the ob-

jects we see are external, and not in the mind itself.

The rules they have demonstrated about the various

projections of the sphere, about the appearances of the

planets in their progressions, stations, and retrograda*

tions, and all the rules of perspective, are built on the

supposition that the objects of sight are external.

They ean eaeh ofthem be tried in thousands of instan-

ces. In many arts and professions, innumerable trials

are daily made ; nor were they ever found to fail in a

single instance. Shall we say that &, false supposition,

invented by the rude vulgar, has been so lucky in solv-

ing an infinite namber of phenomena of nature ? This
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surely would be a greater prodigy than philosophy

ever exhibited. Add to this, that upon the contrary

hypothesis, to wit, that the objects of sight are internal,

no account can be given of any one of those appearances,

nor any physical cause assigned why a visible object

should, in any one case, have one apparent figure and

magnitude rather than another.

Thus I have considered every argument I have fonnj?

advanced to prove the existence of ideas or images Of

external things in the mind ; and if no better arga-

ments can be found, I cannot help thinking, that the

whole history of philosophy has never furnished an in-

stance of an opinion so unanimously entertained by phi-

losophers upon so slight grounds.

A third reflection I would make upon this subject is,

that philosophers, notwithstanding their unanimity as

to the existence ofideas, hardly agree in any one thing

else concerning them. If ideas be not a mere fiction,

they must be of all objects of human knowledge, the

things we have best access to knoAV, and to be acquaint-

ed with ; yet there is nothing about which men differ

so much.

Some have held them to be self existent, others to

be in the Divine mind, others in our own minds, and
others in the brain or sensorium. I considered the hy-

potheses ofimages in the brain, in the fourth chapter of
this Essay. As to images in the mind, if any thing

more is meant by the image of an object in the mind
than the thought of that object, I know not what it

means. The distinct conception of an object may, in a
metaphorical or analogical sense, be called an image of
it in the mind. But this image is only the conception

of the object, and not the object conceived.
, It is an act

of the mind, and not the object of that act.

Some philosophers will have our ideas, or a part of
them, to be innate ; others will have them all to be ad-

Tentitious. Some derive them from the senses alons;
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others from sensation and reflection. Some think they

are fabricated hy the mind itself; others that they are

produced by external objects ; others that they are the

immediate operation of the Deity; others say, that

impressions are the causes of ideas, and that th^

- causes of impressions are unknown. Some think that

we have ideas only of material objects, but none of

minds, of their operations, or of the relations of

things ; others will have the immediate object of every

thought to be an idea. Some think we have abstract

ideas, and that by this chiefly we are distinguished

from the brutes ; others maintain an abstract idea to

be an absurdity, and that there can be no such thing.

With some they are the immediate objects of thought,

with others, the only objects.

Afourth reflection is, that ideas do not make any of

the operations of the mind to be better understood, al-

though it was probably with that view that they

have been first invented, and afterward so generally re-

ceived.

We are at a loss to know how we perceive distant

objects ; how we remember things past ; how we imag-

ine things that have no existence. Ideas in the mind
seem to account for all these operations. They are all

by the means of ideas reduced to one operation ; to a

kind offeeling, or immediate perception of things pres-

ent, and in contact with the percipient ', and feeling is

an operation so familiar, that we think it needs no ex-

plication, but may serve to explain other operations.

Bat this feeling, or immediate perception, is as dif-

ficult to be comprehended, as the things which \ye pre-

tend to explain by it. Two things may be in contact

without any feeling or perception ; there must there-

fore be in the percipient a power to feel or to perceive.

How this power is produced, and how it operates, is

quite beyond the reach of our knowledge. As little can
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we know whether this power must be limited to things

present, and in contact with us. Nor can any man pre-

tend to prove, that the Being who gave us the power to

peroeive things pi'esent, may not give us the power to

perceive things that are distant, to remember things

past, and to conceive things that never existed.

Some philosophers have endeavoured to make all our

senses to be only different modifications of touch ; a

theory which serves only to confound things that are dif-

ferent, and to perplex and darken things that are clear.

The theory of ideas resembles this, by reducing all

the operations of the human understanding to the per-

ception of ideas in our own minds. This power of per-

ceiving ideas is as inexplicable as any of the powers ex-

plained by it : and the contiguity of the object con-

tributes nothing at all to make it better understood ; be-

cause there appears no connection between contiguity

and perception, but what is grounded on prejudices,

drawn from some imagined similitude between mind

and body ; and from the supposition, that, in percep-

tion, the object acts upon the mindj or the mind upon

the object. We have seen how this theory has led phi-

losophers to confound those operations of mind which

experience teaches all men to be different, and teaches

them to distinguish in common language ; and that it

has led them to invent a language inconsistent with the

principles upon which all language is grounded.

The last reflection I shall make upon this theory is,

that the natural and necessary consequences of it fur-

nish a just prejudice against it to every man who pays

a due regard to the common sense of mankind.

Not to mention, that it led the Pythagoreans and

Plato to imagine that we see only the shadows of ex-

ternal things, and not the things themselves, and that

it gave rise to the Peripatetic doctrine of sensible spe-

des, one of the greatest absurdities of that ancient sys-
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teiii> let us only eonsidev the fruits it has produced,

sinee it was new modelled by Des Cartes. That great

reformer in philosophy saw the absurdity of the doe-

trine of ideas coming from external objects, and refut-

ed it effectually^ after it bad been received by philoso-

phers for thousands of years; bat he still retained

ideas in the brain and in the mind. Upon this founda-

tion, all our modern systems of the powers of the mind
are built. And the tottering state of those fabrics,

though built by skilful hands, may give a strong suspi-

cion of the unsoundness of the foundation.

It^was this theory of ideas that led Des Cartes, and

those that followed him, to think it necessary to prove,

by philosophical arguments, the existence of material

objects. And who does not see that philosophy must

make a very ridiculous figure in the eyes of sensible

men, while it is employed in mustering up metaphysical

arguments, to prove that there is a sun and a moon, an

earth and a sea ? Yet we find these truly great men,

Des Cartes, Malebranche, ArnauM, and Locke, seri-

ously employing theraisclv^s in this argument.

Surely their principles led them to think, that all

Inen, ilcom the beginning of the world, believed the ex-

istence of these things upon insufficient gr6unds, and

t» think that tli«y would be able to place upon a more

rational fcnindation tMa universal belief of mankind.

But the misfortune is, that all the laboured arguments

they have advan^d, to prove the existence of those

tbings we see and feel, are mere sophisms. Not one of

th«m will bear examinatioD.

I might mention selieral paradoxes, which Mr.

Locke, though by no means fond of paradoxes, was le^

into by this theory of idfeas. Such as, that the second-

ary qualities of body are no qualities of body at all«

but sensations of the mind : That the primary quali-

ties of body are resemblances of our sensations : Tha^
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we have no notion of duration, but from the succession

of ideas in our minds : That personal identity consists

in consciousness ; so that the same individual thinking

being may make two or three different persons, and

several different thinking beings make one person:

Tbatjudgmentis nothing but a perception of the agree-

ment or disagreement ofour ideas. Most of these par-

adoxes I shall have occasion to examine.

However, all these consequences of the doctrine of

ideas were tolerable, compared with those which came

afterward to be discovered by Berkeley and Hume

:

That there is no material world : No abstract ideas or

notions : That the mind is only a train of related im-

pressions and ideas, without any subject on which they

may be impressed : That there is neither space nor

time, body nor mind, but impressions and ideas only:

And, to sum up all. That there is no probability, even

in demonstration itself, nor any one proposition mor»

probable than its contrary.

These are the noble fruits which have grown upon

this theory of ideas, since it began to be cultivated by

skilful hands. It is no wonder that sensible men
should be disgusted at philosophy, when such wild and

shocking paradoxes pass under its name. However, as

these paradoxes have, with great acuteness and inge-

nuity, been deduced by just reasoning from the theory

of ideas, they must at last bring this advantage, that

positions so shocking to the common sense of mankind,

And so contrary to the decisions of all our intellectual

powers, will open men's eyes, and b|>eak the force of the

prejudice which has held them entangled in that the-

ory.
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CHAP. XV.

ACCOUNT OF THE SYSTEM OF XEIBNITZ.

Theke is yet another system concerning perception,

of which I shail give some account, because of tliefame

of its author. It is the invention of the famous Ger-

man philosopher Leibnitz, who, while he lived, held the

'first rank anjong the Germans in all parts of philosophy,

as well as in mathematics, in jurisprudence, in the

knowledge of antiquities, and in every branch, both of

science and of literature. He was highly respected by
emperors, and by many kings and princes, who bestow-

ed upon him singular marks of their esteem. He was

a particular favourite of our queen Caroline, consort of

George II. with whom he continued his correspondence

by letters after she came to the crown of Britain, till

his death.

The famous controversy between him and the British

mathematicians, whether he or sir Isaac Newton was

the inventor of that noble improvement in mathemat-

ics, eallied'by Newton the method of Jluicions, and by

Leibnitz the differential method, engaged the attention

of the mathematicians in Europe for several years. He
had likewise a controversy with the learned and judi-

cious Dr. Samuel Clarke, about several points of the

Newtonian philosophy which he disapproved. The pa-

pers which gave occasion to this controversy, with all

the replies and rejoinders, bad the honour to be trans-

mitted from the one party to the other through the

hands of queen Caroline, and were afterward publish-

ed.

His authority, in all matters of philosophy, is still so

great in most parts of Germany, that they are consider-

ed as bold spirits, and a kind of heretics, who dissent

Toii. II. 32
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from him in any (hing. Wolfius, the most volumiu-

ous writer in philosophy of this age, is considered as the

great interpreter and advocate of the Leibnitzian sys-

tem, and reveres as an oracle whatever has dropped

from the pen of Leibnitz. This author proposed two

great works upon the mind. The first, which I have

seen, he published widi the title of Psychologia em-

inrica, seu experimentalis. The other was to have the

title of Psychologia rationalis ; and to it he refers for

his explication of the theory of Leibnitz with regard

to tire mind. But whether it was published I have not

learned.

I must therefore take the short account I am to give

of this sysiem from the writings of Leibnitz himself,

without the light which his interpreter Wolfius may

have fiirown upon it.

Leibnitz Conceived the whole universe, bodies as

well as minds, to be made up of monads, that is. simple

substances, each of whfcli is, by the Creator in the be-

ginning, of its existence, endowed with certain active and

perceptive powers. A monad, therefore, is an active

substance, simple, without parts or figure, which has

within itself the power to produce all the changes it

undergoes from the beginning of its existence to eterni-

ty. The changes which the monad undergoes, of what

kind soever, (hough they may seem to us the eficct of

causes operating from without, yet they are only the

gradual and successive evolutions of its own internal

powers, which would have produced all the same

-changes and motions, although there had been no other

being in the universe.

Every human soul is a monad joined to an organiz-

ed body, which organized body consists of an infinite

nuinber of monads, each having some degree of active

and of perceptive power in itself. But the whole ma-
chine of the body has a relation to that monad which
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tie call the soul, which is, as it were, the centre of the

whole.

As the universe is completely filled with monads,

without any chasm or void, and thereby every body

acts upon every other body, according to its vicinity or

distant-e, and is mutually re-acted upon by every other

body, it follows, says Leibnitz, that every monad is a

kind of living mirror, which reflects the whole uni-

verse, according to its point of view, and represents

the whole more or less distinctly.

I cannot undertake to reconcile this part of the sys-

tem with what was before mentioned, to wit, that every

change in a monad is the evolution of its own original

powers, and would have happened though no other sub-

stance had been created. But to proceed

;

There are diflTerent orders of monads, some higher,

and others lower. The higher orders he calls domi-

nant ; such is the human soul. The monads that com-

pose the organized bodies of men, animals and plants,

are of a lower order, and, subservient to the dominant

monads. But every monad of whatever order, is a

complete substance in itself, indivisible, having no parts,

indestructible, because, having no parts, it cannot perish

by any kind ofdecomposilion ; it can only perish by an-

nihilation, and we have no reason to believe that God
will ever annihilate any ofthe beings which he has made.

The monads of a lower order maj', by a regular evo-

lution of their powers, rise to a higher order. They may
successively be joined to organized bodies, of various

forms and different degrees of perception ; but they

never die, nor cease to be in some degree active and

percipient.

This philosopher makes a distinction between per-

ception and what he calls apperception. Tiie first is

common to all monads, the last proper to the higher

orders, among which are human souls.
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By apperception he understands that degree of per-

ception which reflects, as it were, upon itself; hy which

we are conscious of our own existence, and conscious

of our perceptions; by which we can reflect upon the

operations of our own minds, and can comprehend

abstract truths. The mind, in many fOperatioos, he

thinks, particularly in sleep, and in many actions com-

mon to us with the brutes, has not this apperception,

although it is still filled with a multitude of obscure

and indistinct perceptions, of which we are not con-

scious.

He conceives that our bodies and minds are united

in such a manner, that neither has any physical influ-

ence upon the other. Each performs all its opera-

tions by its own internal springs and powers ; yet the

operations of one correspond exactly with those of the

other, by a pre-established harmony; just as one clock

may be so adjusted as to keep time with another, al-

though each has its own moving power, and neither re-

ceives any part of its motion from the other.

So that, according to this system, all our perceptions

of external objects would be the same, though external

things bad never existed ; our perception of them
would continue, although, by the power of God, they

should this moment be annihilated : we do not per-

ceive external things because they exista but because

the soul was originally so constituted as to produce in

itself all its successive changes, and all its successive

perceptions, independently of the external objects.

Every perception or apperception, every opei'ation,

in a word, of the soul, is a necessary consequence of the

state of it immediately preceding that operation ; and

this state is the necessary consequence of the state pre-

ceding it ; and so backward, until you come to its first

formation, and constitution, which produces successive-

ly, and by necessary consequence, all its successive
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states to the end of its existence | so that in this re-

spect the soul, and every monad, >nay be compared to

a watch wound up, which, having the spring of its

motion in itself, by the gradual evolution of its own

spring, produces all the successive motions we observe

in it. ,

In this account of Leibnitz's system concerning mon-

ads, and the pre-established harmony, I have kept as

nearly as I could to his own expressions, in his new

system of the nature and communication ofsubstances,

and of the union of soul and body; and in the several il-

lustrations of that new system which he afterward pub-

lished ; and in his principles of nature and gracefound-

ed in reason. I shall now make a few remarks upon

this system.

1. To pass over the irresistible necessity of all hu-

man actions, which makes a part of this system, that

will be considered in another place, I observe first, that

the distinction made between perception and apper-

ception is obscure and unphilosophieal. As far as we

can discover, every operation of our mind is attended

with consciousness, aqd particularly that which we call

the perception of external objeets } and to speak pf'a

perception of which we are not conscious, is to speak

without any meaniag.

^s consciousness is the only power by which we dis-

cern the operations of our own minds, or can ^rm any !

notion of them, an operation of mind of which we are

not conscious, is, we know not what ; and to call sucb an

operation by the name of perception, is an abuse of

language. No man can perceive an object, without

being conscious that he perceiyes pt. Np pian can

think, without being conscious that he thinks. What
men are not conscious of, cannot therefore, without im-

propriety, be called either perception or thought of any

kind. And if we Avill suppose operations of mind, of
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which we are not conscious, and give a name to such

creatures of our imagination, that name must signify

what we know nothing about.

3. To suppose bodies organized or unorganized, to

be made up of indivisible monads wiiich have no parts,

is contrary to all that we know of body. It is essential

to a body to have parts ; and every part of a body, is

a body, and has parts also. No number of parts, with-

out extension or figure, not even an infinite number, if

we may use that expression, can. by being put togeth-

er, make a whole that has extension and figure, which

all bodies have.

3. It is contrary to all that we know of bodies, to as,

cribe to the monads, of which they are supposed to be

compounded, perception and active force. Ifa philoso-

pher thinks proper to say, that a clod of earth both

perceives and has active force, let him bring his proofs.

But he ought not to expect, that men who have under-

standing, will so far give it up as to receive without

proof whatever his imagination may suggest.

4. This system overturns all authority of our senses,

and leaves not the least ground to believe the existence

of the objects of sense, or the existence of any thing

which depends upon the authority of our senses ; for

onr perception of objects, according to this system, has

no dependence upon any thing external, and would be

the same as it is, supposing external objects had never

existed, or that they were from this moment annihil-

ated.

It is remarkable that Leibnitz's system, that ofMal-

ebranche, and the common system of ideas, or images

of external objects in the mind, do all agree in over-

turning all the authority of our senses ; and this one

thing, as long as men retain their senses, will always

make all these systems truly ridiculous.
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S. The last observation I sball make upon this sys-

tem, which indeed is equally applicable to all the sys-

tems of perception I have mentioned, is, that it is all

hypothesis, made up of conjectures and suppositions,

without proof. The Peripatetics supposed sensible

species to be sent forth by the objects of sense. The
moderns suf)pose ideas in the brain, or in the mind.

Malebrancbe supposed, that we perceive the ideas of

the Divine mind. Leibnitz supposed monads and a

pre-established harmony ; and these monads being crea-

tures of his own making, he is at liberty to give them
what properties and powers his fancy may suggest. In

like manner, the Indian philosopher supposed that (he

earth is supported by a huge elephant, and that the el-

ephant Stands on the back of a huge tortoise^

Such suppositions, while there is no proof of them

offered, are notliing but tlie fictions of human fancy f

and we ought no more to believe them, than we believe

Homer's fictions of Apollo's silver bow, or Minerva's

shield, or Venus's girdle. Such fictions in poetry

are agreeable to tlie rules of the art. They are intend-

ed to please, not to convince. But the philosophers

would have us to believe their fictions, though the ac-

count they give of the phenomena of nature has com-

monly no more probability than the account that Ho-

mer gives of the plague in the Grecian camp, from

Apollo taking his station on a neighbouring mountain,

and from his silver bow, letting fly his swift arrows

into the eanip.

Men then only begin to have & true taste in philosa-

phy, when they have learned to hold hypotheses in just

contempt ; and to consider them as the reveries of spec-

ulative men, which will never have any similitude to the

works of God.

The Supreme Being has given us some intelligence

of his works,>by what our senses inform us of external
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things, and by what our consciousness and reflection in-

form us concerning the operations of our oWn minds.

Whatever can be inferred from thsse common informa-

tions, by just and sound reasoning, is true and legiti-

mate philosophy : but what we add to this from con-

jecture is all spurious and illegitimate.

After this long account of the theories advanced by

pbilosoplierg, to account for our perception of external

objects, I hope it will appear, that neither Aristotle's

theory of sensible species, nor Malebranche's, of our

seeing things in God, nor the common theory of our

perceiving ideas in our own minds, nor Leibnitz's theo-

ry of monads, and a pre-established harmony, give any

satisfying account of this power of the mind, or make,

it more intelligible than it is without their aid. They
are conjectures, and if they were true, would solve no

diffieulty, but raise many new ones. It is therefore

more agreeable to good sense, and to sound philoso-

phy, to rest satisfied with what our consciousness and
attentive reflection discover to us of the nature of
perception, than by inventing hypotheses, to attempt

to explain things which are above the reach of hu-

man understanding. I believe no man is able to ex-

plain how we perceive external objects, any more
than how we are conscious of those that are internal.

Perception, consciousness, memory, and imagination,

are all original and simple powers of the mind, and
parts of its constitution. For this reason, thougtr I
have endeavoured to show, that the theories of phi-

losophers on this subject are ill-grounded and insuffi-

cient, I do not attempt to substitute any other theory in

their place.

Every man feels that perception gives him an invin-

cible belief of the existence of that which he per-

ceives ; and that this belief is not the efiect of reason-

ing, but the immediate consequence of pei^ception.
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When philosophers have wearied themselves and their

readers with their speculations upon this subject, they

can neither strengthen this belief, nor weaken it ; nor

can they show how it is produced. It puts the phi-

losopher and the peasant upon a level ; and neither

of them can give any other reason for believing his

senses, than that he finds it impossible for him to do

otherwise.

VOL. II. S3
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CHAPTER XVI.

' OF SENSATION.

Having finished what I intend, with regard to that

act of mind which we call the perception of an exter-

nal object, I proceed to consider another, which, by

our constitution, is conjoined with perception, and not

with perception only, but with many other acts of our

minds | and that is sensation. To prevent repetition, I

must refer the reader to the explication of this word

given in Essay I. chap. 1.

Almost all our perceptions have corresponding sen-

sations which constantly accompany them, and, on

that account, are very apt to be confounded with them.

Neither ought we to expect, that the sensation, and its

corresponding perception, should be distinguished in

common language, because the purposes of common
life do not require it. Language is made to serve the

purposes of ordinary conversation ; and we have no

reason to expect that it should make distinctions that

are not of common use. Hence it happens, that a

quality perceived, and the sensation corresponding to

that perception, often go under the same name.

This makes the names of most of our sensations am-
biguous, and this ambiguity has very much perplexed

philosophers. It will be necessary to give some in-

stances, to illustrate the distinction between our sensa-

tions and the objects of perception.

When I smell a rose, there is in this operation both
sensation and perception. The agreeable odour I feel,

considered by itself, without relation to any external

object, is merely a sensation. It affects the mind in a
certain way j and this affection ef the mind may be
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conceived, without a thought of the rose, or any other

object. This sensation can be nothing else than it is

felt to be. Its very essence consists in being felt j and

when it is not felt, it is not. There is no difference be-

tween the sensation and the feeling of it| they are one

and the same thing. It is for this reason, that we be-

fore observed, that, in sensation, there is no object dis-

tinct from that act of the mind by which it is felt; and

this holds true with regard to all sensations.

Let us next attend to the perception w^jich we have

in smelling a rose. Perception has always an external

object ; and the object of my perception, in this case, is

that quality in the rose which I discern by the sense of

smell. Observing that the agreeable sensation is raised

when the rose is near, and ceases when it is removed,

I am led, by my nature, to conclude some quality to be

in the rose, which is the cause of this.sensation. This

quality in the rose is the object perceived ; and that act

ofmy mind, by which I have the conviction and belief

of this quality, is what in this case I call perception.

But it is here to be observed, that the sensation I

feel, and the quality in the rose which I perceive, are

both called by the same name. The smell of a rose is

the name given to both : so that this name has two

meanings ; and the distinguishing its different meanings

removes all perplexity, and enables us to give clear and

distinct answers to que^ions, about which philosophers

have held much dispute.

Thus, if it is asked, whether the smell be in the rose,

or in the mind that feels it ? The answer is obvious

:

that there are two different things signified by the

smell of a rose ; one of which is in the mind, and can

be in nothing but in a sentient being ; the other is tru-

ly and properly in the rose. The sensation which I ^
feel is in my mind. The mind is the sentient being

;

and as the rose is insentient, there can be no sensation,
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nor any thing resembling sensation in it. But this

sensation in my mind is occasioned by a certain quality

in the rose, which is called by the same name with the

sensation, not on account of any similitude, but because

of their constant concomitancy.

All the names we have for smells, tastes, sounds, and

for the various degi-ees of heat and cold, have a like

ambiguity ; and what has been said of the smell of a

rose may be applied to them. They signify both a sen-

sation, and a quality perceived by means of that sensa-

tion. The first is the sign, the last the thing signified.

As both are conjoined by nature, and as the purposes of

common life dot not require them to be disjoined in

our thoughts, they are both expressed by the same

name : and this ambiguity is to be found in all lan-

guages, because the reason of it extends to all.

The same ambiguity is found in the names of such

diseases as are indicated by a particular painful sensa-

tion; such as the toothache, the headache. The tooth-

ache signifies a painful sensation, which can only be in

a sentient being; but it signifies also a disorder in the

body, which has no similitude to a sensation, but is nat-

urally connected with it.

Pressing my hand with force against the table, I feel

pain, and I feel the taMe to be hard. The pain is a

sensation of the mind, and there is nothing that resem-

bles it in the table. The hardness is in the table, not?

is there any thing resembling it in the mind. Feeling

is applied to both ; but in a different sense ; being a word

common to the act of sensation, and to that of perceiv-

ing by the sense of touch.

I touch the table gently with my hand, and I feel it

to be smooth, hard, and cold. These are qualities of

the table perceived by touch ; but I perceive them by
means of a sensation which indicates them. This sen-

satioB not being painful^ I commonly give no attenticm
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to it. It oarries my thought immediately to the thing

signified by it, and is itself forgotten, as if it had never

been. But by repeating it, and turning my attention to

it, and abstracting my thought from the thing signified

by it, 1 find it to be merely a sensation, and that it has

no similitude to the hardness, smoothness, or coldness!

ofthe table which are signified by it.

It is indeed difficult, at first, to disjoin things in our

attention which have always been conjoined, and to

make that an object of reflection which never was so

before ; but some pains and practice will overcome this

difficulty in those who have got the habit of reflecting

on the operations of their own minds.

Although the present subject leads us only to consid-

er the sensations which we have by means of our exter-

nal senses, yet it will serve to illustrate what has been

said, and I.apprehend is of importance in itself to ob-

serve, that many operations of mind, to which we give

one name, and which we always consider as one thing,

are complex in their nature, and made up of several

more simple ingredients; and of these ingredients sen-

sation very often makes one. Of this we shall give

some instances.

The appetite of hunger includes an uneasy sensation,

and desire of food. Sensation and desire are difierent

acts ofmind. The last, from its nature, must have an

object ; the first has no object. These two ingredients

may always be separated in thought ; perhaps they

sometimes are, in reality ; but hunger includes both.

Benevolence toward our fellow creatures includes

an agreeable feeling ; but it includes also a desire ofthe

happiness of others. The ancients commonly called it

desire : many modems choose rather to call it a feeling.

Both are right; and they only err who exclude either

of the ingredients. Whether these two ingredients are

necessarily connected, is perhaps difficult for us to de-
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termine, there being many necessary connections which

we do not perceive to be necessary ; but we can disjoin

them in thought. They are different acts of the mind.

An uneasy feeling, and a desire, are in like manner

the ingredients of malevolent affections ; such as mal-

ice, envy, revenge. The passion of fear includes an

uneasy sensation or feeling, and an opinion of danger;

and hope is made up of the contrary Ingredients.

When we hear of a heroic action, the sentiment which

it raises in our mind is made up of various ingredients.

There is in it an agreeable feeling, a benevolent affec-

tion to the person, and a judgment or opinion of his

merit.

If we thus analyze the various operations of our

minds, we shall find, that many of them which we con-

sider as perfectly simple, because we have been accus-

tomed to call them by one name, are compounded of

more simple ingredients ; and that sensation or feel-

ing, which is only a more refined kind of sensation,

makes one ingredient, not only in the perception of ex-

ternal objects, but in most operations of the mind.

A small degree of reflection may satisfy us, that the

number and variety of our sensations and feelings is

prodigious : for, to omit all those which accompany

our appetites, passions, and affections, our moral sen-

timents, and sentiments of taste, even our external

senses furnish a great variety of sensations differing

in kind, and almost in every kind an endless variety of

degrees. Every variety we discern, with regard to

taste, smell, sound, colour, heat and cold, and in the

tangible qualities of bodies, is indicated by a sensation

eorresponding to it.

The most general and the most important division

of our sensations and feelings, is into the agreeable, the

disagreeable, and the indifferent. Every thing we call

pleasure, happiness, or enjoyment, on the one hand

;
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and on tlie other, every thing we call misery, pain, or

uneasiness, is sensation or feeling : for no man can for

the present be more happy, or more miserable than he

feels himself to be. He cannot be deceived with re-

gard to the enjoyment or suffering of the present mo-

ment.

But I apprehend, that besides the sensations that are

either agreeable or disagreeable, there is still a greater

number that are indifferent. To these we give so little

attention that they have no name, and are immediately

forgotten, as if they had never been ; and it requires at-

tention to the operations of our minds to be convinced

oftheir existence.

For this end we may observe, that to a good ear

every human voice is distinguishable from all others.

Some voices are pleasant, some disagreeable ; but the

far greater part can neither be said to be one or the

other. The same thing may be said of other sounds,

and no less of tastes, smells, and colours ; and if we
consider thai our senses are in continual exercise while

we are awake, that some sensation attends every ob-

ject they present to us, and that familiar objects sel-

dom raise any emotion pleasant or painful, we shall see

reason, besides the agreeable and disagreeable, to ad-

mit a third class of sensations, that may be called in-

different.

The sensations that are indifferent, are far from be-

ing useless. They serve as signs to distinguish things

that differ ; and the information we have concerning

things external, comes by their means. Thus, if a man
had no ear to receive pleasure from the harmony or

melody of sounds, he would still find the sense of hear-

ing of great utility. Though sounds gave him neither

pleasure nor pain of themselves, they would give him

much usefal information ; and the like may be said of

the sensations we have by all the other senses.
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As to the sensations and feelings that are agreeable

or disagreeable, they difier much, not only in degree,

but in kind and in dignity. Some belong to the animal

part of our nature, and are common to us with the

brutes : others belong to the rational and moral part.

The first are more properly called sensations, the last

feelings. The French word sentiment is common to

both.

The intention of nature in them is for the most part

obvious, and well deserving our notice. It has been

beautifully illustrated by a very elegant French writer,

in his Theorie des sentimens agreables.

The Author of nature, in the distribution of agreea-

ble and painful feelings, has wisely and benevolently

consulted the good of the human species, and has even

shown us, by the same means, what tenor of conduct

we ought to hold. For, Jirst, The painful sensations

of the animal kind are admonitions to avoid what would

hurt us i and the agreeable sensations of this kind, in-

vite us to those actions that are necessary to the pres-

ervation of the individual, or of the kind. 2dly, By
the same means nature invites us to moderate bodily

exercise, and admonishes us to avoid idleness and in-

activity on the one hand, and excessive labour and fa-

tigue on the other. 3dly, The moderate exercise of

all our rational powers gives pleasure. 4thly, Every
species of beauty is beheld with pleasure, and every

species of deformity with disgust ; and we shall find all

that we call beautiful, to be something estimable or

useful in itself, or a sign of something that is estimable

or useful. 5thly, The benevolent affections are all ac-

companied with an agreeable feeling, the malevolent

with the contrary. And, 6thly, The highest, the no-

blest, and most durable pleasure, is that of doing well,

and acting the part that becomes us ; and the most

bitter and painful sentiment, the anguish and remorse
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of a guilty conscience. These observations, with re-

gard to the economy of nature in the distribution of

our painful and agreeable sensations and feelings, are

illustrated by the author last mentioned, so elegantly

and judiciously, that I shaU not attempt to say any

thing upon them after him.

I shall conclude this chapter by observing, that as

the confounding our sensations with that perception of

external objects, which is constantly conjoined with

them, has been the occasion of most of the errors and

false theories of philosophers with regard to the sen-

ses; so the distinguishing these operations seems to

me to be the key that leads to a right understanding

ofboth.

Sensation, taken by itself, implies neither the con-

ception nor belief of any external object. It supposes

a sentient being, and a certain manner in which that

being is affected ; but it supposes no more. Percep-

tion implies an immediate conviction and belief of

something external ; something different both from the

mind that perceives, and from the act of perception.

Things so different in their nature ought to be distin-

guished ; but by our constitution they are always unit-,

ed. Every different perception is conjoined with a

sensation that is proper to it. The one is the sign, the

other the thing signified. They^ coalesce in our im-

agination. They are signified by one name, and are

considered as one simple operation. The purposes of

life do not require them to be distinguished.

It is the philosopher alone who has occasion to dis-

tinguish them, wrhen he would analyze the dperation

compounded of them. But he has no suspicion that

there is any composition in it; and to discover this re-

quires a degree of reflection which has been too little

practised even by philosophers.

Toi. II. 34
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In the old pliilosopby, sensation and perception were

perfectly confounded.^ The sensible species coming

from the object, and impressed upon the mind, was the

whole ; and you might call it sensation or perception as

you pleased.

Des Cartes and Locke, attending more to the opera-

tions of their own minds, say, that the sensations by

which we have notice of secondary qualities, have no

resemblance to any thing that perrains to body; but

they did not see that this might with equal justice be

applied to the primary qualities. Mr. Locke main-

tains, that the sensations we have from primary qual-

ities are resemblances of those qualities. This shows

how grossly the most ingenious men may err with re-

gard to the operations of their minds. It must indeed

be acknowledged, that it is much easier to have a dis-

tinct notion of the sensations that belong to secondary,

than of those that belong to the primary qualities.

The reason of this will appear in the next chapter.

But had Mr. Locke attended with sufficient accuracy

to the sensations which he was every day and every

hour receiving from primary qualities, he would have

seen, that they can as little resemble any quality of an

inanimated being, as pain can resemble aeubeopa circle.

What had escaped this ingenious philosopher was

clearly discerned by bishop Berkeley. He had a just

notion of sensations, and saw that it was impossible

that any thing in an insentient being could resemble

them ; a thing so evident in itself, that it seems won-

derful that it should haVe been so long unknown.

But let us attend to the consequence of this discov-

ery. Philosophers, as well as the vulgar, had beea

accustomed to comprehend both sensation and percep-

tion under one name, and to consider them as one un-

compounded operation. Philosophers, even more than

the vulgar, gslve the name of sensation to the whole
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operation of the senses; and all the notions we have of

material things were called ideas of sensation. This

led bishop Berkeley to take one ingredient of a com-

t»lex operation for the whole ; and having clearly dis-

covered the nature of sensation, taking it for granted,

that all that the senses present to the mind is sensa-

tion, which can have no resemblance to any thing ma-

terial, he concluded that there is no material world.

If the senses furnished us with no materials of

thought but sensations, his conclusion must be just;

for no sensation can give us the conception of material

things, far less any argument to prove their existence.

But if it is true that by our senses we have not only a

variety x>f sensations, but likewise a conception, and

an immediate natural conviction of external objects, he

reasons from a false supposition, and his arguments fall

to the ground.
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CHAP. XVII.

OF THE OBJECTS OE PERCEPTION J
AND FIRST, OF PRI-

MARY AND SECONDARY Q,0AIiITIES.

The objects of perception are the various qualities

of bodies. Intending to treat of these only in general,

and chiefly with a view to explain the notions which

our senses give us of them, I begin with the distinction

between primary and secondary qualities. These were

distinguished very early. The Peripatetic system con-

founded them, and left no difference. The distinction

was again revived by Des Cartes and Locke, and a.sec-

ond time abolished by Berkeley and Hume. If the

real foundation of this distinction can be pointed out, it

will enable us to account for the various revolutions in

the sentiments of philosophers concerning it.

Every one knows that extension, divisibility, figure,

motion, solidity, hardness, softness, and fluidity, were

by Mr. Locke called primary qualities of body ; and that

sound, colour, taste, smell, and heat or cold, were call-

ed secondary qualities. Is there a just foundation for

this distinction ? is there any thing common to the pri-

mary which belongs not to the secondary ? And what

is it?

I answer, that there appears to me to be a real foun-

dation for the distinction; and it is this: that our

senses give us a direct and a distinct notion ofthe prima-

ry qualities, and inform us what they are in themselves

:

but of the secondary qualities, our senses give us only

a relative and obscure notion. They inform us only,

that they are qualities that effect us in a certain man-

ner« that is, produce in us a certain sensation ; but as
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to what they are in themselves, our senses leave us in

the dark.

Every man capable of reflection may easily satisfy

himself, that he has a perfectly clear and distinct no-

tion of extension, divisibility, figure, and motion. The
solidity ofa body means no more, but that it excludes

other bodies from occupying the same place at the same

time. Hardness, softness, and fluidity, are difierent de-

grees of cohesion in the parts of a body. It is fluid,

when it has no sensible cohesion ; soft A^hen the cohe-

sion is weak ; and hard when it is strong. Of the cause

of this cohesion we are ignorant, but the thing itself

we understand perfectly, being immediately informed

of it by the sense of touch. It is evident, therefore,

that of the primary qualities we have a clear and dis-

tinct notion ; we know what they are, though we may
be ignorant of their causes.

I observed further, that the notion we have of pri-

mary qualities is direct, and not relative only. A rela-

tive notion of a thing, is, strictly speaking, no notion of

the thing at all, but only ofsome relation which it bears

to something else.

Thus gravity sometimes signifies the tendency of

bodies toward the earth; sometimes it signifies the

cause of that tendency. When it means the first, I

have a direct and distinct notion of gravity : I see it,

and feel it, and know perfectly what it is ; but this ten-

dency must have a cause : we give the same name to

the cause ; and that cause has been an object of thought

and of speculation. Now what notion have we of this

cause when we think and reason about it ? It is evident,

we think of it as an unknown cause, of a known efieet.

This is a relative notion, and it must be obscure, be-

cause it gives us no conception of what the thing is,

but «f what relation it bears to something else. Every

relation which a thing unknown bears to something
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that is kuown, may give a relative notion of it ; and

there are many objects of thought, and of discourse, of

which our faculties can give no better than a relative

notion.

Having premised these things to explain what is

meant by a relative notion, it is evident, that our notion

of primary qualities is not of this kind ; we know what

they are, and not barely what relation they bear to

something else.

It is otherwise with secondary qualities. If you ask

me. what is that quality or modification in a rose which

I call its smell, I am at a loss to answer directly. Up-

on rejection I find, that I have a distinct notion of the

sensation which it produces in my mind. But there

can be nothing like to this sensation in the rose, be-

cause it is insentient. The quality in the rose is some-

thing which occasions the sensation in me ; but what

that something is, I know noti My senses give me no

information upon this point. The only notion there-

fore my senses give is this, that smell in the rose

is an unknown quality or modification, which is the

cause or occasion of a sensation which I know well.

The relation which this unknown quality bears to the

sensation with which nature has connected it, is all I

learn from the dense of smelling : but this is evidently

a relative notion. The same reasoning will apply to

every secondary quality.

Thus I think it appears, that there is a real founda-

tion for the distinction of primary from secondary

qualities; and that they are distinguished by this, that

of the primary we have by our senses a direct and dis-

tinct notion ; but of the secondary only a relative no-

tion, which must, because it is only relative, be obscure;

they are conceived only as the unknown causes or occa-

sions of certain sensations with which we are well ac-

quainted.
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The account I have given of this distinction is found*

ed upon no hypothesis. Whether our notions of pri'

mary qualities are direct and distinct, those of the sec-

ondary relative and obscure, is a matter of fact, of

which every man may have certain knowledge by atten-

tive reiQection upon them. To this reflection I appeal,

as the proper test ofwhat has been advanced, and pro-

ceed to make some reflections on this subject.

1st, The primary qualities are neither sensations, nor

are they resemblances of sensations. This appears to

me self-evident. I have a clear and distinct notion of

each of the primary qualities. I have a clear and dis-

tinct notion of sensation. I can compare the one with

the other ; and when I do so, I am not able to discern

a resembling feature- Sensation is the act, or the feel-

ing, I dispute not which, of a sentient being. Figure,

divisibility, solidity, are neither acts nor feelings. Sen-

sation supposes a sentient being as its subject ; for a

sensation that is not felt by some sentient being, is an

absurdity. Figure and divisibility suppose a subject

that is figured and divisible, but not a subject that is

sentient.

2dly, We have no reason to think, that the sensations

by which we have notice of secondary qualities resem-

ble auy quality of body. The absurdity of this notion

has been clearly shown by Des Cartes, Locke, and

many modern philosophers. It was a tenet of the an-

cient philosophy, and is still by many imputed to the

vulgar, but only as a vulgar error. It is too evident to

need proof, that the vibrations of a sounding body do

not resemble the sensation of sound, nor the effluvia of

an odorous body the sensation of smell.

Sdly, The distinctness of our notions ofprimary quali-

ties prevents all questions and disputes about their na-

ture. There are no diflerent opinions about the nature

of extension, figure, or motion, or the nature of any

primai7 quality. Their nature is manifest to our
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senses, and cannot be unknown to any man, op mistak-

en by him, tliough their causes may admit of dispute.

The primary qualities are the object of the mathe-

matical sciences ; and the distinctness of our notions of

them enables us to reason demonstratively about them

to a great extent. Their various modilications are

precisely defined in the imagination, and thereby capa-

ble of being compared, and their relations determined

with precision and certainty.

It is not so with secondary qualities. Their nature

not being manifest to the sense, may be a subject of

dispute. Our feeling informs us that the fire is hot

;

but it does not inform us what that heat of the iire is.

But does it not appear a contradiction, to say we know

that the fire is hot, but we know not what that heat is ?

I answer, there is the same appearance of contradiction

in many things, that must be granted. We know that

wine has an inebriating quality ; but we know pot what

that quality is. It is true, indeed, that if we had not

some notion of what is meant by the heat of fire, and

by an inebriating quality, we could affirm nothing of

either with understanding. We have a notion of both ;

but it is only a relative notion. We know that they

are the causes of certain known efifects.

4thly, The nature of secondary qualities is a proper

subject of philosophical disquisition ; and in this, phi-

losophy has made some progress. It has been discover-

ed, that the sensation of smell is occasioned by the ef-

fluvia ofbodies ; that of sound by their vibration. The
disposition of bodies to reflect a particular kind oflight

occasions the sensation of colour. Tery curious dis-

coveries have been made of the nature of heat, and an

ample field ofdiscovery in these subjects remains.

Sthly, We may see why the sensations belonging to

secondary qualities are an object of our attention,

while those which belong to the primary are pot.
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The first are not only signs of (he object perceived,

but they bear a capital part in the notion we form of it.

We conceive it only as that which occasions such a sensa-

tion, and therefore cannot reflect upon it without think-

ing of the sensation which it occasions. Wc have no

other mark whereby to distinguish it. The thought

of a secondary quality, therefore, always carries us

back to the sensation which it produces. We give the

same name to both, and are apt to confound them to-

gether.

But having a clear and distinct conception of pri-

mary qualities, we have no need when we think of them

to rccal their sensations. When a primary quality is

perceived, the sensation immediately leads our thought

to the quality signified by it, and is itself forgotten. We
have no occasion afterward to reflect upon it; and so

we come to be as little acquainted with it, as if we had

never felt it. This is the case with the sensations of

all primary qualities, when they are not so painful or

pleasant as to draw our attention.

When a man moves his hand rudely against a point-

ed hard body, he feels pain, and may easily be persuad-

ed that this pain is a sensation, and that there is noth-

ing resembling it in the hard body ; at the same time

he perceives the body to be hard and pointed, and he

knows that these qualities belong to the body only.

In this case, it is easy to distinguish what he feels from

what he perceives.

Let him again touch the pointed body gently, so as

to give him no pain ; and now you can hardly persuade

him that he feels aiiy thing but the figure and hard-

ness of the body ; so difficult it is to attend to the sen-

sations belonging to primary qualities, when they are

neither pleasant nor painful. They carry the thought

to the external object, and immediately disappear and

vol. II. 35
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are forgotten. Nature intentled them only as signs j

and when tliey have served that purpose they vanish.

We are now to consider the opinions both of the vul-

gar, and of philosophers upon this subject. As to the

former, it is not to be expected that they should make

distinctions which have no connection with the com-

mon affairs of life ; they do not therefore distinguish the

primary from the secondary qualities, but speak of

both as being equally qualities of the external object.

Of the primary qualities they have a distinct notion, as

they are immediately and distinctly perceived by the

senses ; of the secondary, their notions, as I apprehend,

are confused and indistinct, rather than erroneous.

A secondary quality is the unknown cause or occasion

of a well known efiect ; and the same name is common
to the cause and the efiect. Now, to distinguish clear-

ly the different ingredients of a complex notion, and,

at the same time, the different meanings of an ambigu-

ous word, is the work of a philosopher | and is not to

be expected of the vulgar, when their occasions do not

require it.

I grant, therefore, that the notion which the vulgar

have of secondary qualities, is indistinct and inaccurate.

But thei'c seems to be a contradiction between the vul-

,gar and the philoso^iher upon this subject, and each

charges the other with a gross absurdity. The vul-

gar say, that fire is hot, and snow cold, and sugar

sweet ; and that to deny this is a gross absurdity, and

contradicts the testimony of our senses. The philoso-

pher says, that heat, and cold, and sweetness, are noth-

ing but sensations in our minds; and it is absurd to

conceive, that these sensations are in the fire, or in

the snow, or in the sugar.

I believe this contradiction between the vulgar and
the philosopher is more apparent than real j and that

it is owing to an abuse of language on the part of the

philosopher, and to indistinct notions on the part ofthe
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vulgar. The philosopher says, there is no heat in the

fire, meaning, that the fire has not the sensation of

heat. His meaning is just ; and the vulgar will agree

with him, as soon as they understand his meaning; but

his language is improper; for there is really a quality

in the fire, of which the proper name is heat ; and the

name of heat is given to this quality, both by philoso-

phers and by the vulgar, much more frequently than to

the sensation of heat. This speech of the philosopher,

therefore, is meant by him in one sense ; it is taken

by the vulgar in another sense. In the sense in which

they take it, it is indeed absurd, and so they hold it to

be. In the sense in which he means it, it is true ; and

the vulgar, as soon as they are made to understand that

sense, will acknowledge it to be true. They know as

well as the philosopher, that the fire does not feel heat

;

and this is all that he means by saying there is no heat^

in the fire.

In the opinions of philosophers about primary and

secondai-y qualities, there have been, as was before ob-

served, several revolutions. They were distinguished

long before the days of Aristotle, by the sect called

Atomists ; among whom Democritus made a capital

figure. In those times, the name of quality was appli-

ed only to those we call secondary qualities j the pri-

mary being considered as essential to matter, were not

called qualities. That the atoms, which they held to

be the first principles of things, were extended, solid,

figured, and moveable, there was no doubt ; but the

question was, whether they had smell, taste and col-

our ? or, as it was commonly expressed, whether they

bad qualities? The Atomists maintained, that they

had not ; that the qualities were not in bodies, but were

something resulting from the operation of bodies upon

our senses.

It would seem, that when men began to speculate

upon this subject, the primaiy qualities appeared so
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clear and manifest, that they could entertain no doubt

of their existence wherever matter existed; but the

secondary so obscure, that they were at a loss where to

place them. They used this comparison ; as fire, which

is neither in the flint nor in the steel, is produced by

their collision, so those qualities, though not in bodies,

are produced by their impulse upon our senses.

This doctrine was opposed by Aristotle. He believ-

ed taste and colour to be substantial forms of bodies,

and that their species, as well as those of figure and

motion, are received by the senses.

In believing, that what we commonly call taste and

colour is something really inherent in body, and does

not depend upon its being tasted and seen, he followed

nature. But, in believing that our sensations of taste

and colour are the forms or species of those qualities

received by the senses, he followed bis own theory,

which was an absurd fiction. Des Cartes not only

showed the absurdity of sensible species received by the

senses, but gave a more just and more intelligible ac-

count of secondary qualities than had been given before.

Mr. Locke followed him, and bestowed much pains up-

on this subject. He was the first, I think, that gave

them the name of secondary qualities, which has been

very generally adopted. He distinguished the sensa-

tion from the quality in the body, which is the cause or

occasion of that sensation, and showed that there nei-

ther is nor can be any similitude between them.

By this account, the senses are acquitted of putting

any fallacy upon us ; the sensation is real, and no fal-

lacy ; the quality in the body, which is the cause or

^
occasion of this sensation, is likewise real, though the

nature of it is not manifest to our senses. If we im-

pose upon ourselves, by confounding the sensation with

the quality that occasions it, this is owing (o rash judg-

ment, or weak understanding, but not to any false tes-

timony of our senses.
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This account of secondary qualities I take to be very
just ; and, if Mr. Locke iiad stopped here, he would
have left the matter very clear. But he thought it

necessary to introduce the theory of ideas, to explain

the distinction between primary and secondary quali-

ties, and by that means, as I think, perplexed and dark-
ened it.

"When philosophers speak about ideas, we are often

at a loss to know what they mean by them, and may be
apt to suspect that they are mere fictions, that have no
existence. They have told us, that by the ideas which
we have immediately from our senses, they mean our

sensations. These, indeed, are real things, and not

fictions. "We may, by accurate attention to the/m,

know perfectly their nature ; and if philosophers would
keep by this meaning of the word idea, when applied

to the objects of sense, they would at least be more
intelligible. Let us hear now how Mr. Locke explains the

nature of those ideas, when applied to primary and

secondary qualities. Book 2, chap. 8. sect. 7. 10th edi-

tion. " To discover the nature of our ideas the bet-

ter, and to discourse ofthem intelligibly, it will be con-

venient to distinguish them, as they are ideas, or per-

ceptions in our minds, and as they are modifications of

matter in the bodies that cause such perceptions in us,

that so we may not think, as perhaps usually is done,

that they are exactly the images and resemblances of

something inherent in the subject ; most of those of

sensation being, in the mind, no more the likeness of

something existing without us, than the names that

stand for them are the likeness ofour ideas, which yet,

upon hearing, they are apt to excite in us."

This way ofdistinguishing a thing, 1st, as what it is

;

and 2dly, as what it is not, is, I apprehend, a very ex-

traordinary way of discovering its nature ; and if ideas

are ideas or perceptions in our minds; and at the same
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time the modifications of matter in the bodies that

cause such perceptions in us, it will be no easy matter to

discourse of them intelligibly.

The discovery of the nature of ideas is carried on

in the next section, in a manner no less extraordinary.

*• Whatsoever the mind perceives in itself, or is the

immediate object of perception, thought, or understand-

ing, that I call idea; and the power to produce any

idea in our mind, I call quality of the subject wherein

that power is. Thus, a snowball having the power to

produce in us the ideas of white, cold, and round, the

powers to produce those ideas in us, as they are in the

snowball, I call qualities ; and as they are sensations,

or perceptions in our understandings, 1 call them ideas;

which ideas, if I speak of them sometimes as in the

things themselves, I would be understood to mean

those qualities in the objects which produce them in

us."

These are the distinctions which Mr. Locke thought

convenient, in order to discover the nature of our ideas

of the qualities of matter the better, and to discourse

of them intelligibly. I believe it will be difficult to

find two other paragraphs in the Essay so unintelligi-

ble. "Whether this is to be imputed to the intractable

nature of ideas, or to an oscitancy of the author, with

which he is very rarely chargeable, I leave the reader

to judge. There are, indeed, several other passages

in the same chapter, in which a like obscurity appears

;

but I do not choose to dwell upon them. The conclu-

sion drawn by him from the whole, is, that primary

and secondary qualities are distinguished by this, that

the ideas of the former are resemblances or copies of

them ; but the ideas of the other are not resemblances

of them. Upon this doctrine, I beg leave to make two

observations.
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First, Taking it for granted, that, by the ideas of pri-

mary and secondary qualities, he means the sensations

they excite in us ; I observe, that it appears strange,

that a sensation should be the idea of a quality in body,

to which it is acknowledged to bear no resemblance.

If the sensation of sound be the idea of that vibration

of the sounding body which occasions it, a surfeit may,

for the same reason, be the idea of a feast.

A second observation is, that when Mr. Locke af-

firms, that the ideas of primary qualities, that is, the

sensations they raise in us,'are resemblances of those

qualities, he seems neither to have given due attention

to those sensations, nor to the nature of sensation in

general.

Let a man press his hand against a hard body, and

let him attend to the sensation he feels, excluding from

his thought every thing external, even the body that is

the cause of his feeling. This abstraction indeed is

difficult, and seems to have been little, if at all, prac-

tised : but it is not impossible, and it is evidently the

only way to understand the nature of the sensation.

A due attention to this sensation will satisfy him, that

it is no more like hardness in a body, than the sensa-

tion of sound is like vibration in the sounding body.

I know ofno ideas but my conceptions ; and my idea

of hardness in a body, is the conception of such a cohe-

sion of its parts as requires great force to displace them.

I have both the conception and belief of this quality in

the body, at the same time fhat I have the sensation of

pain, by pressing my hand against it. The sensation

and perception are closely conjoined by my constitu-

tion ; but I am sure they have no similitude : I know
no reason why the one should be called the idea of the

other, which does not lead us to call every natural

effect the idea of its cause.

Neither did Mr. Locke give due attention to the na-

ture of sensation in general, when he affirmed, that the
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ideas of primary qualities, that is, the sensations ex-

cited by them, are resemblances of those qualities.

That there can be nothing like sensation in an in-

sentient being, or like thought in an unthinking being,

is self-evident, and has been shown, to the conviction

of all men that think, by bishop Berkeley; yet this

was unknown to Mr. Locke. It is an humbling con-

sideration, that, in subjects of this kind, self-evident

truths may be hid from the eyes of the most ingenious

men. But we have, withal, this consolation, that when

once discovered, they shine by their own light; and

that light can no more be put out.

Upon the whole, Mr. Locke, in making secondary

qualities to be powers in bodies to excite certain sen-

sations in us, has given a just and distinct analysis of

what our senses discover concerning them ; but, in ap-

plying the theory of ideas to them, and to the primary

qualities, he has been led to say things that darken the

subject, and that will not bear examination.

Bishop Berkeley, having adopted the sentiments

common to philosophers, concerning the ideas we have

by our senses, to wit, that they are all sensations, saw

more clearly the necessary consequence of this doc-

trine ; which is, that there is no material world ; no

qualities primary or secondary ; and, consequently, no

foundation for any distinction between them. He ex-

posed the absurdity of a resemblance between our sen-

sations and any quality, primary or secondary, of a

substance that is supposed to be insentient. Indeed,

if it is granted that the senses have no other office

but to furnish us with sensations, it will be found im-

possible to make any distinction between primary and

secondary qualities, or even to maintain the existence

of a material world.

From the account I have given of the various revo-

lutions in the opinions of philosophers about primary
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and secondary qualities, i think it appears, that all the

darkness and intricacy that thinking men have found

in this sabject, and tlie errors they have fallen into,

have been owing to the difficulty of distinguishing

clearly sensation from perception ; what we feel from

what we perceive.

The external senses have a double province ; to

make us feel, and to make us perceive. They furnish

us with a variety of sensations, some pleasant, others

painful, and others indifferent ; at the same time they

give us a conception, and an invincible belief of the

existence of external objects. This conception of ex-

ternal objects is the work of nature. The belief of

their existence, which our senses give, is the work of

nature ; so likewise is the sensation that accompanies

it. This conception and belief which nature pro-

duces by means of the senses, we call -pereeption.

The feeling which goes along with the perception,

we call sensation. The perception and its corres-

ponding sensation are produced at the same time.

In our experience we never find them disjoined. Hence

we are led to consider them as one thing, to give them

one name, and to confound their different attributes.

It becomes very difficult to separate them in thought,

to attend to each by itself, and to attribute nothing to

it which belongs to the other.

To do this requires a degree of attention to what

passes in our own minds, and a talent of distinguishing

things that differ, which is not to be expected in the

vulgar, and is even rarely found in philosophers ; so

that the progress made in a just analysis of the opera-

tions of our senses has been very slow. The hypothe-

sis of ideas, so generally adopted, has, as I apprehend,

greatly retarded this progress , and we might hope

for a quicker advance, if philosophers could so far
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humble themselves as to believe, that in every branch

of the philosophy of nature, the productions of human
fancy and conjecture will be found to be dross ; and

that the only pure metal that will endure the test, is

what is discovered by patient observation, and chaste

Induction.
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CtlAP. XVIII.

OF OTHER OBJECTS OF PERCEPTION.

Besides primary and secondary qualities of bodies^

there are many oilier immediate objects of perception.

"Without pretending to a complete enumeration, I think

they mostly fall under one or other of the following

classes. 1st, Certain states or conditions of our own
bodies. 2dly, Mechanical powiers or forces. Sdly,

Chymical powers. 4thly, Medical powers or virtues.

5thly, Vegetable and animal powers.

That we perceive certain disorders in our own bodies

by means of uneasy sensations, which nature has con-

joined with them, will not be disputed. Of this kind

are toothache, headache, gout, and ev^ry distemper

and hurt which we feel. The notions which our sense

gives of these, have a strong analogy to our notions of

secondary qualities. Both ar6 similarly compounded,

and may be similarly resolved, and they give light to

each other.

In the toothache, for instance, there is, first, a pain-

ful feeling; and, secondly, a conception and belief of*^

some disorder in the tooth, which is believed to be the

cause of the uneasy feeling. The first of these is a

sensation, the second is perception ; for it includes a

conception and belief of an external object. But these

two things, though of different natures, are so constant-

ly conjoined in our experience, and in our imagination,

that we consider them as one. We give the same

name to both ; for the toothache is the proper name of

the pain we feel ; and it is the proper name of the dis-

order in the tooth ~which causes that pain. If it should

be made a question, whether the toothache be in the
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inind that feels it, or in the tooth that is afibcted?

much might be said on both sides, while it is not ob-

served that tlie word has two meanings. But a little

reflection satisQes us, that the pain is in the mind, and

the disorder in tlie tooth. If some philosopher should

pretend to have made a discovery, that the toothache,

the gout, the headache, are only sensations in the mind,

and that it is a vulgar error to conceive that they are

distempers of the body, he might defend his system in

the same manner as those, who affirm that there is no

sound nor colour nor taste in bodies, defend that para-

dox. But both these systems, like most paradoxes,

will be found to be only an abuse of words.

We say that viefeel the toothache, not that we per-

ceive it. On the other hand, we say that we 'perceive

the colour of a body, not that we feel it. Can any rea-

son be given for this difference of phraseology ? in an-

<swer to this question, I apprehend, that both when we
i feel the toothache, and when we see a coloured body,

there is sensation and perception conjoined. But, in the

toothache, the sensation being very painful, engrosses

the attention ; and therefore we speak of it, as if it

were felt only, and not perceived : whereas, in seeing a

coloured body, the sensation is indifferent, and draws

no attention. The quality in the body, which we call

its colour, is the only object of attention ; and there-

fore we speak of it, as if it were perceived, and not felt.

Though all philosophers agree that in seeing colour

there is sensation, it is not easy to persuade the vulgar,

that, in seeing a coloured body, when the light is not

too strong, nor the eye inflamed, they have any sensa-

tion or feeling at all.

There are some sensations, which, though they are

very often felt, are never attended to, nor reflected upon<

"We have no conception of them ^ and therefore, in lan-

guage, there is neither any name for them, nor any
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form ofspeech that supposes their existence. Such are

the sensations of colour and ofall primary qualities; and
therefore those qualities are said to be perceived, hut
not to he felt. Taste and smell, and heat and cold, haTe
sensations that are often agreeahle or disagpfeeahle, in

such a degree as to draw our attention ; and they are

sometimes said to he felt, and sometimes to he perceiv-

ed. When disorders of the body occasion very acute

pain, the uneasy sensation engrosses the attention, and
they are said to he felt, not to he perceived.

There is another question relating to phraseology,

which this subject suggests. A man says, he feels

pain in sucH. a particular part of his body ; in his toe,

for instance. IVow, reason assures us, that pain being

a sensation, can only he in the sentient being, as its

subject, tliat is, in the mind. And though philosophers

have disputed much about the place of the mind, yet

none of them ever placed it in the toe. What shall we
say then in this case ? do our senses really deceive us,

and make us believe a thing which our reason deter-

mines to be impossible ? I answer, tst, that when a

man says, he has pain in his toe, he is perfectly under-

stood, both by himself, and those who hear him. This

is all that he intends. He really feels what he and all

men call a pain in the toe ; and (Jiere is no deception

in the matter. Whether therefore there he any im-

propriety in the phrase or not, is of no consequence in

common life. It answers all the ends of speech, both

to the speaker and the hearers.

In an languages, there are phrases which have a dis-

tinct meaning ; while, at the same time, there may he

something in the structure of them that disagrees with

the analogy of grammar, or with the principles ofphi-

losophy. And the reason is, because language is not

made either by grammarians or philosophers. Thus
we speak of feeling pain, as if pain was something dis-
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tinet from the feeling of it. "We speak ofa pain contt-

iug and going, and removing from one place to another.

Such phrases are meant by those who use them in a

sense that is neither obscure nor false. But the phi-

losopher puts them into his alembic, reduces them to

their first principles, drawi out of them a sense that

was never meant, and so imagines that he has discover-

ed an error of the vulgar.

1 observe, 2dly, that when we consider the sensation

of pain by itself, without any respect to its cause, we

cannot say with propriety, that the toe is either the

place, or the subject of it. But it ought to be remember-

ed, that when we speak of pain in the toe, the sensation

is combined in our thought, with the cause of it, which

really is in the toe. The cause and the effect are combin-

ed in one complex notion, and the same name serves for

both. It is the business of the philosopher to analyze

this complex notion, and to give different names to its

different ingredients. He gives the aarae of pain

to the sensation only, and the name of disorder to the

unknown cause of it. Then it is evident that the disorder

only is in the toe, and that it would be an error to think

that the pain is in it. But we ought not to ascribe

this error to the vulgar, who never made the distinction,

and who under the name of pain comprehend both the

sensation and its cause.

Cases sometimes happen , which give occasion even to

the vulgar to distinguish tha painful sensation from the

disorder which is the cause of it. A man who has had

his leg cut off, many years after feels pain in a toe of

that leg. The toe has now no existence ; and he per'

ceives easily, that the toe can neither be the place, nor

the subject of the pain which he feels ; yet it is the same

feeling he used to have from a hurt in the toe ; and if

he did not know that his leg was cut off. it would give
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liiin the same immediate conviction ofsome hurt or dis-

order in the toe.

The same phenomenon may lead the philosopher in

all cases, to distinguish sensation from perception. We
say, that the man had a deceitful feeling, when he felt a

pain in his toe after the leg was cut off; and we have a

true meaning in saying so. But. if we will speak accu-

rately, our sensations cannot be deceitful ; they mast be

what we feel them to be, and can be nothing else.

Where then lies the deceit? I answer, it lies not in the

sensation, which is real, but in the seeming perception

he had of a disorder in his toe. This perception, which

nature had conjoined with the sensation, was in this

instance fallacious.

The same reasoning may be applied to every phenom-

enon that can, with propriety, be called a deception of

sense. As when one, who has the jaundice, sees a body

yellow, which is really white ; or when a man sees an

object double, because his eyes are not both directed to

itj in these, and other like cases, the sensations we

have are real, and the deception is only in the percep-

tion which nature has annexed to them.

Nature has connected our perception of external ob-

jects with certain sensations. If the sensation is pro-

duced, the corresponding perception follows even when

there is no object, and in that case is apt to deceive us.

In like manner, nature has connected our sensations

with certain impressions that are made upon the nerve

and brain : and, when the impression is made, from

whatever cause, the corresponding sensation and per-

ception immediately follows. Thus, in the man who

feels pain in his toe after the leg is cut off, the nerve

that went to the toe, part of which was cut off with

the leg, had the same impression made upon the re-

maining part, which, in the natural state of his body,

was raused by a hurt in the toe : and immediately

this impression is followed by the sensation and percep

tioa which nature connected with it.
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Ip like manner, if the same impressions, which are

made at present upon my optic nerves by the objects

before me, could be made in the dark, I appreliend that

I should hare the same sensations, and see the same

objects which I now see. The impressions and sensa-

tions would iu such a case be real, and the perception

only fallacious.

Let us next consider the notions which our senses

give us of those attributes of bodies called 'poivers. >

This is the more necessary, because power seems to

imply some activity j yet we consider body as a dead

inactive things which does not act, but may be acted

upon.

Of the mechanical powers ascribed to bodies, that

•which is called their cts insita or inertia, may first be

considered. By this is meant no more, than that bod-

ies never change their state of themselves, either

from rest to motion, or from motion to rest, or from

one d^ree of velocity, or one direction to another.

In order to produce any such change, there must be

some force impressed upon them j and the change

produced is precisely proportioned to the force impress-

ed, and in the direction ofthat force.

That all bodies have this property, is a matter of

fact, which we learn from daily observation, as well as

from the most accurate experiments. Now it seems

plain, that this does not imply any activity in body,

but rather the contrary. A power in body to change

its state, would much rather imply activity than its

continuing in the same state : so that, although this

property of.bodies is called their vis insita, or vis iner-

tice, it implies no proper activity.

If we consider, next, the power of gravity, it is a

fact, that all the bndies of our planetary system gravi-

tate toward each other. This has been fully proved by

the great Newton. But this gravitation is not ceuceir-
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&i by that philosopher to be a power inherent in bodies,

which they exert of themselves, but a force impressed

upon them, to which they must necessarily yield.

Wbipther this force be impressed by some subtile ether*

or whether it be impressed by the power of the Su-

preme Being, or of some subordinate spiritual being,

we do not know j but all sound natural philosophy,

particularly that of Newton, supposes it to be an im-

pressed force, and not inherent in bodies.

So that, when bodies gravitate, they do not properly

act, but are acted upon : they only yield to an impres-

sion that is made upon them. It is common in lan-

guage to express, by active verbs, many changes in

things, wherein they are merely passive; and this way
of speaking is used chiefly when the cause of the;

change is not obvious to sense. Thus we say that a

ship sails, when every man of common sense knows

that she has no inherent power of motion, and is only

driven by wind and tide« In like manner, when we say

that the planets gravitate toward the sun, we mean no

more, but that, by some unknown power, they are drawn

or inipeUed in that direction.

What has been said of ibe power of gravitation may

be applied to other mechanical powers, such as cohe-

sion, magnetism, electricity ; and no less to ehymical

and medical powers. By all these, certain effects are

produced upon the application of one body to another.

Our senses discover the efibet ; but the power is latent.

liVe know there must be a cause of the efTect, and we
form a relative notion of it from its effect ; and very

often the same name is used to signify the unknown

cause, and the khown ei^ctt

.We ascribe to vegetables, the powers of drawing

nourishment, growing, and multiplying their kind.

Here likewise the effect is manifest, but the cause is

latent to sense. These powers, therefore, as well as all

vox. II. 87
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the other powers v/e ascribe to bodies, are unknoWfi

causes of certain known effects. It is the business

ofphilosophy to inTestigate the nature of those pow-

ers as far as we are able, but ourr senses leave us in the

dark.

We may observe a ^reat similarity in the notions

Which our senses give us of secondary qualities, of the

disorders we feel in our own bodies, and of (he various

powers of bodies which we have enumerated. They are

all obscure and relative notions, being a conception of

some unknown cause of a known effect. Their names

are, for the most part, common to the effect, and to its

cause ; and they are a proper subject of philosophical

disquisition. They ntight therefore, I think, not im-

properly be called occult qualities.

This name, indeed, is fallen into disgrace since the

time of Des Cartes. It is said to have been used by

the Peripaitetics to cloke their ignorance, and to stop

all inquiry into the nature of those qualities called ob-

cult. Be it so. Let those answer for this abuse of the

word who were guiky of it. To call a thing occult, if

we attend to the meaning of the word, is rather mod-

estly to confess ignorance, than to cloke it. It is to

point it out as a proper subject for the investigation of

philosophers, whose proper business it is to better the

condition of humanity, by discovering what was before

hid from human knowledge.

Were I therefore to make a division of the qualities

of bodies as they appear to our senses, I would divide

them first into those that are manifest, and those that

are occult. The manifest qualities are those which

Mr. Locke calls pinmary ; such as extension, figure*

divisibility, motion, hardness, softness, fluidity. The
nature of these is manifest even to sense ; and the busi-

ness of the philosopher with regard to them, is not to

find out their nature, which is well known^ but to dig-
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eover the effects produced by their various combina-

tions; and with regard to those of them which are not

essential to matter, to discover their causes as far as he

is'able.

The second class consists of occult qualities, which

may be subdivided into various kinds; as 1st, the sec-

ondary qualities ; 2d]y, the disorders we feel in our own
bodies ; and, Sdly, all the qualities which we call pow-

ers of bodies, whether mechanical, chymical, medical,

animal, or vegetable ; or if there be any other powers

not comprehended under these heads. Of all these the

existence is manifest to sense, but the nature is occult

;

and here the philosopher has an ample field. ^ '

What is necessary for the conduct of our animal life,

the bountiful Author of nature has made manifest to all

men. 3ut there are many other choice secrets of na-

ture, the discovery of which enlarges the power, and

exalts the state of man. These are left to be discovered

by the proper use of our rational powers. They are

hid, not that they may be always concealed from hu-

man knowledge, but that we may be excited to search

for them. This i*; the proper business of a philosopher |

and it is the glory of a man, and the best reward ofhis

labour, to discover what nature has thus coneeale^p
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CHAP. XlX.

O; MATTER AND Of SPACE.

The objects of sense we have hitherto considered are

qualities. But qualities must have a subject. We
give the namps of matter, material substance, and body,

to the subject of sensible qualities; and it maj be asked,

what this matter is ?

I perceive in a billiard ball, figure, colour, and mo^

tion ; but the ball is not figure, nor is it colour, nor

motion, nor all these taken together ; it is something

that has figure, and colour, and motion. This is a dic-

tate of nature, and thebeliefof all mankind.

As to the nature of this something, I am afraid we
can give little account of it, but that it has the qualities

vhich our senses discover.

But how do we know that they are qualities, and

cannot exist without a subject ? I confess I cannot ex-

plain how we know that they cannot exist without a

subject, any more than I can e}^plain how we know
that they exist. "We have the information of nature for

their existence ; and I think we have the information of

nature that they are qualities.

The beliefthat figure, motion, and colour, are quali-

ties, and require a subject, must either be a judgment

of nature, or it must be discovered by reason, or it

must be a prejudice that has no just foundation. There

are philosophers who maintain, that it is a mere prej-

udice ; that a body is nothing but a collection of what

we call sensible qualities ; and that they neither liave

nor need any subject. This is the opinion of bishop

Berkeley and Mr. Flume ; and they were led to it by
finding, that they bad not in their minds any idea of
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substance. It could neither be an idea of sensation nor
of reflection.

But to me nothing seems more absurd, than that

there should be extension without any thing extended

;

OP motion without any thing moved ; yet 1 cannot give

reasons for my opinion, because it seems to me self-ev-

ident, and an immediate dictate of my nature.

And that it is the beliefof all mankind, appears in

(he structure of all languages 5 in which we find adjec-

tive nouns used to express sensible qualities. It is

well known, that every adjective in language must be-

long to some substantive expressed or understood ; that

is, every quality must belong to some subject.

Sensible qualities make so great a part of the furni-

ture of our minds, their kinds are so many, and their

number so great, that if pnijndioe, and not nature,

tieaoh us to ^^cribe them 9II to a subject, it must have

^ great work to perform, which cannot be accomplished

in a short tinte, nor carried on to the same pitch in ev-

ery individual. We sfa'o'nld find not individuals only, but

nations and dges, difieringfromieach other in the prog-

ress which this prejudice had made in their sentiments j

but we find no such difierence among men. What one

man accounts a quality, all men do, and ever did.

It seems therefore to be a judgment of nature, that

the things immediately perceived are qualitiesj which

must belong to a subject | and all the information that

our senses give us about this subject, is, that it is that

to ^hieh such qualities bdong. Frjom this it is evident,
"^

tiiat &ut notion of body or matter, as distinguished froiq

its ^^ua^itiesi fe a relative notion; and I am afraid it

)aiuSt l^lWaiys be obscure until men have other faculties.

The ^bl^e^QphW in this seems to have no advantage

dboipbthe Viilgar; f6r as they perceive cdJour, and fig-

ure, a^d motion by their senses as wellias he does, and

both aire '^dally certain that there is a subject of those
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qualities, so the notions which both have of this sub-

ject are equally obscure. When the philosopher calls

It a substratum, and a subject of inhesion, those learn-

^ ed words convey no meaning but what every man under-

stands and expresses, by saying in common language,

that it is a thing extended, and solid, and moveable.

The relation which sensible qualities bear to their

subject, that is, to body, is not, however, so dark, but

that it is easily distinguished from all other relations.

Every man can distinguish it from the relation of an

effect to its cause ; of a mean to its end ; or of a sign to

the thing signified by it.

I think it requires some ripeness of understanding to

distinguish the qualities of a body from the body. Per-

haps this distinction is not made by brutes, nor by in-

fants ; and if any one thinks that this distinction is not

made by our senses, but by some other power of the

mind, I will not dispute this point, provided it be grant-

ed, that men, when their faculties are ripe, have a

natural conviction, that sensible qualities cannot ex-

ist by themselves without some subject to which they

belong.

I think, indeed, that some of the determinations we
form concerning matter cannot be deduced solely from

the testimony of sense, but must be referred to soms

other source.

There seems to be nothing more evident, than that all

bodies must consist of parts; and that every part of a

body is a body, and a distinct being which may exist with-

out the other parts ; and yet I apprehend this conclu-

sion is not deduced solely from the testimony of sense :

for, besides that it is a necessary truth, and therefore

no object of sense there is a limit beyond which we

cannot perceive any division ofa body. The parts bie-

come too small to be perceived by our senses ; but we

cannot beliieve that it becomes theo incapable of being
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further divided, or that such division would make it

not to be a body.

We carry on the division and subdivision in our

thought far beyond the reach of our senses, and we
can iind no end to it : nay, I think we plainly discern,

that there can be no limit beyond which the division

«annot be carried.

For if there be any limit to this division, one of two

things must necessarily happen. Either we have come

by division to a body which is exten<led, but has no

parts, and is absolutely indivisible ; or this body is di-

visible, but as soon as it is divided, it becomes no body.

Both these positions seem to me absurd, and. one or

the other is the necessary consequence of supposing a

limit to the divisibility of matter.

On the other hand, if it is admitted that the divisi-

bility of matter has no limit, it will follow, that no

body can be called one individual substance. Ton may
as well call it two, or twenty, or two hundred. For
when it is divided into parts, every part is a being or

substance distinct from all the other parts, and was so

even before the division : any one part may continue to

exist, though all the other parts were annihilated.

There is, indeed, a principle long received, as an ax-

iom in metaphysics, which I cannot reconcile to the di-

visibility of matter. It is, That every being is one,

omneenaestunum. By which, I suppose, is meant, that

every thing that exists must either be one indivisible

being, or composed of a determinate number of indivis-

ible beings. Thus an army may be divided into regi-

ments, a regiment into companies, and a company into

nen. But here the division has its limit ; for you can-

not divide a man without destroying him, because

be is an individual ; and every thing, according to

this axiom^ must be an individual, or made up of iadi-

viduals.
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That this axiom will hold with regard to an army*

ami with regard to many other things« must be grant-

ed ; but I require the evidence of its being applicable

to all beings whatsoever.

Leibnitz, conceiving that all beings must have thia

metaphysical unity, was by this led to maintain, that

matter, and indeed the whole universe, is made up of

monads, that is, simple and indivisible substances.

Perhaps the same apprehension might lead Bosco-

vicli into his hypothesis, which seems much more inge-

uious ; to wit, that matter is composed of a definite

number of mathematical points, endowed with certain

powers of attraction and repulsion.

The divisibilityofmatter without any limit, seems to

me more tenable than either of these hypotheses ; nor

do I lay much stress upon the metaphysical axiom, con-

sidering its origin. Metaphysicians thought proper to

make the attributes commoQio all beings the subject of

a science. It must be a matter of some difficulty to

find out such attributes : and, after racking their in-

vention, they have specified three, to wit, unity, verity,

and goodness ; and these I suppose have been invented

to make a number, rather than from any clear evi-

deiice of their being universal.

There are other determinations coneerning matter,

which, I think, are not solely founded upon the testi-

mony of sense; such as, that it is impossible that two

bodies should occupy the same place at the same time

;

or that the same body should be in different places at

the same time ; or that a body can be moved from one

place to another, without passing through the interr

mediate places, either in a straight course, or by some

eircuit. These appear to' be necessary truths; and

therefore cannot be conclusions of our senses; for our

senses testify only what is, and not what must necessa-

rily be.
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We are next to consider our notion of space. It may
be observed, that although space be not perceived by

any of our senses when all matter is removed; yet,

when we perceive any of the primary qualities, space

presents itself as a necessary concomitant : for there

can neither be extension, nor motion, nor figure, nor

division, nor cohesion of parts witliout space.

There are only two of our senses by which the no-

tion of space enters into the mind; to wit, touch and

sight. If we suppose a man to have neither of these

senses, I do not see how he could ever have any con-

ception of space. Supposing him to have both, until be

sees or feels other objects, he can have no notion of

space. It has neither colour nor figure to make it an

object of sight. It has no tangible quality to make it

an object of touch. But other objects of sight and

touch carry the notion of space along with them ; and

not the notion only, but the belief of it : for a body

could not exist if there was no space to contain it : it

could not move if there was no space. Its situation, its

distance, and every relation it has to other bodies, sup-

pose space.

But though the notion of space seems not to enter at

first into the mind, until it is introduced by the proper

objects of sense ; yet, being once introduced, it re-

mains in our conception and belief, though the objects

which introduced it be removed. We see no absurdity

in supposing a body to be annihilated ; but the space

that contained it remains ; and to suppose that annihilat-

ed, seems to be absurd. It is so much allied to nothing

or emptiness, that it seems incapable of annihilation or

of creation.

Space not only retains a firm bold of our belief, even

when we suppose all the objects that introduced it to

be annihilated, but it swells to immensity. We cao

set no limits to it, either of extent or of duration.

VOL. II. 38
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Hence we call it immense, eternal, inninoveable, and

indestructible. But it is only an immense, eternal, im-

moveable, and indestructible void or emptiness. Per-

haps we may apply to it, what the Peripatetics said of

their first matter, that whatever it is, it is potentially

only, not actually.

When we consider parts of space that have measure

and figure, there is nothing we understand better, noth-

ing about which we can reason so clearly, and to so

great extent. Extension and figure are circumscribed

parts of space, and are the object of geometry, a sci-

ence in which hunlan reason has the most ample field,

and can go deeper, and with more certainty than in any

other. But when we attempt to comprehend the whole

of space, and to trace it to its origin, we lose our-

selves in the search. The profound speculations of in-

genious men upon this subject difier so widely, as may
lead us to suspect, that the line of human understand-

ing is too short to reach the bottom of it.

Bishop Berkeley, I think, was the first who observed,

that the extension, figure, and space, of which we
speak in common language, and of which geometry

treats, are originally perceived by the sense of touch

only ; but that there is a notion ofextension, figure, and

space, which tnay be got by sight, without any aid from

touch. To distinguish these, he calls the first tangible

extensioa, tangible figure, and tangible space ; the last

he calls visible. ^

As I think this distinction very important in the phi-

losophy of our senses, I shall adopt the names used by
the inventor to express it; remembering what has beea
already observed, that space, whether tangible or visi-

ble, is not so properly an object of sense, as a necessa-

ry concomitant of the objects both of sight and touch.

The reader may likewise be pleased to attend to this,

that when I use the names of tangible and visible space,
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I do not mean to adopt bishop Berkeley's opinion, so

far as to think that they are really different things, and

altogether unlike. I take them to he different concep-

tions of the same thing ; the one very partial, and the

other more complete ; but both distinct and just, as far

as they reach.

Thus when I see a spire at a very great distance, it

seems like the point of a bodkin ; there appears no

vane at the top, no angles. But when I view the same
object at a small distance, I see a huge pyramid of sev-

eral angles with a vane on the top. Neither of these

appearances is fallacious. Each of them is what it

ought to be, and what it must he, from such an object

seen at such different distances. These different ap-

pearances of the same object may serve to illustrate

the di&rent conceptions of space, according as they are

drawn from the information of sight alone, or as they

are drawn from the additional information of touch.

Our sight alone, unaided by touch, gives a very par-

tial notion of space, but yet a distinct one. When it is

considered according to this partial notion, I call it

visible space. The sense of touch gives a much more

complete notion of space ; and when it is considered ac-

cording to this notion, I call it tangible space. Per-

haps there may be intelligent beings of a higher order,

whose conceptions of space are much more complete

than those we have from both senses. Another sense

added to those of sight and touch, might, for what I

know, give us conceptions of space, as different from

those we can now attain, as tangible space is from visi-

ble ; and might resolve many knotty points concerning

it, which, from the imperfection of our faculties, we

cannot by any labour untie.

Berkeley acknowledges that there is an exact corres-

pondence between the visible figure and magnitude of

objects, and the tangible ; and that every modification
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of the one has a modification of the other correspond-

ing. He acknowledges likewise, that nature«has estab-

lished such a connection between the visible figure

and magnitude of an object, and the tangible, that we

learn by experience to know the tangible figure and

magnitude from the visible. And having been accus-

tomed to do so from infancy, we get the habit of do-

ing it with such facility and quickness, that we think

we see tangible figure, magnitude, and distance of

bodies, when, in reality, we only collect those tangible

qualities from the corresponding visible qualities, which

are natural signs of them.

The correspondence and connection which Berke-

ley shows to be between the visible figure and magni-

tude of objects, and their tangible figure and magnitude,

is in some respects very similar to that which we have

observed between our sensations, and the primary qual-

ities Avith which they are connected. No sooner is the

sensation felt, than immediately we have the conception

and belief of the corresponding quality. We give no

attention to the sensation ; it has not a name ; and it is

difficult to persuade us that there was any such thing.

In like manner, no sooner is the visible figure and

magnitude of an object seen, than immediately we have

the conception and belief of the corresponding tangible

figure and magnitude. We give no attention to the visi-

ble figure and magnitude. It is immediately forgotten,

as if it had never been perceived ; and it has no name
in common language ; and indeed, until Berkeley pointed

it out as a subject of speculation, and gave it a name, it

had none among philosophers, excepting in one instance,

relating to the heavenly bodie?, which are beyond the

reaih of touch. With regard to them, what Berkeley

ealls visible magnitude, was, by astronomers, called

apparent magnitude.

There is surely an apparent magnitude, and an ap-

parent figure of terrestrial objects, as well as of celes-
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lial; and this is what Berkeley calls their visible figure

and magnitude. But this was never made an object of

thought among philosophers, until thai author gave it

a name, and obseived the correspondence and connection

between it and tangible magnitude and figure, and how
the mind gets the habit of passing so instantaneously

from the visible figure, as a sign to the tangible figure,

as the thing signified by it, that the first is perfectly

forgotten, as if it had never been perceived.

Visible figure, extension, and space, may be made a

subject of mathematical speculation, as well as tlie tan-

gible. In the visible, we find two dimensions only ; in

the tangible three. In the one, magnitude is measured

by angle's ; in the other by lines. Every part of visi-

ble space bears some proportion to the whole ; but

tangible space being immense, any part of it bears no

proportion to the whole.

Such differences in their properties led bishop Berke-

ley to think, that visible and tangible magnitude and

figure, are things totally different and dissimilar, and

cannot both belong to the same object.

And upon this dissimilitude is grounded one of the

strongest arguments by which his system is supported.

For it may be said, if there be external objects which

have a real extension and figure, it must be either tan^

gible extension and figure, or visible, or both. The
last appears absurd ; nor was it ever maintained by

any man, that the same object has two kinds of exten-

sion and figure, totally dissimilar. There is then only

one of the two really in the object ; and the other must

be ideal. But no reason can be assigned why the per-

ceptions of one sense should be real, whilst those of

another are only ideal : and he who is persuaded that

the objects of sight are ideas only, has equal reason to

believe so of the objects of touch.

This argument, however, loses all its force, if it be

true, as was formerly hinted, that visible figure and ex-
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tension are only a partial conception, and the tangible

figure and extt^sion a more complete conception of

that figure and extension which is really in the object.

It has been proved very fully by bishop Berkeley,

that sight alone, without any aid from the informations

of touch, gives us no perception, nor even conception

of the distance of any object from the eye. But he

was not aware that this very principle overturns the

argument for his system, taken from the difierence be-

tween visible and tangible extension and figure : for,

supposing external objects to exist, and to have that

tangible extension and figure which we perceive, it

follows demonstrably, front the principle now mention-

ed, that their visible extension and figure must be just

what we see it to be.

The rules of perspective, and of the projection of

the sphere, which is a branch of perspective, are de-

monstrable. They suppose the existence of external

objects, wbieh have a tangible extension and figure;

and. upon that supposition, they demonstrate what

must be the visible extension and figure ofsuch objects,

when placed in such a position, and at sueh a distance.

Hence it is evident, that the visible figure and exten-

sion of objects is so far from being incompatible with

the tangible, that the first i; a necessary consequence

from the last, in beings that see as we do. The cor-

respondence between them is not arbitrary, like that

between words and the thing they signify, as Berke-

ley thought ; but it results necessarily from the nature

of the two senses ; and this correspondence being al-

ways found in experience to be exactly what the rules

of perspective sho'v that it ought to be, if the senses

give true information, is an argument of the truth of

both.
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CHAP. XX.

or THE EVIDENCE Or SENSE, AND OF BEIIEE IN

GENEKAX. ^

The intention of nature in tlie powers \rhi6k we

call the external senses, is evident. They are intend-

ed to give us that information of external objects which

the Supreme Being saw to be proper for us in our pres-

ent state ; and they give to all mankind the informa-

tion necessary for life, without reasoning, without any

art or investigation on our part.

The most uninstructed peasant has as distinct a con-

ception, and as firm a belief of the immediate objects

of his senses, as the greatest philosopher ; and with this

he rests satisfied, giving himself no concern how he

came by this conception and belief. But the philoso-

pher is impatient to know how his conception, of exter-

nal objects, and his belief of their existence, is pro-

duced. This, I am afraid, is hid in impenetrable dark-

ness. But wherS there is no knowledge, there is the

more room for conjecture : and of this philosophers

have always been very liberal.

The dark cave and shadows of Plato,, the specie» of

Aristotle, the films of Epicurus, and the ideas and

impressions of modern philosophers, are the produc-

tions of human fancy, successively invented to satisfy

the eager desire of knowing how we perceive external

objects } but they are all deficient in the two essential

characters of a true and pirilosophical account, of. the

phenomenon : for we neither have any evidence of

their existence ; nor, if they did exist, can it be shown
how they would produce perception.

It was before observed, that there are two.ingredi-

ents in this operation of perception : ist, the ooucep-
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tion or Dotion of the object ; and, 2dly, the belief of

its present existence. Both are unaccountable.

That we can assign no adequate cause of our first

conceptions ofthings, I think, is now acknowledged by

the most enlightened philosophers. We know that

such is our constitution, that in certain circumstances we
have certain conceptions ; but how they are produced, we
know no more ihan how we ourselves were produced.

"When we have got the conception of external objects

by our senses, we can analyze them in our thought into

their simple ingredients ; and we can compound those

ingredients into various new forms, which the senses

never presented. But it is beyond the power of hu-

man imagination to form any conception, whose simple

ingredients have not been furnished by nature in a

manner unaccountable to our understanding.

We have an immediate conception of the operations

of our own minds, joined with a belief of their exist-

ence i and this we call consciousness. But this is only

giving a name to this source of our^knowledge. It is

not a discovery of its cause. In like manner, we have,

by our external senses, a conception of external objects,

joined with a belief of their existence ; and this we call

perception. But this is only giving a name to another

source of our knowledge, without discovering its cause.

We know, that when certain impressions are made

upon our organs, nerves, and brain, certain correspond-

ing sensations are felt, and certain objects are both

conceived and believed to exist. But in this train of

operations nature works in the dark. We can neither

discover the cause ofany one ofthem, nor any necessary

connection of one with another ; and whether they are

connected by any necessary tie, or only conjoined in

our constitution by the will of Heaven, we know not.

That any kind of impression upon a body should be

the efficient cause of sensation; appears very absurd.
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A'or e^ we perceive any necessary connection beUveen

sensation and the conception and belief of an external

object. For any thing we can discover, we might liave

been so framed as» to have all the sensations we now
have by our senses, without any impressions upon our

organs, and without any conception of any external ob-

ject. For any thing we know, we' might have been

so made as to perceive external objects, without

any impressions on bodily organs, and without any of

those sensations which invariably accompany perception

'

in our present frame.

If our conception of external objects be "unaccounta-

ble, the conviction and belief of their existence, which

we get by our senses, is no less so.

Belief, assent, conviction, are words which I think do

not <admit of logical definition, because the operation

ofmind signified by them is perfectly simple, and of its

own kind. Nor do they need to be defined, because

they are common words, and well understood.

Belief must have an object. For be that believes,

must believe something; and that which he believes is

called the object of his belief. Of this object of his be-

lief, he must have some conception, clear or obscure;

for although there may be the most clear and distinct

conception of an object, without any belief of its exist-

ence, there can be no belief without conception.

Belief is always expressed in language by a proposi-

tion, wherein something is affirmed or denied. This is

the form of speech which in all languages is appropri-

ated to that purpose, and without belief there could Be

neither affirmation nor denial, nor should we have any

form of words to express either. Belief admits, of all.

degrees from the slightest suspicion to the fullest as-

surance. These things are so etident to every man
that reflects, that it would be abusing the reader's pa-

tience to dwell upon them,

vol. II. 39
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I proceed to obscivo, that there are maay operations

of miud in which, when we analyze them as faras we

are able, we find belief to be an essential ingredient. A
man cannot be conscious of his own thoughts, without

believing that he thinks. He cannot perceive an ob-

ject of sense, without believing that it exists. He can-

notdistinctly remember a past event, without believing

that it did "exist. Belief therefore is an ingredient in

consciousness, in perception, and in remembrance.

Not only in raobt of our intellectual operations, but

in many of the active principles of the human mind,

belief enters as an ingredient. Joy and sorrow, hope

and fear, imply a belief of good or ill, either present

or in expectation, v Esteem, gratitude, pity, and resent-

ment, imply a beliefof certain qualities in their objects.

In every action that is done for an end, there must be

a belief of its tendency to that end. So large a share

has belief in our intellectual operations, in our active

principles, and in our actions Yhemselves, that as faith

in things divine is represented as the main spring in the

life of a Christian, so belief in general is the main
spring in the life of a man.

That men often believe what there is no just ground

to believe, and thereby are led into hurtful errors, is

too evident to be denied : and, on the other hand, that

there are just grounds of belief, can as little be doubted

by any man who is not a perfect skeptic.

We give the name of evidence to whatever is a

ground of belief. To believe without evidence is a

weakness which every man is concerned to avoid, and

which every man wishes to avoid. Nor is it in a man's

power to believe any thing longer than he thinks he

has evidence.

What this evidence is, is ijfiore easily felt than de>

scribed. Those who never reflected upon its nature,

feel its influence in governing their belief. It is the busi-
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iiess of the logician to explain its nature, and to dis-

tinguish its various kinds and degrees ; but cvei-y man
of understanding can judge of it, and commonly judges

right, when the evidence is fairly laid before him, and
his mind is free from prejudice. A man who knows
nothing of the theory of vision, may have a good eye;

and a man who never speculated about evidence in the

abstract, may have a good judgment.

The common occasions of life lead us to distinguish

evidence into different kinds, to which we give names
that are well understood; such as the evidence ofsense,

the evidence of memory, the evidence of consciousness,

the evidence of testimony, the evidence of axioms, the

evidence ofreasoning. AH men ofcommon understand-

ing agree, that each of these kinds ofevidence may afford

just ground of belief, and they agree very generally

in the circumstances that strengthen or weaken them.

Philosophers have endeavoured, by analyzing the dif-

ferent sorts of evidence, to find out some common na-

ture wherein they all agree, and thereby to reduce

them all to one. This was the aim of the schoolmen in

their intricate disputes about the criterion of truth.

Des Cartes placed this criterion of truth in clear and

distinct perception ; and laid it down as a maxim, that

whatever we clearly and -distinctly perceive to be true,

is true ; but it is difficult to know what he understands

by clear and distinct perception in this maxim. Mr.

Locke placed it in a perception of the agreement or

disagreement of our ideas, which perception is imme-

diate in intuitive knowledge, and by the intervention of

other ideas in reasoning.

I confess that, although I have, as I think, a distinct

notion of the different kinds of evidence above men-

tioned, and perhaps of some others, which it is unnec-

essary here to enumerate, yet I am not able to find

any common nature to which they may all be reduced.
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They seem to me to agree only in this, that tliey are

all fitted by nature to produce belief in the human
mind ,• some of them in the highest degree, which we
call certainty, others in various degrees according to

circumstances.

ji
I shall take it for granted, that the evidence of sense,

when the proper circumstances concur, is good evi-

dence, and a just ground of belief. My intention in

this place is only to compare it with the other kinds

that have been mentioned, that we may judge whether

it be reducible to any of them, or of a nature peculiar

to itself.

1st, It seems to be quite different from the evidence

of reasoning. All good evidence is commonly called

reasonable evidence, and very justly, because it ought

to govern our belief as reasonable creatures. And, ac-

cording to this meaning, I think the evidence of sense

no less reasonable than that of demonstration. If na-

ture give, us information of things that concern us, by

other means than by reasoning, reason itself will direct

us to receive that information with thankfulness, and

to make the best use of it.

But when we speak of the evidence of reasoning as

a particular kind of evidence, it means the evidence of

propositions that are inferred by reasoning, from prop-

ositions already known and believed. Thus the evi-

dence of the fifth proposition of the first book of Eu-

clid's elements consists in this, that it is shown to be

the necessary consequence of the axioms, and of the

preceding propositions. In all reasoning, there must
be one or more premises, and a conclusion drawn from
them. And (he premises are called the reason why we
must believe the conclusion which we see to follow from
them.

That the evidence of sense is of a different kind,

needs little proof. No man seeks a reason for believing
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what he sees or feels ; and if he did, it would be diffi-

cult to find one. But thougli he can give no reason for

believing his senses, his belief remains as firm as if it

were grounded oh demonstration.

Many eminent philosophers, thinking it unreasonable

to believe, when they could not show a reason, have la-

boured to furnish us with reasons for believing our

senses ; but their reasons are very insufficient, and will

not bear examination. Other philosophers have shown

very clearly the fallacy of these reasons, and have,^ as

they imagine, discovered invincible reasons against this

belief; but they have never been able either to shake it

in themselves, or to convince others. The statesman

continues to plod, the soldier to fight, and the merchant

to export and import, without being in the least moved

by the demonstrations that have been offijred of the non-

existence of those things about which they are so serious-

ly employed. And a man may as soon, by reasoning,

pull the moon out of her orbit, as destroy the belief of

the objects of sense.

Shall we say then that the evidence of sense is the

same with that of axioms, or self-evident truths ? I

answer, .1st, that all modern philpsophers seem to

agree, that the existence of the objects of sense is not

self-evident, because some of them have endeavoured

to prove it by subtile reasoning, others to refute it.

Neither of these can consider it as self-evident.

2dly, J would observe, that the word fliTzoTH is taken

by philosophers in such a sense, as that the existence of

the objects of sense cannot, with propriety, be called

an axiom. They give the name of axiom only to self-

evident truths that are necessary, and are not limited

to time and place, but must be true at all times, and in

all places. The truths attested by our senses are not

ofthis kind ; they are contingent, and limited to time

and place.
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Thus, that one is the half of two, is an axiom. It is

equally true at all times, and in all places. We per-

ceive, by attending to the proposition itself, that it can-

not but be <rue ; and therefore it is called an eternal,

necessary and immutable truth. That there is at pres-

ent a chair on ray right hand, and another on my left,

is a truth attested by my senses ; but it is not necessary,

nor eternal, nor immutable. It may not be (rue next

minute ; and therefore, to call if an axiom, would, I ap-

prehend, be to deviate from the common use of the

worjd.

Sdly, If the word axiom be put to signify every truth

which is known immediately, without being deduced

from any antecedent truth, then the existence of the

objects of sense may be called an axiom. For my senses

give me as immediate conviction of what they testify,

as my understanding gives me of what is commonly

called an axiom.

There is no doubt an analogy between the evidence

of sense and the evidence oftestimony. Hence we find in

all languages the analogical expressions of the testimony

of sense, of giving credit to our senses, and the like.

But there is a real difference between the two, as well

as a similitude. In believing upon testimony, we rely

upon the authority of a person who testifies : but we
have no such authority for believing our senses.

Shall we say then that this belief is the inspiration of

the Almighty ? I think this may be said in a good sense;

for I take it to be the immediate efiect of Our constitu-

tion, which is the work of (he Almighty. But if inspi-

ration be understood to imply a persuasion of its coming

from God, our beliefofthe objects of sense is not inspi-

ration ; for a man would believe his senses though he

had no notion of a Deify. He who is persuaded that

he is the workmanship of God, and that it is a part of

his constitution to believe his senses, may think that a
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good reason to confirm his belief: but he had the belief

before he could give this or any other reason for it.

If we compare the evidence of sense with that of

memory, we find a great resemblance, but still some

difference. I remember distinctly to have dined yester-

day with such a company. What is the meaning of

this ? I( is, that I have a distinct conception and firm

belief of this past event; not by reasoning, not by tes-

timony, but immediately from my constitution : and I

give the name of memory to that part of my constitu-

tion, by which I have this kind of conviction of past

events.

I see a chair on my right hand. What is the

meaning of this ? It is, that I have, by my constitu-

tion, a distinct conception and firm belief of the pres-

ent existence of the chair in such a place, and in

such a position ; and I give the name of seeing to

that part of my constitution, by which I have this im-

mediate conviction. The two operations agree in the

immediate conviction whicli they give. They agree in

this also, that the things believed are not necessary,

but contingent, and limited to time and place. But

they difier in two respects j 1st, that memory has some-

thing for its object that did exist in time past ; but the

object of sight, and of all the senses, must be something

-which exists at present. And, 2dly, that I see by my
eyes, and only when they are directed to the object,

and when it is illuminated. But my memory is not

limited by any bodily organ that I know, nor by light

and darkness, though it has its limitations of another

kind.

These differedces are obvious to all men, and very

reasonably lead them to consider seeing and remember-

ing as operations specifically different. But the na-

ture of the evidence they give has a great resemblance.

A like difference and a like resemblance there is be-
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tween the evidence of sense and that of consciousness,

which I leave the reader to trace.

As to the opinion, that evidence consists in a percep-

tion of the agreement or disagreement of ideas, we

may have occasion to consider it more particular-

ly in another place. Here 1 only observe, that, when

taken in the most favourable sense, it may be applied

with propriety to the evidence of reasoning, and to the

evidence of some axioms. But I cannot see how, in any

sense, it can be applied to the evidence of eonseiousness,

to the evidence of memory, or to that of the senses.

"When I compare the different kinds of evidence

above mentioned, I confess, after all, that the evidence

of reasoning, and that of some necessary and self-evi-

dent truths, seems to be the least mysterious, and the

most perfectly comprehended ; and therefore I do not

think it strange that philosophers should have endeav-

oured to reduce all kinds of evidence to these.

When I see a proposition to be self-evident and neces-

sary, and that the subject is plainly included in the pred-

icate, there seems to be nothing more that I ,can de-

sire, in order to understand why I believe it. And when

I see a consequence that necessarily follows from one

or more self-evident propositions, I want nothing more

with regard to my belief of that consequence. The
light of truth so fills my mind in these cases, that I can

neither conceive, nor desire any thing more satisfying.

On the other hand, when I remember distinctly a

past event, or see an object before my eyes, this com-
mands my beliefno less than an axiom. But when, as a

philosopher, I reflect upon this belief, and want to trace

it to its origin, I am not able to resolve it into necessary

and self-evident axioms, or conclusions that are neces-

sarily consequent upon them. I seem to want that evi-

dence which I can best comprehend, and which gives

perfect satisfaction to an inquisitive mind ;. yet it is
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ridiculous to doubt, and I find it is not in my power.

An attempt to throw off this belief, is like an attempt

to fly, equally ridiculous and impracticable.

To a philosopher, who has been accustomed to think

that the treasure of bis knowledge is the acquisition of

that reasoning power of which he boasts, it is no doubt

humiliating to find, that his reason can lay no claim to

the greater part of it.

By his reason, he can discover certain abstract and

necessary relations of things; but his knowledge of

what really exists, or did exist, comes by another chan-

nel, which is open to those who cannot reason. He
is led to it in the dark, and knows not how he came
by it.

It is no wonder that the pride of philosophy should

lead some to invent vain theories, in order to account

for this knowledge ; and others who see this to be im-

practicable, to spurn at a knowledge they cannot ac-

count for, and vainly attempt to throw it off, as a re-

proach to their understanding. But the wise and the

humble will receive it as the gift of Heaven, and en-^

deavour to make the best use of it.

VOL. II. iO
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CHAP. XXI.

OF THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE SENSES.

OuH senses may be considered in two views; Isf, as

they affurd us agreeable sensations, oi* subject us to such

as are disagreeable ; and, 2dly, as they give us infor-

mation of things that concern us.

In the IsJ view, they neither require nor admit of

improvement. Both the painful and the agreeable sen-

sations of our external senses are given by nature for

certain ends ; and they are given in that degree which
is the most proper fpr their end. By diminishing or

increasing them, we should not mend, but mar the work
of nature.

Bodily pains are indications of some disorder or hurt

of the body, and admonitions to use the best means in

our power to prevent or remove their causes. As far

as this can be done by temperance, exercise, regimen,

or the skill of the physician, every man has sufficient

inducement to do it.

When pain cannot be prevented or removed, it is

greatly alleviated by patience and fortitude of mind.

"While the mind is superior to pain, the man is no( un-

happy, though he may be exercised. It leaves no sting

behind it, but rather matter of triumph and agreeable

reflection, wlien borne properly, and in a good cause.

The Canadians have taught us, that even savages

may acquire a superiority to the most excruciating

pains ; and, in every region of the earth, instances will

be found, where a sense of duty, of honour, or even of

worldly interest, have triumphed over it.

It is evident, that nature intended for maii in his

present state, a life of labour and toil, wherein he may

]be occasionally exposed to pain and danger : and the
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happiest man is not he who has felt least of (hose evils,

but he whose mind is fitted to beai" them by real mag-
nanimity.

Our active and perceptive powers are improved and

perfected by use and exercise. This is the constitution

of nature. But, with regard to the agreeable and disa-

greeable sensations we have by our senses, the very

contrary is an established constitution of nature: the

frequent repetition of them weakens their force. Sen-

sations at first very disagreeable, by use become toler-

able, and at last perfectly indifierent. And those that

are at first very agreeable, by frequent repetition be-

come insipid, and at last pei'haps give disgust. Na-
ture has set limits to the pleasures of sense, which we
cannot pass; and all studied gratification of them, as it

is mean and unworthy of a man, so it is foolish and

fruitless.

The man who, in eating and drinking, and in other

grasifications of sense, obeys the calls of nature, with-

out afiecting delicacies and refinements, has all the en-

joyment that the senses can afford. If one could, by a

soft and luxurious life, acquire a more delicate sensi-

bility to pleasure, it must be at the expense of a like

sensibility to pain, from which he can never promise

exemption ; and at the expense of cherishing many dis-

eases which produce pain. /

The improvement of our external senses, as they are

the means of giving us information, is a subject more

worthy of our attention ; for although they are not the

noblest and most exalted powers of our nature, yet

they are not the least useful. All that we know or can

know of the materia! world, must be grounded upon

their information ; and the philosopher, as well as the

day labourer, must be indebted to them for the largest

part of his knowledge.
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Some of our perceptions by the senses may be called

original, because they require no previous experience

or learning ; but the far greatest part is acquired, and

the fruit of experience.

Three ofour senses, to wit, smell, taste, and hearing,

originally give us oply certain sensations, and a con-

viction tiiat these sensations are occasioned by some ex-

ternal object. We give a name to that quality of the

object by which it is fitted to produce such a sensation,

and connect that quality with the object, and with its

other qualities.

Thus we learn, that a certain sensation of smell is

produced by a rose ; and that quality in the rose, by

which it is fitted to produce this sensation, we call the

smell of the rose. Here it is evident that the sensation

is original. The perception, that the rose has that

quality, which we call its smell, is acquired. In like

manner, we learn all those qualities in bodies, which

we call their smell, their taste, their sound. These

are all secondary qualities, and we give the same name
to them which we give to the sensations they produce

;

not from any similitude between the sensation and the

quality of the same name, but because the quality is

signified to us by the sensation as its sign, and because

our senses give us no other knowledge of the quality,

but that it is fit to produce such a sensation.

By the other two senses, we have much more ample

information. By sight, we learn to distinguish objects

by their colour, in the same manner as by their sound,

taste, and smell. By this sense, we perceive visible ob-

jects to have extension in two dimensions, to have visi-

ble figure and magnitude, and a certain angular dis-

tance from one another. These I conceive are the orig-

inal perceptions of sight.

By touch, we not only perceive the temperature of

bodies as to heat and cold, whieh are secondary quali-
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ties, but we perceive originally their three dimensions,

their tangible figure and magnitude, their linear dis-

tance from one another, their hardness, softness, or flu-

idity. These qualities we originally perceive by touch

only 5 but, by experience, we learn to perceive all or

most of them by sight.

We learn to perceive, by one sense, what originally

could have been perceived only by another, by finding a

connection between the objects of the difierent senses.

Hence the original perceptions, or the sensations of

one sense become signs of whatever has always been

found connected with them ; and from the sign the

mind passes immediately to the conception and belief

of the thing signified : and although the connection in

the mind between the sign and the thing signified by it,

be the effect of custom, this custom becomes a second

nature, and it is difiicult to distinguish it from the orig-

inal power of perception.

Thus, if a sphere of one uniform colour be set be-

fore me, I perceive evidently by my eye its spherical

figure, and its three dimensions. All the world will

acknowledge, that by sight only, without touching it,

I may be certain that it is a sphere ; yet it is no less

certain, that, by the original power of sight, I could

not perceive it to be a sphere, and to have three dimen-

sions. The eye originally could only perceive two di-

mensions, and a gradual variation of colour on the dif-

ferent sides of the object.

It is experience that teaches me that the variation

of colour is an effect of spherical convexity, and of the

distribution of light and shade. But so rapid is the

progress of the thought from the effect to the cause;
,

that we attend only to the last, and can hardly be per-'

snaded that we do not immediately seethe three dimen-

sions of the sphere.

Nay, it may be observed, that, in this ease, the ac-

quired perception in a manner effaces the original one

;
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for the sphere is seen to be of one uniform colour,

though originally there would have appeared a gradu-

al variation of colour : but that apparent variation,

we learn to interpret as the effect of light and shade

falling upon a sphere of one uniform colour.

A sphere may be painted upon a plane, so exactly, as

to be taken for a real sphere, when the eye is at a prop-

er distance, and in the proper point of view. We say

in this case, that the eye is deceived that the appear-

ance is fallacious. But there is no fallacy in the origi-

nal perception, but only in that which is acquired by

custom. The variation of colour, exhibited to the eye

by the painter's art, is the same which nature exhibits

by the different degrees of light falling upon the con-

vex surface of a sphere.

In perception, whether original or acquired, there is

something which may be called the sign, and something

which is signified to us, or brought to our knowledge

by that sign.

In original perception, the signs are the various sen-

sations which are produced by the impressions made

upon our organs. The things signified, are the objects

perceived in consequence of those sensations, by the

original constitotion of our nature.

Thus, when I grasp an ivory ball in my hand, I have

a certain sensation of touch. Although this sensation

be in the mind, and have no similitude to any thing ma-
terial, yet, by the laws of my constitution, it is imme-
diately followed by the conception and belief, that there

is in my hand a hard smooth body of a spherical figure,

and about an inch and a half in diameter. This belief

is grounded neither upon reasoning, nor upon experi-

ence ; it is the immediate effect of my constitution, and

this I call original perception.

In acquired perception, the sign may be either a sen-

sation, ov something originally perceived^ The thing
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signified is something, which, by experience, has been
found connected with that sign.

Thus, when tlie ivorj ball is placed before my eye, I

perceive by sight what I before perceived by touch,
that the bail is smooth, spherical, of such a diameter,
and at such a distance from the eye ; and to this is

added the perception of ils colour. All these things I

perceive by sight distinctly, and with certainty: yet it

is certain from principles of philosophy, that if I had
not been accustomed to compare the informations of
sight with those of touch. I should not have perceived

these things by sight. I should have perceived a circu-

lar object, having its colour gradually more faint tow-

ard the shaded side. But I should not have perceiv-

ed it to have three dimensions, to be spherical, to be of
such a linear magnitude, and at such a distance from
the eye. That these last mentioned are not original

perceptions of sight, but acquired by experience, is suf-

ficiently evident from the principles of optics, and from

the art of painters, in painting objects of three dimen-

sions, upon a plane which has only two. And it has

been put beyond all doubt, by observations recorded

of several persons, who having, by cataracts - in their

eyes, been deprived of sight from their infancy, have

been couched and made to see, after they came to years

of understanding.

Those who have had their eyesight from infancy,

acquire such perceptions so early, that they cannot rec-

ollect the time when they had them not, and there-

fore make no distinction between them and their origi-

nal perceptions; nor can they be easily persuaded,

that there is any just foundation for such a distinction.

In all languages men speak with equal assurance of

their seeing objects to be spherical or cubical, as of

their feeling them to be so; nor do they ever dream,

that these perceptions of sight were not as early and
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original as the perceptions tliey have of the same ob-

jects by touch.

This power which we acquire of perceiving things

by our senses, which originally we should not have per-

ceived, is not the effect of any reasoning on our part

:

it is the result of our constitution, and of the situations

in which we happen to be placed.

We are so made, that when two things are found to

be conjoined in certain circumstances, we are prone to

believe that they are connected by nature, and will

always be found together in like circumstances. The be-

lief which we are led into in such cases is not the effect

of reasoning, nor does it arise from intuitive evidence

in the thing believed ; it is, as I apprehend, the imme-

diate effect ofour constitution. Accordingly it is strong-

est in infancy, before our reasoning power appears, be-

fore we are capable of drawing a conclusion from prem-

ises. A child who has once burnt his finger in a candle,

from that single instance connects the pain of burning

with putting his finger in the candle, and believes that

these twothings must go together. It is obvious, that this

part of our constitution is of very great use before we
come to the use of reason, and guards us from a thousand

mischiefs, which, without it, we would rush into ; it may
sometimes lead us into error, but the good effects of it

far overbalance the ill.

It is no doubt the perfection of a rational being to

have no beliefbut what is grounded on intuitive evidence,

or on just reasoning : but man, I apprehend, is not such

a being; nor is it the intention of nature that he should

be such a being, in every period of his existence. We
come into the world without the exereii^e of reason ; we
are merely animal before we are rational creatures ;*

* Oar author speaks in this same paragraph of thefaculty of reason ,

and in Kssay T chap. t. informs us, that hy faculty he intends anoriffinal

and natural power of the mind. He cannot, therefore, wish his readers
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and it is necessary for our preservation, that we should

believe many things before we can reason. How then

is our belief to be regulated before we have reason to

regulate it ? has nature left it to be regulated by chance ?

By no means. It is regulated by certain principles,

which are parts of our constitution. Whether they

ought to be called animal principles, or instinctive prin-

ciples, or what name we give to them, is of small

moment ; but they are certainly different from the fac-

ulty of reason. They do the oflSce of reason while it

is in its infancy, and must/ as it were, be carried in a

nurse's arms, and they are leading strings to it in its

gradual progress.

From what has been said, I think it appears, that

our original powers of perceiving objects by our senses

receive great improvement by use and habit ; and with-

out this improvement, would be altogether insufficient

for the purposes of life. The daily occurrences of life

not only add to our stock of knowledge, but give addi-

tional perceptive powers to our senses ; and time gives

us the use of our eyes and ears, as well as of our hands

and legs.

This is the greatest and most important improve-

ment of our external senses. It is to be found in all

to understand his declaration, that " we are merely animal before we are

rational creatures, " in such a manner as to exclude the faculty of reason

from that mental constitution which we bring into the world. This fac-

ulty may exist at the moment of birth, in conjunction with every other

constituent faculty of that complex being, which we call man, without

being brought immediately into exercise. Keasoning is the operation of

the faculty of reason, and consists of three connected judgments of the

human mind ; but every one knows that the animal powers of an infant

produce the action of sucking; before the child infers a third judgment

from two previous judgments, called premises. Man, therefore, exercises

the powers which are merely animal before those which constitute him a

rational creature. It has never been proved that infants reason so soon

as they are born ; and we apprehend it never will be proved, that they

are mere animals, at any pepiod of existence after their birth, unless in

common language a. mere animat avda man shall signify the same thing.

^m. Editor.

vol. II. 41
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men come to years of understanding, but is various in

different persons according to their different occupa-

tions, and the different circumstances in which they

are placed. Every artist acquires an eye as well as a

hand in his own profession. His eye becomes skilled

in perceiving, no less than his hand in executing, what

belongs to his employment.

Besides this improvement of our senses, which na-

ture produces without our intention, there are various

ways in which they may be improved, or their defects

remedied by art. As, 1st, by a due care of the organs

of sense, that they be in a sound and natural state.

This belongs to the department of the Medical Faculty.

2dly, By accurate attention to the objects of sense.

The effects of such attention in improving our senses

appear in every art. The artist, by giving more at-

tention to certain objects than others do, by that means

perceives many things in those objects which others

do not. Those who happen to be deprived of one sense,

frequently supply that defect in a great degree, by

giving more accurate attention to the objects of tbe

senses they have. The blind have often been known to

acquire uncommon acuteness in distinguishing things

by feeling and hearing; and the deaf are uncommonly

quick in reading men's thoughts in their countenance.

A third way in which our senses admit of improve-

ment, is, by additional organs or instruments contrived

hy art. By the invention of optical glasses, and tbe

gradual improvement of them, the natural power of

vision is wonderfully improved, and a vast addition

made to the stock of knowledge which we acquire by

the eye. By speaking trumpets, and ear trumpets,

some improvement has been made in the sense of hear-

ing. Whether by similar inventions the other senses

may be improved, seems uncertain.

A fourth method by which the information got by our

senses may be improved, is, by discovering the connec-
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tion which nature has established between the sensi-

ble qualities of objects and their more latent quali-

ties.

By the sensible qualities of bodies, I understand

those that are perceived immediately by the senses,

such as their colour, figure, feeling, sound, taste, smell.

The various modifications, and various combinations of

the^e, are innumerable; so that there are hardly two

individual bodies in nature that may not be distinguish-

ed by their sensible qualities.

The latent qualities are such as are not immediately

discovered by our senses ; but discovered, sometimes

by accident, sometimes by experiment or observation.

The most important part of our knowledge of bodies,

is the knowledge of the latent qualities of the several

species, by which they are adapted to certain pur-

poses, either for food, or medicine, or agriculture, or for

the materials or utejisils of some art or manufacture.

I am taught, that certain species of bodies liave cer-

tain latent qualities ; but how shall I know that this

individual is of such a species ? This must be known

by the sensible qualities which characterize the species.

I must know that this is bread, and that wine, before I

eat the one or drink the other. I must know that this

is rhubarb, and that opium, before I use the one or the

other for medicine.

It is one branch of human knowledge to know the

names of the various species of natural and artificial

bodies, and to know the sensible qualities by which

they are ascertained to be of such a species, and by

which they are distinguished from one another. It is

another branch of knowledge to know the latent quali-

ties of the several species, and the uses to which they

are subservient.

The man who possesses both these branches, is in-

formed by his senses of innumerable things of real mo-
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ment, which are hid from those who possess only one,

or neiCher. This is an improvement in the information

got by our senses, which must keep pace with the im-

provements made in natural history, in natural philoso-

phy, and in the arts.

It would he an improvement still higher, if we were

able to discover any connection between the sensible

qualities of bodies and their latent qualities, without

knowing the species, or what may have been discover-

ed with regard to it.

Some philosophers of the first rate have made at-

tempts toward this noble improvement, not without

promising hopes of success. Thus the celebrated Lin-

naeus lias attempted to point out certain sensible quali-

ties by which a plant may very probably be concluded

to be poisonous, without knowing its name or species.

He has given several other instances, wherein certain

medical and economical virtues of plants are indicat-

ed by their external appearances. Sir Isaac Newton

has attempted to show, that from the colours of bodies

we may form a probable conjecture of the size of

their constituent parts, by which the rays of light are

reflected.

No man can pretend to set limits to the discoveries

that may be made by human genius and industry, of

such connections between the latent and the sensible

qualities of bodies. A wide field here opens to our

view, whose boundaries no man can ascertain, of im-

provements that may hereafter be made in the infor-

mation conveyed to us by our senses.
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CHAP. XXII.

OF THE FAXIACY OF THE SENSES.

CoMPiAiNTs of the fallacy of the senses have been

very cornmou in ancient and in modern times, especial-

ly among the philosophers : and if we should take for

granted all that they have said on this subject, the nat-

ural conclusion from it might seem to be, that the

senses are given to us by some malignant demon on

purpose to delude us, rather than that they are formed

by the wise and beneficent Author of nature, to give us

true information of things necessary to our preserva-

tion and happiness.

The whole sect of Atomists among the ancients, led

by Democritus, and afterward by Epicurus, maintain-

ed, that all the qualities of bodies which the moderns

call secondary qualities, to wit, smell, taste, sound,

colour, heat, and cold, are mere illusions of sense, and

have no real existence. Plato maintained that we can

attain no real knowledge of material things ; and that

eternal and immutable ideas are the only objects of

real knowledge. The Academics and Skeptics anxious-

< ly sought for arguments to prove the fallaciousness of

our senses, in order to support their favourite doctrine,

that even in things that seem most evident, we ought

to withhold assent.

Among the Peripatetics we find frequent complaints

that the senses often deceive us, and that their testimo-

ny is to be suspected, when it is not confirmed by rea-

son, by which the errors of sense may be corrected.

This complaint they supported by many common place

instances ; such as, the crooked appearance of an oar

in water; objects being magnified, and their distance
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mistaken iu a fog ; the sun and moon appearing about

a foot or two in diameter, wliile they are really thou-

sands of miles ; a square tower being taken at a distance

to be round. These, and many similar appearances, they

thought to be sufficiently accounted for from the fallacy

of the senses : and thus the fallacy of the senses was used

as a decent cover to conceal their ignorance of the real

causes of such phenomena, and served the same purpose

as their occult qualities and substantial forms.

Des Cartes and his followers joined in the same com-

plaint. Antony le Grand, a philosopher of that sect,

in the first chapter of his Logic, expresses the senti-

ments of the sect as follows : " Since all our senses

are fallacious, and we are frequently deceived by them,

common reason advises, that we should not put too

much trust in them, nay, that we should suspect false-

hood in every thing they represent ; for it is imprudence

and temerity to trust to those who have but once de-

ceived us ; and if they err at any time, they may be

believed always to err. They are given by nature for

this purpose only, to warn us of what is useful and what

is hurtful to us. The order of nature is perverted

vhen we put them to any other use, and apply them for

the knowledge of truth."

When we consider that the active part of mankind,

in all ages from the beginning of the world, have rest-

ed their most important concerns upon the testimony

of sense, it will be very difficult to reconcile their con-

duet with the speculative opinion so generally entertain-

ed of the fallaciousness of the senses. And it seems

to be a very unfavourable account of the workmanship

of the Supreme Being, to think that he has given us

one faculty to deceive us, to wit, our senses, and anoth-

er faculty, to wit, our reason, to detect the fallacy.

It deserves, therefore, to be considered, whether the

fallaciousness of our senses be not a common error.
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which men have been led into, from a desire to conceal

their ignorance, or to apologize for their mistalves.

There are two powers which we owe to our external

senses, sensation, and the perception of external ob-

jects.

It is impossible that there can he any fallacy in sen-

sation : for we are conscious of all our sensations, and
they can neither be any other in their nature, nor

greater or less in their degree than we feel them. It

is impossible that a man should be in pain, when he
does not feel pain j and when he feels pain, it is impos-

sible that his pain should not be real, and in its degree

what it is felt to be : and the same thing may be said

of every sensation whatsoever. An agreeable or an

uneasy sensation may be forgotten when it is past, but

when it is present, it can be nothing but what we
feel.

If, therefore, there be any fallacy in our senses, it

must be in the perception of external objects, which

we shall next consider.

And here I grant that we can conceive powers of

perceiving external objects more perfect than ours,

which, possibly, beings of a higher order may enjoy.

We can perceive external objects only by means of

bodily organs ; and these are liable to various disorders,

which sometimes aiiect our powers of perception. The
nerves and brain, which ai-e interior organs of percep-

tion, are likewise liable to disorders, as every part of

the human frame Is.

The imagination, the memory, thejudging and rea-

soning powers, are all liable to be hurt, or even de-

stroyed, by disorders of the body, as well as our pow-

ers of perception ; but we do not on this account call;

them fallacious.

Our senses, our memory, and our reason, are all

limited and imperfect : this is the lot of humanity

:
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but they are such as the Author of our being saw to be

best fitted for us in our present state. Superior na-

tures inaj have intellectual powers which we have not,

or such as we have, in a more perfect degree, and less

liable to accidental disorders : but we have no reason

to think that God has given fallacious powers to any

of his creatures. This would be to think dishonoura-

bly of our Maker, and would lay a foundation for uni-

versal skepticism.

The appearances commonly imputed to the fallacy

of the senses are many, and of different kinds ; but I

think they may be reduced to the four following classes.

1st, Many things called deceptions of the senses are

only conclusions rashly drawn from the testimony of

the senses. In these cases the testimony of the senses

is true, but we rashly draw a conclusion from it, which

does not necessarily follow. We are disposed to im-

pute our errors rather to false information than to in-

conclusive reasoning, and to blame our senses for the

wrong conclusions we draw from their testimony.

Thus, when a man has taken a counterfeit guinea for

a. true one, he says his senses deceived him ; but he

lays the blame where it ought not to be laid : for we
may ask him, did your senses give a false testimony of

the colour, or of the figure, or of the impression ? No.

But this is all that they testified, and this they testified

truly. From these premises you concluded that it was

a true guinea, but this conclusion does not follow ; you

erred therefore, not by relying upon the testimony of

sense, but by judging rashly from its testimony. Not
only are your senses innocent of this error, but it is

only by their information that it can be discovered. If

you consult them properly, they will inform you that

what you took for a guinea is base metal, or is deficient

in weight, and this can only be known by the testimo-

ny of sense.
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I remember to have met with a man who thought the

argument used by Protestants against the Popish

doctrine of transubstantialion, from the testimony of

our senses, inconclusive; because, said he, instances

may be given where several of our senses may deceive

us : how do we know then that there may not be cases

wherein they all deceive us, and no sense is left to de-

tect the fallacy 1 1 begged of him to know an instance

wherein several of our senses deceive us. I take* said

he, a piece of soft turf, I cut it into the shape ofan ap-

ple ; with the essence of apples, I give it the smell of

an apple ; and with paint, I can give it the skin and

colour of an apple. Here then is a body, which, ifyou

judge by your eye, by your touch, or by your smell, is

an apple.

To this I would answer, that no one of our senses de-

ceives us in this ease. My sight and touch testify that

it has the shape and colour of an apple: this is true.

The sense of smelling testifies that it has the smell of

an apple : this is likewise true, and is no deception.

Where then lies the deception ? It is evident it lies in

this, that because this body has some qualities belong-

ing to an apple, I conclude that it is an apple. This is

a fallacy, not of the senses, but of inconclusive rea-

soning.

Many false judgments that are accounted deceptions

of sense, arise from our mistaking relative motion for

real or absolute motion. These can be no deceptions

of sense, because by our senses we perceive only the

relative motions of bodies ; and it is by reasoning that

we infer the real from the relative which we perceive^

A little reflection may satisfy us of this.

It was before observed, that we perceive extension

to be one sensible quality of bodies, and thence are nec-

essarily led to conceive space, though space be of it-

voi. Hi 42
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self uo object of sense. When a body is removed out

of its plaee. the space which it filled remains empty

till it is filled by some other body, and would remain

if it should never be filled. Before any body existed,

the space which bodies now occupy was empty space,

capable of receiving bodies ; for no body can exist

where there is no sjmce to contain it. There is space

therefore wherever bodies exist, or can exist.

Hence it is evident that space can have no limits.

It is no less evident that it is immoveable. Bodies

placed in it are moveable, but the plaee where they

were cannot be moved ; and we can as easily conceive

a thing to be moved from itself, as one part of space

brought nearer to, or removed further from another.

This space, therefore, which is unlimited and im-

moveable, is called by philosophers absolute space. Ab^

solute, or real motion, is a change of place in absolute

space.

Our senses do not testify the absolute niolion or abso-

lute rest of any body. When one body removes from

another, this uiay be discerned by the senses; but

whether any body keeps the same part of absolute space,

we do not perceive by oar senses. When one body

seems to remove from another, we can infer with cer-

tainty that there is absolute motion, but whether in

the one or the other, or partly in both, is not discerned

by sense.

Of all the prejudices which philosophy contradicts,

I believe there is none so general as that the earth keeps

its place unmoved. This opinion seems to be univer-

sal, till it is corrected by instruction, or by philosophi-

cal speculation. Those who have any tincture of edu-

cation are not now in danger of being held by it, but

they find at first a reluctance to believe that there

areantipoi.es; that the earth is spherical, and turns

round its axis every day, and round the suu every year.
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Tlieycan recollect the time when reason struggled with

prejudice upon these points, and prevailed at length,

but not without some effort.

The cause of a prejudice so very general is not un-

worthy of investigation. But that is not our present

business. It is sufficient to observe, that it cannot

justly be called a fallacy of sense ; because our senses

tes'ify onlj' the change of situation of one body in re-

lation to other bodies, and not its charfge of situation

in absolute space. It is only the relative motion of

bodies that we perceive, and that we perceive trnly.

It is the province of reason and philosophy, from the

relative motions which we perceive, to collect the real

and absolute motions which produce them.

All motion must be estimated frbm some point or

place wliich is supposed to be at rest. We perceive

not the points of absolute space, from which real and

absolute motion must be reckoned : and there are ob-

vious reasons that lead mankind in the state of igno-

rance, to make the earth the fixed place from which

they may estimate the various motions tliey perceive.

The custom of doing this from infancy, and of using

constantly a language wiiich supposes the earth to be

at rest, may perhaps be the cause of the general prej-

udice in favour of this opinion.

Thus it appears, that if \\c distinguish accurately

between what our senses really and naturally testify,

and the conclusions which we draw from their testimo-

ny, by reasoning, we shall find many of the errors,

called fallacies of the senses, to be no fallacy of the

senses, but rash judgments, which are not to be imput-

ed to our senses.

2dly, Another class of errors imputed to the fallacy

of the senses, afe those which we are liable to in our

acquired perceptions. Acquired perception is not prop-

erly the testimony of those senses which God has
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given us, but a conclusion drawn from Avhat the senses

testily. In our past experience, we have found certain

things conjoined with what our senses testify. We are

led by our constitution to expect tliis conjunction in

time to come ; and wlien we have often found it in our

experience to happen, wc acquire a firm belief, that the

things which we have found thus conjoined are connect-

ed in nature, and that one is a sign of the other. The
appearance of the sign immediately produces the belief

of its usual attendant, and we think we perceive the one

as well as the other.

That such conclusions are formed even in infancy,

no man can doubt ; nor is it less certain that they are

confounded with the natural and immediate perceptions

of sense, and in all languages are called by the same

name. We are therefore authorized by language to

call them perception, and must often do so, or speak

unintelligibly. But philosophy teaches us in this, as

in many other instances, to distinguish things which

the vulgar confound. I have therefore given the name

of acquired perception to such conclusions, to distin-

guish them from what is naturally, originally, and im-

mediately testified by our senses. Whether this ac-

quired perception is to be resolved into some process

of reasoning, of which we have lost the remembrance,

as some philosophers think, or whether it results from

some part of our constitution distinct from reason, as I

rather believe, does not concern the present subject.

If the first of these opinions be true, the errors of ac-

quired perception will fall under the first class before

mentioned. If not. it makes a distinct class by itself.

But whether the one or the other be true, it must be

observed, that the errors of acquired perception are not

properly fallacie-s of our senses.

Thus when a globe is set before me, I perceive by

ray eyes that it has three dimensions and a spherical
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figure. To say that this is not perception, would be

to reject tlie authority of custom in the use of words,

which no wise man will do : but that it is not the testi-

mony of my sense of seeing, every philosopher knows.

I see only a circular form, having the light and colour

distributed in a certain way over it. But being accus-

tomed to observe this distribution of light and colour

only in a spherical body, I immediately, from what I

see, believe the object to be spherical, and say that I

see or perceive it to be spherical. "When a painter,

by an exact imitation of that distribution of light and

colour, which I have been accustomed to see only in a

real sphere, deceives me, so as to make me take that

to be a real sphere, which is only a painted one, the

testimony of my eye is true ; the colour and visible fig-

ure of the object is truly what I see it to be: the error

lies in the conclusion drawn from what I see, to wit,

that the object has three dimensions and a spherical

figure. The conclusion is false in this case ; but what-

ever be the origin of this conclusion, it is not properly

the testimony of sense.

To this class we must refer the judgments we are

apt to form of the distance and magnitude of the heaven-

ly bodies, and of terrestrial objects seen on high. The
mistakes we make of the magnitude and distance of ob-

jects seen through optical glasses, or through an atmo-

sphere uncommonly clear, or uncommonly foggy, belong

likewise to this class.

The errors we are led into in acquired perception are

very rarely hurtful to us in the conduct of life j they

are gradually corrected by a more enlarged experience,

and a more perfect knowledge of the laws of nature ;

and the general laws of our constitution, by which we

are sometimes led into them, are of the greatest utility.

A^e come into the world ignorant of every thing, and

by our ignorance exposed to many dangers and to many
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mistakes. The regular train of causes and effects,

which Divine Wisdom has established, and which

directs every step of our conduct in advanced life, is un-

known, until it is gradually discovered by experience.

We must learn much from experience before we can

reason, and therefore must be liable to many errors.

Indeed, I apprehend, that, in the first part of life,

reason would do us much more hurt than good. Were

we sensible of our condiiion in that period, and capa-

ble of reflecting upon it, we should be like a man in the

dark, surrounded with dangers, where every step he

takes may be into a pit. Reason would direct him to

sit down, and wait till he could see about him.

In like manner, if we suppose an infant endowed with

reason, it would direct him to do nothing, till he knew

what coiild be done with safety. This he can only know

by experiment, and experiments are dangerous. Rea-

son directs, that experiments that are full of danger

should not be made without a very urgent cause. It

would therefore make the infant unhappy, and binder

his improvement by experience.

Nature has followed another plan. The child, unap-

prehensive of danger, is led by instinct to exert all his

active powers, to try every thing without the cautions

admonitions of reason, and to believe every thing that

is told him. Sometimes he suffers by his rashness

what reason would have prevented: but his suffering

proves a salutary discipline, and makes him for the fu-

ture avoid the cause of it. Sometimes he is imposed

upon by his credulity ; but it is of infinite benefit to him

upon the whole. His activity and credulity are more

useful qualities, and better instructors than reason

would be ; they teach him more in a day than reason

would do in a year; they furnish a stock of materials

for reason to work u on ; the> make him easy and hap-

py in a period of his existence, when reason could only
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serve to suggest a thousand tormenting anxieties and
fears ; and he acts agreeably to the constitution and in-

tention of nature, even when he does and believes what
reason would not justify. So that the wisdom and good-

ness of Ibe Author of nature is no less conspicuous in

withhglding the exercise of our reason in this period,

than in bestowing it when we are ripe for it.

A third class of errors, ascribed to the fallacy of the

senses, proceeds from ignorance of the laws ofnature.

The laws of nature, I mean not moral but physical

laws, are learned, either from our own experience, or

the expenence of others, who have had occasion to ob-

serve the course of nature.

Ignorance of those laws, or inattention to them, is

apt to occasion false judgments with regard to the ob-

jects of sense, especially those of hearing and of sight;

which false judgments are often, without good reason,

called fallacies of sense.

Sounds affect the ear differently, according as the

sounding body is before or behind us, on the right hand

or on the left, near or at a great distance. We learn,

by the manner in which the sound affects the ear, on

what hand we are to look for the sounding body ; and

in most eases we judge right. But we are sometimes

deceived by echoes, or by whisperinggalleries, orspeak-

ing trumpets, which return the sound, or alter its di-

rection, or convey it to a distance without diminution.

The deception is still greater, because more uncom-

mon, which is said to be produced by gastriloquists,

that is, persons who have acquired the art of modifying

their voice, so that it sball affect the ear of the hearers,

as if it came from another person, or from the clouds,

or from under the earth.

I never had the fortune to be acquainted with any of

these artists, and therefore cannot- say to what degree

of perfection the art may have been carried.
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I apprebend it to be onl^ such an imperfect imitation

as may deceive those who are inattentive, or under a

panic. For if it could be carried to perfection, a gas-

triloquist would be as dangerous a man in society as was

tlie shepherd Giges, who, by turning a ring upon his

finger, could make himself invisible, and by that means,

from being the king's shepherd, became king of Lydia.

If the gastriloquists have all been too good men to

use their (alents to the detriment of others, it might at

least be expected that some of them should apply it to

their own advantage. If it could be brought to any

considerable degree of perfection, it seems to be as

proper an engine for drawing money by the exhibition

of it, as legerdemain or rope dancing. But I have

never heard of any exhibition of this kind, and there-

fore am apt to think, that it is too coarse an imitation

to bear exhibition even to the vulgar.

Some are said to have the art of imitating the voice

of another so exactly, that in the dark they might be

taken for the person whose voice they imitate. I am
apt to think, that this art also, in the relations made

of it, is magnified beyond the truth, as wonderful re-

lations are apt to be, and that an attentive ear would be

able to distinguish the copy from the original.

It is indeed a wonderful instance of the accuracy,

as well as of the truth of our senses, in things that

are of real use in life, that we are able to distinguish all

our acquaintance by their countenance, by their voice,

and by their hand writing, when at the same time we

are often unable to say by what minute difference the

distinction is made; and that we are so very rarely

deceived in matters of this kind, when we give proper

attention to the informations of sense.

However, if any case should happen, in which

sounds produced by different causes are not distin^

guishable by the ear, this may prove that our senses
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are imperfect, but not that they are fallacious. The
ear may not be able to draw the just conclusion, but it

ia only our ignorance of the laws of sound that leads

us to a wrong conclusion.

Deceptions of sight, arising from ignorance of the

laws of nature, are more numerous, and more remark-

able than those of hearing.

The rays of ligh(, which are the means of seeing,

pass in right lines from the object to the eye, when they

meet with no obstruction; and we are by nature led

to conceive the visible object to be in the direction of

the rays that come to the eye. But the rays may be

reflected, refracted, or inflected in their passage from

the object to the eye, according to certain fixed laws of

nature ; by which means their direction may be chang-

ed, and consequently the apparent place, figure, or mag-

nitude of the object.

Thus a child seeing himself in a mirror, thinks he

sees another child behind the mirror, that imitates all

his motions. But even a child soon gets the better of

this deception, and knows that he sees himself only.

Ail the deoeptions made by telescopes, microscopes,

camera obscuras, magic lanterns, are of the same kind,

though not so familiar to the vulgar. The ignorant

may be deceived by them ; but to those who are ac-

quainted with the principles of optics, they give just

and true information ; and the laws of nature by which

they are produced, are of inGnite benefit to mankind.

There remains another class of errors, commonly

called deceptions of sense, and the only one, as I appre- ,

hend, to which that name can be given with propriety;

I mean such as proceed from some disorder or preter-

natural state, either of the external organ, or of the

nerves and brain, which are internal organs of per-

ception.

In a delirium, or in madness, perception, memory,

imagination, and our reasoning pow^s, are strangely

Tox. II. 48
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disordered and confounded. There are likewise disor-

ders wiiicli affect some of our senses, wliile others are

saund. Thus, a man may feel pain in his toes after

the leg is cut off. He may feel a little hall douhle, hy

crossing his fingers. He may see an object double,

by not directing both eyes properly to it. By pressing

the ball of his eye, he may see colours that are not

real. By the jaundice in his eyes, he may mistake

colours. These are more properly deceptions of sense

than any of the classes before mentioned.

We must acknowledge it to be the lot of human na-

ture, tliat all the human faculties are liable, by acci-

dental causes, to be hurt, and unfitted for their natural

functions, either wholly or in part : but as this imper-

fection is common to them all, it gives no just ground

for accounting any one of them fallacious more than

another.

Upon the whole, it seems to have been a common
error of philosophevrs, to account the senses fallacious.

And to this error tliey have added another, that one use

of reason is to defect the fallacies of sense.

It appears, I think, from what has been said, that

there is no more reason to account our senses fallacious,

than our reason, our memory, or any other faculty of

judging which nature has given us. Thej are all limit-

ed and imperfect ; but wisely suited to the present con-

dition of man, "We are liable to error and wrong

judgment in the use of them all ; but as little in the in-

formations of sense as in the deductions of reasoning.

And the errors we fall into with regard to objects of

sense are not corrected by reason, but by more accu-

rate attention to the informations we may receive by our

senses themselves.

Perhaps the pride of philosophers may have given

occasion to this error. Reason is the faculty wherein

they assume a superiority to the unlearned. The infor-
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illations of sense are common to the philosopher and

to the most illiterate: they put all men upon a level,

and therefore are apt to be undervalued. We must,

however, be beholden to the informations of sense for

the greatest and most interesting part of our knowl-

edge. The wisdom of nature has made the most useful

things most common, and they ought not to be despised

on that account. Nature likewise forces our belief in

those informations, and all the attempts of philosophy

to weaken it are fruitless and vain.

1 add only one observation to what has been said

upon this subject. It is, that there seems to be a con-

tradiction between what philosophers teach concern-

ing ideas, and their doctrine of the fallaciousness of

the senses. "We are taught that theoflSce of the senses

is only to give us the ideas of external objects. If this

be so, there can be no fallacy in the senses. Ideas can

neither be true nor false. Ifthe senses testify nothing,

they cannot give false testimony. If they are not judg-

ing faculties, no judgment can be imputed to them,

whether false or true. There is, therefore, a contra-

diction between the common doctrine concerning ideas,

and that of the fallaciousness of the senses. Both may

be false, as I believe they are, but both cannot be true.
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CONCERNING MEMORY.

CHAP. I.

THINGS. OBVIOUS AND CERTAIN WITH REGARD TO

MEMORY.

In the gradual progress of man, from infancy to ma-

turity, there is a certain order in which his faculties are

unfolded, and this seems to be the best order we can fol-

low in treating of them.

The external senses appear first ; memory soon fol-

lows, which we are now to consider.

It is by memory that we have an immediate knowl-

edge of things past. The senses give us information

of things only as they exist in the present moment; and

this information, if it were not preserved by memory,

would vanish instantly, and leave us as ignorant as if it

had never been.

Memory must have an object. Every man who re-

members must remember something, and that which

he remeinbers is called the object of his remembrance.

In this, memory agrees with perception, bu« differs from

sensation, which has no object but the feeling itself.

Every man can distinguish the thing remembered
from the remembrance of it. We may remember apy
thing which we have seen, or heard, or known, or done,

or suffered ; but the remembrance of it is a particular

act of the mind which now exists, and of which we are
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conscious. To confound these two is an absurdity,

which a thinking man could not be led into, but by some

false hypothesis which hinders him from reileeting upon

the thing which he would explain by it.

In memory we do not find such a train of operations

connected by our constitution as in perception. When
we perceive an object by our senses, there is, first,

some impression made by the object upon the organ of

sense, either immediately or by means of some medium.

By this an impression is made upon the nerves and

brain, in consequence of which we feel some sensation ,

and that sensation is attended by that conception and

belief of the external object which we call perception.

These operations are so connected in our constitution,

that it is difficult to disjoin them in our conceptions, and

to attend to each without confounding it with the others.

But in the operations of memory we are free from this

embarrassment; they are easily distinguished from all

other acts of the mind, and the names which denote

them are free from all ambiguity.

The object of memory, or thing remembered, must

be something that is past ; as the object of perception

and of consciousness must be something which is pres-

ent. What now is, cannot be an object of memory j

neither can that which is past and gone be an object

of perception or of consciousness.

Memory is always accompanied with the belief of

that whieh we remember, as perception is accompanied

with the belief of that which we perc«ive, and conscious-

ness with the belief of that whereof we are conscious.

Perhaps in infancy, or in a disorder of mind, things re-

membered may be confounded with those whieh are

merely imagined ;. but in mature years, and in a sound

state ofmind, every man feel« that he must believe what

he distinctly remembers, though he can give no other

reason of his belief, but that he remembers the thing
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distinctly j whereas, when he merely imagines a thing

ever so distinctly,he has no belief of it upon that account.

This belief, which we have frona distinct memory, we

account real knowledge, no less certain tlian if it was

grounded on demonstration ; no man in his wits calls it

in question, or will hear any argument against it. The

testimony of witnesses in causes of life and death de-

pends upon it, and all the knowledge of mankind of

past events is built on this foundation.

There are cases in which a man's memory is less dis-

tinct and determinate, and where he is ready to allow

that it may have failed him; but this does not in the

least weaken its credit, when it is perfectly distinct.

Memoi'y implies a conception and belief of past dura-

tion ; for it is impossible that a man should remember

a thing distinctly, without believing some interval ofdu-

ration, more or less, to have passed between the time it

happened, and the present moment ; and I think it is

impossible to show how we could acquire a notion of

duration if we had no memory.

Things remembered must be things formerly perceiv-

ed or known. I remember the transit of Venus over the

sun in the year 1769. I must therefore have perceived

it at the time it happened, otherwise I could not now
remember it. Our first acquaintance with any object

of thought cannot be by remembrance. Memory can

only produce a continuance or renewal of a former ac-

quaintance with the thing remembered.

The remembrance of a past event is necessarily ac-

companied with the conviction of our own existence at

the time the event happened. I cannot remember a

thing that happened a year ago, without a conviction

as strong as memory can give, that I, the same identical

person who now remember that event, did then exist.

What I have hitherto said concerning memory, I

consider as principles, which appear obvious and certain
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to every man who will take the pains to reflect upon the

operations of his own mind. They are facts ofwhich

every man must judge by what he feels; and they ad-

mit of no other proof but an appeal to every man's own
reflection. I shall therefore take them for granted in

what follows, and shall first draw some conclusions

from them, and then examine the theories of philoso-

phers concerning memory, and concerning duration,

and our personal identity, of which we acquire the

knowledge by memory.
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CHAP. II,

MEMORY AN OEIGINAl FACUXTT.

First, I think it appears that memory is an original

faculty given us by the Author of our being, of which

we can give no account, but that we are so made.

The knowledge which I have of things past, by my
memory, seems to me as unaccountable as an immediate

knowledge would be of things to come : and 1 can give

no reason why I should liave the one and not the other,

but that such is the will of my Maker. I find in my
mind a distinct conception, and a firm belief of a series

of past events; but how this is produced I know not.

I call it memory, but this is only giving a name to it

;

it is not an account of its cause. I believe most firmly

what I distinctly remember ; but I can give no reason

of this belief. It is the inspiration of the Almighty

that gives me this understanding.

When I believe the truth of a mathematical axiom,

or of a mathematical proposition, I see that it must

be so. Every man who has the same conception of it

sees the same. There is a necessary and an evident

connection between the subject and the predicate of the

proposition ; and I have all the evidence to support my
belief which I can possibly conceive.

When I believe that I washed my hands and face Ihis

morning, there appears no necessity in the truth ofthis

proposition. It might be, or it might not be. A man
may distinctly conceive it without believing it at all.

How then do I come to believe it ? I remember it dis-

tinctly. This is all I can say. This remembrance is

an actof my mind. It is impossible that this act should

be, if the event had not happened. I confess I do not
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see any necessary connection between the one and the
other. If any man can show such a necessary connec-
tion, then I think that belief which we have of what
we remember will he fairly accounted for; but if this

cannot be done, that belief is unaccountable, and we
can say no more but that it is the result of our consti-

tution-

Perhaps it may be said, that the experience we have
had ofthe fidelity of memory is a good reason for relying

upon its testimony. I deny not that this may he a reasoa

to those who have had this experience, and who reflect

upon it. But I believe there are few who ever thought

of this reason, or who found any need of it. If, must be
some very rare occasion that leads a man to have re-

course to it; and in those who have done so, the testi-

mony of memory was believed before the experience

of its fidelity; and that belief could not be cawsed by

the experience which came after it.

We know some abstract truths, by comparing the

terms of the proposition which expresses them, and

perceiving some necessary relation or agreement be-

tween them. It is thus I know that two and three

make five ; that the diameters of a circle are all equal.

Mr. Locke having discovered (his source of knowledge*

too rashly concluded that all human knowledge might

be derived from it ; and in this he has been followed

very generally ; by Mr. Hume in particular.

But I apprehend, that our knowledge of the existence

of things oontingent can never be traced to this source.

I know that such a thing exists, or did exist. This

knowledge cannot be derived from the perception of a

necessary agreement between existence and the thing

that exists, because there is no such necessary agree-

ment ; and therefore no such agreement can be per-

fleived either immediately, or by a chain of reasoning,

vol. II., 44
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The thing does not exist necessarily, but by the will

and power of him that made it ; and there is no contra-

diction follows from supposing it not to exist.

Whence I think it follows, that our knowledge of

the existence of our own thoughts, of the existence of

all the material objects about us, and of all past con-

tingencies, must be derived, not from a perception of

necessary relations or agreements, but from some other

source.

Our Maker has provided other means for giving us

the knowledge of these things ; means which perfectly

answer their end, and produce the effect intended by

them. Rut in what manner they do this, is, I fear, be-

yond our skill to explain. AVe know our own thoughts,

and the operations of our minds, by a power which Ave

call consciousness : but this is only giving a name to

this part of our frame. It does not explain its fabric,

nor how it produces in us an irresistible conviction of

its informations. We perceive material objects and

their sensible qualities by our senses ; but how they

give us this information, and how they produce our be-

lief in it, we know not. We know many past events by

memory ; but how it gives this information, I believe,

is inexplicable.

It is well known what subtile disputes were held

through all the scholastic ages, and are still carried on

about the prescience ofthe Deity. Aristotle had taught,

that there X!an be no certain foreknowledge of things

contingent ; and in this he has been very generally fol-

lowed, upon no other grounds, as I apprehend, but that

we cannot conceive how such things should be fore-

known, and therefore conclude it to be impossible.

Hence has arisen an opposition and supposed inconsist-

ency between Divine prescience and human liberty.

Some have given up the first in favour of the last,

and others have given up the last in order to support

the first.^
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It is remarkable, that these disputafnts have never ap-

prehended that there is any difficulty in reconciling

with liberty the knowledge of what is past, but only of

what is future. It is prescience only, and not memory,

that is supposed to be hostile to liberty, and hardly rec-

oncileable to it.

ir§t I believe the difficulty is perfectly equal in the

one case and in the other. I admit, that we cannot ac-

count for prescience of the actions of a free agent. But

I maintain, that we can as little account for memory
of the past actions of a free agent. If any man thinks

he can prove that the actions of a free agent cannot

be foreknown, he will find the same arguments of

equal force to prove that the past actiops of a free

agent cannot be remembered. It is true, that what is

past did certainly exist. It is no les.s true, that what

is future will certainly exist. I know no reasoning

from the constitution of the agent, or from his circum-

stances, that has not equal strength, whether it be ap-

plied to his past or to his future actions. The past

was, but now is not. The future will be, but now is

not. The present is equally connected, or unconnect-

ed with both.

The only reason why men have apprehended so

great disparity in eases so perfectly like, I take to be

this, that the faculty of memory in ourselves convinces

us from fact, that it is not impossible that an intelligent

being, even a finite being, should have certain knowl-

edge of past actions of free agents, without tracing

them from any thing necessarily connected with them.

But having no prescience in ourselves corresponding to

our memory of what is past, we find great difficulty in

admitting it to be possible even in the Supreme Being.

A faculty which we possess in some degree, we easily

admit that the Supreme Being may possess in a more

perfect degree j but a faculty, which has nothing cor-
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responding to it in our constitution, we will hardly at-

low to be possible. We are so constituted as to have

an intuitive knowledge of many things past ; but we

have no intuitive knowledge of the future. We might

perhaps have been so constituted as to have an intui-

tive knowledge of the future, but not of the past ; nor

would this constitution have been more unaccountable

than the present, though it might be much more in-

convenient. Had this been our constitution, we should

have found no difBcultj in admitting that the Deity

may know all things future, but very much in admitting

his knowledge of things that are past.

Our original faculties are all unaccountable. Of
these memory is one. He only who made them, com-

prehends fully how they are made, and how they pro-

duce in us, not only a conception, but a firm belief an(3

assurance of things which it concerns us to know.
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CHAP. III.

OF DURATION.-

Fbom the principles laid down in the first chapter of

this Essaj, I think it appears, that our notion of du-

ration, as well as our belief of it, is got by the faculty

of meoiorj. It is essential to every thing remembered

that it be something which is past; and we cannot con-

ceive a thing to be past, without conceiving some dura-

1

tion, more or less, between it and the present. As
soon, therefore, as we remember any thing, we must

;

have both a notion and a belief of duration. It is nec-

essarily suggested by every operation of our memory

;

and to that faculty it ought to be ascribed. This is

therefore a proiper place to consider what is known

concerning it.

Duration, extension, and number, are the measures

of all things subject to mensuration. When we apply

them to finite things which are measured by them,

they seem of all things to be the most distinctly conceiv-

ed, and most within the reach of human understand-

ing.

Extension having three dimensions, has an endless

variety of modifications, capable of being accurately

defined ; and their various relations furnish the human

mind with its most ample field of demonstrative rea-

soning. Duration having only one dimension, has few-

er modifications; but these are clearly understood;

and their relations admit of measure, proportion, and

demonstrative reasoning.

Number is called discrete quantity, because it is

compounded of units, which are all equal and similar,'

and it can only be divided into units. This is true, in
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some sense, evenof fractions of unity, to which we now

commonly give the name of number. For in every

fractional nutnber the unit is supposed to be subdi-

vided into a certain number of equal parts, wiiich are

the units of that 'denomination, and the fractions of

that denomination are only divisible into units of the

same denomination. Duration and extension are not

discrete, but continued quantity. They consist of parts

perfectly similar, but divisible without end.

Id order to aid our conception of the magnitude and

proportions of the various intervals of duration, we find

it necessary to give a name to some known portion of

it, such as an hour, a day, a year. These we consider

as units, and by the number of them contained in a

larger interval, we form a distinct conception of its

magnitude. A similar expedient we find necessary to

give us a distinct conception of the magnitudes and pro-

portions of things extended. Thus, number is found

necessary, as a common measure ofextension and dura*

tion. But this perhaps is owing to the weakness of

our understanding. It has even been discovered by the

sagacity of mathematicians, that this expedient does

not in all cases answer its intention. For there

are proportions of continued quantity, which cannot be

perfectly expressed by numbers ; such as that between

the diagonal and side ofa square, and many others.

The parts of duration have to other parts of it the

relations of prior and posterior, and to the present they

Lave the relations of past and future. The notion of

past is immediately suggested by memory, as has been

before observed. And when we have got the notions

of present and past, and of prior and posterior, we can

from these frame a notion of the future j for the future

is that which is posterior to the present. Nearness

and distance are relations equally applicable to time

and to place. Distance in time^ and distance in place.
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are things so diiferent in their nature, and so like inr~

their relation, that it is difficult to determine whether

the name of distance is applied to both in the same or

an analogical sense.

The extension of bodies which we perceive by our

senses, leads us necessarily to the conception and belief

ofa space, which remains immoveable when the body is

removed ; and the duration of events which we remem-

ber leads us necessarily to the conception and belief of a

duralion, which would have gone on uniformly, though

the event had never happened.

Without space there ean be nothing that is extended.

And without time there can be nothing that has dura-

tion. This I think undeniable. And yet we iind, that

extension and duration are not more clear and intelligi-

ble than space and time are dark and difficult objects of

contemplation.

As there must be space wherever any thing extended

does or can exist, and time when there is or can be any

thing that has duration, we can set no bounds to either

even in our imagination. They defy all limitation. The
one swells in our conception to immensity, the other to

eternity.

An eternity past is an object which we cannot com-

prehend ; but a beginning of time, unless we take it in

a figurative sense,Nis a contradiction. By a common

figure of speech, we give the name of time to those mo-

tions and revolutions by which we measure it, such as

days and years. We ean conceive a beginning of these

sensible measures of time, and say that there was a

time when they were not,a time undistinguished by any

motion or change ; but to say that there was a time be-

fore all time, is a contradiction.

All limited duration is comprehended in time, and

all limited extension in space. Th^se, in their ca-

paeious womb, oontain all finite existences, but are con-
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tained b^ none. Created things have their particular

place in space, and their particular place in time ; but

time is every where, and space at all times. They
embrace each the other, and have that mysterious

union which the schoolmen conceived between soul and

body. The whole of each is in every part of the other.

We are at a loss to what category or class of things

we ought to refer them. They are not beings, but rath-

er the receptacles of every created being, without

which it could not have had the possibility ofexistence.

Philosophers have endeavoured to reduce all the ob-

jects of human thought to these three classes, of sub-

stances, modes, and relations. To which of them
shall we refer time, space, and number, the most com-
mon objects of thought ?

Sir Isaac Newton thought, that the Deity, by exist-

ing every where, and at all times, constitutes time and

space, immensity and eternity. This probably sug-

gested to his great friend Dr. Clarke what he calls the

argument a priori for the existence of an immense

and eternal Being. Space and time, he thought, are

only abstract or partial conceptions of an immensity

and eternity, which forces itself upon our belief. And
as immensity and eternity are not substances, they

must be the attributes of a Being, who is necessarily

immense and eternal. These are the speculations of

men of superior genius. But whether they be as solid

as they are sublime, or whether they be the wander-

ings of imagination in a region beyond the limits of

human understanding, 1 am unable to determine.

The schoolmen made eternity to be a nunc stans,

that is, a moment of time that stands still. This was

to put a spoke into the wheel of time, and might give

satisfaction to those who are to be satisfied by words

without meaning. But I can as easily believe a circle

to be a square as time to stand still.
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Such paradoxes and riddles, if I may so call them,

men ape involuntarily led into when they reason about

time and space, and attempt to comprehend their na-

ture. They are probably things of which the human

faculties give an imperfect and an inadequate concep-

tion. Hence difficulties arise which we in vain attempt

to overcome, and doubts which we are unable to resolve.

Perhaps some faculty which we possess not, is necessa-

ry to remove the darkness which hangs over them, and

makes us so apt to bewilder ourselves when we reason

about them.

vor- u **
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CHAP. IV.

or IDENTITY.

The conviction which every man has of his identity,

as far back as his memory reaches, needs no aid of

philosophy to strengthen it, and no philosophy can

weaken it, without first producing some degree of in-

sanity.

The philosopher, however, may very properly con-

sider this conviction as a phenomenon of human na-

ture worthy of his attention. If he can discover its

cause, an addition is made to his stock of knowledge ;

if not, it must be held as a part of our original consti-

tution, or an effect of that constitution produced in a

manner unknown to us.

We may observe, first of all, that this conviction is

indispensably necessary to all exercise of reason. The
operations of reason, whether in action or in specula-

tion, are made up of successive parts. The antecedent

are the foundation of the consequent, and without the

conviction that the antecedent have been seen or done

by me, I could have no reason to proceed to the conse-

quent, in any speculation, or in any active project

whatever.

There can be no memory of what is past without

the conviction that we existed at the time remembered.

There may be good arguments to convince me that I

existed before the earliest thing I can remember ; but

to suppose that my memory reaches a moment further

back than my belief and conviction of my existence, is

a contradiction.

The moment a man loses this conviction, as ifhe had

drunk the water of Lethe, past things are done away j
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and, in his own belief, he then begins to exist. What-
ever was thought, or said, or done, or suffered, before
that period, may belong to some other person ; birt he
«an never impute it to himself, or take any subsequent
step tliat supposes it to be his doing.

From this it is evident, that we must have the con-
viction of our own continued existence and identity, as

soon as we are capable of thinking or doing any things,

on account of what we have thought, or done, or

suffered before ; that is, as soon as Ave are reasonable

creatures.

That we may form as distinct a notion as we are

able of this phenomenon of the human mind, it is prop-

er to consider what is meant by identity in general,

what by our own personal identity, and how we are led

into that invincible belief and conviction which every

man has of his own personal identity, as far as his mem-
ory reaches.

Identity in general, I take to be a relation between

a thing which is known to exist at one time, and a thing|

j

which is known to have existed at another time. If

you ask whether they are one and the same, or two dif-

ferent things, every man of common sense understands

the meaning of your question perfectly. Whence we
may infer with certainty, that every man of common
sense has a clear and distinct notion of identity^

If you ask a definition of identity, I confess I caa

give none ; it is too simple a notion to admit of logical
J

definition : I can say it is a relation, but I cannot find

words to express the specific difference between this

and other relations, though f am in no danger of con-

founding it with any other, t can say that diversity is

a contrary relation, and that similitude and dissimilitude

are another couple of contrary relations, which every

man easily distinguishes ia his conception from identity

and diversity.
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I see evidently that identity supposes an vuninferrupf

-

ed continuance of existence. That which has ceased

to exist, cannot be tlie same with that which afterward

begins to exist ; for this would be to suppose a being to

exist after it ceased to exist, and to have had existence

before it was produced, which are manifest contradic-

tions. Continued uninterrupted existence is therefore

necessarily implied in identity.

j

Hence we may infer, that identity cannot, in its prop-

er sense, be applied to our pains, our pleasures, our

j
thoughts, or any operation of our minds. The pain

felt this day is not the same individual pain which I

felt yesterday, though they may be similar in kind and

degree, and have the same cause. The same may be

isaid of every feeling, and of every operation of

mind. They are all successive in their nature, like

; time itself, no two moments of which can be the same

; moment.

It is otherwise with the parts of absolute space.

They always are, and were, and will be the same. So

far, I think, we proceed upon clear ground in fixing

the notion of identity in general.

It is perliaps more difficult to ascertain with preci-

sion the meaning of personality ; but it is not necessary

in the present subject : it is sufficient for our purpose

to observe, that all mankind place their personality in

something that cannot be divided, or consist of parts.

A part of a person is a manifest absurdity.

When a man loses his estate, his health, his strength,

he is still the same person, and has lost nothing of his

personality. If he has a leg or an arm cut ofi", he is

the same person he was before. The amputated mem-
ber is no part of his person, otherwise it would have a

right to a part of his estate, and be liable for a part of

his engagements. It would be entitled to a sliare of his

merit and demerit, which is manifestly absurd. A per-
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son is somethiag indivisible, and is what Leibnitz calls

a monad.

My personal identity, therefore^ implies the contin-

lied existence of that indivisible thing which I call my-'

self. Whatever this self may be, it is something which

thinks, and deliberates, and resolves, and acts, and suf-

fers. I am not thought, I am not action, I am not feel-

ing; I am something that thinks, and acts, and suffers.

My thoughts, and actions, and feelings, change every

moment ; they have wo continued, but a successive ex^

istence ; but that self or I, to which they belong, is

permanent, and has the same relation to all the suc-

ceeding thoughts, actions and feelings, which I call

mine.

Such are the notions that I have of my personal

identity. But perhaps it may be said, this may all be

fancy without reality. How do you know ; what evi-

•^ence have you, that there is such a permanent self

which has a claim to all the thoughts, actions, and feel-

ingsj which you call yours ?

To tJiis I answerj that the proper evidence I have of

all this is remembrance. I remember that twenty years

ago I conversed with such a person ; I remembe* sev-

eral things that passed in that conversatioa ; my mem-
ory testifies not only that this was done, but that it was

done by me who now remember it. If it was done by

me, I must have existed at that time, and continued to

exist from that time to the present. If the identical

person whom I call myself, had not a part in that con-

versation, my memory is fallacious j it gives a distinct

and positive testimony ofwhat is not true. Every m^'n

in his senses believes wliat he distinctly remembers,;

and every thing he remembers convinces him that hei

existed at the time remembered. *

Although memory gives the most irresistible evi-

dence of my being the identical person that did such
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a thing, at such a time, I may have other good evidence

of things which befell me, and which I do not remember:

I know who bare me, and suckled me, but I do not re-

member these events.

It may here be observed, though the observation

would have been unnecessary, ifsome great philosophers

had not contradicted it, that it is not my remembering

any action ofmiae that makes me to be the person who

did it. This remembrance maktis me to know assuredly

that I did it ; but I might have done it, though I did

not remember it. That relation to me, which is ex-

pressed by saying that I did it, would be the same,

though I had not the least remembrance of it. To say

that my remembering that I did such a thing, or,

as some choose to express it, my being conscious that

I did it, makes me to have done it, appears to me as

great an absurdity as it would be to say, that my be-

lief that the world was created, made it to be created.

When we pass judgment on the identity of other per-

sons besides ourselves, we proceed upon other grounds,

and determine fron\ a variety of circumstances, which

sometimes produce the firmest assurance, and sometimes

leave room for doubn The identity ofpersons has often

' i furnished matter of serious litigation before tribunals

ofjustice. But no man of a sound mind ever doubted

of his own identity, as far as he distinctly remembered.

The identity of person is a perfect identity ; wherever

it is real, it admits of no degrees ; and it is impossible

that a person should be in part the same, and in part

different ; because a person is a monad, and is not divis-

ible into parts. The evidence of identity in other per-

sons besides ourselves, does indeed admit of all degrees,

from what we account certainty, to the least degrep of

probability. But still it is true, that the same person

is perfectly the same, and cannot be so in part, or in

some degree only
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iFor this cause, I have first considered personal iden-

thy, as that which is perfect in its kind, and the natural

measure of that which is imperfect.

We probably at first derive our notion of identity

from that natural conviction which every man has from

the dawn of reason of his own identity and conlinuedi

existence. The operations of our mind« are all suc-

cessive, and have no continued existence. But the

thinking being has a continued existence, and we have

an invincible belief, that it remains the same when all

its thoughts and operations change.

Our judgments of the identity of ol^jects of sense,

seem to be formed much upon the same grounds as

our judgments of the identity of other persons besides

ourselves.

"Wherever we observe great similarity, we are apt to
;

presume identity, if no reason appears to the contrary.

Two objects ever so like, when they are perceived at
,

the same time, cannot be the same : but if they are

presented to our senses at difierent times, we are apt to

think them the same, merely from their similarity.

Whether this be a natural prejudice, or from what-

ever cause it proceeds, it certainly appears in children

from infancy ; and, when we grow up, it is confirmed

in most instances by experience : for we rarely find

two individuals ofthe same species that are not distin-

guishable by obvious differences.

A man challenges a thief whom he finds in po3^<

session of his horse or his watch, only on similarity.|

When the watchmaker swears that he sold this watchi;

to euch a person, his testimony is grounded on similar-

ity. The testimony of witnesses to the identity of a

person is commonly grounded on no other evidence.

Thus it appears, that the evidence we have of our

own identity, as far back as we remember, is totally of

a different kind from the evidence we have of the iden-

tity of other persons, or of objects of sense. The first
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is grounded on memory, and gives undoubted terfainly.

The last is grounded on similarity, and on other eircum-

stances, which in many cases are not so decisive as to

leave no room for doubt.

It may likewise be observed that the identity of ob-

jects of sense is never perfect. All bodies, as they con-

sist of innumerable parts that may be disjoined from

them by a great variety of causes, are subject to con-

tinual changes of their substance, increasing, diminish-

ing, changing insensibly. When such alterations are

gradual, because language could not afford a different

name for every different state of such a changeable

being, it retains the same name, and is considered as the

same thing. Thus we say of an old regiment, that it

did such a thing a century ago, though there now is not

a man alive who then belonged to it. We say a tree is

the same in the seed bed and in the forest. A ship of

war, which has successively changed her anchors, her

tackle, her sails, her masts, her planks, and her tim-

bers, while she keeps the same name, is the same.

The identity therefore which we ascribe to bodies,

whether natural or artificial, is not perfect identity ; it

is rather something which, for the conveniency of

speeeh, we call identity. It admits of a great change

of the subject, providing the change be gradual, sdme-

times even of a total change. And the changes which

in common language are made consistent with identity,

differ from those that are thought to destroy it, not in

kind, but in number and degree. It has no fixed na-

ture when applied to bodies ; and questions about the

identity of a body are very often questions about words.

But identity, when applied to persons, has no ambi-

guity, and admits not ofdegrees, or of more and less :

it is the foundation of all rights and obligations, and of

all accountableness ; and the notion of it is fixed and

precise.
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CHAP. V.

MR. Locke's account of the origin of our ideas, and

PARTICULARLT OF THE IDEA OF DURATION.

It was a very laudable attempt of Mr. Locke " to in-

quire iato the original of those ideas, notions, or what-

ever you please to call them, which a man observes,

and is conscious to himself he has in his mind } and

the ways whereby the understanding comes to be fur-

nished with them." No man was better qualified for

this investigation ; and I believe no man ever engaged

in it with a more sincere love of truth.

His success, though great, would, I apprehend, have

been greater, if he had not too early formed a system,

or hypothesis, upon this subject, without all the caution

and patient induction, which is necessary in drawing

general conclusions from facts.

The sum of his doctrine I take to be this, *' That all

our ideas or notions may be reduced to two classes, the

simple and the complex : that "the simple are purely

the work of nature, the understanding being merely

pa^ssive in receiving them : that they are all suggested

hy two powers of the mind, to wit, sensation and re-

flection ; and that they are the materials of all our

knowledge : that the other class of coniplex ideas are

formed by the understanding itself, which being once

stored with simple ideas of sensation and reflection, has

the power to repeat, to compare, and to combine them

even to an almost infinite variety, and so can make at

pleasure new eomplex ideas ; bot that it is not

in the power of the most exalted wit, or enlarged

understanding, by any quickness or variety of thought,

to invent or frame one new simple idea in the

mind, not taken in by the two ways before mentioned,

vol. II. 46
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'J'hat as our power over the material world reaches

only (o the cornpouinlfng, dividing, and putting to-

gether, in various forms, the matter which God has

made, hut reaches not to the production or annihilation

of a single atom ; so we may compound, compare, and

. abstract the original and simple ideas which nature has

given us ; but arc unable to fashion in our understand-

ing any simple idea, not received in by our senses from

external objects, or by reflection frojm the operations of

our own mind about them."

This account of the origin of all our ideas is adopt-

ed by bishop Berkeley and Mr. Hume ; but some very

ingenious philosophers, who have a high esteem of

Locke's Essay, are dissatisfied with it.

Dr. Hutcheson of Glasgow, in his Inquiry into the

ideas of beauty and virtue, has endeavoured to show,

that these are original and simple ideas, furnished by

original powers, which he calls the sense of beauty and

the moral sense.

Dr. Price, in his Review of the principal questions

and difSculties in Morals, has observed very justlyj that

if we take the words sensation and reflection, as Mr.
Locke has defined them in the beginning of his excel-

lent Essay, it will be impossible to' derive some of the

most important of our ideas from them ; and that, by

the understanding, that is, by our judging and reason-

ing power, we are furnished with many simple and

original notions.

Mr. Locke says, that by reflection he would be un-

derstood to mean, "the notice which the mind takes

of its wn operation s, and the manner of them . '
' This,

1 think, we commonly call consciousness ; from which,

indeed, we derive all the notions we have of the opera-

tions of our own minds; and he often speaks of the op-

erations of our own minds, as the only objects of re-

flection.
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AVhen reiection is taken in this confined sense, to

say, that all our ideas are ideas either of sensation or

reflection, is to say, that every thing we can conceive

is either some object of sense or some operation of our

own minds, which is far from being true.

But the word reflection is commonly used in a much
more extensive sense; it is appliedto many operations of

the mind, with more propriety than to that ofconscious-

ness. "We reflect, when we remember, or call to mind

what is past, and surveyit with attention. We reflect^

when we define, when we distinguish, when we judge,

when we reason, whether about things material or in-

tellectual.

When reflection is taken in this sense, which is more

common, and therefore more proper than the sense

which Mr. Locke has put upon it, it may be justly said

to be the only source of all our distinct and accurate

notions of things. For, although our first notions

of material things are got by the external senses, and

our first notions of the operations of our own minds

by consciousness, these first notions are neither simple

nor clear. Our senses and our consciousness are con-

tinually shifting from one object to another; their op-

erations are transient and momentary, and leave no dis«

tinct notion of their objects, until they are recalled by

memory, examined with attention, and compared with

other things.

This reflection is not one power of the mind ; it com-

prehends many ; such as recollection, attention, distin-

guishing, comparing, judging. By these powers our

minds are furnished, not only with many simple and

original notions, but with all our notions which are ac-

curate and well defined, and which alone are the prop-

er materials of reasoning. Many of these, are neither

notions of the objects of sense, nor of the operations of

our own Hiiuds, and therefore neither ideas of sensation,
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nor of reflection, in the sense that Mr. Locke gives to

reflection. But if any one cliooses to call thetu ideaH

of reflection, taking the word in tiie more common and

proper sense, I have no objection.

Mr. Locke seems to me to have used the word reflec-

tion sometimes in that limited sense which he has

given to it in the definition before mentioned, and

sometimes to have fallen unawares into the common
sense of the word ; and by this ambiguity his account

of the origin of our ideas is darkened and perplexed.

Having premised these things in general of Mr.
Locke's theory of the origin of our ideas or notions, I

proceed to some observations on his account of the idea

of duration.

" Reflection, he says, upon the train of ideas, which

appear one after another in our minds, is that which

furnishes us with the idea of succession ; and the

distance between any two parts of that succession, is

that we call duration."

If it be meant that the idea of succession is prior to

that of duration, either in time, or in the order of na-

ture, this, I think, is impossible, because succession, as

Dr. Price justly observes, presupposes duration, and

can in no sense be prior to it; and therefore it would

be more proper to derive the idea of succession from

thut of duration.

But how do we get the idea of succession ? It is, says

he, by reflecting upon the train of ideas, which appear

one aftet another in our minds.

Reflecting upon the train of ideas can be nothing

but remembering it, and giving attention to what our

memory testifies concerning it : for if we did not re-

member it, we could not have a though^ about it. So

that it is evident, that this reflection includes remem-

brance, without which there could be no reflection on

what is past; and consequently no idea of succession.
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It may here be observed, that if we speak strictly and

philosophically, no kind of succession can be an object,

either of the senses, or of consciousness ; because the

operations of both are confined to the present point

of time, and there can be no succession in a point of

time; and on that account the motion of a body, which

is a successive change of place, could not be observed

by the senses alone without the aid of memory.

As this observation seems to contradict the common
sense and common language of mankind, when they

affirm that they see a body move> and hold motion to

be an object of the senses, it is proper to take notice,

that this contradiction between the philosopher and

the valgar is apparent only, and not real. It arises

from this, that philosophers and the vulgar difier in

the meaning they put upon what is called the present

time, and are thereby led to make a different limit be-

tween sense and memory.

Philosophers give the name of the present to that in-^

divisible point of time, which divides the future from

the past: but the vulgar find it more convenient in

the affairs of life, to give (he name of present to a por-

tion of time, which extends more or less, according to

circumstances, into the past or the future.' Hence we

say, the present hour, the present year, the present cen-

tury, though one point only of these periods can be

present in the philosophical sense.

It has been observed by grammarians, that the

present tense in verbs is not confined to an indivisible

point of time, but it is so far extended as to have a be-

ginning, a middle, and an end ; and that in the most

copious and accurate languages, these different parts

of the present are distinguished by different forms of

the verb.

As the purposes of conversation make it convenient

to extend what is called the present« the same rca-
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son leads men to extend the province of sense, and to

carry its limit as far baeii as tliey carry the present.

Thus a man may say, I saw such a person just now ;

it would be ridiculous to find fault with this way of

speaking, because it is authorized by custom, and has

a distinct meaning : but if we speak philosophically,

the senses do not testify what we saw, but only what
•we see ; what I saw last moment I consider as the tes-

timony of sense, though it is now only the testimony

of memory.

There is no necessity in common life of dividing

accurately the provinces of sense and of memory ; and

therefore we assign to sense, not an indivisible point

of time, but that small portion of time which we
call the present, which has a beginning, a middle, and

an end.

Hence it is easy to see, that though in common lan-

guage we speak with perfect propriety and truth, when

vie say, that we see a body move, and that motion is

an object of sense, yet when as philosophers we distin-

guish accurately the province of sense from that of

memory, we can no more see what is past, though but

a moment ago, than we can remember what is present

:

so that speaking philosophically, it is only by the aid of

memory that we discern motion, or any succession

whatsoever. We see the present place of the body ;

we remember the successive advance it made to that

place. The first can then only give us a conception of

motion, when joined to the last.

Having considered the account given by Mr. Locke,

of the idea of succession, we shall next consider howt

from the idea of succession, he derives the idea of du-

ration.

" The distance, he says, between any parts of that

succession, or between the appearance of any two

ideas in our minds, is that we call duration."
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To couceive this the more distinctly, let us call the

distance between an idea and that which immediately

succeeds it, one element of duration ; the distance be-

tween an idea and the second that succeeds it, two ele-

ments, and so on. Iften such elements make duration,

then one must make duration, otherwise duration must

be made up of parts that have no duration, which is

impossible.

For, suppose a succession of as many ideas as you

please, if none of these ideas have duration, nor any

interval of duration be between one and another, then

it is perfectly evident there can be no interval of dura-

lion between the first and the last, how great soever

their number be. I conclude therefore, that there

must be duration in every single interval or element of

which the whole duration is made up. Nothing in-

deed is more certain, than that every elementary part

of duration must have duration, as every elementary

pari of extension must have extension.

Now it must be observed, that in these elements of

duration, or single intervals of successive ideas, there

is no succession of ideas, yet we must conceive them to

have duration ; whence we may conclude with certain-

ty, that there is a conception of duration, where there

is no succession of ideas in the mind.

We may measure duration by the succession of

thoughts in the mind, as we measure length by inches

or feet; but the notion or idea of duration must be

antecedent to the mensuration of it, as the notion of

length is antecedent to its being measured.

Mr. Locke draws some conclusions from his account

of the idea of duration, which may serve as a touch-

stone to discover how far it is genuine. One is, that

if it were possible for a man awake, to keep only one

idea in his mind without variation, or the succession of

others, he would have no perception olf duration at
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all ; and the moment he began to have this idea, would

seem to have no distance from the moment he ceased

to have it.

Now that one idea should seem to have no duration,

and that a multiplication of that no duration should

seem to have duration, appears to me as impossible,

as that the multiplication of nothing should produce

something. *

Another conclusion which the author draws from

this theory is, that the same period of duration ap-

Ijears long to us, when the succession of ideas in our

mind is quick, and short when the succession is slow.

There can be no doubt but the same length of dura-

tion appears in some circumstances much longer than

in others ; the time appears long when a man is im-

patient under any pain or distress, or when he is eager

in the , expectation of some happiness. On the other

hand, when he is pjeased and happy in agreeable con-

versation, or delighted with a variety of agreeable ob-

jects that strike his senses, or his imagination, time

flies away and appears short. >
*

According to Mr. Locke's theory, in the first of these

cases, the succession of ideas is very quick, and in the

last very slow. I am rather inclined to think that the

very contrary is the truth. When a man is racked

with p'ain, or with expectation, ^he can hardly think of

any thing but his distress ; and the more his mind is

occupied by that sole object, the longer the time ap-

pears. On the. other hafld, when he is entertained

with cheerful music, with lively conversation, and

brisk sallies of wit, there seems to be the quickest suc-

cession of ideas, but the time appears shortest.

I have heard a military officer, a man of candour

and observation, say, that the time he was engaged m
hot action always appeared to him much shorter than

it really was. Yet I' think it cannot be supposed,

that ]the succession of ideas was then slo\^r than usual.
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IF the idea of duration were got merely by the suc-

cession of ideas in our minds, that sdccession must to

ourselves appear equally quick at all times, because

the only measure of duration is the number of succeed-

ing ideas ; but I l)elieve every man capable of reflec-

tion will be sensible, that at one time his thoughts come
slowly and heavily, and at another time have a much
quicker and livelier motion.

I know of no ideas or notions that have a better

claim to be accounted simple and original than those

of space and time. It is essential both to space and

time to be made up of parts, but every part is similar

to the whole, and of the same nature. Different parts

of space, as it has three dimensions, may differ both in

figure and in magnitude ; but time having only one

dimension, its parts can differ only in magnitude ; and,

as it is one of the simplest objects of thought, the con-

ception of it must be purely the effect of our con-

stitution, and given us by some original power of the

mind.

The sense of seeing, by itself, gives us the concep-

tion and belief of only two dimensions of extension^

but the sense of touch discovers three ; and reason,

froi^the contemplation of finite extended things, leads

us necessarily to the belief of an immensity that cton-

tains them. In like mannerj memory gives us the

conception and belief of finite intervals of duration.

From the contemplation of these, reason leads us nec-

essarily to the belief of an eternityj which compre-

hends all things that have a beginning and end. Our

conceptions, both of space and time, are probably par-

tial and inadequate, and therefore we are apt to lose

ourselves, and to be embarrassed in our reasonings

about them.

Our understanding is no less puzzled when we con-

sider the minutest parts of time aoid space, than when
Vt)Ir. II. 4.7
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we consider the whole. We are forced to acknowledge}

that in their nature they are divisible without end or

limit; but there are limits beyond which our faculties

can divide neither the one nor the other.

It may he determined by experiment, what is the

least angle under which an object may be discerned by

the eye, and what is the least interval of duration that

may be discerned by the ear. I believe these may be

different in different persons : but surely there is a

limit whicli no man can exceed : and what our facul-

ties can no longer divide is still divisible in itself, and,

by beings of superior perfection, may be divided into

thousands of parts.

I have reason to believe, that a good eye in the prime

of life may see an obj«ct under an angle not exceeding

half a minute of a degree ; and I believe there are some

human eyes still more perfect. But even this degree

of perfection will appear great, if we consider how
small a part of the retina of the eye it must be which

subtends an angle of half a minute.

Supposing the distance between the centre of the eye

and the retina to be six or seven tenths of an inch, the

subtense of an angle of half a minute to that radius, or

the breadth of the image of an object seen under that

angle, will not be above the ten thousandth part of aa
inch. This shows such a wonderful degree of accura-

cy in the refracting power of a good eye, that a pen-

cil of i-ays coming from one point of the object shall

meet in one point of the retina, so as not to deviate

ftom that point the ten thousandth part ofan iaeh. It

shows, likewise, that such a motion of an object as

makes its image on the retina to move the ten thou-

sandth part of an inch, is discernible by the mind.

In order to judge to what degree of accuracy we can

measure short intervals of time, it may be observed,

that one who has given attention to the motion of a
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second pendulum, will be able to beat seconds for a

minute with a very small error. When he continues

this exercise long, as for five or ten minutes, he is apt

to err, more even than in proportion to the time, for

this reason, as I apprehend, that it is difficult to attend

long to the moments at they pass, without wandering

after some other object of thought.

I have found, by some experiments, that a man may
beat seconds for one minute, without erring above one

second in the whole sixty ; and I doubt not but by long

practice he might do it still more accurately. From
this, I think, it follows, that the sixtieth part of a sec-

ond of time is discernible by the human mind.
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CHAP. VI.

OF jmr. Locke's accoukt of tersonal identit'v.

In a long chapter upon identity and diversity, Mr.

Locke has made many ingenious and just observations,

and some which, I think, cannot be defended. I shall

only take notice of the account he gives of our own

personal identity. His doctrine upon this subject has

been censured by bishop Butler, in a short essay sub-

joined to his Analogy, with whose sentiments I perfect-

ly agree.

Identity, as was observed chap. 4, of this Essay,

supposes the continued existence of the being of which

it is affirmed, and therefore can be applied only to

things which have a continued existence. While any

being continues Uf exist, it is the same being ; but two

beings which have a different beginning or a different

ending of their existence, cannot possibly be the same.

To this I think Mr. Locke agrees.

He observes very justly, that to know what is meant

by th^ same person, we must consider what the word

person stands for ; and he defines a person to be an in-

telligent being, endowed with reason and with con-

sciousness, which last he thinks inseparable from

thought.

From this definition of a person, it must necessarily

follow, that while the intelligent being continues to

exist and to be intelligent, it must be the same person.

To say that the intelligent being is the person, and yet

that the person ceases to exist, while the intelligent

being continues, or that the person continues while the

intelligent being ceases to exist, is, to my apprehen-

sion, a manifest contradiction.
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One would tliink that the definition of a person

should perfectly ascertain (he nature ofpersonal ideri-

tity, or wherein it consists, though it might still be a

question how we come to know and be assured of our'

personal identity.

Mr. Locke tells us, however, " that personal identi-

ty, (hat is, the sameness of a rational being, consists in

consciousness alone ; and, as far as this consciousness

can be extended backward to any past action or thought^

;

so far reaches the identity of that person. So that

whatever has the consciousness of present and past ac-

tions, is the same person to whom they belong."

This doctrine has some strange consequences, which \

the author was aware of. Such as, that if the same

consciousness can be transferred from one intelligent

being to another, which he thinks we cannot show to

be impossible, then two or twenty intelligent beings

may be the same person. And if the intelligent being\

may lose the consciousness of the actions done by him^
|

which surely is possible, then he is not the person that

;

did those actions; so that one intelligent being may be|

two or twenty different persons, if he shall so often lose

the consciousness of his former actions.

There is another consequence of this doctrine, which

follows no less necessarily, though Mr. Locke probably

did not see it. It is, that a man may be, and at the

same time not be, the person that did a particular action.

Suppose a brave officer to have been flogged when si

boy at school, for robbing an orchard, to have taken a

standard from the enemy in his first campaign, and to

have been made a general in advanced life. Suppose

also, which must be adrvitted to be possible, that

when he took the standard, he was conscious of his

having b^en flogged at school 5 and that when made a

general, he was conscious of his taking the standard^

but had absolvjjtely lost the consciousness of his flog-

ging-
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These things being supposed, it follows, from Mr.

Locke's doctrine, that he who was flogged at school is

the same person who took the standard ; and that he who

took the standard is the same person who was made a

general. Whence it follows, ifthere be any truth in logic,

that the general is the same person with him who was

flogged at school. But the general's consciousness does

not reach so far back as his flogging, therefore, ac-

cording to Mr. Locke's doctrine, he is not the person

who was fogged. Therefore the general is, and at the

same time is not, the same person with him who was

flogged at school.

Leaving the consequences of this doctrine to those

who have leisure to trace them, we may observe, with

regard to the doctrine itself;

1st, That Mr. Loeke attributes to consciousness

the conviction we have of our past actions, as if a man

may now be conscious of what he did twenty years ago.

It js imposMble to understand the mean;ing of this, un-

less by consciousness be meant memory, the only facul-

ty by which we liave an immediate knowledge of our

past actions.

Sometimes, in popular discourse, a man says he is

conscious that he did such a thing, meaning that he

distinctly remembers that he did it. It is unnecessary,

in common discourse, to flx accurately the limits be-

tween consciousness and memory. This was former-

ly shown to be the case with regard to sense and mem-
ory: and therefore distinct remembrance is some-

times called sense, sometimes consciousness; without

any inconvenience.

But this ought to be avoided in philosophy, other-

wise we confound the diflerent powers ofthe mind, and
ascribe to one what really belongs to another. If a man
can be conscious ofwhat he did twenty years, or twen-

ty minutes ago, there is no use for memory, nor ought
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tvc to allow that there is any such faculty. The facul-

ties of consciousness and memory are chiefly distin-

guished by this, that the first is an immediate knowl-

edge of the present, the second an immediate knowl-

edge of the past.

"When, therefore, Mr. Locke's notion of pei'sonal

identity is properly expressed, it is, that personal iden-

tity consists in distinct remembrance: for, even in the

popular sense, to say that lam conscious of a past ac-

tion, means nothing else than that I distinctly re-

member that I did it.

2dly, It may be observed, that in this doctrine, not

only is consciousness confounded with memory, but,

which is still more strange, personal identity is con-

founded with the evidence which we have of our per-

sonal identity.

It is very true, that my remembrance that I did

sueh a thing is the evidfcnce I have that I am the iden-

tical person whc^did it. And this, I am ^t to think,

Mr. Locke meant : but to say that my remembrance

that I did such a thing, or my consciousness, makes

me the person who did it, is, iti my apprehension> aw
absurdity too gross to be entertained by any man who

attends to the meaning' of it : for it is to attribute to

memoi'y or consciousness, » strange magical power off

produeitig its^ object) thougli that olge^ must havei

existed befbre the memory or eonsciousness which pro-

duced it.

Consciousnessas the testimony of onefacujty 3 mem-

ory is the testimony ofi another faeuUjs: and tq. say

that the testimooy" is the cause of the thing testified,

this surely is absurd, if any thing be, and could

not have been said by Mr. Loeke, if he had not

confounded the testimony with the thing testified. /

When a horse that was stolen is found and claimed

by the owner, the only evidence be can have, or that
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a judge or witnesses can have, that this is the tery

identical horse which was his property, is similitude.

But would it not be ridiculous from this to infer

that the identity of a horse consists in similitude only?

The only evidence I have that I am the identical per-

son who did such actions, is, that I remember distinctly

I did them ; or, as Mr. Locke expresses it, I am con-

scious I did them. To infer from this, that personal

identity consists in consciousness, is an argument,

which, if it had any force, would prove the identity of a

stolen horse to consist solely in similitude.

3dly, Is it not strange that the sameness or identity

of a person should coiisist in a thing which is continual-

ly changing, and is not any two minutes the same ?

Our consciousness, our memory, and every operation

of the mind, are still flowing iiiie the water of a river,

or like time itself. The consciousness I have this

moment can no more be the same consciousness I had

last moment, than this moment can be the last moment.

Identity can only be affirmed of things which have a

continued existence. Consciousness, and every kind

of thought, is transient and momentary, and has no

continued existence ; and therefore, if personal identity

consisted in consciousness, it would certainly follow,

that no man is the same person any two moments of his

life ; and as the right and justice of reward and punish-

ment is founded on personal identity, no man could be

responsible for his actions.

But though I take this to be the unavoidable con-

sequence of Mr. Locke's doctrine concerning personal

identity, and though some persons' may have Irked

the doctrine the better on this account, I am far from

imputing any thing of this kind to Mr. Locke. He was

too good a man not to have rejected with abhorrence

a doctrine which he believed to draw this consequcHce

after it.
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4,th]y, There are many expressions used by Mr.

Locke in speaking of personal 4denti(y> which to va&

are altogether unintelligible, unless we suppose that

he confounded that sameness, or identity, which we as-

cribe to an individual, with the identity which in com-

mon discourse is often ascribed to many individuals of ^

the same species.

When we say that pain and pleasure, consciousness

and niiemory, are the same in all men, this samenes3-

,

can only mean similarity, or sameness of kind ; but

that the pain of one man can be the same individual

pain with that of another man, is no less impossible,

than that one man should be another man ; the pain

felt by me yesterday, can no more be the pain I feel

today, than yesterday can be this day ; and the same

thing may be said of every passion and of every opera-

tion of the mind. The same kind or species of opera-

tion naay be in different men, or in the same man at

difierent times ; but it is impossible that the same in-

dividual operation should be in different men, or in the

same man at different times.

When Mr. Locke therefore speaks of " the same

consciousness being continued through, a succession of

different substances ;" \Fhen he speaks of " repeating

the idea of a past actiqn, with tlie same consciousness

we bad of it at the first," ai)d of " the same conscious-

ness extending to actions past and to come ;" these ex-

pressions are to me unintelligible, unless he means,

not the same individual consciousness, but a conscious-

ness that is similar, or of the same kind.

If our personal identity consists in consciousness,

as this consciousness cannot be the same individually

any two moments, but only of the same kind, it

would follow, that we are not for any two moments

the same individual persons, but the same kind of

persons.

vox. II. 4S
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As our consciousness sometimes ceases to exist, as

in sound sleep, our personal identity' must cease with

it. Mr. Locke allows, that the same thing cannot

have two beginnings of eidstence, so that our identity

would be irrecoTcrably gone every lime we cease te

think, ifIt was hHt for a moment.
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CHAP. VII.

THEORIES COXCERNING MEMORY.

The common theory of ideas, that is, of images in
|

ihe brain, or in the mind, of all the objects of thought, '

has been very generally applied to Account for the

faculties of memory and imagination, as well as that

bf perception by the senses.

The sentiments^of the Peripatetics are expressed by

Alexander Aphrod^iensis, one of the earliest Greek
commentators on Aristotle, in these words, as they*

are translated by Mr. Harris in his Hermes : " Now
what fancy or imagination is, we may explain as

follows : we may conceire to be fortted within us,

from the operations of our senses about sensible ob-

jects, some impression, as it were, or picture in our

original sensorium, being a relict of that motion caused

^thin us by the external object $ ia relict; which, when

the external object is do longer present, remains,

and is still preserved, being, as it were, its image;

and which,, by. being thus preserted,^ becomes the

cause of our having memory. Now such a sort of

relict, and as it were impression, they call fancy op

imagination."

Another passage from Aleinous^ of the doctrines of

|>lato, chap. 4. shows the agreement of the ancient

Flatonists and Peripatetics in this theory. <' When the

form or type of things is imprinted on the mind by

the organs of the senses, and so imprinted as not tO'

be deleted by time, but preserved firm and lasting, its

preservation U called immory."

Upon this principle Aristotle imputes the shortness

of memory ia chUdrea t» this cause, that their braip
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j

is too moist and soft to retain impressions made upoiJ

it : and the defect of memory in old men he im-

putes, on tlie contrary, to the hardness and rigidity of

the brain, whicli hinders its receiving any durable im-

pression.

This ancient theory of the cause of memory is de-

fective in two respects: 1st, if the cause assigned did

really exist, it by no means accounts for the phenome-

non : and, 2dly, there is no evidence, nor even proba-

bility, that that cause exists.

,
Ii is probable, that in perception s6me impression is

' made upon the brain as well as upon the organ and

nerves, because all the nerves terminate in the brain,

and because disorders and hurts of the brain are found

to affect our powers of perception when the external

organ and nerve arei sound ; but we are totally igno-

rant of the nature of this iiApression upon the brain.

It can have no resemblance to the object perceived,

nor does it in any degree account for' that sensation

and perception which are consequent upon it. These

things have been argued in the second Essay, and shall

now be taken for granted, to prevent repetition.

if the impression upon the brain be insufficient to

account for the perception of objects tliat are present,

it can as little account for the memory of those that

are past.

So that if it were certain, that the impressions made

on the brain in perception remain as long as there is

any memory of the object ; all that could be inferred

from this, is, that, by the laws of nature, there is a con-

nection established between that impression, and the

remembrance of that object. But how the impression

contributes to this remembrance, we should be quite

ignorant; it being impossible to discover how thought

of any kind should be produced, by an impression on

<lie brain, or upon any part of the body.
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To say that this impression is memory, is absurd, if

understood literally. If it is only meant that it is thd

cause of memory, it ought to be shown how it pro-

duces this efiect, otherwise memory remains as unac-

countable as before.

If a philosopher should undertake to account for the

force of gunpowder, in the discharge of a musket, and
then tell us gravely, that the cause ofthis phenomenon is

the drawing of the trigger, we should not be much wiser

by this account. As little are we instructed in the cause

of memory, by being told that it is caused by a certain

impression on the brain. For, supposing that impres-

sion on the brain were as necessary to memory as the

drawing of the trigger is to the discharge of the mus-
ket, we are still as ignorant as we were how memory
is produced; so that, if the cause of memory, assigned

by this theory, did really exist, it does not in any degree

account for memory.

Another defect in, this theory is, that there is no ev-

idence, nor probability, that the cause assigned does

Qxist ; that is, that the impression made upon the brain

in perception remains after the object is removed.

That impression, whatever be its nature, is caused

by the impression made by the object upon th& organ

of sense, and upon the nerve. Philosophers suppose,

ivitbout any evidence, that when the object is removed,

'

and the impression upon the organ and nerve ceases,

the impression upon the brain continues, and is perma-

nent; that is, that when the cause is removed the

effect continues^ Thejbrain surely does not appear

more fitted to retain an imprel^itm than t^ organand

_nerve.~~
~""' ]"

But granting that the impression upon the brain con-

tinues after its cause is removed, its effects ought to

continue while it continues ; that is, the sensation and

perception should be as permanent as the impression
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upon the bi'aiti, which is supposed to bo their causb.

But here again the philosopher makes a second suppo-

sition, with as little evidence, but of a contrary nature,

to wit, that, whil<i the cause remains, the effect ceases;

If this should be granted also, a third must be made^

that the same cause, which at first produced sensation

and perception, does afterward produce memory; an

operation essentially different, both from sensation and

perception.

A fourth supposition must be madcj that this cause,

though it be permanent, does not produce its effect at

all times ; it must be like an inscription which is some-

times covered with rubbish, and on other occasions

made legible : for the memory of things is often inter'

rupted for a long time, and Circumstances bring to our

recollection what had been long forgotten. After all,

many things are remembered which were never per-

ceived by the senses, being no objects of sense, and

therefore, which could make no impression upon the

brain by means of the senses.

Thus, when philosophers have piled one supposition

upon another, as the giants piled the mountains, in or-

der to scale the heavens, all is to no purpose ; memory
remains unaccountable ; and we know as little how we
remember things past, as how we are conscious of the

present.

But here it is proper to observe, that althoiigb im>

pressions upon the brain give no aid in accounting for

memory, yet it is very probable, that, in the human
frame, memory is dependent on some proper state or

temperament of the brain.

Although the furniture of our memory hears no re-

semblance to any tempei-ament of brain whatsoever, as

indeed it is impossible it should ; yet nature may have

subjected us to this law, that a certain constitution or

state of the brain is necessai^ to memory. That this
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18 really the < case, many well known facts lead us to

conclude.

It is possible, that, by accurate observation, the proper

means may be discovered of preserving that temper-

ament of the brain which is favourable to memory^

and of remedying the disorders of that temperament.

This would* be a very noble improvement of the medi-

cal art. But if it should ever be attained, it would

give no aid to understand how one state of the brain

assists memory, and another hurts it.

I know certainly, that the impression made upon

my hand by the prick of a pin occasions acute pain.

Bnt can any philosopher show how this cause produces

the efieet ? The nature of the impression is here per-

iectly known ; but it gives no help to understand how
that impression affects the mind ; and if we knew as

distinctly that state ofthe brain which causes memory,

we should still be as ignorant as before how that state

contribntes to memory. We might have been so con-

stituted, for any thing that I know, that the prick ofa

pin in the hand, instead of causing pain, should cause

remembrance ; nor would that constitution be more un-

accountable than the present.

The body and mind operate on each other, according

to fixed laws of natore ; and it is the business ofa pbilos-

opfaer to discover those laws by observation and exper-

iment : but, when he has discovered them, he must rest

in them as facts, whose cause is inscrutable to the hu-

man understanding.

Mr. Locke, and those who have followed him, speak

with more reserve than the ancients, and only inci-

dentally, of impressions on the brain as the cause of

memory, and impute it rather to our retaining in onr

minds the ideas, got either by sensation or refiection.

This, Mr. Locke says, may be done two ways j » ist, ,

by keeping the idea for some time actually in view, '
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which is called contemplation. 2clly, By the power tq

revive again in our minds those ideas, which, after inir

printingf Iiave disappeared, or have been, as it were,

laid out of sight ; and tliis is memory, which is, as it

were, the storehouse of our ideas."

To explain this more distinctly, he immediately

adds the following observation : " But our ideas being

nothing but actual perceptions in the mind, which cease

to be any thing, when there is no perception of them,

this laying up of our ideas in the repository of the mem-
ory, signifies no more but this, that the mind lias a pow-

er, in many oases, to revive perceptions which it once

had, with this additional perception annexed to them,

that it has had them before ; and in this sense it is, that

our ideas are said to be in our memories, when indeed

tiiey are actually no where ; but only there is an ability

in the mind, when it will, to revive them agaiin, and,

as it were, paint them anew upon itself, though some

witli more, some with less difficulty, some more lively,

and others more obscurely."

In this account of memory, the repeated use of the

phrase, as it were, leads one to judge that it is partly

figurative ; we must therefore endeavour to distinguish

the figurative pai't from the philosophical. The first

being addressed to the imagination, exhibits a picture

of memory, which, to have its efiect, must be viewed

at a proper distance, and from a particular point of

view. The second being addressed to the understand-

ing, ought to bear a near inspection, and a critical ex-

amination.

The analogy between memory and a repository, and

between remembering and retaining, is obvious, and is

to be found in all ianguages ; it being very natural to

express the operations of the mind by images taken

from things material. But in philosophy we ought t»

draw aside the veil ofimagery, aad to view them naked.
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When therefore memory is said to be a repository

or storehouse of ideas, where they are laid up when not

perceived, and again brought forth as there is occasion,

I take this to be popular and rhetorical. For the

author tells us, that when they are not perceived, they

are nothing, and no where, and therefore can neither

be laid up in a repository, nor drawn out of it.

But we are told, " That this laying up of our ideas

in the repository of the memory signifies no more
than this, that the mind has a power to revlyg.. per-

ceptions, which it once had, with this additional per-

ception annexed to them, that it has had them before."

This, I think, must be understood literally and philo-

sophically.

But it seems to me as difficult to revive things that

have ceased to be any thing, as to lay thenTupTn a re-

pository, or to bring them out of it. When a thing is

once annihilated, the same thing cannot be again produc-

ed, though another thing similar to it may. Mr. Locke,

in another place, acknowledges, that the same thing

cannot have two beginnings of existence ; and that

things that have different beginnings are not the same,

but diverse. From this it follows, that an ability to

revive our ideas or perceptions, after tht?y have ceased

to be, can signify no more but an ability to create new

ideas or perceptions similar to those we had before.

The^ are said " to be revived, with this additional per-

ception, that we have had them before." This, surely,

would be a fallacious perception, since they could not

have two begianings of existence ; nor could we believe

them to have two beginnings of existence. We caa

only believe, that we had formerly ideas or perceptions

very like to them, though not identically the same. But

whether we percei/ve them to be the same, or only like to

those we had before, this perception, one would think>

supposes a remembrance of those we had before, other-

wise the similitude or identity could not be perceived',

roia II. 49
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Another phrase is used to explain this reviving of

our perceptions. " The mind, as it were, paints them

anew upon itself," There may he something figura-

tive in this; but making due allowance for that, it

must imply, that the mind, which paints the things

that have ceased to exist, must have the memory of

what they were, since every painter must have a copy

either before his eye, or in his imagination and

memory.

These remarks upon Mr. Locke's account ofmemory
are intended to show, that his system of ideas gives no

light to this faculty, but rather tends to darken it ; as

little does it make us understand how we remember,

and by that means have the certain knowledge of things

past.

Every man knows what memory is, and has a dis-

tinct notion of it : but when Mr. Locke speaks of a

power to revive in the mind those ideas, which, after

imprinting, have disappeared, or have been, as it were,

laid out of sight, one would hardly know this to be

memory, ifhe had not told us. There are other things

which it seems to resemble at least as much. I see be-

fore me the picture of a friend. I shut my eyes, or turn

them another way ; and the picture disappears, or is,

as it were, laid out of sight. I have a power to turn

my eyes again toward the picture, and immediately the

pefception is revived. But is this memory ? no, surely;

yet it answers the definition as well as memory itself

can do.

We may observe, that the word perception is used

by Mr. Locke in too indefinite a way, as well as the

word idea.

Perception, in the chapter upon that subject, is said

to be the first faculty of the mind exercised about our

ideas. Here we are told, that ideas are nothing but

perceptions : yet I apprehend it wonld sound oddly to
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say, that perception is the first faculty of the niiud ex-

ercised about perception ; and still more strangely to

say, that ideas are the first faculty of the mind ex-

ercised about our ideas. But why should not ideas

be a faculty as well as perception, if both are the

same ?

Memory is said to be a power to revive our percep-

tions. Will it not follow frqm this, that every thing

that can be remembered is a perception ? If this be^ so,

it will be difficult to find any thing in nature but per-

ceptions.

Our ideas, we are told, are nothing but actual per-

ceptions; but in many places of the Essay, ideas are

said to be the objects of perception, and that the mind,

in all its thoughts and reasonings, has no other imme-

diate object which it does or can contemplate but its

own ideas. Does it not appear from this, either that

Mr. Locke held the operations of the mind to be the

same thing with the objects of those operations, or

that he used the word idea sometimes in one sense and

sometimes in another, without any intimation, and prob-

ably without any apprehension of its ambiguity ? It is

an article of Mr, Hume's philosophy, that there is no

distinction between the operations of the mind and their

objects. But I see no reason to impute this opinion to

Mr. Locke. I rather think, that, notwithstanding his

great judgment and candour, his understanding was

entangled by the ambiguity of the word idea, and

that most of the iihperfeetions of bis Essay are owing

to that cause.

Mr. Hume saw further into the consequences of the

common system concerning ideas than any author had

done before him. He saw the absurdity of making

every object of thought double, and splitting it into a

remote object, which has a separate and permanent

existence^ and an immediate object, called an idea or
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impression« which is an image of the former, and has

no existence, but when we are conscious of it. Ac-

cording to this system, we have no intercourse with

the external world, but by means of the internist

world of ideas, which represents the other to the

mind.

He saw it was necessarj to reject one ofthese worlds

as a fiction, and the question was, which should be re-

jected? Whether all mankind, learned and unlearned,

liad feigned tJie existence of the external world with-

out good reason ? or whether philosophers had feigned

the internal world of ideas, in order to account for the

intercourse of the mind with the external ? Mr. Hume
adopted the first of these opinions, and employed his

reason and eloquence in support of it.

Bishop Berkeley had gone so far in the same track

as to reject the material world as fictitious ; but it was

left to Mr. Hume to complete the system.

According to his system, therefore, impressions and

ideas in his own mind are the only things a man can

know, or can conceive : nor are these ideas represen-

tatives, as they were in the old system. There is

nothing else in nature, or at least within the reach of

our faculties, to be represented. What the vulgar call

the perception of an external object, is nothing but a

strong impression upon the mind. What we call the

remembrance pf a past event, is nothing but a present

impression or idea, weaker than th6 former. And

what we call imagination, is still a present idea, but

weaker than that of memory.

That I may not do him injustice, these are his words

in his Treatise of Human Nature, p. 193.

'< We find by experience, that when any impression

has been present with the mind, it again makes its ap-

pearance there as an idea ; and this it may do after two

diflferent ways, either when in its new appearance it re-
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tains a considerable degree of its first vivacity, and is

somewhat intermediate betwixt an impression and an

idea, or wlien it entirely loses that vivacity, and is a

perfect idea. The faculty by whicli we repeat our im-

pressions in the first manner, is called the memory, and
the other the imagination."

Upon this account of memory and imagination I

shall make some remarks.

1st, I wish to know, what we are here to understand

by experience 7 It is said, we find all this by experi-

ence ; and I conceive nothing can be meant by this ex-

perience but memory. Not that memory which our

author defines, but memory in the common acceptation

ofthe word. According to vulgar apprehension, mem-
ory is an immediate knowledge of something past.

Our author does not admit that there is any such

knowledge in the human mind. He maintains that

memory is nothing but a present idea or impression.

But, in defining what he takes memory to be, he takes

for granted that kind of memory which h^ rejects.

For can we find by experience, that an impression, af-

ter its first appearance to the mind, makes a second,

and a third, with difierent degrees of strength and vi-

vacity, if we have not so distinct a remembrance of its

first appearance, as enables us to know it, upop its sec-

ond and third, notwithstanding that, in the interval, it

has undergone a very considerable change ?

All experience supposes memory ; and there can be

no such thing as experience, without trusting to our

own memory, or that of others : so that it appears

from Mr. Hume's account of this matter, that be

found himself to have that kind of memory, which be

acknowledges and defines, by exercising that kind

which he rejects.

adly, What is it we find by exoerience or memory ?

It is; " That when an impression has been present with
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the mind, it again makes its appearance there as an

idea, and that after two different ways."

If experience informs us of this, it certainly deceives

us ; for the thing is impossible, and the author shows

it to be so. Impressions and ideas are fleeting, perish-

able things, which have no existence, but when we

are conscious of them. If an impression could make

a second and a third appearance to the mind, it must

Lave a continued existence during the interval of these

appearances, which Mr. Hume acknowledges to be a

gross absurdity. It seems then, that we find by ex-

perience, a thing which is impossible. "We are im-

posed upon by our experience, and made to believe

contradictions.

Perhaps it may be said, that these different appear-

ances of the impression are not to be understood liter-

ally, but figuratively ; that the impression is personifi-

ed, and made to appear at different times, and in dif-

ferent habits, when no more is meant, but that an im-

pression appears at one time ; afterward a thing of

a middle nature, between an impression and an idea,

which we call memory ; and last of all a perfect idea,

which we call imagination : that this figurative mean-

ing agrees best with the last sentence of the period,

where we are told, that memory and imagination are

faculties, whereby we repeat our impressions in a more

or less lively manner. To repeat an impression is a

figurative way of speaking, which signifies making a

new impression similar to the former.

If, to avoid the absurdity implied in the literal

meaning, we understand the philosopher in this figura-

tive one, then his definitions of memory and imagina-

tion, when stripped of the figurative dress, will amount

to this, that memory is the faculty of making a weak

impression, and imagination the faculty of making an

impression still weaker, after a corresponding strong
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one. These definitions of memory and imagination

labour under two defects; Ist, that they eonvey no

notion of the thing defined ; and, 2dly, that they may
be applied to things of a quite different nature from

those that are defined.

When we are said to have a faculty of making a

weak impression after a corresponding strong one, it

would not be easy to conjecture that this faculty is

memory. Suppose a man strikes his head smartly

against the wall, this is an impression ; now he has a

faculty by which he can repeat this impression with

less force, so as not to hurt him ; this, by Mr. Hume's
account, must be memory. He has a faculty by which

he can just touch the wall with his head, so that

the impression entirely loses its vivacity. This sure-

ly must be imagination ; at least it comes as near to the

definition given of it by Mr. Hume as any thing I can

conceive.

Sdly, We may observe, that when we are told that

we have a faculty of repeating our impressions in a

more or less lively manner, this implies that we are

the efficient causes of our ideas of memory and imagi-

nation ; but this contradicts what the author says a

little before, where he proves, by what he calls a con-

vincing; argument, that impressions are the cause of

their corresponding ideas. The argument that proves

this, had need indeed to be very convincing ; whether

we make the idea to be a second appearance of the

impression, or a new impression similar to the former.

If the first be true, then the impression is the cause

ofitself. If the second, then the impression, after it is

gone, and has no existence, produces the idea. Such

are the mysteries of Mr. Hume's philosophy.

It may be observed, that the common system, that

ideas are the only immediate objects of thought^ leads

to skepticisnrwith regard to memory, as well as viiih
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regard to the objects of sense, whether those ideas are

placed in the mind or in the brain.

Ideas are said to be things internal and present,

•which have no existence but during the moment they

are in the mind. The objects of sense are things ex-

ternal, which have a continued existence. When it

is maintained, tliat all that we immediately perceive is

only ideas or phantasms, how can we, from the exist'

ence of those phantasms, conclude the existence of

an external world corresponding to them ?

This difficult question seems not to have occurred to

the Peripatetics. Des Cartes saw the difficulty, and

endeavoured to find out arguments by which, from

the existence of our phantasms or ideas, we might

infer the existence of external objects. The same

course was followed by Malebranche, Arnauld, and

Locke ; but Berkeley and Hume easily refuted all

their arguments, and demonstrated that there is no

strength in them.

The same difficulty with regard to memory natural-'

ly arises from the system of ideas ; and the only rea-

son why it was not observed by philosophers, is, be-

cause they give less attention to the memory than to

the senses; for since ideas are things present, how can

We, from our having a certain idea presently in our

mind, conclude that an event really hsf^pened ten or

twenty years ago corresponding to it ?

There is the same need of arguments to prov«, that

the ideas of memory are pictures of things that really

did happen, as that the ideas of sense are pictures of

external objects which now exist. In both cases, it

will be impossible to find any argument that has real

Weight. So that this hypothesis leads us to absolute

skepticism, with regard to those things which we most

distinctly remember, no less than with regard to the

external objects of sense.
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It does not appear to have occurred either to Locke
or to Berkeley, that their system has the same tenden*

oy to overturn the testimony ofmemory as the testimo-

ny of the senses.

Mr. Hume saw further than both, and found this

consequence of the system^ of ideas perfectly corres-

ponding to his aim of establishing universal skepticism.

His system is therefore more consistent than theirs,

and the conclusions agree better with the premises.

But if we should grant to Mr. Hume, that our ideas

of memory affoi-d no just ground to believe the past

existence of ihings which we remember, it may still

be asked. How it comes to pass tiiat perception and

memory are accompanied with belief, while bare imagi-

nation is not? Though this belief cannot be justified

upon bis system, it ought to be accounted for as a phe-

nomenon of human nature.

This he has done, by giving us a new theory of be-

lief in general ,• a theory which suits very well with

that of ideas, and seems to be a natural consequence

of it, and which at the same time reconciles all the

belief that we find in human nature to perfect skepti-

cism.

What then is this belief? It must either be an idea,

or some modification of an idea ; we conceive many
things which we do not believe. The idea of an ob-

ject is the same whether we believe it to exist, or bare-

ly conceive it. The belief adds no new idea to the

conception ; it is therefore nothing but a modification

of the idea of the thing believed, or a different manner

of conceiving it. Hear himself:

" All the perceptions of the mind are of two kinds,

impressions and ideas, which differ from each other

only in their different degrees of force and vivacity.

Our ideas are copied from our impressions, and repre-

sent them in all their parts. "When you would vary

VOL. II. 90
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the idea of a particular object, you can only increase

or diminisi) its force and vivacity: If you make any

other change upon it, it represents a different object or

impression. The case is the same as in colours. A
particular shade of any colour may acquire a new de-

gree of liveliness or brightness, without any other

variation ; but when you produce any other variation,

it is no longer the same shade or colour. So that as

belief does nothing but vary the manner in which we
conceive any object, it can only bestow on our ideas

an additional force and vivacity. An opinion, there-

fore, or belief, may be most accurately defined a live-

ly idea, related to, or associated with a present im-

pression."

This theory of belief is very fruitful of consequen-

ces, which Mr. Hume traces with his usual acute-

ness, and brings into the service of his system. A
great part of his system indeed is built upon it ; and

it is of itself sulBcient to prove what he calls his hy-

pothesis, " that belief is more properly an act of

the sensitive than of the cogitative part of our na-

tures."

It is very difficult to examine this account of belief

with the same gravity with which it is proposed. It

puts one in mind of the ingenious account given by
Martinus Scriblerus of the power of syllogism, by
making the major the male, and the minor the female,

which being coupled by the middle term, generate the

conclusion. There is surely no science in which men
of great parts and ingenuity have fallen, into such

gross absurdities as in treating of the powers of the

mind. I cannot help thinking, that never any thing

more absurd was gravely maintained by any philoso-

pher, than this account of the nature of belief, and

of the distinction of perception, memory, and imagina-

tion.
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Tlie belief of a proposition is an operation of mind

of which every man is conscious, and what it is, he

understands perfectly, though, on account of its sim-

plicity, he cannot give a logical definition of if. If he

compares it with the strength or vivacity of his ideas, or

yritb any modification of ideas, they are so far from

appearing to be one and the same, tliat (hey have not

the least similitude.

That a strong belief and a weak belief difier only

in degree, I can easily comprehend f but that belief

and no belief should differ only in degree, no man
ean believe who understands what he speaks : for

this is in reality to say that something and nothing

difier only in degree, or that nothing is a degree of

something.

Every proposition that may be the object of belief,

has a contrary proposition that may be the object of

a contrary belief. The ideas of both, according to

Mr. Hume, are the same, and difier only in degrees of

vivacity. That is, contraries difier only in degree;

and so pleasure may be a degree of pain, and hatred

a degree of lore. But it is to no purpose to trace

the absurdities that follow from this doctrine, for

none of them can be more absurd than the doctrine

itself.

\Every man knows perfectly what it is to see an

object with his eyes, what it is to remember a past

event, and what it is to conceive a thing which has no

existence. That these are quite difierent operations

of his mind, he is as certain as that sound difiers from

colour, and both from taste ; and I can as easily be-

lieve that sound, and colour, and taste, difier only in

degree, as that seeing, and remembering, and imagin-:

ing, difier only in degree.

Mr. Hnme, in the third volume of his treatise of Ha-

inan Nature, is sensible that bis theory of belief is Ua-
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ble to strong objections, and seems, in some measure,

to retract it ; but in what measure it is not easy to say.

He seems still to tliink, that belief is only a modifica-

tion of the idea, but that vivacity is not a proper term

to express that modification. Instead of it he uses

some analogical phrases to explain that modification,

such as "apprehending the idea more strongly, or

taking faster hold of it."

There is nothing more meritorious in a philosopher

than to retract an error upon conviction ; but in thia

instance I humbly apprehend Mr. Hume claims that

merit upon too slight a ground : for I cannot perceive

that the apprehending an idea more strongly, or tak-

ing faster hold of it, expresses any other modification

of the idea than what was before expressed by its

strength and vivacity, or even that it expresses the

same modification more properly. Whatever modifi-

cation of the idea he makes belief to be, whether its

vivacity, or some other without a name, to make per-

ception, memory, and imagination, to be the different

degrees of that modification, is chargeable with the

absurdities we have mentioned.

Before we leave this subject of memory, it is prop-

er to take notice of a distinction which«Aristotle makes
between memory and reminiscence, because the dis-

tinction has a real foundation in nature, though in our

language, I think, we do not distinguish them by dif-

ferent names.

Memory is a kind of habit which is not always in

exercise with regard to things we remember, but is

ready to suggest them when there is occasion. The
most perfect degree of this habit is, when the thing

presents itself to our remembranee spontaneously, and

Avithout labour, as often as there is occasion. A sec-

ond degree is, when the thing is forgotten for a long-

er or a shorter tin)e> even when there is occasion to
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remember it, yet at last some incident brings it to

mind without any search. A third degree is, when
we cast about and search for what we would remeittber,

and so at last find it out. It is this last, I think, which
Aristotle calls reiuiniscence, as distinguished from
memory.

Reminiscence, therefore, includes a will to recollect

something past, and a search for it. But here a diffi-

culty occurs. It may be said, that what we will to re-

member we must conceive, as there can be no will

without a conception of the thing willed. A will to

remember a thing, therefore, seems to imply that we
remember it already, and have no oceasion to search

for it. But this difficulty is easily removed. Mlien

we will to remember a thing,we must remember some-

thing relating to it, which gives us a relative concep-

tion of it ; but we may, at the same time, have no con-

ception what the thing is, but only what relation it

bears to something else. Thus, I remember that a

friend charged me with a commission to be executed

at such a place ; but I have forgotten what the com-

mission was. By applying my thought to what I re-

member concerning it, that it was given by such a per-

son, upon such an occasion, in consequence of such a

conversation, I am led, in a train of thought, to the

very thing I had forgotten, and recollect distinctly

what the commission was.

Aristotle says, that brutes have not reminiscence,

and this I think is probable ; but, says he, they have

memory. It cannot, indeed, be doubted but they have

something very like to it, and in some instances in a

very great degree. A dog knows his master after

long absence. A horse will trace back a road he has

once gone as accurately as a man; and this is the

more strange, that the Hrain of thought which he had

in going, mast be reversed in his return. It is very
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like to some prodigious memories we read of, where a

person, upon hearing an hundred names, or unconnect-

ed words pronounced, can begin at the last, and go
backward to the first, without losing or misplacing one.

Brutes certainly may learn much from experience,

which seems to imply memory.

Tet I see no reason to think thatlirutes measure

time as men do, by days, months, or years, or that

they have any distinct knowledge of the interval be-

tween things which they remember, or of their dis-

tance from the present moment. If we could not re-

cord transactions according to their dates, human mem-
ory would be something very different from what it is,

,

and perhaps resemble more the memory of brutes.
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OF CONCEPTION.

CHAP. I.

OF CONCEPTION, OK SIMPIE APPREHENSION IN GEN-

£BAX.

Conceiting, imagining, apprehending, understand-

ing, having a notion of a thing, are common words,

used to express that operation of the understanding,

which the logicians call simple apprehension. The
having an idea of a thing, is in common language used

in the same sense, chiefly I think since Mr. Locke's

time.

Logicians define simple apprehension to be the bare

conception of a thing, without any judgment or belief

about it. If this were intended for a strictly logical

definition, it might be a just objection to i(, that con-

ception and apprehension are only synonymous words

;

and that we may as well define conception by appre-

hension, as apprehension by conception ; but it ought

to be remembered, that the most simple operations of

the mind cannot be logically defined. To have a dis-

tinct notion ofthem, we must attend to them as we feel

them in our own minds. He that would have a distinct

notion of a scarlet colour, will never attain it by a defi-

nition ; he must set it before his eye, attend to it, com-

pare it with the colours that come nearest to it, and

observe the specific diflTerence, which he will in vain at-

tempt to dsfioe.
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Every man is conscious that he can conceive a thou-

sand things, of which he believes nothing at all ; as a

horse with wings, a mountain of gold : but although

conception may be without any degree of belief, even

the weakest belief cannot be without conception. He
that believes, must have some conception of what he

believes.

Without attempting a definition of this operation of

the mind, I shall endeavour to explain some of its prop-

erties; consider the theories about it j and take notice

of some mistakes of philosophers concerning it.

1st, It may be observed, that conception enters as an

ingredient in every operation of the mind. Our senses

cannot give us the belief of any object, without giving

some conception of it at the same time. No man can

either remember or reason about things of which he

has no conception. When we will to exert any of our

active powers, there must be some conception of what
wo will to do. There can be no desire nor aversion,

love nor hatred, without some cooceptioA of the object.

We cannot feel pain without conceiving it, though we
can conceive it without feeling it. These things are

selfevident.

In every operation of the mind, therefore, in every

thing we call thought, there must be conception. When
we analyze the various operations either of the under-

standing or of the will, we shall always find this at the

bottom, like the caput mortuum of the chymists, or the

materia prima of the Peripaleties | but though there

IS no operation of mind without conception, yet it may
be found naked, detached from all others, and then it

is called simple apprehension, or the bare conception

of a thing.

As all the operations of our mind are expressed by

language, every one knows, that it is one thing to yn-

derstand what is said^ to conceive or apprehend its
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meaning, whether it be a word, a sentence, op a dis-

course J it is another thing tojudge of ;U».-to assent or

dissent, to be persuaded or moved. The first is simple

apprehension, and may be without the last, but the

last cannot be without the first.

2dly, In bare conception, there can neither be truth

nor falsehood, because it neither affirms nor denies.

Every judgment, and every proposition by which judg-

ment is expressed, must be true or false; and the qual-

ities of true and false, in their proper sense, can

belong to nothing but to judgments, or to propositions

which express judgment. Ip the bare conception of a

thing there is no judgment, opinion> ot- beliefincluded,

and therefore it cannot be either true or false.

But it may be said, Is there any thing more certain

than that men may have true or false conceptions, true

or false apprehensions, of things? I answer, that such

ways of speaking are indeed so common, and so well

authorized by custom, the arbiter of language, that it

would be presumption to censure them. It is hardly

possible to avoid using them. But we ought to be

upon our guard, that we be not misled by them, to

confound things, which, though often expressed by the

same words, are really different. We must therefore

remember what was before observed, Essay I. chap. 1.

that all the words, by which we signify the bare con-

ception of a thing, are likewise used to signify our

opinions, when we wish to express them with modesty

and diffidence. And we shall always find, that, when

we speak of true or false conceptions, we mean tr^e or

false opinions. An opinion, though ever so waverings

OP ever so modestly expressed, must be either true of

false; but a bare coneeptitin, which expresses no opia-

ioD or judgment, can be neither.

If we snailyzje: those speeches, in which men attpibnte

truth or falsehood to oup conceptions ofthings, we shall

vol. II. 51
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find in every case, that there is some opinion ot

judgment implied in what they call conception. A
^ child conceives the moon to be flat, and a foot or two

) broad ; that is, this is his opinion: and when we say it

is a false notion, or a false conception, we mean that it

is a false opinion. He conceives the city of London to

be like his country village ; that is, he bfelieves it to be

so till he is better instructed. He conceives a lion to

have horns ; that is, he believes that the animal which

men call a lion, has horns. Such opinions language

authorizes us to call conceptions ; and they may be true

or false. But bare conception, or what the logi-

cians call simple apprehension, implies no opinion,

however slight, and therefore can neither be true nor

false.

What Mr. Locke says of ideas, by which w6rd he

very often means nothing bat conceptions, is vei^ just,

when the word idea is so understood, book 2. chap. 32^

§ 1. " Though truth and falsehood belong in propri-

ety of speech only to propositions, yet ideas are often

termed true or false, as what words are there that are

not used with great latitude, and with some deviation

from their strict and proper signification ; though I

think, that when ideas themselves are termed true or

false, there is still some secret, or tacit proposition,

which is tbe foundation of that denomination ; as we
shall see, if we examine the particular occasions where-

in, they come to be called true or false ; in all which we
shall find some kind ofaffirmation or negation, which is

the reason of that denomination : for our ideas being

nothing but bare appearances, or perceptions in our

minds, cannot properly and simply in themselves be said

to be true or false, no more than a simple name of any

thing can be said to be true or false."

It may be here observed, by the way^ that in this

pas$age, as in many others, Mr. Locke uses the Word
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pereq)tion, as well as tbe word idea, to signify what I

call conception, or simple apprehension. And in his

chapter upon perception, book 2. chap. 9. he uses it

in the same sense. " Perception, he says, as it is the

first faculty of the mind, exercised about our ideas ; so

it is the first and simplest idea we have from reflection,

and is by some called thinking in general. It seems to

be that which puts the distinction betwixt the animal

kingdom and the inferior parts of nature. It is the

first operation of all our faculties, and the inlet of all

knowledge into our minds."

Mr. Locke has followed the example given by Des
Cartes, Gassendi, and other Cartesians, in giving the

name of perception to the bare conception of things j

and he has been followed in this by bishop Berkeley,

Mr. Hume, and many late philosophers, when they

treat of ideas. They have probably been led into this

impropriety, by the common doctrine concerning ideas,

which teaches us, that conception, perception by the

senses, and memory, are only, different ways of perceiv-

ing ideas in our own minds. If that theory be well

founded, it will indeed be very difficult to find any spe-

cific distinction between conception and perception.

But there is reason to distrust any philosophical theory,

when it leads men to corrupt language, and to confound,

under one name, operations of the mind, which com-

mon sense and common language teach them to distin-

guish.

I grant that there are some states of the mind,

wherein a man may confound his conceptions with what

he perceives or remembers, and mistake the one for

the other; as, in the delirium of a fever, in some cases

of lunacy and of madness, in dreaming, and perhaps in

some momentary transports of devotion, or of other

strong emotions, which cloud his intellectual faculties,

and for a time carry a man out of himself^ as we usual-

ly express it.
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Even in a sober and sound stale of (nind, the memo-
ry of a thing may be so very weak, that we may be in

doubt whether we only dreamed or imagined it.

It may be doubted, whether childreq, when their

imagination first begins to work, can distinguish what

they barely conceive from what they remember. J

have been told by a man of knowledge and observation,

that one of his sons, when he began to speak, very often

told lies with great assurance, without any intention, as

far as appeared, or any consciousness of guilt. From
which the father concluded, that ;it is, natural to some

children to lie. I am rather inclined to think, that the

child had no intention to deceive, but mistook the rov-

ings of his own fancy, for things which he remember-

ed. This, however, I take to be very uncommon, after

children can communicate their sentiments by lan-

guage, though perhaps not so in a more early period.

Granting all this, if any man will affirm, that they

whose intellectual faculties are sound, and sober, and

ripe, cannot with certainty distinguish what they per-

ceive or remember, from what they barely conceive^

when those operations have any degree of strength and
distinctness, he may enjoy bis opinion ; I know not

how to reason with him. Why should philosophers

confound those operations in treating of ideas, when
they wpuld be ashamed to do it on other occasions ? To
distinguish the various powers of our minds, a certain

degree of understanding is necessary : and if some,

through a defect of uoderstanding, natural or acciden-

tal, or from unripeness of understanding, may be' apt to

confound different powers, will it follow that others can-

not clearly distinguish them ?

To return from this digression, into which the abuse

of the word perception, by philosophers, has led me,

it appears evident, that the bare conception of an ob-
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ject, which includes no opinion or judgment, can

neither be true nor false. Those qualities, in their

proper sense, arc altogether inapplicable to this opera-

tion of the mind.

Sdlj, Of all the analogies between the operations of

body and those of the mind, there is none so strong

and so obvious to all mankind as that which there is

between painting, or other plastic arts, and the pow-

er of conceiving objects in the mind. Hence in all

languages, the words, bj which this power of the

mind and its various modifications are expressed, are

analogical, and borrowed from those arts. We con-

sider this power of the mind as a plastic power, by

which we form to ourselves images of the objects of

thought.

In vain should we attempt to avoid this analogic^

language, for we have no other language upon the

subject ; yet it is dangerous, and apt to mislead.

All analogical and figurative words have a double

meaning; and, if we are not very much upon our

guard, we slide insensibly from the borrowed and figu-

rative meaning into the primitive'. We are prone to

carry the parallel between the things compared fur-

ther than it will hold, and thus very naturally to fall

into error.

To avoid this as far as possible in the present sub-

ject, it is proper to attend to the dissimilitude between

ooDceiving a thing in the mind, and paioting it to the

eye, as well as to their similitude. The similitude

strikes and gives pleasure, . The dissimilitude we are

less disposed to observe. But the philosopher ought

to attend to it, ai|d to carry it always in mind, in bis

reasonings on this subject, as a monitor, to warn him

against the errors into which the analogical language

is apt to draw him.
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Wlicn a man paints, there is some vrork done which

remains Avhen his hand is taken off, and continues to

exist, though he should think no more of it. Every
stroke of his pencil produces an efiect, and this effect

is different from his action in making it ; for it remains

and continues to exist when the action ceases. The
action of painting is one thing, the picture produced

is another thing. The first is the cause, the second is

the effect.

Let us next consider what is done when he only

conceives this picture. He must have conceived it

before he painted it; for this is a maxim universally

admitted, that every work of art must first he con-

ceived in the mind of the operator. What is this con-

ception ? It is an act of the mind, a kind of thought.

This cannot be denied. But does it produce any

effect besides the act itself? Surely common sense

answers this question in the negative : for every one

knows, that it is one thing to eoneeive, another thing

to bring forth into effect. It is one thing to project,

another to execute. A man may think for a long

time what he is to do, and after all do nothing. Con-

ceiving as well as projecting or resolving, are what
the schoolmen called immanent acts of the mind, which

produce nothing beyond themselves. But painting

is a transitive act, which produces an effect distinct

from the operation, and this effect is the picture.

Let this therefore be always remembered, that what
is commonly called the image of a thing in the mind,

is no more than the act er operation of the mind in

conceiving it.

That this is the common sense of men who are un-

tutored by philosophy, appears from their language.

If one ignorant of the language should ask, what is

meant by conceiving a thing ? we should ver}' natu-

rally answer, that it is having an image of it in the
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mind; and perhaps we could not explain the word

better. This shows, that conception, and the image
of a thing in the mind, are synonymous expressions.

The image in the mind, therefore, is not the object o^

conception, nor is it any efiect produced by conception

as a cause. It is conception itself. That very mode
of thinking, which we call conception, is by another

name called an image in the mind.

Nothing more readily gives the conception of a
thing than the seeing an image of it. Hence, by a

figure common in language, conception is called an

image of the thing conceived. But to show that it

^s not a real, but a metaphorical image, it is called an

image in the mind. We know nothing that is prop-

erly in the mind but thought; and when any thing

else is said to be in the mind, the expression must be

figurative, and signify some kind of thought.

Lknow that philosophers very unanimously maintain,

that in conception there is a real image in the mind^

which is the immediate object of conception, and dis-

tinct from the act of conceiving it. I beg the reader's

indulgence to defer what may be said for or against

this philosophical opinion to the next chapter ; intend-

ing in this only to explain what appears to me to be-

long to this operation of mind, without considering the

theories about it. I think it appears from what has

been said, that the common languiage of those who
have not imbibed any philosophical opinion upon this

'

subject, authorizes us to understand the eontieption of
a thing, and an image of it in the mind, not as two

different things, but as two different expressions, to

signify one and the same thing ; and I wish to use com-

mon words in their common acceptation.

Mhly, Taking along with us what is. said in the last

article, to guard us against the seduction of the ana'

lo^cal language used on this subject, we may observe
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a very strong analogy, not only between e6ncei,Ving

and painting in general, but between the different kinds

of our conceptions, and the different works of the

painter. He either makes fancy pictures, or he copies

front the painting of others, Or he paints from the

life ; that is, from real objects of art or nature which

he has seen. I think our conceptions admit of a divi-

sion very similar.

1st, There are conceptions which may be called

fancy pictures. They are commonly called creatures

of fancy, or of imagination. They are not the copies

of any original that exists, but are originals themselves.

Such was the conception which Swift formed of the

island of Laputa and of the country of the Lillipu-

tians ; Cervantes of Don Quixote and his Squire ;

Harrington of the government of Oceana ; and sir

Thomas More of that of Utopia. We can give names

to such creatures of imagination, conceive them dis-

tinctly, and reason consequentially concerning them^

though they never had an existence. They were con-

ceived by their creators, and may be conceived by

others, but they never existed. We do not ascribe the

qualities of true or false to them, because they ar6

hot accompanied with any belief, nor do they imply

any affirmation or negation.

Setting aside those creatures of imagination, -there

are other conceptions, which may be called copies,

because they have an original or archetype to- which

thc^ refer, and with which tfaey are belieVed to agree

:

and we call them true or false conceptions, according

as they agree or disagree with the standard to which

they are referred. These are oftwo kinds^ which have

different standards or originals^

Thej^rsi kind is analogous to pictures taken from

the life. We have conceptions of individual things

that really exist, such as the city of London, or the
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Igovernment of Venice. Here tbe things conceived

are the originals ; and our conceptions are; called

true when Ihey agree with the thing conceived. Thus,
my conception of the city of London is true when I

conceive it to be what it really is.

Individual things which really exist, being the

creatures of God, though some of them may receive

Iheir outward form from man, he only who made
them knows their whole nature ; we know them but

in part, and therefore our conceptions of them must

in all cases be imperfect and inadequate; yet they

may be true and just, as far as they reach.

The second kind is analogous to tbe copies which

the painter makes from pictures done before. Such

I think are the conceptions we have of what the an-

cients called universals ; that is, of things which belong,

or may belong to many individuals. These are kinds

and species of things ; such as, m^n* or elephant,

which are species of substances ; wisdom, or courage,

which are species of qualities ; equality, or similitude,

which are species of relations. It may be asked>

from what original are these conceptions formed ? And
when are they said to be true or false ?

It appears to me, that the original from which they

are copied, that is, the thing conceived, is the concept

tion or meaning which other men who understand the

language affix to the same Words.

Things are parcelled into kinds and^ sorts, not by

nature, but by men. The individual things we are

connected with, are so many, that to give a proper

name to every individiial would be impossible. We
could neter attain the knowledge of thenit that is nec-

essary, nor converse nor reason about them, without

Sorting them according to their different attributes.

Those that agree in certain attributes are thrown into

one parcel, and Lave a general name given them, which

vol. II. 52
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belongs equally to every individual in that pareeJj

This common name must therefore signify those at-

tributes whicli have been observed to be common to

every individual in that parcel, and nothing else.

That such general words may answer their inten^

tioti, all that is necessary is, that those who use them

should affix the same meaning or notion, that is, the

same conception to them. The common meaning is

the standard by which such conceptions are formed,

and they are said to be true or false, according as they

agree or disagree with it. Thus, my conception of

felony is true and just, when it agrees with the mean-

ing of that word in the laws,relating to it, and in au-

thors who understand the law. The meaning of the

word is the thing conceived ; and that meaning is the

conception affixed to it by' those who best understand

the language.

An individual is expressed in language either by a

proper name, or by a general word joined to such cir-

cumstances as distinguish that individual from all

others : if it is unknown, it may, wheff an object of

sense and within reach, be pointed out to the senses j

when beyond the reach of the senses, it may be ascer-

tained by a description, which, though very imperfect^

may be true and sufficient to distinguish it from every

other individual. Hence it is, that, in speaking of in-

dividuals, we are very little in danger of mistaking

the object, or taking one individual for another.

Yet, as was before observed, our conception of them
is always inadeqliate and lame. They are the crea-

tures of God, and there are many things belong-

ing to them which we know not, and which cannot

be deduced by reasoning from what we know : they

have a real essence, or constitution of nature, from
which all their qualities flow : but this essence out
l^eukies do not comprehend : they are therefore in-
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capable of defioition ; for a definition ought to com-

prehend the whole nature or essence of the thing de-

fined.

Thus, Westminster bridge is an individual object

;

though I had never seen or heard of it before, if lam
only made to conceive that it is a bridge from West-

minster over the- Thames, this conception, however

imperfect, is true, and is sufficient to make me distin-

guish it, when it is mentioned, from every other ob-

ject that exists. The architect may have an adequate

conception of its structure, which is the work ofman;
but of the materials, which are the work of God, no

man has an adequate conception ; and therefore,

though the object may be described, it cannot be de-

fined.

Universals are always expressed by general words |

and all the words oflanguage, excepting proper names,

are general words ; they are the signs of general con-

ceptions, OF of some circumstance relating to them.

These general conceptions are formed for the purpose

of language and reasoning ; and the object from which

they are taken, and to which they are intended to

agree, is the conception which other men join to the

same words ; they may therefore be adequate, and per-

fectly agree with the thing conceived. This implies

no more than that men who speak the same language

may perfectly agree in the meaning of many general

words.

Thus mathematicians have conceived what they call

a plane triangle. They have defined it accurately;

and. when I conceive it to be a planie surface, bounded

by three right lines, I have both a true and an adequate

conception of it. There is nothing belonging to a plane

triangle which is not comprehended in this conception

of it, or deducible from it by just reasoning. This def-

ioitioa e^presse^ th? whols esseace of the thing de-
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fined, as everj just definition ought to do; but this eS"

sence is only what Mr. Locke very properly calls a^

nominal essence ; it is a general conception formed by

the mind, and joined to a general woi-d as its sign.

If all the general words pf a language had a precise

meaqing, and were perfectly understood, as mathemat-

ical terms are, all verbal disputes would be at an end,

!ind men would never seem to differ in opinion, but

when^they differ in reality ; but this is far from being

the case. The meaning of most general words is not

learned like that of mathematical terms, by an accu-

rate defiqition, but by the experience w^ happen to

have, by hearing them used in conversation. From
such experience we collect their meaning by a kind of

induction ; and as this induction is for the ^ost pari

lame and imperfect, it happens that different persons

join different conceptions to the same general word j

and though we intend to give them the meaning which

use, the arbiter of language, has p^t upon them, this

is difficult to find, and apt to be mistaken, even by the

candid and attentive. Hence, in innumerable disputes,

men do not really differ in their judgments, but in the

way of expressing them.

Our conceptions, therefore, appear to be of three

kinds. They are either the conceptions of individual

things, the creatures of God ; or they are conceptionti

of the meaning of general words j or they are the

creatures of our own imagination ; aqd these different

kinds have different; properties which we have endeav-

oured to describe.

fithly. Our conception of things may be strong and
lively, or it may be faint and languid in all degrees.

These are qualities which properly belong to our con-

ceptions, though we have no names for them but such

as are analogical. Every man is conscious of such a

difference ia his conceptions, and finds his lively con-
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eeptions most agreeable, when the object is not of such

a nature as to give pain.

Those who have lively conceptions, commonly ex-

press them in a lively manner, that is, in such a man-
ner as to raise lively conceptions and emotions in oth-

ers. Such persons are the most agreeable compan-

ions in conversation, and the most acceptable in their

writings.

The liveliness of our conceptions proceeds from dif-

ferent causes. Some objects, from their own nature^

or from accidental associations, are apt to raise strong

emotions in the mind. Joy and hope, ambition, zeal,

and resentment, tend to enliven our conceptions. Dis-

appointment, disgrace, grief, and envy, tend rather to

flatten them. Men of keen passions are commonly

lively and agreeable in conversation ; and dispassionate

men often make doll companions. There is in some

men a natural strength and vigour of mind, which ^ves
strength to their conceptions on all subjects, and in all

the occasional variations oftemper.

It seems easier to form a lively conception ofobjects

that are familiar, than of those that are not ; our con-

ceptions of visible objects are commonly the most live-

ly, whra other circumstances are equal. Hence poets

not only delight in the description of visible objects,

but find means by metaphor, analogy, and allusion, to

clothe every object they describe with visible qualities.

The lively conception of these makes the object ap-

pear, as it were, before our e^es. Lord Kaimes, in his

Elements of Criticism, has shown <^ what importance

it is in works of taste, to give to objects described,

what he calls ideal presence. To produce this in the

mind, is indeed the capital aim of poetical and rhetor-

ical deseriptioo. It carries the man, as it were, out of

himself, and makes him a spectator of the scene de-

scribed. This ideal presence seems to me to be noth-
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ing else but a lively conception of the appearance

which the object Avould make if really present to the

eye.

Abstract and general conceptions are never lively,

though they may be distinct ; and therefore, however

necessary in philosopliy, seldom enter into poetical de-

scription, without being particularized or clothed in

some visible dress.

It may be observed, however, that our conceptions of

visible objects become more lively by giving them mo-

tion, and more still by giving them life, and intel-

lectual qualities. Hence in poetry, the whole crea-

tion is animated, and endowed witli sense and reflection.

Imagination, when it is distinguished from concep-

tion, seems to me to signify one species of concep-

tion ; to wit, the conception of visible objects. Thus,

in a mathematical proposition, I imagine the figure,

and I conceive the demonstration j it would not I

think be improper to say, I conceive both ; but it

would not be so proper to say, I imagine the demon-

stration.

6th]y, Our conceptions of things may be clear, dis-

tinct, and steady ; or they may be obscure, indistinct,

and wavering. The liveliness of our conceptions gives

pleasure, but it is their distinctness and steadiness that

enables us to judge right, and to express our sentiments

with perspicuity.

If we inquire into the cause, why among persons

speaking or writing on the same subject, we find in one

so much darkness, in another so much perspicuily, I

believe the chief cause will be found to be, that one had

a distinct and steady conception of what he said or

wrote, and the other had not. Men generally find

means to express distinctly what they have con-

ceived distinctly. Horace observes, that proper words
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spontaneously follow distinct conceptions, " Verbaque

proviaam rem non invita sequnntur." But it is im-

possible that a man should distinctly express what he

has not distinctly conceived.

We are commonly taught, that perspicuity depends

upon a proper choice of words, a proper structure of

sentences, and a proper order in the whole composi-

tion. All this is very true, but it supposes distinct-

ness in our conceptions, without which there can be

neither propriety in our words, nor^in the structure of

our sentences, nor in our method.

Nay, I apprehend, that indistinct conceptions of

things are, for the most part, the cause, not only of

obscurity in writing and speaking, but of error in

judging.

Must not they who conceive things in the same

manner form the same judgment of their agreements

and disagreements ? Is it possible for two persons to

differ with regard to the conclusion of a syllogism

who have the same conception of the premises ?

Some persons find it diiBcult to enter into a mathe-

matical demonstration. I believe we shall always

find the reason to be, that they do not distinctly ap-

prehend it. A man cannot be convinced by what he

does not understand. On the other hand, I think a

man cannot understand a demonstration without see-

ing the force of it. I speak of such demonstrations as

those of Euclid, where every step is set down, and

nothing left to be supplied by the reader.

Sometimes one who has got through the first four

books of Euclid's Elements, and sees the force of

the demonstrations, finds difficulty in the fifth. What

is the reason of this ? You may find, by a little con-

Tcrsation with him, that he has not a clear and steady

conception of ratios, and of the terms relating to them.

When the terms used ia the fifth book have become fa-

~
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miliar, and readily excite in his mind a clear and

steady conception of their meaning* you may ven-

ture to affirm that he will be able to understand the

demonstrations of that book, and to see the force of

them.

If this be really the case, as it seems to be, it leads

us to think, that men are very much upon a level with

regard to mere judgment, when we take that faculty

apart from the apprehension or conception of the

things about which we judge ; so that a sound judg-

ment seems to be the inseparable companion of a clear

and steady apprehension : and we ought not to consid-

er these two as talents, of which the one may fall

to the lot of one man, and the other to the lot of anoth-

er, but as talents which always go together.

It may, however, be observed, that some of our

conceptions may be more subservient to reasoning

ithan others which are equally clear and distinct. It

was before observed, that some of our conception^

are of individual things, others of things general and

abstract. It may happen, that a man who has very

clear conceptions of things individual, is not so happy

in those of things general and abstract. And this

i take to be the reason why we find men who have

good judgment in matters of common life, and per-

haps good talents for poetical or rhetorical composi-

tion, who find it very difficult to enter irito abstract

reasoning.

That I may not appear singular in putting men so

much upon a level in point of mere judgment, I beg

leave to support this opinion by the authority of two

Very thinking men, Des Cartes and Cicero. The
former, in his Dissertation on Method, expresses him- -

self to this purpose : " Nothing is so equally distribut-

ed among men as judgment. Wherefore it seems rea-

sonable to believe^ that the power of dlstiuguisbing
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ifrhat is true from what is false, vliich we properly

call judgment or right reason, is by nature equal

in all men ; and therefore that the diversity of oui^

opinions does not arise from one person being en-

dowed with a greater power of reason than another,

but only from this, that we do not lead our thoughts

in the same track, nor att^d to the same things."

Cicero, in his third book De Oratore, makes this

observation "It is wonderful, when the learned and

unlearned differ so much in art, how little they dif-

fer in judgment. For art being derived from na-

ture, is good for nothing, unless it move and delight

nature."

From what has been said in this article, it follows,

that it is so far in our power to write and speak per-

spicuously, and to reason justly, as it is in our power
to form clear and distinct conceptions of the subject

on which we speak or reason. And though nature

has put a wide difference between one man and anoth°

er in this respect, yet that it is in a very considera-

ble degree in our power to have clear and distinct

apprehensions of things about which we think and

reason, cannot be doubted.

7tbl^, It has been observed by many authors, that>

when we barely conceive any object, the ingredients

of that conception must either be things with which

we were before acquainted by some other original

power of the mind, or they must be parts orat^ibutes

of such things. Thus a man cannot conceive colours,

if he never saw, nor sounds, if he never heard. If a

man had not a conscience, he could not conceive what

la meant by moral obligation, or by right and wrong

10 conduct.

Fancy may combine things that never were com-

bined in reality. It may enlarge or diminish, multi-

ply or divide; compound and fashion the objects which

Tox.li. 53
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nature prcseuls ; but it cannot, by the utmost effort of

that creative power which we ascribe to it, bring any

one simple ingredient into its productions, which na-

ture has not framed, and brought to our knowledge by

some other faculty.

This Mr. Locke has expressed as beautifully as

justly. " The dominion o^man, in this little world of

his own understanding, is much the same as in the

great world of visible things ; wherein his power, how-

ever managed by art and skill, reaches no further than

to compound and divide the materials that are made to

his hand, but can do nothing toward making the least

particle of matter, or destroying one atom that is al-

ready in being. The same inability will every one find

in himself, to fashion in his understanding any simple

idea not received by the powers which God has given

him."

I think all philosophers agree in this sentiment. Mr.

Hume, indeed, after acknowledging the truth of the

principle in general, mentions what he thinks a single

exception to it. That a man, who had seen all the

shades of a particular colour except one, might frame

in his mind a conception of that shade which he

never saw. I think this is not an exception ; because

a particular shade of a colour differs not specifically,

but only in degree^ from other shades of the same

colour.

It is proper to observe, that our most simple concep-

tions are not those which nature immediately presents

to us. When we come to years of understanding, we

have the power of analyzing the objects of nature, of

distinguishing their several attributes and relations, of

conceiving them one by one, and of giving a name to

each, whose meaning extends only to that single attri-

bute or relation : and thus our most simple conceptions
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are not those of any object io nature, but of some sin-

gle' attribute or relation of such objects.

Thus nature presents to our senses, bodies that are

extended in three dimensions, and solid. By analyzing

the notion we have ofbody from our senses, we form toy

ourselves the conceptions of extension, solidity, space,

a point, a line, a surface ; all which are more sim-

ple conceptions than that of a body. But they are

the elements, as it were, of which our conception of a

body is made up, and into which it may be analyzed.

This power of analyzing objects we propose to consider

particularly in another place. It is only mentioned

here, that what is said in this article may not be un-

derstood, so as to be inconsistent with it,

Sthly, Though our conceptions must be confined to

the ingredients mentioned in the last article, we are

unconfined with regard to the arrangement of those in-

gredients. Here we may pick and choose, and form

an endless variety of combinations and compositions,

which we call creatures of the imagination. These may
be clearly conceived, though they never existed : and

indeed every thing that is made, must have been con-

ceived before it was made. Gvery work of human
art, and every plan of conduct, whether in public or

in private life, must have been conceived before it is

brought to execution. And we cannot avoid thinking,

that the Almighty, before he created the universe

by his power, had a distinct conception of the whole

and of every part, and saw it to be good, and agreeable

to his intention.

It is the business of man, as a rational creature, to

employ this unlimited power ofconception, for planning

his conduct and enlarging his knowledge. It seems to

be peculiar to beings endowed with reason to act by a

preconceived plan. Brute animals seem either to want

this power, or to have it in 9. very low degree. They
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are moved by instinct, habit, appetite, or natural af-

fection, according as these principles are stirred bj the

present occasion. But I see no reason to think that

they can propose to themselves a connected plan of life,

or form general rules of conduct. Indeed, we see

that many of the human species, to whom God has

given this power, make little use of it. They act with-

out a plan, as the passion or appetite which is strongest

at the time leads them.

9thly^ The last property I shall mention of this facul-

ty, is that which essentially distinguishes it from every

other power of the mind ; and it is, that it is not em-

ployed solely about things which have existence. I

can conceive a winged horse or a centaur, as easily

and as distinctly as I can conceive a man whom I

Jiave seen. Nor does this distinct conception incline

my judgment in the least to the belief, that a winged
horse or a centaur ever existed.

It is not so with the other operations of our minds.

They are employed about real existences, and carry

with them the belief of their objects. When I feel

pain, I am compelled to believe that the pain that I

feel has a real existence. When I perceive any exter-

nal object, my belief ofthe real existence of the object

is irresistible. When I distinctly remember any

event, though that event may not now exist, I can

have no doubt but it did exist. That consciousness

which we have of the operations ef our own minds, im-

plies a belief of the real existence of those operations.

Thus we see, that the powers of sensation, of per-

ception, of memory, and of consciousness, are all em-
ployed solely about objects that do exist, or have ex-

isted. But conception is often employed about objects

that neither do, nor did, nor will exist. This is the

very nature of this faculty, that its object, though dis-

tinctly conceived, may have no existence. Such an ob>
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ject \?e call a creature of imagination ^ but this crea-

ture never was created.

That we may not impose upon ourselves in this mat-

ter, we must distinguish between that act or operation

of the mind, which we call conceiving an object, and

the object which we conceive. When we conceive any

thing, there is a real act or operation of the mind; of

this we are conscious, and can have no doubt of its ex-

istence ; but every such act must have an object ; for

he that conceives, must conceive something. Suppose

he conceives a centaur, he may have a distinct concep-

tion of this object, though no centaur ever existed.

I am afraid, that, to those who are unacquainted

with the doctrine of philosophers upon this sut^eet, I

shall appear in a very ridiculous light, for insisting

upon a point so very evident, as that men may barely

conceive things that never existed. They will hardly

believe, that any man in his wits ever doubted of it. In-

deed, I know no truth more evident to the common
sense and to the experience of mankind. But if the

authority of philosophy, ancient and modern, opposes

it, as I think it does, I wish not to treat that authority

so fastidiously, as not to attend patiently to what may
be said in support of it.
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CHAP. II.

THEOEIES CONCERNING CONCEPTION.

The theory of ideas has been applied to the con-

ception of objects as well as to perception and memory.

Perhaps it will be irksome to the reader, as it is to the

writer, to return to that subject, after so much has

been said upon it ; but its application to the conception

of objects, which could not properly have been intro-

duced before, gives a more comprehensive view of it,

and of the prejudices which have led philosophers so

unanimously into it.

There are two prejudices which seem to me to have

given rise to the theory of ideas in all the various

forms in which it has appeared in the course of above

two thousand years ; and though they have no sup-

port from the natural dictates of our faculties, or from

attentive re&ection upon their operations, they are

prejudices which those who speculate upon this sub-

ject, are very apt to be led into by analogy.

Thej^rsf is, that in all the operations of the under-

standing there must be some immediate intercourse

between the mind and its object, so that the one may
act upon the other. The second, that in all the ope-

rations of understanding there must be an object of

thought, which really exists while we think of it; or,

as some philosophers have expressed it, that which is

not, cannot be intelligible.

Had philosophers perceived, that these are preju-

dices grounded only upon analogical reasoning, we
had never heard of ideas in the philosophical sense of

that word.

The first of these principles has led philosophers

to think, that as the external objects of sense are too
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remote to act upon the mind immediately, there

must be some image or shadow of them that is pres-

ent to the mind, and is the immediate object of per-

ception. That there is such an immediate object of

perception, distinct from the external object, has been

very unanimously held by philosophers, though they

have difiered much about the name, the nature, and

the origin of those immediate objects.

"We have considered what has been said in the sup-

port of this principle, Essay II. chap. 14. to which

the reader is referred, to prevent repetition.

I shall only add to what is there said, that there

appears no shadow of reason why the mind must have

an object immediately present to it ia its intellectual

operations, any more than in its affections and pas-

sions. Philosophers hare not said, that ideas are the

immediate objects of love or resentment, of esteem

or disapprobation. It is, I think, acknowledged, that

persons and not ideas are the immediate objects of

those affections; persons, who are as far from being

immediately present to the mind as other external ob-

jects, and sometimes persons who haye now no exist-

enee in this world at least, and who. can neither act

upon the mind, nor be acted upon by it.

The second principle, which I eonceire to be Iike<

wise a prejudice of philosophers grounded upon analo-

gy, is now to be considered. <-

It contradicts directly what was laid down in the

last article of the preceding chapter, to wit, that we

may haVe a distinct conception of things which never

existed. This is undoubtedly the common belief of

those who have not been instructed in philosophy;

and they will think it as ridiculoas to defend it by

reasoning, as to oppose it.

The philosopher says, though there may be a re-

mote object wbioh does not exist, there roust be an
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immediate object which really exists j for that IVhick

is not, cannot be an object of thought. The idea

must be perceived by the mind, and if it does not

exist there, there can be no perception of it, no ope-

ration of the mind about it.

This principle deserves the more to be examined,

because the other before mentioned depends upon it |

for although the last may be true, even if the first

was false, yet if the last be not true, neither can the

first. If we can conceive objects which have no

existence, it follows, that there may be objects of

thought which neither act upon the mind, nor are

acted upon by it ; because that which has no existence

can neither act nor be acted upon.

It is by these principles that philosophers have been

led to think, that in every act of memory and of

conception, as well as of perception, there are two

objects. The one, the immediate object, the idea,

the species, the form ; the other, the mediate or

external object. The vulgar know only of one ob°

ject, which in perception is something external that

exists ; in memory, something that did exist ; and

in conception, may be something that never existed

:

i)ut the immediate object of the philosophers, the

idea, is said to exist, and to be perceived in all these

operations.

These principles have not only led philosophers

to split objects into two, where others can find but

one, but likewise have led them to reduce the three

operations now mentioned to one, making memory
and conception, as well as perception, to be the per-

ioeptioD of ideas. But nothing appears more evident

to the Tulgar, than that, what is only remembered,

or oriiy conceived, is not perceived : and to speak of

the perceptions of memory, appears to them as absurd;

as to speak of the hearing of sight.
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In a Trord, these two principles carry us into the

Whole philosophical theory of ideas, and furnish eyery

ai^ument that eyer was used for their existence. If

they are true, that system must be admitted with all

its consequences : if they are only prejudices, ground^

ed upon analogical reasoning, the whole system must
fall to the ground with them.

It is, therefore) of importance to trace those prin-

ciples, as far as we are able, to their origin, and to

see, if possible, whether they have any just founda-

tion in reason, or whether they are rash conclusions,

drawn from a supposed analogy between matter and

mind.

The unlearned, who are guided by the dictates of

nature, and express what they are conscious of con-

cerning the operations of their own mind, beliere,

that the object which they distinctly perceive certain-

ly exists; that the object which they distinctly re-

member certainly did exist, but now may not ; but as to

things that are barely conceived, they know that they

can conceive a thousand things that never existed,

and that the bare conception of a thing does not so

much as afford a presumption of it» existence. They
give themselves no trouble to know how these opera-

tions are performed, or to account for them from gen*

eral principles.

But philosophers, who wish to discover the causes

of things, and to account for these operations of mind,

observing, that in other operations there must be not

only an agent, but something to act upon, have been

led by analogy to ^conclude, that it must be so in the

operations of the mind.

The relation between the mind and its conceptions

bears a very strong and obvious analogy to the rela-

tion between a man and his work. Evei^ scheme he

forms, evei7 discovery he makes by bis reasoning

vol. II. 5*
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powers, is very properly called the work of his laindi

These works of the mind are sometimes great and im-

portant works, and draw the attention and admiration

of men.

It is the province of the philosopher to consider

how such works of the mind are produced, and of

what materials they are composed. He calls the ma-

terials ideas. There must, therefore, be ideas, which

the mind can arrange and form into a regular struc-

ture. Every thing that is produced must be produced

of something ; and from nothing, nothing can be pro-

duced.

Some such reasoning as this seems to me to have

given the first rise to 'the philosophical notions of

ideas. These notions were formed into a system by

the Pythagoreans two thousand years ago; and this

system was adopted by Plato, and embellished with

all the powers of a fine and lofty imagination. I

shall, in compliance with custom, call it the Platonic

system of ideas, though, in reality, it was the inven-

tion of the Pythagorean school.

The most arduous question which employed the

wits of men in the infancy-of the Grecian philosophy,

tvas, What was the origin of the world? From what

principles and causes did it proceed? To this ques^

tion very difierent answers were given in the difier-

ent schools. Most of them appear to us very ridicu-

lous. The Pythagoreans, however, judged very ra*

tionally, from the order and beauty of the universe,

that it must be the workmanship of an eternal, intel-

ligent and good Being : and therefore they concluded

the Deity to be one first principle or cause of the

universe.

But they conceived there must be more. The uni-

verse must be made of somethings Every workman

must have materials to work upon. That the world
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should he made out of nothing seemed to them ab-
surd, because every thing that is made must be ni»de

ef something.

Nullara rem e nihilo gigni divinitus unquam. Luce.

De nihilo nihil, in nihilum nil posse rcverti. Pers.

This maxim never was brought into doubt. Even in

Cicero's time it continued to be held by all philoso-

phers. What natural philosopher, says that author
in his second book of Divination, ever asserted that
any thing could take its rise from nothing, or be re-

duced to nothing? Because men must have materials

to work upon, they concluded it must be so with the

Deity. This was reasoning from analogy.

From this it followed, that an eternal uncreated

matter was another first principle of the universe.

But this matter, they believed, had no form nor quaU
ity. It was the same with the materia prima, or first

matter of Aristotle, who borrowed this part of his

philosophy from his predecessors,

To us it seems more rational to think that the Deity

created matter with its qualities, than that the matter

of the universe should be eternal and self-existent.

But so strong was-the prejudice of the ancient philoso-

phers against what we call creation, that they rather

ehose to have recourse to this eternal and unintelligi-

ble matter, that the Deity might have materials to

work upon.

The same analogy which led them to think that

there must be an eternal matter of which the world

was made, led them also to conclude that there must

be an eternal pattern or model according to which it

was made. Works of design and art must be distinct-

ly conceived before they are made. The Deity, as

an intelligent Being, about to execute a work of perfect
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beauty and regularity, must have had a distinct con-

ception of his work before it was made. This appears

very rational.

But this conception, being the work of the Divine

intellect, something must have existed as its object.

This could only be ideas, which are the proper and im-

mediate object of intellect.

From this investigation of the principles or causes

of the uniyerse, those philosophers concluded them to

be three in number, to wit, an eternal matter as the

material cause, eternal ideas as the model or exempla-

ry cause, and an eternal intelligent mind as the efScient

cause.

As to the nature of those eternal ideas, the philoso-

phers of that sect ascribed to them the most magnifi-

cent attributes. They were immutable and uncreated

;

the object oif the Divine intellect before the world was

made ; and the only object of intellect and of science

to all intelligent beings. As far as intellect is su-

perior to sense, so far are ideas superior to all the ob-

jects of sense. The objects of sense being in a

constant flux, cannot properly be said to exist. Ideas

are the things which have a real and permanent ex-

istence. They are as various as the specie^ of things,

there being one idea of every species, but none of in-

dividuals. The idea is the essence of the species, and

existed before any of the species was made. It is

entire in evei7 individual of the species, without being

either divided or multiplied.

In our present state, we have but an imperfect con-

ception of the eternal ideas ; but it is the highest fe-

licity and perfection of men to be able to contemplate

them. While we are in this prison of the body, sense,

as a dead weight, bears us down from the contempla-

tion of the intellectual objects , and it is only by a due

purification of the soul, and abstractioa from sense,
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that the intellectual eye is opened, and that v/e are en-

abled to mount upon the wings of intellect to the ce-

lestial world of ideas.

Such was the most ancient system concerning ideas,

of which we have any account. And, however different

from the modern, it appears to be built upon the

prejudices w^ave mentioned ; to wit, that in every

operation, tlit^must be something to work upon ; and
that even in conception there must be an object which

really exists.

For if those ancient philosophers had thought it pos-

sible that the Deity could operate without materials in

the formation of the world, and that he could con-

ceive the plan of it without a model, they could

have seeimo reason to make matter and ideas eternal

and necessarily existent principles, as well as the Deity

himself.

Whether they believed that the ideas were not only

eternal, but eternally, and without a cause, arranged

in that beautiful and perfect order, which they ascribe

to this intelligible world of ideas, 1 cannot say ; but

this seems to be a necessary consequence of the system ;

for if the Deity could not conceive the plan of the

world which he made, without a model which really

existed, that model could not be his work, nor contriv-

ed by his wisdom ; for if he made it, he must have con-

ceived it before it was made ; it miist therefore have

existed in all its beauty and order independent of the

Deity ; and this I think they acknowledged, by mak-

ing the model, and the matter of this world, first prin-

ciples, no less than the Deity.

If the Platonic system be thus understood, and I do

not see how it can hang together otherwise, it leads to

two consequences that are unfavourable to it.

1st, Nothing is left to the Maker of this world but

the skill to work after a model. The model had all the
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perfection and beauty that appears in the copy, and
the Deity had only to copy after a pattern that existed

independent of hiip. Indeed the copy, if we believe

those philosophers, falls very far short of the original

;

but this they seem to have ascribed to the refractori-

ness of matter, of which it was made.
2dly, If the world of ideas, without Ufijog the work

of a perfectly wise and good intelligei^TBeing, could

have so much beauty and perfection, how can we infer

from the beauty and order of this world, which is but

an imperfect copy of the other, that it must have been
made by a perfectly wise and good Being ? The forcfe

of this reasoning, from the beauty and order of the

universe, to its being the work of a wise Being, which
appears invincible to every candid mind, and appeared
so to those ancient philosophers, is entirely destroyed

by the supposition of the existence of a world of ideas,

of greater perfection and beauty, which never was
made. Or, if the reasoning be good, it will apply to

the world of ideas, which must of consequence have

been made by a wise and good intelligent Being, and

must have been conceived before it was made.

It may further be observed, that all that is mysteri-

ous and unintelligible in the Platonic ideas arises from

attributing existence to them. Take away this one

attribute, all the rest, however pompously expressed,

are easily admitted and understood.

What is a Platonic idea? It is the essence of a

species. It is the exemplar, the model, according

to which all the individuals of >that species are

made. It is entire in every individual of the spe-

cies, without being multiplied or divided. It was an

object of the Divine intellect from eternity, and is

an object of contemplation and of science to every in-

tellit^^nt being. It is eternal, immutable, and uncreat-

ed ; and, to crown all, it not only exists, but h^s ^
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more real and permanent existence tban any thing that

ever God made.

Take this description altogether, and it would re-

quire an Oedipus to unriddle it* But take away the

last part of it, and nothing is more easy. It is easy to

find five hundred things which answer to every article

in the description except the last. ^

Take for an instance the nature of a circle, as it is

defined by Euclid, an object which every intelligent

being may conceive distinctly, though no circle had

ever existed ; it is the exemplar, the model, accord-

ing to which all the individual figures of that species

that ever existed were made^ for they are all made ac-

cording to the nature of a circle. It is entire in

every individual of the species, without being mul-

tiplied or divided : for every circle is an entire cir-

cle I and all circles, in as far as they are circles, have

one and tlie same nature. It was an object of the

Divine intellect from all eternity, and may be an

object of contemplation and of science to every in-

telligent being. It is the essence of a species, and,

like all other essences, it is eternal, immutable, and

uncreated. This means no more, but that a circle

always was a circle, and can never be any thing

but a circle. It is the necessity of the thing, and not

any act of creating power, that makes a circle to be a

circle.

The nature of every species, whether of substance^

of quality, or of relation, and in general every thing

which the ancients called an universal, answers to the

description of a Platonic idea, if in that description

you leave out the attribute of existence.

If we believe that no species of things could be con-

ceived by the Almighty without a model that really

existed, we must go back to the Platonic system,

however mysterious. But if it be true, that the
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Deity could have a distinct conception of things

Vhich did not exist, and that other intelligent beings

maj conceive objects which do not exist, the system

has no better foundation than this prejudice, that the

operations of mind must be like those of the body.

Aristotle rejected the ideas of his master Plato

as'visionary ,- but he retained the prejudices that gave

rise to them, and therefore substituted something in

their place, but under a different name, and of a dif-

ferent origin.

He ealled the objects of intellect, intelligible spe-

cies ; those of the memory and imagination, phan-

tasms, and those of the senses, sensible species. This

change of the name was indeed very small ; for the

Greek word of Aristotle, which we translate species

orform, is so near to the Greek word idea, both in

its sound and signification, that, from their etymolo-

gy, it would not be easy to give them different mean-

ings. Both are derived from the Greek word which

signifies to see, and both may signify a vision, or ap-

pearance to the eye. £icero, who understood Greek

well, often translates the Greek word idea by the

Latin word vision But both words being used as terms

of art, one in the Platonic system, the other in the

^Peripatetic, the Latin writers generally borrowed the

Greek word idea to express the Platonic notion, and

translated Aristotle's word, by the word species or

forma; and in this they have been followed in the

modern languages.

Those forms or species were called intelligible, to

dijstinguish them from sensible species, which Aris-

totle held to be the immediate objects of sense.

He thought that the sensible species come from

the external object, and defined a sense to be that

which has the capacity to receive the form of sensible

things without the mattery as wax receives the form
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of a seal without any of the matter of it. In lilie

manner, he thought that the intellect receives the

forms of things intelligible, and he calls it the place

of fopms.

I take it to have been the opinion of Aristotle,

that the intelligible forms in the human intellect are

derived from the sensible by abstraction, and other

operations of the mind itself As to the intelligible

&rms in the Divine intellect, they must have had

another origin ; but I do not remember that he gives

any opinion about them. He certainly maintained,

htfwever, that there is no intellection without intelli-

gible species ; no memory or imagination without

phantasms ; no perception without sensible species.

Treating of memory he proposes a difficulty, and en-

deavours to resolve it, how a phantasm, that is a pres-

ent object in ihe mind, should represent a thing that

is past.

Thus, I think, it appears, that the Peripatetic sys-

tem of species and phantasms, as well as the Platonic

system of ideas, is grounded upon this principle, that

in every kind of thought there must be some object

that really exists ; in every operation of the mind,

something to work upon. Whether this immediate

object be called an idea with Plato, or a phan-

tasm or speeies with Aristotle; whether it be eter-

nal and uncreated, or produced by the impressions

of external objects, is of no consequence hi the pres-

ent argument. In both systems it was thought im-

possible, that the Deity could make the world with-

out matter to work upon. In both it was thought

impossible, that an intelligent being could conceive

any thing that did not exist, but by means of a model

that really existed.

The philosophers of the Alexandrian school, com-

monly called the latter Platonists, conceived the

Toi» II. SB
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eternal ideas of things to be in the Divine intellects

and thereby avoided the absui'dity of making them a

principle distinct from, and independent of the Dei-

ty ; but still they held them to exist really in

the Divine mind as the objects of conception, and

as the patterns and archetypes of things that are

made.

Modern philosophers, still persuaded that of every

thought there must be an immediate object that real-

ly exists, have not thought it necessary to distinguish

by different names the immediate objects of intellect,

of imagination, and of the senses, but have given the

common name of idea to them all.

Whether these ideas be in the sensorium, or in the

mind, or partly in the one, ^nd partly in the other

;

-whether they exist when they are not perceived, or

only when they are pereeived j whether they are the

workmanship of the Deity or of the mind itself, or

of external natural causes ; with regard to these

points, different authors seem to have different opin-

ions, and the same author sometimes to waver or be

diffident ; but as to their existence, there seems to be

great unanimity.

So much is this opinion fixed i« the minds of phi-

losophers, that I doubt not but it will appear to most

a very strange, paradox, or rather a contradiction, that

men should think without ideas.

That it has the appearance of a contradiction, I

confess. But this appearance arises from the ambi-

guity of the word idea. If the idea of a thing means

only the thought of it, or the operation of the

mjnd in thinking about it, which is the most com-

mon meaning of the word, to think without^ideas, is

to think without thought, which is undoubtedly a con-

tradiction.
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But an idea, according to the definition given of it

by philosophers, is not thought, but an object of

thought, which really exists, aud is perceived. Now,
whether is it a contradiction to say, that a man may
think of an object that does not exist ?

I acknowledge that a man cannot perceive an ob-

ject that does not exist; nor can he remember an ob-

ject that did not exist; but there appears to me no

contradiction in his conceiving an object that neither

does, nor ever did exist.

liCt us take an example. I conceive a centaur.

This conception is an operation of the mind, of

which I am conscious, and to which I can attend.

The sole object of it is a centaur, an animal which

I believe never existed. I can see no contradictioft

in this.

The philosopher says, I cannot conceive a centaur

without having an idea of it in my mind. I am at a

loss to understand what he means. He surely does

not mean that I cannot conceive it without conceiv-

ing it. This would make me no wiser. What then

is this idea P Is it an animal, half horse and half man ?

No. Then I am certain it is not the thing I con-

ceive. Perhaps he will say, that the idea is an image

of the animal, and is the immediate object of my
conception, and that the animal is the mediate or i-e-

mote object.

To this I answer : 1st, 1 am certain there are not

two objects of this «ODeeption, but one only ; which

is as immediate an object of my conception as any

can be.

2dly, This one object which I ieoneeive, is not

the image of an animal, it is an animal. I know \rhat

it is to conceive an image of an animal, and what

it is to coneeive an animal ; and I can distinguish the

one of these from the other withoat any danger of

mistake. The thing I conceive is a body of a certain
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figure and colour, having life and spontaneous mo-

tion. Tlie philosopher says that the idea is an image

of the animal, but that it has neither body, nor colour^

nor life, nor spontaneous motion. This I am not able

to comprehend.

Sdly, I wish to know how this idea comes to be

an object of my thought, when I cannot even con-

ceive what it means ; and if I did conceive it, this

would be no evidence of its existence, any more than

my conception of a centaur is of its existence. Phi-

losophers sometimes say that we perceive ideas, some-

times that we are conscious of them. I can have no

doubt of the existence of any thing which I either per-

ceive, or of which I am conscious ; but I cannot

find that I either perceive ideas or am conscious of

them.

Perception and consciousness are very different

operations, and it is strange that philosophers have

never determined by which of them ideas are discern-

ed. This is as if a man should positively affirm that

he perceived an object, but whether by his eyes, or

his ears, or his touch, he could not say.

But may not a man who conceives a centaur say,

that he has a distinct image of it in his mind P I think

he may. And if he means by this way of speaking

what the vulgar mean, who never heard of the philo-

sophical theory of ideas, I find no fault with it. By
a distinct image in the mind, the vulgar mean a dis-

tinct conception; and it is natural to call it so, on

account of the analogy between an image of a thing

and the conception of it. On account of this analogy,

obvious to all mankind, this operation is called imag-

ination, and an image in the mind is only a peri-

phrasis for imagination. But to infer from this that

there is really an image in the mind, distinct from the

operation of conceiving the object* is to be misled by
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an analogical expression ; as if, from the phrases of de-

liberating and balancing things in the mind, we should *

infer that there is really a balance existing in the mind

for weighing motives and arguments.

The analogical words and phrases, used in all lan-

guages to express conception, do no doubt facilitate

their being taken in a literal sense. But if we only at-

tend carefully to what we are conscious of in this ope-

ration, we shall find no more reason to think that im-

ages do really exist in our minds, than that balances and

other mechanical engines do.

We know of nothing that is in the mind but by con-

sciousness, and we are conscious of nothing but various

modes of thinking ; such as understanding, willing,

affection, passion, doing, suffering. If philosophers

choose to give the name of an idea to any mode of

thinking of which we are conscious, I have no objec-

tion to the name ; but that it introduces a foreign word

into our language without necessity, and a word that

is very ambiguous, and apt to mislead. But if they

give that name to images in the mind, which are not

thought, but only objects of thought, I can see no rea-

son to think that there are such things in nature. If

they be, their existence and their nature must be more

evident than any thing else, because we know noth-

ing but by their means. I may add, that if they

be, we can know nothing besides them. For, from

the existence of images, we can never, by any

just reasoning, infer the existence of any thing

else, unless perhaps the existence of an intelligent

Author of them. In this bishop Berkeley reasoned

right.

In every work of design, the work must be conceiv-

ed before it is executed, that is, before it exists. If

a model, consisting of ideas, must exist in the mind,

as the object of this conception, that model is a work
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of design no less than the other, of which it is th^

model
i
and therefore, as a wor}£ of design, it must

have been conceived before it existed. In every work

of design, therefore, the conception must go before

the existence. This argument we applied before to

the Platonic system of eternal and immutable ideas>

and it may be applied with equal force to all the sys-

tems of ideas.

Ifnow it should be asked, what is the idea of a cir-

cle ? I answer, It is the conception of a circle. What
is the immediate object of this conception ? The im-

mediate and the only ojbgect of it is a circle. But

where is this circle? It is no where^ If it was an in-

dividual, and had a real existence, it must have a

place ; but being an universal, it has no existence, and

therefore no place. Is it not in the mind of him that

conceives it? The conceptioa of it is in the mind,

being an act of the mind ; and in common language, a

thing being in the mind, is a figurative expression,

signifying that the thing is conceived or remem-

bered.

It may be asked. Whether this conception is an

image or resemblance of a circle ? I answer^ I have al-

ready accounted for its being, in a figurative sense,

called the image ofa circle in the mind. If the ques-

tion is meant in the literal sense, we must observe,

that the word conception has two meanings. Proper-

ly it signifies that operation of the mind which we

have been endeavouring to explain; but sometimes

it is put for the object of conception, or thing con-

ceived.

Now, if the question be understood in the last of

these senses, the object of this conception is not an

image or resemblance of a circle ; i^v it is a cirele^ and

nothing can be an image of itself.
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If the question be, Whether the operation of mind
in conceiving a circle be an image or resemblance of
a circle ? I think it is not ; and that no two things

can be more perfectly unlike, than a species of thought

and a species of figure. Hov is it more strange that

conception should have no resemblance to the object

conceived, than that desire should have no resemblance

to the object desired, or resentment to the object of re-

sentment.

1 can likewise conceive an individual object that

really exists, such as St. Paul's church in London. I

hare an idea of it ; that is, I conceive it. The imme-
diate object of this conception is four hundred miles

distant ; and I have no reason to think that it acts upon

me, or that I act upon it ; but I can think of it not-

withstanding. I can think of the first year, or the last

year ofthe Julian period.

, If, after all, it should be thought, that images in

the mind serve to account for this faculty of con-

ceiving things most distant in time and place, and even

things which do not exist, which otherwise would be

altogether inconceivable; to this I answer, that ac-

counts of things, grounded upon conjecture, have

been the bane of true philosophy in all ages. Expe-

rience may satisfy us, that it is an hundred times

more probable that they are false than that they are

true.

This account of the faculty of conception, by im-

ages in the mind, or in the brain, will deserve the re-

gard of those who have a true taste in philosophy,

when it is proved by solid arguments, 1st, that there

are images in the mind, or in the brain, of the things

ve conceive. 2dly, That there is a faculty in the

mind, of perceiving such images. Sdly, That the per-

eeption of such images produces the conception of

things most distant^ and even of things that have no
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existence. And, 4thly, that the perception of indi-

vidual images in the mind, or in the brain, gives us

the conception of universals, which are the attributes

of many individuals. Until this is done, the theory of

images existing in the mind, or in the brain, ought to

be placed in the same category with the sensible spe-

cies, and materia pnma of Aristotle, and the vortices

of Dea Cartes.
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CHAP. III.

MISTAKES CONCERNING CONCEPTION.

ist, Writers on logics after the example of Aris-

totle, divide the operations of the understanding into

three i sinaple apprehension, which is another word for

conception, Judgment, and reasQuing. They teach us,

that reasoning is expressed hy a syllogism, judgment by

a proposition, and simple apprehension by a term only,

that is, by one or more words which do not make a full

proposition, but only the subject or predicate of a prop-

osition. If by this they mean, as I think they do, that

a proposition, or even a syllogism, may not be simply

apprehended, I believe this is a mistake.

In all judgment, and in all reasoning, conception is

included. We can neither judge of a proposition,n or

reason about it, unless we conceive or apprehend it.

We may distinctly conceive a proposition, without

judging of it at all. We may have no evidence on one

side or the other ; we may have no concern whether it

be true or false. In these cases we commonly form no

judgment about it, though we perfectly understand its

meaning.

A man may discourse, or plead, or write, for othet

ends than to find the truth. His learning, and wit,

and invention, may be employed, while his judgment is

not at all, or very little. When it is not truth, but

some other end he pursues, judgment would be an im-

pediment, unless for discovering the means of attaining

his end ; and therefore it is laid aside, or employed

solely for that purpose.

The business of an orator is said to be to find out

Vrbat is fit to persuade. This a man may do with much
Vol. II. S6
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ingenuity, who never took the trouble to exammC

whether it ought to persuade or not. Let it not bei

thought, therefore, that a man judges of the truth

of every proposition he utters, or hears uttered. la

our commerce with the world, judgment is not the

talent that bears the greatest price; and therefore

those who are not sincere lovers of truth, lay up this

talent, Avhere it rusts and corrupts, while they car-

ry others to market^ for which there is greater de-

mand.

2dly, The division commonly made by logicians, o(

simple apprehension, into sensation, imagination, and

pure intellection, seems to me very improper in several

respects.

1st, Under the word sensation, they include not only

what is properly so called, but the perception ofexter-

nal objects by the senses. These are very different op-

erations of the mind ; and, although they are commonly

conjoined by nature, ought to be carefully distinguish-

ed by philosophers.

Sdly, Neither sensation, nor the perception of exter-

nal objects, is simple apprehension. Both include

judgment and belief, which are excluded from simple

apprehension.

Sdly, They distinguish imagination from pure intel-

lection by this, that in imagination the image is in the

brain, in pure intellection it is in the intellect. This is

to ground a distinction upon an hypothesis. We have

no evidence that there are images either in the brain or

in the intellect.

I take imagination, in its most proper sense, to signi-

fy a lively c6nception of objects of sight. This is a

talent ofimportance to poets and orators, and deserves

a proper name, on account of its connection with those

arts. According to this strict meaning of the word,

imagination is^ distinguished from conception as a pai't
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from the whole. We conceive the objects of the other

senses, but it is not so proper to say that we ipiagiQe

them. We conceive judgment, reasoning, propositions^

and arguments ; but it is rather improper to say that

we imagine these things.

This distinction between imagination and conception,

may be illustrated by an example, which Des Cartes

uses to illustrate the distinction between imagination

and pure intellection. We can imagine a triangle or a

square so clearly as to distinguish them from every

other figure. But we cannot imagine a figure of ^
thousand equal sides and angles so clearly. The best

eye, by looking at it, could not distinguish it from

every figure of more or fewer sides. And that concept

tion of its appearance to the eye, which we properly

call imagination, cannot be more distinct than the

appearance itself, yet we can conceive a figure of a

thousand sides, and even can demonstrate the proper^

ties which distinguish it from all figures of more or

fewer sides. It is not by the eye, but by a superior

faculty, that we form the notion ofa great number, such

as a thousand : and a distinct notion of this number of

sides not being to be got by the eye, it is not imagined,

but it is distinctly conceived, and easily distinguished

from every other number.

3dly, Simple apprehension is commonly represented

as the first operation of the understanding; ai^d judg-

ment, as being 9 cpmpositioa pr jcombination of simple

apprehensions.

This mistake his probably arisen from the taking

sensation and the perception of objects by the senses,

to be nothing but simple apprehension. They are very

probably the first operations of the mind, but they are

not simple apprehension.

It is generally allowed, that we cannot conceive

pounds if we have never h^anl, nor colours if we have
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never seen : and the same thing may be said of the

objects of the other senses. In like manner, we must
have judged or reasoned before we have the concep-

tion or simple apprehension of judgment, and of rea-

soning.

Simple apprehension, therefore, though it be the sim-

plest, is not the first operation of the understanding

;

and instead of saying, that the more complex opera-

tions of the mind are formed by compounding simple

apprehensions, we ought rather to say, that simple ap-

prehensions are got hy analyzing more complex ope-

rations.

A similar mistake, which is carried through the

whole of Mr. Locke's Essay, may be here mentioned.

It is, that our simplest ideas or conceptions are got

immediately by the senses, or by consciousness, and the

complex afterward formed by compounding tbem. I

apprehend, it is &r otherwise.

Nature presents no object to the senses, or to con-

sciousness, that is not complex. Thus, by our senses

we perceive bodies of various kinds; but every body is

a complex object ; it has length, breadth, and thick-

ness; it has figure, and colour, and various other sen-

sible qualities, which are blended together in the same

subject; and I apprehend, that brute animals, who

have the same senses that we have, cannot separate

the difierent qualities belonging to the same subject,

and have only a complex and confused notion of the

whole : such also would be our notions of the objects of

sense, if we had not superior powers of understanding,

by which we can analyze the complex object, abstract

every particular attribute from the rest, and form a

distinct conception of it.

So that it is not by the senses immediately, but

rather by the powers of analyzing and abstraction,

that we get the most sitnple, and the most distinct no-
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tions even of the objects of sense. This will be more

fully explained in another place.

4thly, There remains another mistake concerning

conception, which deserves to be noticed. It is, that

our conception of things is a test of their possibility, so

that, what we can distinctly conceive, we may con-

clude to be possible; and of what is impossible, we
can have no conception.

This opinion has been held by philosophers for

more than an hundred years, without contradiction or

dissent, as far as I know ; and if it be an error, it may
be of some use to inquire into its origin, and the

causes that it has been so generally received as a max-

im, whose truth could not be brpught into doubt.

One of the fruitless questions agitated among the

scholastic philosophers in the dairk ages was^ Wha(^
the criterion of truth? as if men could have any other

way to distinguish truth from error, bfit by the right

use of that power of judging whiph God baa ^ven
them.

Des Cartes endeavoured to put an end tio this con-

troversy, by making it a fundamental principle in

his system, thatf whatever we clearly and distinctly

perceive, is true.

To understand this principle of Des Cartes, it must

be observed, that he gave the name of perception

to every power of the human understanding ; and

in explaining this very maxini, he tells ws, that ^eose,

imagination, and pure intdileetion, are onlj ^ifierent

modes of perceiving, and so the pi^jciiji was under-

stood by all his followers.

The learned Dr. Cudwortb seems also to have adopt-,

ed this prineiple. "The icriterjoja of true knowledge,

says he, is only to be looked for in our knowledge

and conceptions themselves: for the entity of all

theoretical iru<3i is nothing «3lse but clear intelb'gi-
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bility, and whatever is clearly conceived is an entity

and a truth ; but that which is false. Divine power

itself cannot make it to be clearly and distinctly

understood. A falsehood can never be clearly con-

ceived or apprehended to be true." Etern. and Immut.

Morality, p. 172, &c.

This Cartesian maxim seems to me to have led the

way to that now under consideration, which seems to

have been adopted as the proper correction of the for*

mer. When the authority of Des Cartes declined,

men began to see that we may clearly and distinctly

conceive what is not true, but thought, that our con-

ception, though not in all cases a test of truth, might

be a test of possibility.

This indeed seems to be a necessary consequence of

the received doctrine of ideas ; it being evident, that

there can be no distinct image, either in the mind or

any where else, of that which is impossible. The am-

biguity of the word conceive, which we observed, Essay

I. chap. 1. and the common phraseology of saying we

cannot conceive such a thing, when w<e would signify

that we think it impossible, might likewise contribute

to the reception of this doctrine.

But whatever was the origin of this opinion, it

seems to prevail universally, and to be received as a

maxim.
" The bare having an idea of the proposition proves

the thing not to be impossible ; for of ah impossible

proposition there can be no idea." Dr. Sam. Clarke.

" Of that which neither does nor can exist we can

have np idea.'' Lord Bolingbroke.

« The measure of impossibility to us is inconceiv-

ableness, that of which we can have no idea, but

that reflecting upon it, it appears to be nothing, we

pronounce to be impossible." Abernethy.

"In every idea is implied the possibility of the ex-

istence of its object, nothing being clearer than that
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there can be no idea of an impossibility, or concep-

tion of what cannot exist." Dr. Price.

«Impo8sibile est cujus nullam notionem formate

possumUs ; possibile e contra, cni aliqua respondet

notio." Wolfii Ontolog.

<'It is an established maxim in metaphysics, that

whatever the mind conceives, includes the idea of

possible existence, or, in other words, that nothing we
imagine is absolutely impossible." D. Hume.

It were easy to muster up many other respectable

authorities for this maxim, and I have never found one

that called it in question.

If the maxim be true in the extent which the famous

'Wolfius has given it, in the passage above quoted,

we shall have a short road to the determination of

every question about the possibility or impossibility of

things. We need only look into our own breast, and

that, like the Urim and Thummim, will give an in-

fallible answer. If we can conceive the thing, it is

possible : if not, it is impossible. And surely every

man may know whether he can conceive what is affirm-

ed or not.

Other philosophers have been satisGed with one

half of the maxim of Wolfius. They say, that what"

ever we can conceive is possible ^ but they do not

say, that whatever we cannot conceive is impossible.

I cannot help thinking even this to be a mistake,

which philosophers have been unwarily led into, from

the causes before mentioned. My reasons are these.

1st, Whatever is said to be possible or impossible is

expressed by a proposition. Now, what is it to con-

ceive a proposition ? I think it is no more tlian to un-

derstand distinctly its meaning. I know no more

that can be meant by simple apprehension or concep-

tion, when applied to a proposition. The axiom,

therefore, amounts to this : every propoBition, of wbieh
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you nndei'staDd the meaning distinctly, is posaible>

I am persuaded, that I understand as distinctly the

meaning of this proposition, *lny tyto sides of a trian-

gle are together equal to the third, as of this, »SLny two

sides of a triangle are together greater than the third ;

yet the first of these is impossible.

Perhaps it will be said, that though you understand

the meaning of the impossible proposition, you can*

not suppose or conceive it to be true.

Here we are to examine the meaning of the phrases

of supposing and conceiving a proposition to be true.

I can certainly suppose it to be true, because I can

draw consequences from it which I find to be impos-

sible, as well as the proposition itself.

If by conceiving it to be true be meant giving

^ome degree of assent to it, however small, this, I con-

fess, I cannot do. But will it be said, that every prop-

osition to which I can give any degree of assent is

possible! This contradicts experience, and therefore

the maxim cannot be true in this sense.

Sometimes, when we say that we cannot conceive a
thing to he true, we mean by that expression that we
judge it to be impossible. In this sense, I cannot, in-

deed, conceive it to be true, that two sides of a trian-

gle are equal to the third. I judge it to be Impos-

sible. If, then, we understand in this sense that max-

im, that nothing we can conc,eive is impossible, the

meaning will be, that nothing is impossible which we

judge to be possible. But does it not often happen,

that what one manjudges to be possible, another man
judges to bo impossible ? The maxim, therefore, is

not true in this sense,

I am not able to find any other meaning of con-

ceiving a proposition, or of conceiving it to be true, be-

sides these I have mentioned. I know nothing that

can be meant by having the idea of a proposition, but
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«ither the understanding its meaning, or the judging

of its truth. I can understand a pi'oposition that is

false or impossible, as well as one that is true or

possible ; and I find that men have contradictory

judgments about what is possibDe or impossible, as

well as about other things. In what sense then can

it be said, that the having an idea of a proposition

gives certain evidence that it is possible ?

If it be said, that the idea of a proposition is an

image of it in the mind ; I think indeed there cannot

be a distinct image either in the mind, or elsewhere,

of that which is impossible : but what is meant by

the image of a proposition I am not able to compre-

hend, and I shall be glad to be informed.

2dly, Every proposition, that is necessarily true,

stands opposed to a contradictory proposition that h
impossible; and he that conceives one, conceives both.

Thus a man who believes that two and three neces-

sarily make five, must believe it to be impossible that

two and three should not make five. He conceives

both propositions when he believes one. Every prop-

osition carries its contradictory in Its bosom, an4

both are conceived at the same time. '< It h confess-

ed,, says Mr. Hume, that in all cases where we dis-

sent from any person, we conceive both- sides of

the question, but we can believe only one." From
this it certainly follows, that when we dissent from

any person about a necessary proposition, we oon-

eeire one that is impossible ; yet I know no philosopher

who has made so much use of the maxim, that what-

ever we eonceive is possible, as Mr. Hume. A great

part of his peculiar tenets is built upon it; and if it is

true, they must be true. But he did not perceive^

that in the passage now quoted, the truth of which is

evident, he contradicts it himself.

Sdly, Mathematicians have, in many cases, proved

some things to be possible and others to Ibe'lm-

voi. II. 57
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possible, which, without demonstration, would not hare
been believed; yet I have never found that any mathe-

matician has attempted to prove a thing to be possible,

because it can be conceived ; or impossible, because it

cannot be conceived. Why is not this maxim applied

todetermine whether it is possible to square the circle?

a point about which very eminent mathematicians have

differed. It is easy to conceive, that in the infinite se-

ries of numbers, and intermediate fractions, some one

number, integral, or fractional, may bear the same ra-

tio to another, as the side of a square bears to its di-

agonal ; yet, however conceivable this may be, it may
be demonstrated to be impossible.

4thly, Mathematicians often require us to conceive

things that are impossible, in order to prove them to be

so. This is the case in all their demonstrations, ad ab-

surdum. Conceive, says Euclid, a right line drawn

from one point of the circumference of a circle to

another, to fall without the circle ; I conceive this, I

reason from it, until I come to a consequence that is

manifestly absurd ; and from thence conclude, that the

thing which I conceived is impossible.

Having said so much to show, that our power of con-

ceiving a proposition is no criterion of its possibility

or impossibility, I shall add a few observations on the

extent of our knowledge of this kind.

1st, There are many propositions which, by th« fac-

ulties God lias given us, we judge to be necessary, as

well as true. All mathematical propositions are of this

kind, and many others. The contradictories of such

propositions must be impossible. Our knowledge,

therefore, of what is impossible, must at least be as ex-

tensive as our knowledge of necessary truth.

2dly, By our senses, by memory, by testimony, and

by other means, we know many things to be true, which
do not, appear to be necessary. But whatever is true, is
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possible. Our knowledge, therefore, of what is possi-

ble, must at least extend as far as our knowledge of

truth.

3dly, If a man pretends to determine the possibility

or impossibility of things beyond these limits, let him
bring proof. I do not say that no such proof can be
brought. It has been brought in many cases, particu-

larly in mathematics. But I say, that his being able to

conceive a thing, is no proof that it is possible. Math-

ematics afford many instances of impossibilities in

the nature of things, which no man would have believ-

ed, if they had not been strictly demonstrated. Per-

haps, if we were able to reason demonstratively in other

subjects, to as great extent as in mathematics, we

might find many things to be impossible, which we con-

clude, without hesitation, to be possible.

It is possible, you say, that God might have made

an universe of sensible and rational creatures, into

which neither natural nor moral evil should ever enter.

It may be so, for what I know : but how do you know
that it is possible ? That you can conceive it, I grant

;

but this is no proof. I cannot admit, as an argument,

or even as a pressing di£Sculty, what is grounded on the

supposition that such a thing is possible, when there is

no good evidence that it is possible, and, for any thing

we know, it may in the nature of things be impos-

sible.
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CHAP. IV.

on THE TRAIN OF THOUGHT IN THE M1N».

Evert man is conscious of a succession of tbongbts

which pass in his mind while he is awake, even jvben

they are not excited by external objects.

The mind on this account may be compared to

liquor in a state of fermentation. When it is not in this

state, being once at rest, it remains at rest, until it is

moved by soine external impulse. But, in the state of

fermentation, it has some cause of motion in itself,

which, even when there is no impulse from without,

suffers it not to be at rest a moment, but produces a

constant motion, an ebullition, while it continues to

ferment.

There is surely no similitude between motion and

thought ; but there is an analogy, so obvious to all

men, that the same words are often applied to both;

and many modifications of thought have no name but

such as is borrowed from the modifications of motion.

Many thoughts are excited by the senses. The causes

or occasions of these may be considered as external

:

but when such external causes do not operate upon us,

we continue to think from some internal cause. From
the constitution of the mind itself there is a constant

ebullition of thought, a constant intestine motion ; not

only of thoughts barely speculative, but of sentiments,

passions and affections, which attend them^

This continued succession of thought has, by mod-

ern philosophers, been called the imagination. I think

it was formerly called thefancy, or the phantasy. If

the old name be laid aside, it were to be wished that

it had got a name less ambiguous than that of imag-
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inalion, a name which had two or three meanings
besides.

It is often called the train of ideas. This may lead

one to t^ink, that it is a train of bare conceptions

;

but this would surely be a mistake. It is made up of

many other operations of mind, as well as of concep-

tions, or ideas.

Memory, judgment, reasoning, passions, affections

and purposes, in a word, every operation of the mind

excepting those of sense, is exerted occasionally in this

train of thought, and has its share as an ingredient : so

that we must take the word idea in a very extensive

sense, if we make the train of our thoughts to be only

a train of ideas.

To pass from the name, and consider the thing, we
may observe, that the trains of thought in the mind

are of two kinds ; they are either such as flow sponta-

neously, like water from a fountain, without any exer-

tion of a governing principle to arrange them ; or they

are regulated and directed by an active effort of the

mind, with some view and intention.

Before we consider these in their order, it is proper to

premise, that these two kinds, however distinct in their

nature, are for the most part mixed, an persons awake
and come to years of understanding.

On the one hand, we aretarely so vacant of all proj'-

^ot and design, as to let our thou^ts take their own

course, without the least check or direction : or if at

any time we should be in this state, some object will

present itself, which is too interesdng not to engage the

attention, and rouse the active or eonteinpIatiTe powers

that were at rest.

On the other hand, when a man is giving the most

intense apfdlcation to any speculation, or to any

scheme of conduct, when he wills to exclude every

tkought that is foreign to his present purpose, such
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thoughts will often impertinently' intrude upon him,

in spite of his endeavours to the contrary, and occupy,

by a kind of violence, some part of the time destined

to another purpose. One man may have the command

of his thoughts more than another man, and the same

man more at one time than at another. But I ap-

prehend, in the best trained mind, the thoughts will

sometimes be restive, sometimes capricious and self-

willed, when we wish to have them most nnder com-

mand.

It has been observed very justly, that we must not

ascribe to the mind the power of calling up any

thought at pleasure, because such a call or volition

supposes that thought to be already in the mind ; for

otherwise, how should it be the object of volition ?

As this must be granted on the one hand, so it is no

less certain on the other, that a man has a consider-

able power in regulating and disposing his own

thoughts. Of this every man is conscious, and I can

no more doubt of it, than I can doubt whether I think

at all.

We seem to treat the thoughts that present them-

selves to the fancy in crowds, as a great man treats

those that attend his levee. They are all ambitious

of his attention ; he goes round the circle, bestowing

a bow upon one, a smile upon another ; asks a short

question of a third ; while a fourth is honoured with

a particular conference ; and the greater part have no

particular mark of attention, but go as they came.

It is true, he can give no mark of his attention to those

who were not there, but he has a sufficient number for

making a choice and distinction.

In like manner, a number of thoughts present them-

selves to the fancy spontaneously ; but if we pay no

attention to them, nor hold any conference with them,

they pass with the crowd, and are immediately forgot-
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ten, as if they had never appeared. But those to

wrhich we think proper to pay attention, may be stop-

ped, examined, and arranged, for any particular pur-

pose we have in view.

It may likewise be observed, that a train of thought,

which was at first composed by application and judg-

ment, when it has been often repeated, and becomes

familiar, will present itself spontaneously. Thus when
a raaniias composed an air in music, so as to please

his own ear; after he has played, or sung it often,

the notes will arrange themselves in just order; and it

requires no effort to regulate their succession.

Thus we see, that the fancy is made up of trains of

thinking ; some of which are spontaneous, others

studied and regulated, and the greater part are mix-

ed of both kinds, and take their denomination from

that which is most prevalent: and that a train of

thoughtj which at first was studied and composed,

may by habit present itself spontaneously. Having

premised these things, let us return to those trains

of thought which are spontaneous, which must be first

in the order of nature.

When the work of the day is over, and a man lies

down to relax his body and mind, he cannot cease

from thinking, though he desires it. Something oc-

curs to his fancy; that is followed by another thing,

and so his thoughts are carried on from one object to'

another, until sleep closes the scene.

In this operation of the mind, it is not one faculty

only that is employed; there are many that join to-

gether in its production. Sometimes the transactions

of the day are brought upon the stage, and acted over

again, as it were, upon this theatre of the imagina-

tion. In this case, memory surely acts the most con-

siderable part, since the scenes exhibited are not fic-

tions, but realities, which we remember ; yet in this
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case the memory does not act alone, other po\rers are

employed, and attend upon their proper objects. The

transactions remembered will be more or less interest-

ing J and vre cannot then review our own conduct,

nor that of others, without passing some judgment

upon it. This we approve, that we disapprove. This

elevates, that humbles aud depresses us. Persons that

are not absolutely indifferent to us, can hardly appear

even to the imagination, without some friendljlor un-

friendly emotion. We judge and reason about things,

as well as persons in such reveries. We remember

what a man said and didj from this we pass to his

designs, and to his general character, and frame some

hypothesis to make the whole consistent. Such trains

of thohght we may call historical.

There are others which we may call romantic, in

which the plot is formed by the creative power of

faney, without any regard to what did or will happen.

In these also, the powers of judgment, taste, moral

sentiment, as well as the passions and afiections, come
in and take a share in the execution.

In these scenes, the man himself commonly acts a

very distinguished part, and seldom does any thing

which he cannot approve. Here the miser will be

generous, the coward brave, and the knave honest.

Mr. Addison, in the Spectator, calls this play of the

fancy, castle luilding.

The young politician, who has turned his thoughts

to the affairs of government, becomes in his imagina-

tion a minister of state. He examines every spring

and wheel of the machine of government with the

nicest eye, and the most exact judgment. He finds a

proper remedy for every disorder of the common-
wealth, quickens trade and manufactures by salutary

laws, encourages arts and sciences, and makes the na-

tion happy at heme, and respected abroad. He feels
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the reward of his good administration, in that self ap-

probation which attends it, and is happy in acquir-

ing, by his wise and patriotic conduct, the blessings

of the present age, and the praises of those that are to

come.

It is probable, that, upon the stage of imagination,

more great exploits have been performed in every age,

than have been upon the stage of life from the be-

ginning of the world. An innate desire of self ap-

probation is undoubtedly a part of the human consti-

tution. It is a powerful spur to worthy conduct, and

is intended as such by the Author of our being. A
man cannot be easy or happy, unless this desire be in

some measure gratified. While he conceives himself

worthless and base, he can relish no enjoyment. The
humiliating, mortifying sentiment must be removed,

and this natural desire of self approbation will either

produce a noble effort to acquire real worth, which is

its proper direction, or it will lead into some of those

arts of self deceit, which create a false opinion of

worth.

A castle builder, in the fictitious scenes of his fancy,

wilt figure, not according to his real character, but

according to the highest opinion he has been able to

form of himself, and perhaps far beyond that opinion.

For in those imaginary conflicts, the passions easily

yield to reason, and a man exerts the noblest efibrts

of virtue and magnanimity, with the same ease, as, ia

his dreams, he fiies through the air, or plunges to the

bottom of the ocean.

The romantic scenes of fancy are most commonly

the occupation of young minds, not yet so deeply en-

gaged in life as to have their thoughts taken up by it»

real cares and business.

Those active powers of the mind, which are most

luxuriant by constitution, or have been most cherished

vol. II. 5S
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by education, impatient to exert tlieuiselvesj htiri'j'

the thought into scenes that give them play; and the

boy commences in imagination, according to the bent

of his mind, a general or a statesman, a poet or ait

orator.

When the fair ones become castle builders, they use

difiereht materials; and while the young soldier is

carried into the field of Mars, where he pierces the

thickest squadrons of the enemy, despising death in

all its forms, the gay and lovely nymph, whose heart

has never felt the tender passion, is transported into

a brilliant assembly, where she draws the attention of

every eye, and makes an impression on the noblest

heart.

But no sooner has Cupid's arrow foimd its way in->

to her own heart, than the whole scenery of her imagi-

nation is changed. Balls and assemblies have now no

charms. Woods and groves, the flowery bank, and

the crystal fountain, are the scenes she frequents In

imagination. She becomes an Arcadian shepherdess,

feeding her floek beside that of her Strephon, and wants

tio more to complete her happiness.

In a few years the love-sick maid is transformed in-

to the solicitous mother. Her smiling offspring play

around her. She views them with a parent's eycii

Her imagination immediately raises them to manhood,

and brings them forth upon the stage of life. One
son makes a figure in the army, another shines at the

bar ; her daughters are happily disposed of in mar-

riage, and bring new alliances to the family. Her
children's children rise up before her, and venerate

her gray hairs.

Thus, the spontaneous sallies of fancy are as tS'

rious as the cares and fears, the desires and hopes, of

man.
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Auicqnid agunt homines, votum, timor, ira, voluptas,

Claudia, discursus :

These fill up the scenes of fancy, as well as the page

of the satyrist. Whatever possesses the heart makes

occasional excursions into the imagination, and acts

such scenes upon that theatre as are agreeable to the

prevailing passion. The man of traffic, who has com-

mitted a rich cargo to the inconstant ocean, follows it

in his thought; and, according as his hopes or his

fears prevail, he is haunted with storms, and rocks,

^nd shipwreck ; or he makes a happy and a lucrative

voyage ; and before his vessel has lost sight of land,

he has disposed of the profit which she is to bring at

her return.

The poet is carried into the Elysian fields, where

he converses with the ghosts of Homer and Orpheus.

The philosopher makes a toui' througli the planetary

system, or goes down to the centre qf the earth, and

examines its various strata. In the devout man, like-

wise, the great objects that possess his heart often

play in his imagination ; sometimes he is transported

to the regions of the blessed, whence he looks down

with pity upon the folly and the pageantry of human

life ; or he prostrates himself before the throne of the

Most High, with devout veneration ; or he converses

with celestial spirits about the natural and moral

kingdom of God, which lie now sees only by a faint

light, but hopes hereafter to view with a steadier and

brighter ray.

In persons come to maturity, there is even in these

spontaneous sallies of fancy, some arrangement of'

thought; and I conceive that it will be readily allow-

ed, that in those who have the greatest stock of knowl-

edge, and the best natural parts, even the spontaneous

movements of fancy will be the most regular and con-

nected. They have un order, connection, and} unity,
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by which they are no less distinguished from the dreams

of one asleep, or the ravings of one delirious on the one

hand, than from the finished productions of art on the

other.

How is this regular arrangement brought about ? It

has all the marks ofjudgment and reason, yet it seems

to go before judgment, and to spring forth spontane-

ously.

Shall we believe with Leibnitz, that the mind was

originally formed like a watch wound up ; and that all

its thoughts, purposes, passions and actions, are ef-

fected by the gradual evolution of the original spring

of the machine, and succeed each other in order, as

necessarily as the motions and pulsations of a watch ?

If a child of thtee or four years, were put to ac-

count for the phenomena of a watch, he would con-

ceive that there is a little man within the watch, or

some other little animal that beats continually, and

produces the motion. Whether the hypothesis of this

young philosopher in turning the watch spring into a

man, or that of the German philosopher in turning a

man into a watch spring, be the most rational, seems

hard to determine.

To account for the regularity of our first thoughts,

from motions ofanimal spirits, vibrations of nerves, at-

tractions of ideas, or from any other unthinking cause,

whether mechanical or contingent, seems equally irra-

tional.

If we be not able to distinguish the strongest marks

of thought and design from the effects of mechanism

or contingency, the consequence will be very mel-

ancholy : for it must necessarily follow, that we
have no evidence of thought in any of our fellow men,

nay, that we have no evidence of thought or design

in the structure and government of the universe. If a

good period or sentence was fsver produced without
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having had anyjudgment previously employed about it,

why not an Iliad or Eneid? They differ only in less

and more ; and we should do injustice to the philoso-

pher of Laputa, in laughing at his project of making
poems by the turning of a wheel, if a concurrence of

unthinking causes may produce a rational train of

thought.

It is, therefore, in itself highly probable, to say no

more, that whatsoever is regular and rational in a train

of thought, which presents itself spontaneously to a

man's fancy, without any study, is a copy of what had

been before composed by his own rational powers, or

those of some other person.

"We certainly judge so in similar cases. Thus, in a

book I find a train of thinking, which has the marks

of knowledge and judgment. I ask how it was pro-

duced ? It is printed in a book. This does not satisfy

me, because the book has no knowledge nor reason. I

am told that a printer printed it, and a compositor set

the types. Neither does this satisfy me. These causes

perhaps knew \ery little of the subject. There must

be a prior cause of the composition. It was printed

from a manuscript. True. But the manuscript is as

ignorant as the printed book. The manuscript ivas

written or dictated by a man of knowledge and judg-

ment. This, and this only, will satisfy a man of com-

mon understanding,- and it appears to him extremely

ridiculous to believe, that such a train ofthinking could

originally be produced by any cause that neither rea-

sons nor thinks.

Whether such a train of thinking be printed in a

book, or printed, so to speak, in his mind, and issue

spontaneously from his fancy, it must have been com-

posed with judgment by himself, or by some other ra-

tional being.
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This, I think, will be confirmed by tracing the prog-

ress of the human fancy as far back as we are able.

"We have not the means of knowing how the fancy

is employed in infants. Their tim^is divided between
the employment of their senses and sound sleep : so

that there is little time left for imagination, and the

materials it has to work upon are probably very

scanty. A few days after they are born, sometimes a

few hours, we see them smile in their sleep. But
what they smile at, is not easy to guess ; for they do

oot smile at any thing they see, when awake, for some

months after they are born. It is likewise common to

see them move their lips in sleep, as ifthey were suck-

ing.

These things seem to discover some working of the

imagination; but there is no reason to think that

there is any regular train of thought in the mind of in-

fants.

By a regular train of thought, I mean that which has

a beginning, a middle, and an end, an arrangement of

its parts, according to some rule, or with some inten-

tion. Thus, the conception ofa design, and ofthe means

of executing it; the conception of a whole, and the

number and order of the parts. These are instances of

th0 most simple trains of thought that can be called

regular.

Man has undoubtedly a power, whether we call it

taste or judgment, is npt of any consequence in th«

present argument, whereby he distinguishes between a

composition, and a heap of materials ; between a house^

for instance, and a heap of stones ; between a sentence,

and a heap of words ; between a picture, and a heap of

colours. It does not appear to me that children have

any regular trains of thought until this power be^ns to

operate. Those who are born such idiots as never to

show any signs of this power, show as little any signs
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of Regularity of thought. It deemsi therefore, that this

power is connected with all regular trains of thought,

and may be the cause of them.

Such trains of thought discorei^ themselres in chil-

dren about two years of age. They can then give at-

tention to the operations of older children in making

their little houses, and ships, and other such things, in

imitation of the works of men. They are then capa-

ble of understanding a little of language* which shows

both a regular train of thinking, and some degree of

abstraction. I think we may perceive a distinction be-

tween the faculties of children of two or three years of

age, and those ofthe most sagacious brutes. They can

then perceive design and regularity in the works of

others, especially of older children ; their little minds

are fired with the discovery; they are e^ger to imitate

it, and never at rest till they can exhibit something of

the same kind.

When a child first learns by imitation to do some''

thing that requires design, how does he exult ! Pythag-^

oras was not more happy in the discovery of his fa''

mous theorem^ He seems then first to reflect upott

himself, and to swell with self esteem. His eyes

sparkle. H^ is impatient to show his performance

to all about him, and thinks himself entitled to

their applause. He is applauded by all, and feels the

same emotion from this applause, as a Roman consul

did from a triumphs He has now a consciousness of

some worth in himselfi He assumes a superiority ovef

those who are not so wise ; and piiys rdlspeet to those

who are wiser than himself* He attempts something

else, and is every day reaping new laurels.

As children grow up, they are delighted with taleSj

with childish games, with designs and stratagems i

every thing of this kind stores the faney with a new
t'egular train of thought, which becomes fantiliftf by
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repetition, so that one part draws the \Thole after it in

the imagiaation.

The imagination of a child, like the hand of a paint'

er, is long employed in copying the works of others^

before it attempts any invention of its own.

The power of invention is not yet brought forth,

but is coming forward, and, like the bud of a, tree, is

ready to burst its integuments, when some accident

aids its eruption.

There is no power of the understanding that gives

so much pleasure to the owner as that of invention

:

whether it be employed in mechanics, in science, in

the conduct of life, in poetry, in wit, or in the fine

arts. One who is conscious of it, acquires thereby a

worth and importance in his own eye which he had

not before. He looks upon himself as one who for-

merly lived upon the bounty and gratuity of others,

but who has now acquired some property of his own.

When this power begins to be felt in the young mind,

it has the grace of novelty added to its other charms,

and, like the youngest child of the family, is caressed

beyond all the rest.

We may be sure, therefore, that as soon as chil-

dren are conscious of this power, they will exercise

it in such ways as are suited to their age, and to the

objects they are employed about. This gives rise to

innumerable new associations, and regular trains of

thought, which make the deeper impression upon the

mind, as they are its exclusive property.

I am aware that the power of invention is distributed

among men more unequally than almost any other.

When it is able to produce any thing that is interesting

to mankind, we call it genius ; a talent which is the

lot of very few. But there is perhaps a lower kind,

or lower degree of invention that is more common.

However this may be^ it muat be allowed; that the
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pewer of iavention in those who have it, will produce

many new regular trains of thought ; and these being

expressed in works of art, in writing, or in discourse,

will be copied by others.

Thus I conceive the minds of children, as soon as

they have judgment to distinguish what is regular,

orderly, and connected, from a mere medley of thought,

are furnished with regular trains of thinking by these

means.

1st, And chiefly, by copying what they see in the

works and in the discourse of others. Man is the

most imitative of all animals; he not only imitates

with intention, and purposely, what he thinks has

any grace or beauty, but even without intention, he

is led by a kind of instinct, which it is difficult to re-

sist, into the modes of speaking, thinking, and acting,

which he has been accustomed to see in his early years.

The more children see of what is regular and beauti*

ful in what is presented to them, the more they are

led to observe and to imitate it.

This is the chief part of their stock, and descends

to them by a kind of tradition from those who came

before them; and we shall find, that the fancy of

most men is furnished from those they have convers-

ed with, as well as their religion, language, and man-

ners.

Sdly, By the additions or innovations that are prop-

erly their own, these will be greater or less, in propor-

tion to their study and invention ; but in tlie bulk of

mankind are not very considerable.

Every profession, and every rank in life, has a

manner of thinking, and turn of fancy that is proper

to it; by which it is characterized in comedies and

works of humour. The bulk of men of the same na-

tion, of the same rank, and of the same occupation,

are cast as it were in .the same mould. This mould

TOIi. II. S9
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itself changes gradually, but slowly, by new in-

ventions, by intercourse with strangers, or by other ac-

cidents.

The condition of man requires a longer infancy and

youth than that of other animals ; for this reason,

among others, that almost every station in civil society

requires a multitude of regular trains of thought, to

be not only acquired, but to be made so familiar by

frequent repetition, as to present themselves spontane-

ously, when there is occasion for them.

The imagination even of men of good parts never

serves them readily but in things wherein it has been

much exercised. A Biinister of state holds a confer-

ence with a foreign ambassador, with no greater emo-

tion than a professor in a college prelects to his audi-

ence. The imagination of each presents to him what

the occasion requires to be said, and how. Let thera

change places, and both would find themselves at a

loss.

The habits which the human miud is capable of ac-

quiring by exercise are wonderful in many instances

;

in none more wonderful, than in that versatility of

imagination which a well bred man acquires, by being

much exercised in the various scenes of life. In the

morning he visits a friend in alBiction. Here his im-

agination brings forth from its store every topic of con-

solation ; every thing that is agreeable to the laws of

friendship and sympathy, and nothing that is not so.

From thence he drives to the minister's levee, where

imagination readily suggests what is proper to be said

or replied to evei-y man, and in what manner, accord-

ing to the degree of acquaintance or familiarity, of

rank or dependence, of opposition or concurrence of

interests, of confidence or distrust, that is between

them. Nor does all this employment hinder him from

cai?rying on some design with much artifice, and en-
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deavouving to peneli-ate into the views, of others

through the closest disguises. From the levee he

goes to the House of Commons, and speaks upon the

affairs of the nation ; from thence to a ball or assem-

bly, and entertains the ladies. His imagination puts

on the friend, the courtier, the patriot, the fine gen-

tleman, with more ease than we put off one suit and

put on another.

This is the effect of training and exercise. For a

man of equal parts and knowledge, but unaccustomed

to those scenes of publiclife, is quite disconcerted when

first brought into them. His thoughts are put to flight,

and he cannot rally them.

There are feats of imagination to be learned by ap-

plication and practice, as wonderful as the feats of bal-

ancers and rope dancers, and often as useless.

When a man can make a hundred verses standing

on one foot, or play three or four games at chess at

the same time without seeing the board, it is probable

he has spent his life in acquiring such a feat. How-
ever, such unusual phenomena show what habits of

imagination may be acquired.

When such habits are acquired and perfected, they

are exercised without any laborious effort ; like the

habit of playing upon an instrument of music. There

are innumerable motions of the lingers upon the stops

or keys, which must be directed in one particulat- train

or succession. There is only one arrangement of those

motions that is right, while there are ten thousand that

are wrong, and would spoil the music. The musician

thinks not in the least of the arrangement of those mo-

tions f be has a distinct idea of the tune, and wills to

play it. The motions of the fingers arrange them-

selves so as to answer his intention.

In like manner, when a man speaks upon a subject

with which he is acquainted^ there is a certain arrange-
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ment of his thoughts and words necessary to make his

discourse sensible, pertinent, and grammatical. In

every sentence, there are more rules of grammar, logic,

and rhetoric, that may be transgressed, than there are

words and letters. He speaks without thinking of

any of those rules, and yet observes them all, as if they

were all in his eye.

This is a habit so similar to that of a player on an

instrument, that I think both must be got in the same
way, that is, by much practice, and the power of

habit.

When a man speaks well and methodically upon a

subject without study, and with perfect ease, I believe

we may take it for granted that his thoughts run in a

beaten track. There is a mould in his mind, which

has been formed by much practice, or by study, for

this very subject, or for some other so similar and

analogous, that his discourse falls into this mould with

ease, and takes its form from it.

Hitherto we have considered (he operations of fan-

cy that are either spontaneous, or at least require no

laborious effort to guide and direct them, and have

.

endeavoured to account for that degree of regularity

and arrangement which is found even in them. The
natural powers of judgment and invention, the pleas-

ure that always attends the exercise of those powers,

the m'eans we have of improving them by imitation of

others, and the efiect of practice and habits, seems to

me sufficiently to account for this phenomenon, with-

out supposing any unaccountable attractions of ideas

by which they arrange themselves.

But we are able to direct our thoughts in a certain

course, so as to perform a destined task.

Every work of art has its model framed in the imagi-

nation. Here the Iliad of Homer, the Republic of

Plato, the Principia of Newton, were fabricated.
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Shall we believe, that those works took the form in

which they now appear of themselves ? That the senti-

ments, the manners, and the passions, arranged them-

selves at once in the mind of Homer, so as to form the

Iliad ? Was there no more effort in the composition,

than there is in telling a well known tale, or singing a

favourite song? This cannot be believed.

Granting that some happy thought iirst suggested

the design of singing the wrath ofAchilles ; yet, sure-

ly, it was a matter ofjudgment and choice where the

arration should begin, and where it should end.

Granting that the fertility of the poet's imagination

suggested a variety of rich materials ; was not judg-

ment necessary to select what was proper, to reject

what was improper, to ai'range the materials into ajust

composition, and to adapt them to each other, and to

the design of the whole ?

!No man can believe that Homer's ideas, merely by

certain sympathies and antipathies, by certain attrac-

tions and repulsions inhereht in their natures, arranged

themselves according to the most perfect rules of epic

poetry; and Newton's, according to the rules of math-

ematical composition.

I should sooner believe that the poet, after he invok-

ed his muse, did nothing at all but listen to the song of

the goddess. Poets indeed, and other artists, must

make their works appear natural ; but nature is thfe per-

fection of art, and there can be nojust imitation of na-

ture without art. "When the building is finished, the

rubbish, the scaffolds, the tools and engines, are carried

out of sight; but We know it could not have been reared

without them.

The train of thinking, therefore, is capable of being

guided and directed, much in the same manner as the

horse we ride. The horse has his strength, his agili

<y, and his mettle in himself; he has been taught cer-
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tain movements, and many useful habits that make him

more subservient to our purposes, and obedient to our

v'ill ; but to accomplish a journey, he must be directed

by the rider.

In like manner, lancy has its original powers, which

are very diiferent in different persons ^ it has likewise

more regular motions, to which it has been trained by

a long course of discipline and exercise ; and by which

it may extempore, and without much effort, produce

things that have a considerable degree of beauty, reg-

ularity, an(l design.

But the most perfect works of design are never ex-

temporary. Our first thoughts are reviewed ; we place

them at a proper distance ; examine every part, and

take a complex view of the whole. By our critical

faculties, we perceive this part to be redundant, that

deficient ; here is a want of nerves, there a want ofdel-

icacy j this is obscure, that too diffuse j things are

marshalled anew, according to a second and more de-

liberate judgment; what was deficient, is supplied;

what was dislocated, is put in joint; redundancies are

lopped off, and the whole polished.

Though poets of all artists make the highest claim

to inspiration, yet if we believe Horace a competent

judge, no production in that art can have merit> which

has not cost such labour as this in the birth.

Vos O

!

Pomtjilius sanguis; carmen reprehendite quod noii

Multa dies, et multa litura coercuit, atque

Perfectutn decies non castigavit ad unguem.

The conclusion I would draw from all that has been

said upon this subject is, that every thing that is regu-

lar in that train of thought, which we call fancy, or

imagination, from the little designs and reveries of

children, to the grandest productions of human genius,

was originally the offspring ofjudgment or taste, applied
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with some eflTort greater or less. What one person

composed with art and judgment, is imitated by anoth-

er with great ease. What a man liimself at first

composed with pains, becomes by habit so familiar,

as to offer itself spontaneously to his fancy afterward

:

but nothing that is regular, was ever at first conceiv-

ed« without design, attention and care.

I shall now make a few reflections upon a theory

which has been applied to account for this successive

train of thought in the mind. It was hinted by Mr.

Hobbes, but has drawn more attention since it was dis-

tinctly explained by Mr. Hume.
That author thinks that the train of thought in the

mind is owing to a kind of attraction which ideas have

for other ideas that bear certain relations to them. He
thinks the complex ideas, which are the common sub^

jects of our thoughts and reasoning, are owing to thd

same cause. The relations which pPoduce this at-i

traction of ideas, he thinks, are these three only, to

wit, causation, contiguity in time or place, and simili'

tude. He asserts, that these are the only general prin-'

ciples that unite ideas. And having, in another place,

occasion to take notice of contrariety as a principle of

;

connection among ideas, in order to reconcile this to

his system, he tells us gravely, that contrariety may
perhaps be considered as a mixture of causation and

resemblance. That ideas which have any of these three

relations do mutually attract each other, so that one of

them being presented to the fanoy^ the other is drawn

along with it, this he seems to think an original proper-

ty of the u>ind, op rather of the ideas^ and therefore '

inexplicable.

1st, I observe with regard to this theory^ that al-

though it is true that the thought of any object is apt

to' lead us to the thought ofits cause or effect, of things

contiguous to it in time or place, or ofthings reseiflbliag
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it, yet litis enumeration of the relations of things which

are apt to lead us from one object to another, is very

inaccui'ate.

The enumeration is too large upon his own princi-

ples ; but it is by far too scanty in reality. Causation,

according to his philosophy, implies nothing more than

a constant conjunction observed between the cause and

the effect, and therefore contiguity must include causa-

tion, and his three principles of attraction are reduced

to two.

But when we take all the three, the enumeration is

in reality very incomplete. Every relation of things

has a tendency, more or less, to lead the thought, in

a thinking mind, from one to the other; and not only

every relation, but every kind of contrariety and oppo-

sition. What Mr. Hume says, that contrariety may
perhaps be considered ^s a, mixture "of causation and

resemblance/' I can as little comprehend as if he had

said that figure may perhaps be considered as a mix-

ture ofcolour and sound.

Our thoughts pass easily from the end to the means

;

from any truth to the evidence on which it is founded^

the consequences that may be drawn from it, or the use

that may be made of it. From a part we are easily

led to think of the whole, from a subject to its qual-

ities, or from things related to the relation. Such

transitions in thinking must have been made thou-

sands oftimes by every man who thinks and reasons, and

thereby become, as it were, beaten tracks for the im-

agination.

Not only the relations of objects to each other in-

fluence our train of thinking, but the relation they

bear to the present temper and disposition of the

mind ; their relation to the habits we have acquired,

whether moral or intellectual; to the company we
liave kept, and to the business in which we have been
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chiefly employetl. The same event will suggest very

different reflections to different persons, and to the

sanne person at different times, according as he is in

good or bad humour, as he is lively or dull, angry or

pleased, melancholy or cheerful.

Lord Kaimes in his Elements of Criticism, and

i3r. Gerard in his Essay on Genius, have given a

much fuller and juster enumeration of the causes that

influence our train of thinking, and I have nothing

to add to what they have said on this subject.

2dly, Let us consider how far this attraction

of ideas must be resolved into original qualities of hu-

maa nature.

I believe the original principles of the mind, of

which we can give no account, but that such is our

constitution, are more in uumber than is commonly

thought. But we ought not to multiply them without

necessity.

That trains of thinking, which by frequent repeti-

tion hare become familiar, should spontaneously ofier

themselves to our fancy, seems to require no other

original quality but the power of habit.

In all rational thinking, and in all rational discourse,

whether serious or facetious, the thought must have

some relation to what went before. Every man^

therefore, from the dawn of reason, must have been

accustomed to a train of related objects. These please

the understanding, and by custom become like beaten

tracks which invite the traveller.

As far as it is in our power to give a direction to

our thoughts, whieh it is, undqubtedly, in a great de-

gree, they will be directed by the active principles

common to men> by our appetites, our passions, our

affections, our reason, and conscience. And that the

trains of thinking in our minds are chiefly governed

vox. i-i. 60
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by these, aeeordiug as one or another prevails at the

time, every man will find in his experience.

If the mind is at any time Tacant from every pas-

sion and desire, there are still some objects that are

more acceptable to us than others. The facetious man
is pleased with surprising similitudes or contrasts ; the

philosopher with the relations of things that are

subservient to reasoning ; the merchant with what tends

to profit; and the politician with what may mend the

state.
,

A
,

good writer of comedy or romance can feign a

train of thinking for any of the persons of his fable,

which appears very natural, and is approved by the

best judges. Now, what is it that entitles such a

iiction to approbation ? Is it that the author has given

a nice attention to the relations of causation, contigui-

ty, and similitude in the ideas ? This, surely, is the

least part of its merit. But the chief part consists

in this, that it corresponds perfectly with the general

character, the rank, the habits, the present situation

and passions of the person. If this be a just way of

judging in criticism, it follows necessarily, that the

circumstances last mentioned have the chief influence

in suggesting our trains of thought.

It cannot be denied, that the state of the body bas

an influence upon our imagination, according as a

man is sober or drunk, as he is fatigued or refreshed.

Crudities and indigestion are said to give uneasy

dreams, and have probably a like eflect upon the wak-,

ing thoughts. Opium gives to some persons pleasing

dreams, and pleasing imaginations when awake, and

to others sucb as are horrible and distressing.

These influences of the body upon the mind can

only be known by experience, and I believe we can

give no account of themo
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Nor can we, perhaps, give any reason Avliy we must

think without ceasing while we are awake. I believe

we are likewise originally disposed, in imagination, to

pass from any one object of thought to others that are -

contiguous to it in time or place. This, I think, may
be observed in brutes and in idiots, as well as in chil-

dren, before any habit can be acquired that might ac-

count for it. The sight of an object is apt to suggest

to the imagination what has been seen or felt in con-

junction with it, even when the memory of that con-

junction is gone.

Such conjunctions of things influence not only the

imagination, but the belief and the passions, especially

in children and in brutes ; and perhaps all that we call

memory in brutes, is something of this kind.

They expect events in the same order and succession

in which they happened before ; and by this expecta-

tion, theiractions and passions, as well as their thoughts, :

are regulated. A horse takes fright at the place

where some object frightened him before. We are apt

to conclude from this, that he remembers the former

accident. But perhaps there is only an association

formed in his mind between the place and the passion

of fear, without any distinct remembrance.

Mr. Locke has given us a very good chapter upon

the association of ideas ; and by the examples he has

given to illustrate this doctrine, I think it appears that

very strong associations may be formed at once ; not

of ideas to ideas only, but of ideas to passions and

emotions ; and that strong associations are never

formed at once, but when accompanied by some

strong passion or emotion. I believe this must be re-

solved into the constitution of our nature.

Mr. Hume's opinion, that the complex ideas, which

are the common objects of discourse and reasoning,

are formed by those original attractions of ideas, to
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which he ascribes the train of thoughts in the mind,

will come under consideration in another place-

To pnt an end to our remarks upon this theory of Mr.

Hume, I think he has real merit in bringing this ca-

rious subject under the view of philosophers, and carry-

ing it a certain lengths But I see nothihg in this the-

ory that should hinder us from concluding that every

thingin the trains ofour thought, which bears the marks

ofjudgment and reason, has been the product of judg-

ment and reason previously exercised, eitlier by the

person himself at that or some former time, or by

some other person. The attraction of ideas will be

the same in a man's second thoughts upon any sub-

ject as in his first. Or if some change in his circum-

stances, or in the objects about him, should make any

change in the attractions of bis ideas, it is an equal

chance whether the second be better than the first, or

whether they be worse. But it is certain, that every

man ofjudgment and taste will, upon a review, correct

that train of thought which first presented itself. If

the attractions of ideas are the sole causes ofthe regu-

lar arrangement of thought in the fancy, there is no

use for judgment or taste in any composition, nor in-

deed any room for their operation.

There are other reflections of ai more practical na-

ture, and of higher importance, to which this subject

leads.

I believe it will be allowed by every man, that our

happiness or misery in life, that our improvement in

any art or science which we profess, and that our im-

provement in real virtue and goodness, depend in a very

great degree on the train of thinking, that occupies

the mind both in our vacant and in our more serious

hours. As far, therefore, as the direction of our

thoughts is in our power, and that it is so in a great

measure, cannot be doubted, it is of the last import-
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ance to give them that direction which is most subser-

vient to those valuable purposes.

What enjoyment can be have worthy a man, whose

imagination is occupied only about things low and base,

and grovels in a narrow field of mean, unanimating and

uninteresting obj(;cts, insensible to those finer and more

delicate sentiments, and blind to those more enlarged

and nobler views which elevate the soul, and make it

conscious of its dignity.

How different from him, whose imagination, like

an eagle in her flight, takes a wide prospect, and ob-

serves whatever it presents, that is new or beautiful,

grand or important ; whose rapid wing varies the

scene every moment, carrying him sometimes through

the fairy regions of wit and fancy, sometimes through

the more regular and sober walks of science and phi-

losophy.

The various objects which he surveys, according to

their different degrees of beauty and dignity, raise in

him the lively and agreeable emotions of taste. Illus-

trious human characters, as they pass in review, cloth-

ed with their moral qualities, touch his heart still more

deeply. They not only awaken the sense of beauty,

but excite the sentiment of approbation, and kindle the

glow of virtue.

While he views what is truly great and glorious in

human conduct, his soul catches divine flame, and

burns with desire to emulate what it admires.

The human imagination is an ample theatre, upon

which every thing in human life, good or bad, great or

mean, laudable or base, is acted.

In children, and in some frivolous minds, it is a mere

toy shop. And in some, who exercise their memory
without their judgment, its furniture is made up ofold

scraps of knowledge, that are threadbare and worn out.

In some, this theatre is often occupied by ghastly

superstition; with all her train ofgargons, and hydras,
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iind chimeras dire. Sometimes it is hannted with all

the infernal demons, and made the forge of plots, and

rapine, and murder. Here every thing that is black

and detestable is first contrived, and a thousand wicked

designs conceived that are never executed. Here too

the furies act their part, taking a severe, though secret

vengeance upon the self condemned criminal.

How happy is that mind, in which the light of real

knowledge dispels the phantoms of superstition ; in

which the belief and reverence of a perfect, all govern-

ing Mind casts out all fear but the fear of acting wrong

;

in which serenity and cheerfulness, innocence, humani-

ty, and candour, guard the imagination against the en-

trance of every unhallowed intruder, and invite more

amiable and worthier guests to dwell

!

There shall the muses, the graces, and the virtues,

fix their abode : for every thing that is great and wor-

thy in human conduct must have been conceived in the

imagination before it was brought into act. And many

great and good designs have been formed there, which,

for want of power and opportunity, have proved abor-

tive.

The man, whose imagination is occupied by these

guests, must be wise^ he must be good, and he must be

happy.

END Of THE SEGOI^D VOLUME.
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"Among,the various descriptions of evidence for the authenticity of

Divine Revelation, which have successively expelled infidelity from its

most considerable positions, and have at length confined its once active

.and audacious hostility within a narrow circle, we are far from thinking

lightly of that which was primarily brought into action by the venerable

author of this work. His idea of employing the accounts of modern
travellers in the East, to illustrate the incidents and allusions that occur in

Scripture, was one of those happy conceptions which are often the unex-

pected reward of diligent thought. The benefits derived from this kind

of- evidence to the cause of religion are confessedly of secondary value.

The proofs in favour of Divine Revelation were quite conclusive, and
quite adequate to the conviction of any candid examiner, many centuries

before the worthy Mr. Harmer undertook to compile these ." Observa-

tions." But though his labours have established little, they have explain-

ed much ; their results are not merely of the " curious and amusingkind,"

as he is modestly disposed to represent them; on the contrary, they fur-

nish us with ample means, in many instances, to refute the sneers, to si-

lence the objections, and to lessen or remove the apparent difficulties, of

-which infidelsin various periods, and especially Voltaire, have often avail-

ed themselves, in attempting to impeach the authenticity of the Scrip-

tures. His, (I^r. Harmer'a) steps have been followed with great dili-

gence, and Id general with great success, by the learned and ingenious
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editor of " Calmet's Dictionary," and the works connected with it. From
both these writers, and from some other sources, Mr. S. Burder has
compiled his "Oriental Customs." The diffusion of knowledge, which
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" Whatever the original claims of this work might be, they are greatly

augmented by the diligence, learning and skill of the present Editor.

The nature and value of the improvements it has received, should in

strict propriety be the principal subject of our critique ; for the merits
of the work, considered merely as a republication, are too well under-
stood to require any discussion or commendation."
After speaking, in terms of high approbation, of the " good sense,"

and " sound criticism," displayed by Dr. Clark, in his notes and ad-
ditions to this work, the reviewers conclude by observing

:

" We have purposely abstained from discussing any of the numerous
points of biblical criticism referred to in these volumes. Our critique

win answer its principal purpose, if it has the effect of encouraging the
disposition of the public to study Oriental customs with reference to the
illustration of Scripture, and if it promotes the circulation of a work
which is remarkably adapted to gratify the cariosity of general readers,
while it furnishes the theological student with very Interesting and valua-

ble information. It has scarcely ever fallen to our lot to examine a per-
formancej which in its original state so well deserved to be republished,
or which had in every respect derived so much improvement from the
abilities of its Editor."
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